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The Epistle to the Hebrews is often looked upon as a difficult thus expositional studies of it from the 
start to the end are difficult to find.  It has many highlights, such as the faith chapter (11) and is of-
ten used as a point of cross-reference and doctrinal support.  The book as a whole, though, is clearly 

one of the most through explanations of God’s fulfilled plan in Christ.  Its intricate details, once studied 
and reviewed produce an awe in the learner.  It is not a study to be feared or to be looked upon as tedious, 
but rather a study into the magnificence of God’s working and precision.  It alters the thinking, rebukes the 
immature, perplexes the skeptic, challenges the unmotivated and solidifies the faithful.  Most importantly, 
it places the Lord Jesus Christ in His rightful position above all others, directing the object of our faith on 
Him and His prefect work.

It was written to Jewish believers who were being persecuted on many sides and were in a place to ques-
tion their faith and what they had been taught regarding Christ.  All that they had grown-up with, traditions, 
practices, teachings and friends were suddenly overturned with these new truths they were being taught 
and led into.  They had expected to see the return of Christ and it was now 30 years later and things were 
getting worse.  Many were being tempted and encouraged to return to their traditions and beliefs as well 
as the friends and families they had been separated from.  They desperately needed encouragement and a 
reassurance that their faith was founded in a solid foundation.  How could they know that Christianity was 
right?  How could they be sure that what they were suffering was of value?

All of this and more is addressed in detail with thorough explanation.  The end result being a firm faith, re-
solved endurance and an awe at the working of God through their history, leading them to an anticipation of 
their future.  All is focused upon the supremacy of Christ who is the “author and perfecter of our faith” (12:2)

I. An Overview of Hebrews - where we are heading
 A. Christ is God and the fulfillment of God’s purposes - therefore He is to be our life focus also
  1. He is above the ________________ - 1:2
  2. He made the world - 1:2
  3. He is the “..____________ representation of His nature..” - 1:3
  4. His work as “high priest” is finished seeing as He “sat down” - there is nothing more to be 
      done in God’s redemptive work (there is nothing left to be finished by us either) - 1:3
 B. Christ is above all angelic beings - 1:4-14
  1. Why would we be more enamored with any spirit being above Him? - what is said of 
      Christ is above all that is said of any other
  2. All power that could be displayed by them is not to be compared to His power and position
 C. Do not be guilty of neglecting in any way what you have been given - 2:1-4
  1. Beware of that which would seek to lead you away from these foundations
  2. All of these truths have been “testified” by God - our faith is not ___________ faith
 D. Christ was made “..a little lower than the angels..” - God a man for God’s purposes - 2:5-18
  1. All God’s creation is to be subject to man - 2:5-8
  2. Yet, all is not subject to man at this point but we do see, through suffering, glory and honor 
      are crowned upon Christ - 2:9 
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   • Not as we would have expected, but it was perfect in the purpose of God
  3. He would render powerless the one who had power over death - the devil - 2:14
   • To save those held in slavery through ___________ of death - 2:15
  4. He would become “.. a merciful and faithful high priest..” - 2:17
 E. Christ is the “apostle and high priest” of our faith (profession) - 3:1-6
  1. “Apostle, as Ambassador (a higher designation than “angel” -messenger) sent by the Father 
      (Joh 20:21), pleading the cause of God with us; High Priest, as pleading our cause with God. 
      Both His Apostleship and High Priesthood are comprehended in the one title, Mediator”  JFB
  2. In this, He usurps the significance of ____________ - 3:2
 F. Beware of a “hard heart” and unbelief - 3:7-19
  1. Their history reminds them the perils of disbelief and stubbornness - their disbelief and 
      rebellion did not alter God’s plan, but it did hurt them
  2. Realizing this, encourage one another toward and unwavering confidence in God’s work
   • Actively seek to counter the “deceitfulness of sin” in each other
 G. The “believer’s rest” is entered through ____________ - 4:1-13
  1. With promises from God presented, do not “fall short” through disbelief - to unbelievers
  2. There were those who would not listen and believe
  3. There were those who would listen but refused to _____________
  4. God knows us to the smallest detail and there is nothing his from His sight - 4:12-13
 H. In Christ, we have the perfect “high priest” - 4:14-5:10
  1. He is fully acquainted with the temptations/trials we will face
  2. We may approach Him in confidence finding mercy and grace in “time of need”
  3. He became “..the source of eternal salvation” - 5:9
 I. You should be “grown-up” by now in the Faith - 5:11-14
  1. Not listening (learning) makes the truth “hard to explain”
  2. Basic learning of the truth is to lead to deeper, more substantial learning
  3. Without the “meat” one remains immature, weak and susceptible to ___________
 J. The peril of those who only “flirt” with the Truth - 6:1-8
  1. There are those who “taste” (sample) the Truth
  2. Their thinking is “enlightened” - they learn the Truth
  3. They get a “taste” of what is “heavenly”
  4. They are privileged to share in the presence of the Holy Spirit at work - they live among those 
       in whom the Holy Spirit dwells
  5. They’ve tasted of God’s word (teachings) and learned of “the world to come”
  6. These, “fall away” and cannot be brought back around to “repent” (which they never did 
       and refused to do in the first place)
  7. This would involve “crucifying to THEMSELVES” the Lord again - this does not speak of 
      salvation, only their initiation to these concepts and what they cannot do in themselves
  8. These are not “good ground” so they will never bear fruit - it is not ________ they are
 K. The qualities of those truly in the faith should characterize us - 6:9-20
  1. Realize (live in light of) the “hope until the end”
  2. Our confidence lies in God and it could not be placed in any one or anything greater!
  3. This was exemplified in the example of Abraham and the promise made to him
  4. So God’s purpose is unchangeable with us (by His own word)
   • It is impossible for God to __________
  5. The hope and anchor of our soul is in Christ Who is beyond this life into eternity (nothing of 
      this world, age or life can affect and change this in any way)
   •We are assured that this hope is steadfast
  6. Christ has gone on before us - He is our High Priest
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 L. Melchizedek and the priesthood of Christ - 7:1-28
  1. Melchizadek, King of Salem and Priest of the most High God
   a. This was a “priesthood” of another kind than that of the Levites - providing an 
       example from their own history of a priesthood outside that of the tribe of Levi
   b. He was without parents and genealogy (a Levite needed proof of descent to 
       dispense with his duties), and no beginning and no end ________________
   c. He was “greater” than Abraham (he was legitimate) 
   d. As predicted in Psalm 110:4, another would come from the order of Melchizadek
    •This was speaking of Christ (who would do this ___________ from the law 
      and the “order” that had been established under Aaron)
  2. There had to be many priests under the Levitical system as they were subject to death, 
      while Christ’s priesthood is perpetual since He does not die - He lives always to 
      make _________________!
  3. Christ needs not offer sacrifices for Himself first as He is perfect and was, Himself 
      the perfect sacrifice for sins
 M. Christ, mediator of the better covenant - 8:1-13
  1. Christ is seated at the Right hand of God
  2. He ministers in a tabernacle not made by man but by God
  3. The second covenant (testament) is better than the first - if the first had been flawless, 
      there would have been no need for another
  4. The new covenant was foretold in Jeremiah 31:31-43
   a. Israel did not keep the first covenant
   b. God will establish a new covenant that will be characterized by..
    (1). His Law will be in their __________ and hearts
    (2). He will be their God and they His people
    (3). Each will have an internal teacher not requiring an authoritative teacher
    (4). God will be merciful, not ________________ their sins
  5. In light of the new covenant, the old has become obsolete
 O. The old tabernacle/covenant compared to the new (perfect) working of Christ - 9:1-28
  1. The old tabernacle described and its limitations
  2. The perfect sanctuary and work in Heaven (not made with hands)
  3. The necessity of blood sacrifice and the differences between the old and Christ’s
  4. The necessity of death in keeping the covenant (for the inheritance promised)
   • “Christ’s ministry is seen to be superior to the old covenant ministry in three ways: 
       in its covenant, in its sanctuary, and in its sacrifice.”  Daniel B. Wallace
  5. The suffering of Christ was only needed once, in contrast to the _______________ 
      sacrifices of the old system (under the Law)
  6. When Christ returns, it will not be for sins, but in the fulfillment of salvation
 P. The permanence of Christ’s sacrifice for sins - 10:1-18
  1. The Law (and the sacrificial system) was only a shadow of the actual fulfillment to come
   • Why love and follow the shadow when that which the shadow foretold is here?
  2. These other sacrifices could not take away sins
  3. Christ sacrifice was once, for all time! - and this sacrifice “perfected for all time those 
      who are sanctified”
  4. Then, where there is forgiveness of sins, offerings for sins are no longer needed
 Q. A new hope leading to a new way of living and exhorting - 10:19-25
  1. We live, in light of His work, with a new confidence before God
  2. A “sincere heart”, “full assurance of faith”, and a “confession of hope without wavering”
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  3. We are able, in light of all that Christ has done on our behalf, to “draw near” (assent to, 
      worship, come before) in all honesty (without hypocrisy which is mostly caused by fear 
      of the truth regarding ourselves being known) with unwavering confidence (no fear of 
      condemnation or rejection) and, on our part, hold fast to the “acknowledged faith” (as in 
      a confession of faith - in this case, the Apostles’ Doctrine) 
   • Even with the persecution and other doubts and discouragements, do not yield “the 
     faith” to seek some semblance of ___________ (it is an escape to doom)
  4. This hope was to now change how they would live their lives - without doubt or dread
  5. This is to be done “without wavering” (literally “without leaning” as in thinking about 
      fleeing or retreating - be firm!)
  6. All based upon the _______________ of the Promiser - vs. 23 
  7. In light of this type of tendency in the face of trouble, be thinking on and looking for 
      ways to encourage those considering doubt
   • Inciting them to love (of God and each other) and “good deeds” (service)
  8. Also, in light of the trails and temptations to yield the faith, do not let go of or neglect the 
     assembling together (your own assembly), but keep your focus on encouraging each other
   a. “To neglect such assemblings together might end in apostasy at last.”  JFB
   b. The passing of time, the coming of troubles and the ultimate day of the Lord are 
       all to be motivators to be faithful to graciously “__________” one another
  9. One idea of “forsaking” is the abandoning in time of trouble and another idea of 
      forsaking the  assembling was what it represented - the assembly is a place of unity 
      around the truth and these would leave (abandon it) because of their disagreement
 R. No hope in apostasy - 10:26-31
  1. “If we go on sinning willfully...” - one of the keys to this passage is to understand what 
       the “sinning” is referring to - it is not just sin in general, and it is not just “willful sin” in 
       general.  This is the willful sin of apostasy - an abandonment and an apposition to the 
       truth (Gospel) - some “flirt” with this concept but realize they have no where to truly go
   • Notice the use of the word “we” - who is this talking about?  Notice the use of the 
     word “if” is this an “if when” or opening a hypothetical situation to make a point?
  2. Those who reject what they have been taught (having received the knowledge of the 
      truth) have no other option (where else could they go to deal with their sin, and most 
      of all, this sin?) - or, as this is being addressed to Jewish believers, will an apostate return 
      to the Levitical sacrificial system? - the ultimate sacrifice has been paid, so no other will do
  3. Having learned of the sacrifice of Christ and the Truth, and having wilfully turned on 
      it, there will be only the looking forward to severer judgement and the vengeance of God 
      for “trampling under foot the son of God”
  4. Remember, we are dealing with “the _____________ God”!
 S. Remember the hope in previous trials - 10:32-39 
  1. These Jewish Christians has already gone through “a great conflict of sufferings”
  2. These sufferings had been open and known to the public
   a. They were sympathetic to those imprisoned for these beliefs
   b. They had suffered the loss of property - but this was done with joy, in light of the 
       fact that they knew (certainly) that they already had a “possession” better than 
       what they were losing and one that could not be taken away 
  3. These were challenged to not “throw off their ____________________” (boldness)
   a. It is interesting to see confidence described as needing to be deliberately 
       “cast aside” to be rid of it - we not only wrestle with doubt, but with the inner 
        assurance of the Truth!
   b. Part of the boldness with the faith is the expressing of it openly
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  4. They were in need of “endurance” - literally a “stayingunderness” realizing that they, in 
      their afflictions, were being used of God to do the will of God and would most assuredly 
      receive the _______________ - His coming would be in a “little while”
   • There is much to be said in the benefits of suffering and how, even in it, we are 
      recipients of God’s goodness, grace and love - some of these benefits are personal 
      strength, solidifying Truth in the eyes of those watching, lessons learned and a 
      reforming of our ________________ and character
  5. Those that are righteous will live by faith - the opposite (the apostates) are those who 
     “shrink back” (cower, hide or run in fear of something) ultimately to destruction
  6. It is interesting to note that the core of apostasy is fear (which ends up that earthly fear 
      causes them to run into what is far more dreadful than what they flee)
  7. So, at a high level, what is apostasy?
   a. It is defined as a standing away or a withdrawing (in this case from the Faith)
   b. It is a _______________ and an abandonment of the Truth and what relates to it
   c. It can be seen in one denying Christ, the Gospel all the way to an outward 
       flaunting of sinfulness and immorality - some yield the faith because they fear the 
       persecution of the world (society) while other yield the faith because they fear 
       self-disappointment (and letting loose moral constraints in the pursuit of personal 
       freedom and happiness)
   d. An apostate is one who is not dedicated to the Faith and is shown to be who they 
       are when conflict, contradiction and other hardships arise  
   e. An apostate defects because they cannot live by faith while the “just” will need to 
       live by faith as it is illustrated in the following examples - those considering 
       abandoning the faith need to focus on the examples of those who lived by faith 
       and the results - endurance is worth it! (if we don’t “faint”) - Gal. 6:9
 T. The practice of Faith in the life of the “just” - 11:1-40
  1. “The central design of this chapter is to evidence the patience of those who, in former 
      ages, endured by faith before they received the fulfillment of God’s promises..”  Pink
  2. Faith defined - vs. 1 - it is the confidence/belief in what God has said (the substance of 
      our hope (expectation) while not seeing the proof (realizing it is far off) thus faith is most 
      often seen in the exercise of some type of ________________
   • It is the facing of contradiction to our hope in the promises of God with 
      perseverance fully expecting to have our faith be sight sometime n the future
  3. The origin of the creation - having not seen it, we believe it was created by the Word of 
      God (not being made of anything visible in the creation) - vs. 3
  4. Abel’s faith to worship/sacrifice God’s way versus of his own strength - and his testimony 
      still speaks long after his death - vs. 4
  5. Enoch’s reputation (witness) that he was pleasing to God (and that in a society where it  
      was not _____________) - vs. 5
   • Illustrating that God is not pleased apart from faith - vs. 6
  6. Noah endured much work and trouble while he (in reverence) obeyed God in detail
  7. Abraham obeyed God by following the word of God not knowing precisely the path he 
      was being led to the promises he was given - vs. 8-10
   •Having reached what would be considered his destination, he lived as a stranger in 
     the land that was to be his (his entire life)
  8. Sarah in her later years trusted God with her life, considering His faithfulness - vs. 11-12
  9. Abraham and his descendants died without receiving the promises and demonstrated faith  
      by , “..having seen them and having welcomed them from a ________________” - vs. 13
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  10. If these had their thinking and desires longing for what they left, they might have 
        returned - faith at work in us controls our focus and instills ______________ - vs. 15-16
   • The opposite being those who tolerate “areas” of faith until, driven by desire to go 
      back to what they had (at one time) purposed to leave and their flirting thoughts of 
      it’s pleasure, comforts or security they succumb to what they have really wanted  
  11. Abraham was fully willing to offer what was precious to him and what was the 
       only possible way he could see God’s promises fulfilled - vs. 17-19
   a. He literally took into _____________ God’s power to raise him from the dead
   b. He had not seen this done and could not possibly know why this was being 
       commanded of him, but we have no record of his questioning God (not hesitating)
   c. The word for “accounting” is the same word for “reckon” in Romans 6 and is an 
       accounting term used to calculate the ___________ of what was at one’s disposal
   d. It was at this point that he was given the “picture” of what God would do in Christ 
       as inferred also in John 8:56 (he rejoiced to see His day)
  12. In faith, Abraham’s descendants believed in God’s promise to be fulfilled and blessed 
        their offspring accordingly - vs. 20-22
  13. In faith, Moses parents saw a significance in him and did not fear to go against the 
        dictates of Pharaoh - they feared God more than man - vs. 23
   • Even when there was no further way to conceal the child, they would not follow 
     the law to kill him, instead leaving him to God
  14. Faith in the life of Moses - vs. 24-28
   a. Faith was evident when he left power, position comfort and riches to suffer 
       together with the people of God - in faith he knew that the “pleasures” that sin 
       offers are for a __________ time and will come to an end
   b.  Moses regarded/valued degradation in the waiting for the Messiah, fully 
        expecting the “recompense” to be of greater value than all the splendors of Egypt
   c. He left Egypt behind more focused on Him who is invisible than the assured 
       wrath of the most powerful man in the world at that time
   d. He obeyed God’s instruction in detail at the passover - obedience to God’s 
       instruction was what he looked to for protection
  15. Faith at work in Israel as a people - vs. 29-31
   a. God at work was seen by Israel as they passed through the Red sea while 
       watching the Egyptians (presumptuously) being swallowed up in the waters  
   b. God at work was seen in the falling walls of Jericho after their obedience 
       to the seemingly _________ instructions of God through Joshua 
   c. Faith was seen in the life of Rahab (a harlot) when she, in faith, received the spies
  16. A plethora of faith seen in the accounts of the Old Testament - vs. 32-40
   a. The great “works” of their past had all been a result of faith at work in the lives of 
       those with whom these “works” happened - kingdoms conquered, enemies fought, 
       righteousness was a ___________ for ruling  
   b. Torture and death was endured with a focus to what would come after
   c. These are describes as being those of whom the world was not worthy - the world 
       in its blind self ambitions and self interests could not possibly know of the worth 
       of what was being demonstrated at each of these points throughout history - it 
      devalued what was of greater value than all its treasures!
   d. “..their faith is so much the more to be marvelled at, by how much the promises of 
       things to come were more dark, yet at length were indeed exhibited to us..” GBN
   e. God, knowing what He was doing, would perfect His promises through periods of 
       time to come - the focus of faith is on God’s __________________, not ours
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 U. The focus of faith during times of trouble - 12:1-17
  1. We are surrounded with witnesses (chapter 11) that testify the worthiness of living by 
      faith - it is the _____________ for the people of God
   a. Seeing the value of faith, get rid of the non-essentials (in living the life of faith) - 
       get rid of that which distracts from a life of faith
   b. Let go of the sins which “________ at your feet” while you seek to run “the race”
   c. Both of these have a purpose to trip us up - slowing us down, distracting and 
      discouraging us away from running with patience (endurance)
   d. Just as in Col. 3:8 - like putting off the “clothing” that is not “you” (it does not fit) 
       or, in this case, the distracting, encumbering clothing that would slow you down 
       in a race or cause you to stumble
  2. Main focus is to be on Christ, Who is the chief (supreme) example of faith and the author 
      of “the faith” and is the fulfillment of it (in His being the perfecter (completion) of the 
      faith as referred to in Heb. 11:20 - He is the source and He is the object of our faith)
   a. To minimize Christ is to minimize the faith altogether - He is where it starts and He 
       is where it ends - without this, we have a boundless (reckless) standard of faith!
   b. He endured the cross and is now at God’s right hand 
  3. He is the supreme example upon which to focus to avoid _______________ in the fray
  4. These Jewish believers were not yet at a point of having been in the striving (boxing/
      wrestling) with sin (it’s causes and promoters) to the point of blood - don’t be too wearied 
      yet as it can get worse - ______________ needs to be set beforehand - if one is prepared 
      to run if it gets too bad, they will run
  5. God’s purposes in the pressures and sufferings are to be looked to - in these verses it is 
      called “chastening” (or discipline) - It is God’s doing more than anything or anyone
   • “Some in adversity kick against God’s will, others despond; neither is to be done 
      by the Christian, who is peculiarly the child of God. To him such adverse things 
      occur only by the decree of God, and that designed in kindness, namely, to remove 
      the defilements adhering to the believer, and to exercise his patience.”  
  6. God deals with us as His children and we can fully trust what He does (no matter the 
      ___________ that He chooses to use in the process!)
  7. Even though the discipline process is not pleasant, don’t mope! - plan, with resolve, to 
      push ahead (straight paths) not allowing for alternatives (options to quit)
  8. In the entire process, do not be one who lashes out at people (involved or not involved)
   a. People need to see a life of purity (or at least the genuine pursuit of it)
   b. We do not want to be those characterized by “falling short” in the exercise of 
       God’s grace nor do we want to be those who would participate in the process  
       (falling short) with another - we should be endorsers of God’s grace, not detractors
   c. The “root of bitterness” comes from these times and those who are embittered can 
       become “infectious” - bitterness is very contagious - this is mostly (also) in con-
       junction with Deut. 29:18 speaking of sin which comes among the people as “gall 
       and wormwood” (that which has bitter effects) - bitterness is, in itself, a sin, but 
       apostate sins also cause bitterness and bitter results
   d. Without grace (the exercise of it) we would become profane and self-serving - like 
       Esau who sold what was priceless for what was common - he later sought to 
       change his father’s mind (Isaac to repent) and it was not to happen, though Esau 
       tried even to the point of tears - regret is not repentance!
   e. So, better to not even get on this downward path - anticipate the ____________ 
       that would be the end result and use this as motivation to go the right way
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 V. Seek the kingdom that cannot be ________________ - 12:18-29
  1. Sinai is not as great in comparison to Zion (heavenly Jerusalem)
   a. Sinai could be touched (it was physical) though it was fearful and intimidating
   b. This was the place the law was given - a law which they could not ____________
   c. They could not stand the fear of it (hearing God and the dreadful commandments 
       with a death sentence associated with it)
   d. This was the realm of law with the promise of Grace - should they not seek to live 
       for the “realm” of grace versus that of law?
  2. The appeal of “Sinai” as it is today is in a form of measurable “spirituality” - this, oddly 
      enough, provides a sense of comfort as those that live by it believe in their measurement 
      of their keeping the Law - their faith ends up in themselves which was not the intent of 
      the Law - it was to drive them to grace not works!
  3. We are now the “firstborn who are enrolled in Heaven” - we are citizens already of the 
      Heavenly Jerusalem (though we now live as  its ambassadors on earth)
   a. This is a place, in contrast to Sinai, that is not of this earth where there are 
       myriads of angels, God Himself (the Judge of all), the spirits of those made 
       righteous and the Mediator of the new covenant, Jesus (the atoning name of Christ 
       as He came to save from sins)  
   b. Where should we be looking to have our “fellowship”?
   c. Is it in the fear and dread imposed by what we can see and feel on this earth that 
       is intimidating us to faithfulness and holiness, or is it looking to the eternal city 
       and kingdom of God that motivates us by faith and grace?
  4. Do not be one who seeks to “_________ ________” (decline, crave to be free of) Him 
      who is speaking this warning (and admonition)
   a. Those who did in the past under the law (having been warned by those on the 
       earth and suffered), how much more will it be having a warning from He who is 
       in Heaven?
   b. These are  not human or earthly admonitions - we all will stand someday before 
       God’s throne and give an account - this is a lifelong _________________!
   c. His warning is of greater fierceness than one who can speak and will shake the 
       earth (as He did at Sinai) but now will be the One who speaks and shakes both 
       heaven and earth  
   d. The idea of shaking is to topple all that is physical (that is of this universe) - so do 
       not be clinging to (dependent on that which can be shaken so as to topple)
   e. Any living for what can be shaken will go away and prove unreliable
  5. The realizations we have with living (all of life) as for this Kingdom
   a. It cannot be shaken by any power (it is not going to pass away into another) - this 
       is the goal (the aim of all history and the creation) - this is where it is heading and 
       to live for anything else is to waste resources and to strive for futility
   b. We look to use the grace of God to serve Him acceptably - serving Him as He 
       says He should be served in contrast to my determination of how I want to serve 
       Him - many diligently serve God but it is on their terms and conditions making it 
       unacceptable - it is wasted effort even though given in what seems to be sincerity
   c. This service is done in “modesty” (literally shamefacedness) and with reverent 
       caution - we are to be driven to be humble (and grateful) in our service looking to 
       ensure we are striving for and doing what He _____________ in detail 
  6. He is compared to a “consuming fire” - He is to be treated with utmost reverence/respect 
     - this is from Deut. 4:24 where it also clarifies that He is jealous - do not seek or crave 
      what is opposed to and against Him
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 W. Ongoing imperatives - 13:1-9
  1. Have thoughts on others - look on them as our responsibility
   a. Loving other Christians as family (brotherly love - in contrast to treating them as 
      strangers or as common) - apparently, in their distresses, they were doing this; thus 
      the instruction to continue in it - as with all relationships, it will take maintaining
   b. Don’t be neglectful (caught not thinking) when it comes to being gracious and 
       hospitable to strangers - this is in direct reference to the need in their day to offer 
       a place to stay to other believers because they did not have many options and were 
       mostly poor - They also could not anticipate the blessing or opportunity it might 
       bring as in the example of Abraham and Lot entertaining angels
   c. Be mindful to empathize with those suffering for their beliefs - when one is 
       suffering, look to place yourselves in their situation - often, when we do not look 
       to identify with the distresses of others, our hearts (and thus our focus) does not engage
   d. Marriage is to be considered “honorable” (of significant value), and the 
       relationship maintained as unadulterated (untainted) realizing God’s special 
      “judgment” for those that don’t
   e. Let your life (living) be characterized by contentment and not driven by 
       covetousness - practice contentment with what we already have - our greatest 
       motive and basis for contentment is the realization that our Lord is always with us 
       and we will never be forsaken (left in genuine need) - vs. 5-6
    • It is not the fear of being forsaken by money that drives us, but the 
      _________________ that our Lord will never forsake us
   f. Keep in mind the life examples of those whom God used to offer spiritual 
       guidance and leadership (going before, forging a path for us) - vs. 7
    • There is an interesting word used for “end” or also “result” and it has the 
       normal idea of being an “exit” as in their exit from this world and age - the 
       admonition is to find encouragement and direction in the examples who 
       have come before us and especially note that they were faithful to their 
       end - ______________ this (their unstoppable faith)
   g. We need not alter from the “path” of faith realizing Christ is our “constant” in a 
       world of constant change and variation - He is the same (no variableness nor 
       shadow of turning - as the Father - James 1:17) - we must not be those 
       characterized by placing their faith in what is fleeting - vs. 8
   h. Then there is a warning to not allow themselves to be “carried away “ (be 
       apostatized) by multi-flavored (colored) teachings and “strange” (not belonging) 
       teachings - many of the Judaizers would seek to woo them or bait them with new 
       ideas, enticing concepts that would become popular (for a time) - vs. 9
    • Instead it is best for their hearts to be “strengthened by grace” and not with 
      “foods” (ceremonial foods and practices) as in a kingdom which can be 
       shakable and that which is tangible - Grace is God’s favor and their is 
       endless encouragement in this truth versus rituals and works designed to 
       seek to earn God’s favor in one’s own strength, ingenuity and effort
   i. Each of these areas (imperatives) is essential to maintaining focus and resolve 
      through the challenges ahead - investing in edifying relationships, ministering to 
      those in need and in conflict that God brings our way (or our attention to them), 
      monitoring contentment (and that which would monopolize our attention and 
      heart), being inspired by the godly examples God has given before us and alertness 
      at the dangerous teachings and faddish doctrines that would carry us away to 
      ____________________ and disillusionment

See Gen. 18-19 for the accounts

This is the same word translated “es-
cape” in I Cor. 10:13 - death, out end 
on this world, is also our “escape”

We need to be those excited and en-
couraged by accuracy of truth and not 
novel ideas based upon truths!

uselessness

imitate

confidence
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  2. These commands and reasons were to keep them focused on what is most important and 
      what were to be their ________________
   a. Those occupied with the work of the tabernacle (Levites) were strengthened by 
       food alone which was not to their genuine (lasting) benefit
   b. Many seek fulfillment in their “religion” by the fulfillment of immediate desires 
       or needs and base genuineness and feasibility on it
 X. Go with Christ “outside the camp” - vs. 10-14 
  1. The “camp” was a description of the Tabernacle worship and sacrifices
   a. We, as Christians also have an “altar” in the cross of Christ
   b. And, as the Levites had special privileges because of their positions (exclusive) so 
       we too have the privileges of the Gospel that those serving the tabernacle have no 
       right to partake
   c. Popularity, tradition and that which is tangible all have an appeal and an 
       immediate benefit, but are at their core, __________________ to meet the need
  2. As the sacrifices were taken out of the camp - what was left of the sacrifice and what it 
     represented (bearing their sin symbolically) was fulfilled in Christ being sacrificed outside 
     Jerusalem (it was a place of reproach and shame)
   a. Seeing the benefits, we should go with him outside the camp and bearing any of 
       the societal ______________ and reproach attached to it 
   b. His reproach sanctifies us - why would we fear the mockery or even the 
       temporary self-disappointment seeing all our hope rests upon it
   c. If something of unmeasurable value is known to be in a place that seems 
       disgusting to ourselves and those around us, would not the value override the 
       seeming drawbacks?
   d. Shame before people has motivated many to yield the pursuit of the ___________
  3. This earth and age is not our “lasting city” - we live for the one coming!
 Y. Our ongoing “sacrifices” - vs. 15-19
  1. All sacrifices are “through Him” (Christ) and not by any other means or work
  2. Our sacrifices of praise are to be continual and not just in set times of the year
  3. Our sacrifices of praise are to be in the form of our offering thanks “to His name” - 
      though the word for “giving thanks” is the word in I John 1:9 for “confession” - it is a 
      sacrifice that is seen in an acknowledgement (agreement) with God regarding the work of 
      Christ (as supreme), as well as our outward identity with Him and His work on our behalf
   • Far too often open (and maybe even private) acknowledgement of Christ is held 
      back because of shame or embarrassment to be associated with Him
  4. These sacrifices will take on the form of “doing good” and “sharing” - our “doing” is to 
      be under the jurisdiction of “good” (useful, approved) as God sees it and working its way 
      out through our “fellowship” which carries the idea of our coming together and meeting 
      the needs of each other (sharing)
   a. Our motive is in that it pleases God (thankfulness of the recipient (the one we help 
      and share with) is not ________________)
   b. This work of need meeting and encouragement is not to be neglected!
  5. In the process of these works (sacrifices), have an obedient approach to following those 
      that God has placed in spiritual authority over us
   a. To obey and submit both carry ideas of yielding self-rule to the guidance of those 
       that are so positioned as to give an account for our lives (the degree of this 
       account is not detailed, but for us to follow, it should be a solid motivator)
   b. To give them grief is not in our best interest - help them lead us!

shame

priceless

powerless

priorities

required
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 Z. Dependence in all things is on God alone - 13:18-25
  1. ______________ to keep focus on “conducting” ourselves honorably in all things
  2. Equipping to do His will is in Christ (Christ’s work) - it is how what is done in us will be 
     “pleasing in His sight” - it is never our work that we are to see as pleasing in His sight, 
      but His work in us!
  3. All glory is His!

Synopsis of  Hebrews (a “fly-over”)
the Flow of  Thought

The Supremacy of Christ Our Response
1:1-2:4

Christ is the creator, the Son of God and is above 
all Spiritual beings

2:5-4:13
God becomes a man for God’s (His own) purposes 
- to render powerless the one with power over death 
- the Devil

Christ is our Apostle (the “go-before) and High 
Priest (the “go-between”) of our Faith

4:14-6:8
As High Priest He knows fully all that we face 
in life.  Also, as High Priest, He Himself became 
the sacrifice and the source of our salvation.  He 
submitted in all things to the will and plan of the 
Father

6:9-20
God made and fulfilled all His promises - He has 
proven Himself completely reliable and is unchang-
ing (He does not change so His promises cannot 
change)

Pay close attention to what has been taught - what 
we have been given in His truth is from the Lord 
and confirmed through varying means

Do not doubt God’s plans, purposes and methods - 
“beware the evil heart of unbelief”

The “believer’s rest” is entered through this faith

Hold fast to identity and relationship to Him find-
ing perfect help in time of need.  We look to Him 
as the sole “source of our salvation” - Faith, depen-
dence, confidence are all on Him - grow from this 
as your starting point!

Those who are, themselves, the “standard”, dabble 
with the Truth, but are unable to accept it and fall 
away never to return - we must see this faith in the 
Faith as “all or nothing”!

God’s work in Christ and His unchangeableness is 
the “anchor of our soul” throughout this life into 
eternity.

Pray
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7:1 - 9:28
Christ’s priesthood is like that of Melchizedek’s 
and not Levi (there is a historical example that 
proves the legitimacy of Christ being the High 
Priest.  He lives always to make intercession for us 
(in direct to all the priests that had come before).

Christ mediates a “better covenant” than the ones 
before - the Law could not bring to completion 
those striving to follow it.  Christ completed all 
with His blood/sacrifice (which was necessary a 
covenant)

10:1-31
The sacrifice of Christ is sufficient/permanent for 
all time - Christ sat down having offered one sacri-
fice for sins for all time!

We are all appointed to die and face judgement 
before Almighty God.  Those whose faith is in the 
work of Christ (and nothing else) to “put away their 
sin” are eagerly waiting Him.

We are not looking to do “sacrifices” for the saving 
of our souls and the settling of the sin debt/account 
before God.  In Christ our sins are remembered no 
more.  Those who refuse to have their faith in this 
(apostasy) will find no other “sacrifice for sins” and 
will find judgement for those sins.

Necessary, Unwavering Focus Throughout Life

10:32-39
Don’t lose sight of previous times of suffering and God’s grace through all of them.  They are endured 
with a focus on the “lasting possession” coming.  Do not let hardships and suffering to cast away your 
confidence (faith).

11:1-12:2
The “cloud of witnesses” prove in their lives and deaths the worthiness of living a life of faith whose 
focus is beyond this life and beyond what I see.  Faith’s focus is on the security in God’s plan, purpose 
and work.

12:3-17
Do not grow weary in the struggles of life by focusing on the Lord’s example and understanding the 
teaching/discipline processes of God (teaching/maturing us through hardships).  Realize the responsibil-
ity to help each other keep strong and focused in these life struggles.

12:18-29
We live for an unshakable kingdom.  We do not place our confidence in anything that can and will be 
shaken by God.  God alone deserves this confidence.

13:1-14
Be obedient, submissive and diligent in the working for God’s ideals and purposes in the short time we 
have on this earth..  Follow other’s examples of faith and seek identity with Christ and His sacrifice.

13:15-25
Offer “sacrifices of praise” and obedience while being accountable.  Pray and seek “equipping power” in 
Christ and no other.
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II. The Supremacy of Christ - 1:1-2:4
 A. Christ is the source of revealed Truth - 1:1-2
  1. This is in direct contrast to the competing, “would-be” points of greatest influence
   a. We are only truly informed as our source of information (what is the bias, the 
       frame of reference, the limitations of our sources of “truth”?)
   b. Our sources of information have control/influence on our priorities, goals and 
       ultimately become agenda-setters for our lives - we are more what we “________” 
       than what we eat - Practically speaking, we are (act/live the summation of 
       our thoughts/thinking)
   c. We are warned in Col. 2:8 of this competition for our minds and thoughts - there 
       will always be those looking to lead us away as if the spoils of war by means of 
       philosophies, empty deceits using the “building blocks” (step-by-step processes) 
       based upon the popular thought processes of the “age” and in contrast to Christ
  2. God spoke through varying means to the Jewish ancestors though the prophets - it is key 
      to note that God “spoke” - He revealed His Truth, reality, priorities, morality and more - 
      as in I Pet. 1:20-21, God directly communicates His Word by means of these 
      individuals and it was not and will never be under the authority of “______________ 
      interpretation”! - His Word as He meant it is the authority and not any particular take on it
   a. Self must be the submissive to and not the dictator of God’s Word
   b. Even the wording of verse 1 demonstrates that God “divvied-up” His Word in many 
      “portions” through varying prophets over the years - he is clearly advocating divine 
       inspiration of the Old Testament books
  3. Now, God has spoken in a greater “means” than all before - He reveals His truth IN His son
   a. “A mortal king speaks by his ambassador, not (as the King of kings) in his 
        ambassador. The Son is the last and highest manifestation of God (Mt 21:34,37); 
        not merely a measure, as in the prophets, but the fullness of the Spirit of God 
        dwelling in Him bodily (Joh 1:16; 3:34; Col 2:9). Thus he answers the Jewish 
        objection drawn from their prophets.” JFB
   b. Christ is God as will be covered in verse 8 of this chapter - His authority is to be 
       without question - in a sense, the writings of the prophets are not to be deemed as 
       greater revelation or greater ______________ than what was given in Christ
   c. This concept is key for us as well - we must be careful in how we “rank” 
      “philosophical influences” over that of the Scripture at large - we may respect God’s 
       Word as A source of Truth while placing a higher level of importance on personal 
       opinion, popular religious “authorities” of our day (or the past) and any other competitor
  4. God has spoken this way in the “last days”
   a. “In this the final dispensation; or in this dispensation under which the affairs of 
       the world will be wound up.. It might be a very long period, but it would be the 
       last one; and, so far as the meaning of the phrase is concerned, it might be the 
       longest period, or longer than all the others put together, but still it would be the 
       last one.”  Barnes (the last dispensation of this age/world)
   b. The wording carries with it the reality that the “age of man” and this world are 
       limited and are headed for a definite _________
  5. God spoke in Christ
   a. Christ, as “Son” is placed as possessor/heir of “all things”
   b. Christ, as “Son” made all “worlds” (literally ages)
   c. As clarified in Col. 1:16, “For by him were all things created, that are in heaven, 
      and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, 
      or principalities, or powers: all things were created by him, and for him:” (KJV)

Pr. 23:7 - “For as he 
thinketh within himself, so 
is he: Eat and drink, saith 
he to thee; But his heart is 
not with thee.” (ASV) - As 
we control the gate of our 
mind, so we are - what we 
“let in” becomes what we 
are - just as the evil man in 
this passage is not what he 
says he is but is truly seen 
in his thoughts and motives

As an the first temptation, 
the goal is to question what 
God has said -Gen. 3

The words/message 
from our creator 
should be the most 
important to us - why 
would anything else 
compete?  Doesn’t it 
make sense that the 
goal of the enemy is to 
keep us from it?

authority

private

think

end
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  6. Seeing that Christ is the “heir” of all things then all things should be seen in their 
      relationship to Him and His glory and purposes - all other views of “all things” are 
      strictly ________________
   • As as side note, we being in Christ are called “fellow heirs” so a life pursuit of 
     all things” is futile since what is to be had is ours in our relationship with Christ - 
      having something just to have it is vain; the true value of something is found in 
      its use and usability
 B. Christ is the exact representation of the essence of God - 1:3-4
  1. Christ is described as the “radiance” of God’s glory - He is as the light that comes from 
      the sun - we would not see the sun without its light (brightness) - this is also a key point 
      in that since God has always been and always had glory, Christ has also always been - 
      God has never been ______________ glory
   • The enemy realizes this fact and seeks to counter it - II Cor. 4:4
  2. This is because He is the “exact representation of His nature”
   a. The word for “exact representation” is where we get our word for “character”
   b. It is literally indicating that Christ is the “impress of God” - without being able to 
       see God, the finite is given the precise image of God (as if molded or stamped 
       from the original) - not that it is less than the original (in this usage) but that its 
       purpose is to make viewable the invisible
   c. This word was used of a seal being pressed into the wax - the receiver of the 
       document would know the authenticity
  3. And, lest any think He is just a “created thing” we learn of His being sustainer - this is the 
      same as in Col. 1:17 - by Him all things are _________ together
   a. This is the idea of providence - He literally “carries and upholds” all things
   b. Nothing is out from under His control!
   c. As a side note, it would be a good study to observe Christ’s life and 
     “methodology” when looking to determine strength, success and faith - He started 
      as what would seem to us as the most vulnerable (because He had all power and it 
      is not threatened in the least) and in His death, which would look like the ultimate 
      defeat was not hindered but the _______________ was more pronounced by it!
   d. This is all done by the “word of His power” - as God made all things by His word
    • “The phrase “word of his power’ is a Hebraism, and means his efficient 
         command.”  Barnes
   e. We would glean our concept of the providence of God using verses as this - what 
       He (Christ) determines to be so, it is so - His word is “efficacious”
   f. Christ, Himself, attested to this in Mt. 28:18 - “..all power is given unto me in 
       heaven and in earth” - this is key considering the next phrase
  4. He made “purification for sins” and sat down
   a. This is a key verse in that it is first to describe His high priestly work
   b. He made purification for sins Himself - He did it, not with use of animal sacrifice; 
       He paid it with His own blood, of His own power and authority
   c. “The same Son executed the office of the High Priest in offering up himself, and 
         is our only and most mighty Mediator in heaven.” GBN
   d. This would be key to anyone looking to go back to the sacrificial system - they 
       needed to know that they did not cease because they were outdated or evil, but 
       because they were ________________
   e. This is still a tenant of “religion” to be avoided - it is not our works (or sacrifices) 
       that makes us right (purged of sin) before God but through Christ alone - and, to 
       still see ourselves as in sin and in Christ is a grave error in thinking/perception!

Rom. 8:17

This is a good example of 
the illustration not being 
meant to fully illustrate 
what it is describing, thus 
the number of pictures used 
to illustrate Christ and His 
significance (His deity)

see also I Cor. 8:5-6

Christ is what all creation 
(all the ages) were “look-
ing to” - He is the purpose 
and the focus - Christ is 
the Word of God (John 1)

victory

held

without

secondary

fulfilled
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   f. No high priest would have “made himself at home” in the Holy of Holies, but 
       Christ, having paid the _____________ price, sat down!
    (1). The word for “sat down” also carries the idea to sit down with the 
           purpose to dwell there
    (2). He “dwells” at the position of greatest authority (the “right hand” of the 
           Greatness Who dwells “on high”) the seat of power and authority over 
           all things - there is no higher level of that the ___________ could appeal
 C. Christ is above all angelic beings - 1:4-14
  1. Why is this a crucial point? - most would have ranked powers and authorities starting 
      with God and followed by the angelic beings and then followed by man
   a. There would have been objections to Christ becoming “man” seeing that man was 
      “made a little lower than the angels” (Psa. 8:5)
   b. Natural reason leads many to conclude that God will work in what they perceive 
       to be more “powerful” and of greater authority (seeing that everyone else looks to it)
   c. Today’s professing Christianity seems to be enamoured with the popular, powerful 
       and of earthly influence - but this is not how God works!
   d. As clarified in I Cor. 1:26-31, God has chosen (eklegw - literally, called out or 
       precisely picked out with a definite, predetermined intent) to use what the world 
       will look on as “foolish” (moronic) as if simpletons, that which the world call 
     “weak” (without strength) as they have no powerful influence or authority, the 
     “base” things (of no significant descent) they are not of a “powerful” family, and 
       those that are “despised” all with the intent to “____________” (abolish, make
       useless) those things, people and powers that “are” (at least as the world (age) 
       sees and defines it)
   f. Many will discredit a means or way of God’s working simply because the world 
       does not recognize it as of any significance - if the world (age) believes it is 
     “stupid” then many doubters will refuse to believe that God will work through it, 
       forgetting that this is precisely the way in which He will “confound” them - 
       bringing down their “________________” by means of that which is looked upon 
       as no threat at all! - we do not want to share their objects of confidence!
   g. The purpose for God doing this is to direct our boasting in Him, “Let him who 
       boasts, boast in the Lord.” - God would be less than who He is if He was under 
       the jurisdiction of performing His will in accordance with our opinion of how He 
       should do it
   h. So, seeing that this is how God normally works, we can look forward to God’s 
       greatness in His plan to be perfect, reliable and impressive
  2. In His humanity, He still became better than the angels - vs. 4
   a. Even in His human state, by what He did and by who He was, he “became” far 
       superior in rank and power than the angelic beings
   b. Angelic beings were revered in many respects by the Jewish people and most 
       likely, in a more informed way than people are today
   c. Christ, through His work, “inherited” a name of greater significance and value - 
       and it’s not just a name (reputation) with people as much as it is with God - who 
       does God “rank” as most important versus who people rank as most important?
   d. This verse is then followed by a series of verses quoted form the Old Testament 
       that demonstrate that what was said of Christ out compares any that were ever 
       spoken of angels
   e. This also demonstrates to us the value of __________________ and “doing” 
       God’s work

There is also no higher point 
of authority for us to bring our 
“issues” to

This is using earthly terms 
to demonstrate the result of 
Christ’s work and its value 
before God

See James 2:5, Rom. 4:17, 
and I Cor. 2:6

nullify

strongholds

enemy

entire

obedience

Rev. 12:10
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  3. We are creatures of comparison, and now we are provided the comparison between Christ 
      and the angelic being - these are the pictures we are to have when thinking of Christ
   a. Why be more enamoured with the ministers (servants) than the ______________?
   b. This is one of the dangers of having “celebrities” in Christianity - the messenger 
       becomes more the focus than the message (which belongs to God Himself)
   c. Beware making associations of significance with “mere men” as Paul warned in 
       I Cor. 3:1-9 - God is the focus, not the ________________!
  4. No other being (including spirit beings) was ever called “Son” - vs. 5
   a. It was God Himself that declared Christ as son in Mt. 3 at His baptism and in 
       Mt. 17 during the “Transfiguration”
    • At both times, there were glimpses of His glory given - The glory of God 
      was “veiled in flesh” which is a reminder that we are not to base our 
       assumptions of true “glory” for anything based upon appearance
   b. When it states “this day I have begotten thee” it is in reference to His incarnation
    (1). The virgin birth of Christ was the work of God and “proof” - it usurped 
           the laws of nature and the will and power of man
    (2). No angel ever became “man” in the service of God
    (3). Christ was ___________ as such at His resurrection as Paul clarified in 
           Acts 13:33 as well as in Romans 1:4
    (4). The greatest of power in creation was demonstrated by the overcoming 
           of the greatest of “enemies” in creation, that being death
   c. This first part of the quote is from Psalm 2:7
    (1). The first five verses of Psalm 2 deal with the “rage” of the nations 
           against God - they take counsel against Him (sit down and consult 
           against Him) while taking their stand against Him
    (2). God pictures Himself as laughing at them and then informing them of 
           His “decree” (His plan set in action that cannot be thwarted in the least)
   d. The second half is from II Sam. 7:14 - this passage was in direct reference to 
       Solomon and God’s promise to continue the line of David forever
    (1). This verse was commonly taken by the Jews to be prophetic also of the 
           line of the Messiah - through the line of David based on God’s promise
    (2). “Through the teaching of successive disappointments, each “son of 
           David” failing to realize the hopes excited by the promise, the nation 
           was led to look to the future King, and at once to remove from the 
           prophecy the purely earthly limitations and to discern a higher meaning 
           in the promise of divine sonship” - Ellicott’s Commentary
    (3). No angel participated in the redemptive promise of God in providing 
          the Messiah and Saviour - actually, as Peter clarifies, these messengers of 
          God “desired to look into these things” in I Pet. 1:12
    (4). No angel is called Son in the way Christ was - His “relationship” with 
          the Father is THE relationship - He being the same ___________ of God
  5. Christ, God incarnate, is to be the object of angelic worship - vs. 6
   a. If someone greater than me bows in reverence, who am I not to do the same? - 
       The angels are commanded to worship Him (part of worship is not only the 
       physical bowing in reverence and awe, but also consists of the spirit (the 
       actuality) of reverence and awe - this is in contrast to much of the so-called 
       worship of our day that consists of an emotional stirring based in the emotions 
       alone without the solid support of the ____________ behind it)
   b. This verse describes God’s “introduction” of Christ into the “physical realm”

The term “begotten” is of-
ten used (in vain) to try and 
make a case that Christ is 
“created” - The point of this 
passage is to demonstrate 
Christ’s victory even while 
in “the flesh” - it’s also quit 
clear in  Col. 1-16-17 it is 
clearly spelled out that all 
created things were created 
by Christ

See also I Chron. 22:10

The hopes of Israel would not end 
up in an earthly King as much as 
it would in the promise of God 
- the fulfillment would come in 
a way they could not anticipate 
- just as it is with us.  We do not 
want to “corner God by means of 
our limited imaginations!

proven

servants

Master

essence

Truth
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   c. Christ is called the “firstborn” which is a term of preeminence - “It is in itself an 
       absolute title, a name.  He is The Firstborn - the immediate expression of the 
       ____________ and the glory of God” - William Newell
   d. The command to the angels is “And let all the angels of God worship Him” - this 
        is taken from Psalm 97:7, which uses the term “gods” for angels but the 
        Septuagint used the term “angels” (as in powerful beings or “magistrates”)
    (1). In Psalm 97, there is a rebuke against all those that serve and boast in  
         “graven images” or “idols” and that they are to be ______________
    (2). Even the best of the “physical” ‘gods’ (which were looked to and 
          depended upon for earthy needs and desires) could not compare to the 
         ‘spiritual beings’
    (3). So, Christ could also be called the God of “gods” - no one,  no things 
          and certainly not ourselves should be placed in higher priority before Him
   e. When they are commanded to worship Him, the term “worship” means to prostate 
       one’s self in homage to another or it has the idea of one kissing the hand (in 
       respect) of their master (even of a dog licking its master’s hand)
  6. If we know that Christ is above the angels, then when we take a closer look at the power 
      and majesty of the angels we begin to get a better look at the glory and majesty of Christ - vs. 7
   a. It needs to be noted, first, from this verse, that the angels were created in contrast 
                  to Christ Who was not created, and a actually He created the angels (as referring 
       back to verse 2)
   b. There is debate over the use of “winds” versus “spirits” since the underlying word 
        is typically translated “spirit” - clearly they angels were made as “spirits” but in 
        context (in contrast to “flames of fire”) it would seem best to use the term 
       “winds” as figurative of their work as messengers - this comes from Psa. 104:4
   c. It is best, though, to first see the two terms that are used of the angels
    (1). They are “messengers” as the winds - they carry God’s messages even 
           to the extent of being used to give the Law (Acts 7:53) and to bring 
           God’s specific message to individuals such as Gabriel to Daniel (Dan. 
           9:20-23), Zacharias, Mary and Joseph (Luke 1)
    (2). Observe the “dread” of Isaiah when brought before the Lord with these 
           messengers into the presence of God on His throne - Isa. 6:1-5 - and this 
           is the place Gabriel indicated he ______________ stands (Luke 1:19) 
    (3). Angels are also called “ministers” as flames of fire (servants) - they carry 
          out the commands of God directly - they are one of the means that God 
          accomplishes His will
    (4). In Revelation, they are described as being in control of the ___________ 
          of the earth (e.g. Rev. 14:15-19)
   d. It is important to remember that we are being given these comparisons to keep 
       our “reverential comparisons” correct and in proper perspective - what I revere the 
       most will command my attention, time and __________ the most
  7. Oh, but even higher than this he clarifies what is said of the Son! - vs. 8-9
   a. Of these verses Arthur Pink writes, “This supplies us with one of the most emphatic 
       and unequivocal proofs of the Deity of Christ to be found in the Scriptures.  It is 
       the Father Himself testifying to the Godhead of Him who was despised and 
       rejected of men”
   b. This quote is taken from Psa. 45:6-7
   c. It speaks first of His kingdom which is immediately described as “____________”

This “introduction” of 
God of Christ is “into the 
world” - used of the physi-
cal earth as into the physi-
cal realm (in contrast to the 
spiritual) versus the other 
word for “world” referring 
to the “age”

A significant part of 
the idea of worship 
is seeking to humble 
one’s self as much as 
possible to exalt the 
one they worship.  
There were some who 
would pour water on 
the ground to find the 
lowest spot to place 
their head.  This entire 
idea demonstrates the 
danger of pride - the 
higher I lift (or see) 
myself, the lower we 
degrade the honor of 
God (to ourselves and 
to others)

So, Christ is above those that bring 
the messages from God and those 
that have the power to carry out 
His commands over the elements 
of the earth - we adore the message 
not the messenger, the command of 
power over the power itself!

Notice the dread of those at the 
tomb of Christ when they saw the 
angels - Mt. 28:2-4

Christ has a kingdom in 
contrast to that of this earth 
and any age (previous, now 
or to come)

regularly

ashamed

rights

elements

effort

eternal
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   d. It is literally, “eon of the eon” - it is for all eternity (past and future) - He occupies 
       a throne that has always ___________ and always will be
   e. This verse is God speaking to the Son - “Here we have a vocative even in the 
       Hebrew as well as in the LXX and in Hebrews, and only the unwillingness of 
       commentators to have the Son addressed so directly as ‘Elohim, o QeoV (the 
       article with the nominative is used as a vocative), “God,” causes the search for a 
       different construction”  Lenski
   f. His “sign of rule” (scepter) is one of “righteousness” - this is a different word than 
       is normally used - it means “rectitude” which has the idea of straightness, honesty 
       and exact conformity to truth - it has no deception or “underhandedness” - His 
       rule is one that can actually be fully _______________ (in contrast to all the 
       kingdoms and rulers that have come before)
   g. This is all so, as God speaks of the Son, because Christ “loved righteousness” - 
       He has as a part of who He is, as _______________ love of equity, or “rightness”
    (1). We often struggle to do right because we also love (desire) what is wrong 
         - when one honestly loves the right, there is no struggle in the doing of it 
          and no doubt it will be accomplished - it is this same inclination we strive 
          to have - a love of what is right!
    (2). As desired in Psalm 119:5, “O that my ways would be established to   
          keep Your statutes” - “I wish that my way may be confirmed to 
          keep thy statutes.” Without thee I can do nothing; my soul is unstable and 
          ________________; and it will continue weak and uncertain till thou 
          strengthen and establish it.”  Clarke
   h. In contrast, Christ is said to detest lawlessness (literally without a standard, or as 
       is often argued today, an absolute standard of right and wrong)
   i. And then in profound precision, God addresses Christ as God again and calls   
      Himself His (Christ’s) God! - Still addressing the Son as God, God then mentions His 
      anointing of the Son with “the oil of gladness” (seeing that God loves 
      righteousness and hates amorality) - beware the pursuit of “________________”
   j. This royal anointing as King is an exaltation of Christ above all “your 
       companions” - in his incarnation, this would be above all other kings that have 
       ever come and will come - He is King of Kings and Lord of Lords! (Rev. 19-11-16)
   k. This anointing is accompanied with “gladness” (or exultation, celebration) -
       imagine this inauguration! - The title, “Christ” means “anointed one” as does also 
       the title “Messiah”
   l. One further note on this - we as His subjects should also be pursuing the “right” 
       and hating lawlessness (or practically speaking, being undisciplined, unruly) -   
                  realizing His exaltation and the reality of of His kingdom, must not allow 
       ourselves to see ourselves as “self-governing” - we are servants (slaves) whose 
       fundamental purpose in life is the bidding of our Master - all else is ___________ 
       from duty! - which “kingdom” do we see ourselves living in?
  8. Christ is better than the angels in His existence (His eternity) - vs. 10-12
   a. Now that Christ has been established of God, another comparison is made to not 
       only the angels, but to all of the creation and His timelessness
   b. As also mentioned in verse 2, He created the “earth” and the “heavens” - but His 
       creation power is not the topic as much as His eternity and His “immutability” in it
   c. “They”, the earth and the universe will “perish” (wear out and decay ) and like an 
        old piece of clothing will some day be discarded as having fulfilled its intended 
        purpose - Christ, in contrast, will never “wear out” in essence, quality and purpose

Other verses supporting 
Christ’s deity are, John 5:18; 
10:30-33, Rom. 9:5, I Tim. 
3:16, Titus 2:13)

Ironically, in light of the 
Trinity, God is addressing 
Himself and yet the other 
person of the same essence!

As in using the proper name 
of someone - it is used of ad-
dressing someone

So, not only is Christ above all angelic 
beings ,but He has an eternal kingdom 
of absolute rightness (both in contrast 
of time and quality to any other king-
dom that has ever been!)

“None was ever constituted 
prophet, priest, and king, but 
himself; some were kings 
only, prophets only, and 
priests only; others were 
kings and priests, or priests 
and prophets, or kings and 
prophets; but none had ever 
the three offices in his own 
person but Jesus Christ, and 
none but himself can be a 
King over the universe, a 
Prophet to all intelligent 
beings, and a Priest to the 
whole human race.  Thus he 
is infinitely exalted beyond 
his fellows-all that had ever 
borne the regal, prophetic, or 
sacerdotal offices.” - Clarke

These are from Psalm 
102:25-27

selfless

fickle

trusted

grayness

been

diversion
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   d. These elements will continue to “wax old” with the using, while Christ looses 
       nothing of Himself in any way - He is precisely the way He has __________ been
   e. All things (the universe) are headed for ultimate, unavoidable change - it makes 
       perfect sense to live for what is coming versus what has come and is in the 
       process of going - we do not want to be those who live for the “fleeting”
   f. All will change yet He “remains” - He is the constant, the standard by which all 
      else is to be compared (the eternal ___________ point of reference)
  9. Christ is conqueror angles are servants - vs. 13-14
   a. God the Father, speaking to Christ (as quoted from Psa. 110:1) notes two key 
       points of authority
    (1). He sits as God’s right hand (position of authority)
    (2). The authority given by the Father is one of a conqueror - the picture of 
           an enemy being made a footstool is the symbol of the victorious soldier 
           placing their foot upon the ________ of the conquered
   b. This prophecy of the Messiah is used several times in the New Testament and was 
       a point to silence the pharisees in Mat. 22:41-46 (Christ making the point that the 
       Messiah would be more than just a physical descendent of David)
    •As clarified in I Cor. 15:24-28 Christ will reign until all enemies are under 
      His subjection and then all will be placed in subjection under God
   c. The angels, in contrast are “ministering spirits” - they do the Lord’s bidding - the 
       idea of the word is “public service” (to the people an typically used of service to 
       the people in the temple) - it is where we get our word “liturgy”
   d. They serve the “heirs of salvation” as a part of performing their duty to the Lord
    (1). We are heirs because of our ____________ (Rom. 8:15-17) into the family
    (2). “Think of it, the unfallen angels waiting upon the fallen descendents 
        of Adam!  The courtiers of Heaven ministering to worms of the earth!  The mighty 
        angels, who “excel in strength,” taking notice of and serving those so far beneath 
        them!  Could you imagine the princes of the royal family seeking out dwellers in 
        the slums and ministering to them, not once or occasionally, but constantly?  But 
        the analogy altogether fails.  The angels of God are sent forth to minister unto 
        redeemed sinners!  Marvel at it.” - Pink
    (3). Mankind is “beneath” the angels in quality and “rank” (as will be noted 
           in chapter 2) but is given significance by the redemptive work of Christ 
          (and that alone!)
   e. Christ is above the angels and this is seen in their obedience to His “bidding”
    • This is true of us - our “offices” are offices of service not of rule - this goes 
        for church leadership, governmental leadership and even parental 
       leadership for ultimately, leadership is _____________ to the Master of all!
 D. The danger of neglecting the message and work of Christ - 2:1-4
  1. These verses are the first warning against apostasy in this epistle. The theme will be 
      reiterated many times more and its introduction is in light of neglecting the message of 
      the one who is superior to all else who came before and would follow
   a. “For this reason...” is in reference to 1:2 - that God has spoken to us in His son
   b. His son is higher in rank, glory, power, perfection and essence
  2. Based upon the source, we are commanded (we MUST) give what He has said and done 
      meticulous attention (most importantly, pay non-interrupted attention)
   a. This closer attention involves caution, focus, time and application (and all this 
       done “superabundantly”) - as that which merits the most careful focus
   b. Neglect will have devastation which cannot be fully ________________

“There is in the Divine 
duration no circle to 
be run, no space to be 
measured, no time to be 
reckoned.   All is eternity-
infinite and onward.”  
Clarke

This is pictured in Joshua 10:24-25

All this with the direct purpose 
that “God may be all in all” 
(everything to everyone)

Just as they perform their duties as 
service to God, so we also are to do 
what we do in His service and not 
for praise or for the worthiness of the 
recipients!

“We must embrace 
them in our hearts 
and affections, 
retain them in our 
memories, and finally 
regulate our words 
and actions according 
to them.”  MH

adoption

neck

fixed

always

anticipated

servitude
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  3. The warning is given so as to not have what has been taught be “drifted away from”
   a. The idea is that the normal “flow” of things is to lead us past this truth (the truth 
       of the Gospel and the message of what salvation really is)
   b. The picture is of a boat drifting past the last safe harbor before the imminent 
       storm that will assuredly destroy it 
   c. This also has the idea of a vessel leaking out what has been poured into it (like a 
       leaky mind resulting in forgetfulness leading to deadly neglect)
   d. This is also why we work to keep careful attention to staying attentive! - as 
       mentioned before, the great importance of the “teacher” (Christ) and that He is the 
       one that accomplished the work should demand our life focus.  Then, realizing our 
       aptitude to neglect, we are to seek to fill our lives with reminders, admonitions, 
       disciplines and accountabilities to keep us focused
  4. These first four verses are lending to the question, “How will we escape if we neglect so 
      great a salvation?”
   a. If there was a “just recompense” for the disobedience to the law, what will happen 
       now that the fulfillment of thew Law is treated with little to no regard or caution?
   b, Grace is not license to sin, but is to be treasured and carries with it moral demands 
       (those not being just our attention, but our whole being)
   c. The “escape” is from the rightful judgment of God upon us as transgressors - sin 
       is the “sickness to eternal death” while grace is the anecdote - it cannot be not just 
      “not neglected” but in its essence, demands our strictest admiration and dedication
  5. What is salvation? - Luke 24:13-46; I Cor. 15:1-10; Rom. 4:1-8; John 6:35-65; Eph. 2:1-10
   a. The first question to answer is “saved from what and to what?”
    (1). Man is in sin and without hope in himself - we are by nature the enemies 
          of God, and without His intervention, rightfully subject to eternal judgment
    (2). Christ was sent as the “Lamb of God” perfect and without any sin
    (3). Christ was given by God as the perfect sacrifice for sin
    (4). Total dependence and reliance upon His work (alone) is the just “demand”  
          of God (this is faith given by grace)
    (5). In this, we are saved from the wrath of God on sin and saved to eternal 
           life in the “domain of God” which is totally righteous
    (6). All that separates us from this “final hope” (where faith is made sight) is 
          our physical death (knowing that nothing can separate us from the love of God)
   b. The “word spoken by angels” (representing the Law) was unalterable (firm) and 
       EVERY transgression received “just reward” how would it be that the “word” 
       spoken by Christ (God Himself incarnate) would be of any less importance?
   c. If there was no way “around the Law”, how could any possibly escape the neglect 
       of “so great a salvation” as is presented in Christ?
  6. Neglect may take on many forms - see also Mat. 22:1-14
   a. The core idea behind this “neglect” is “to make light of” - to treat what is sacred 
       and what is to be cherished as common
   b. It could be equated to those that look upon the salvation of God simply as an 
       addition to their life to improve it and make it better (missing its “core”)
   c. It could be neglected by looking to something else for salvation or adding to 
       God’s work with our own
   d. In contrast it is to be the “lifeline” we hold to realizing that all else will “let us 
       down” and offers only misery, fear, disappointment, death and eternal condemnation
   e. Neglect, at its heart, is not taking serious what is most serious (either willfully or 
       simply by distraction and not giving it thought)

As clarified in Luke 
22:19 and in I Cor. 11, 
the “Lord’s Table” is 
to serve as a “remem-
brance” - we follow what 
was started to have times 
to remember and refocus

It is a realization of sin and guilt 
equating to hopelessness and help-
lessness driving us (by grace) to 
complete reliance upon the work 
of the object of our faith (Christ) 
and nothing, absolutely nothing 
else! - to add to it is idolatry and 
to take away from it is paganism

To the true believer, there 
is no ultimate neglect of 
this salvation, but there are 
times when we neglect its 
significance and become 
distracted with that of lesser 
importance and significance - 
which leads to doubt and dis-
couragement (and weakness 
accompanied with an almost 
crippling lack of drive and 
motivation)

“The old sacrifices 
brought sins continually 
to remembrance (Heb 
10:1,3). The Lord’s Sup-
per brings to remem-
brance Christ and His 
sacrifice once for all for 
the full and final remis-
sion of sins.”  JFB
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III. Christ as Man, is Conqueror and High Priest - 2:5-18
 A. Superiority in “the world to come” - vs. 5
  1. These next verses are not a continuation of the Christ’s superiority over the angels as 
      much as they are countering the confusion or dismay that God would use a “man” (who 
      would be looked upon as being “lower than the angels”)
   a. The fulfillment of what was spoken of in Psalm 8 would ultimately come through 
       Christ and His _________________ work
   b. Our original significance is “redeemed” and “retained” in Christ - this is key as
       one of the initial objections to Christ would have been His humanity
   c. The objection to Jesus (His human name) would be something like this: “How 
       could God use a man who was created “a little lower than the angels” and who (as 
       a man) would not have seen the subjecting of all things under Him (as of yet)”
   d. This type of objection is common - so often, if we cannot anticipate how God 
       could possibly fulfill His plan, we are apt to “write it off” - this is where 
       ________________ doubt as well as impatience become dangerous!
  2. God has not set it so the “habitable world to come” to be in subjection to angels
   a. The “world to come” speaks of the millenial kingdom - Rev. 20; Heb. 6:5
   b. The focus is not on the “now” or what happened in the past as much as where 
       things are ______________ (focus on the end/goal more than the past or present)
   c. Man lost his dominion over the world/creation and it is Christ Who restores it
  3. So, God’s incarnation as a man does not contradict any other aspect of Scripture - it is in 
      perfect harmony, as even mankind will be “above” the angels
 B. What was it that was spoken of man in Psalm 8? - vs. 6-8
  1. The question is rightfully asked by David, “What is man”? - it should always be 
      impressive in our thinking of the notice and work of God for us as mankind
   • This is in light of considering the works of God’s “fingers” (heavens, moon and 
      stars) and the _________________ of man in comparison to the rest of creation
  2. This question is suffixed with, first of all, that God would be “mindful” of us
   a. Why would the one whose name is “majestic” (honorable) in all the earth take 
       notice, not just of man, but of sinful frail and rebellious man?
   b. In comparison to the greatness of God we are truly nothing of any consequence in 
       and of ourselves - any ___________ we have is found in God’s attention to us
   c. Not only do we get “noticed,” but His thoughts toward us have been gracious
  3. Then, above just His thoughts towards us, He acted on them to “visit” us
   a. The idea is of “inspection” or to look upon closely
   b. It was practically used to mean to visit in a sense to look in on one who needs help
   c. In the ultimate sense we can look back to “God with us” in “Emmanuel”
  4. It is true that mankind was made “a little lower than the angels” in rank and ability
   a. The idea of “a little lower” is that of being slightly smaller or inferior to another 
       and also carries the idea of being “lower” for a little _____________
   b. Based upon this and other passages, we know it is both - and yet, these are the 
       ones that God sets upon “glory” and “honor” (literally, value) - again, any glory 
       and value we will ever have will be of God
  5. Man was made to have dominion over the works of God’s hands (again, this is still 
      making the significance for the “case” for mankind in general)
   a. Man was made for this purpose (dominion over the earth) but the creation is not in 
       submission to him at this point
   b. As Paul clarified in Rom. 8:15-25, the creation waits for the fulfillment of the 
     “adoption of sons” when all, even in creation will be made right 

Isa. 53 is key also to see 
God’s plan to work through 
humility, suffering and 
rejection

The inability or unwilling-
ness to subject our opinions 
and perspectives to faith in 
God’s working will have 
unpredictable consequences 
- it must not be seen as an 
option or as unreasonable

This is the “world” we 
are to be living for

smallness

value

headed

uninformed

redemptive

while
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 C. The perfection seen in Christ’s suffering death - vs. 9-13
  1. Now that we realize that Christ being a man fits perfectly with God’s plan for mankind in 
      general, and is no contradiction to His exaltation of Christ, we are now free to focus on 
      His death as being “fitting” or “becoming” of God to perform His will this way
   a. The focus is now fully on “Him”  (namely, Jesus) Who was in a state (temporarily) 
       lower than the angels to fulfill God’s will perfectly
   b. He was made lower than the angels with the purpose to suffer death (as angels 
       cannot suffer death) - it had to be this way
    • Christ was not ____________, though; He laid down His life - Jn. 10:15-18
   c. And, it is because of this suffering and death that we see Him as “crowned with 
       glory and honor” - this is how it was achieved 
   d. This was the plan of God all along (this was no accident) - Mr. 8:31; 9:12; Lu. 9:22
  2. This suffering work of Christ is “crowned” by God with utmost dignity and ___________
   a. Now, because of His suffering of death He is crowned - this is described also in 
       Php. 2:5-11 - to us, it is practically seen in the situations of humility that God 
       places or sends us - this is where His grace is at work - James 4:6 (never with pride)
   b. And, by the goodness of God (grace), Christ “tasted” (fully experienced) death for 
       (or on the behalf) of everyone - it is because of, and by the means of God’s grace 
       that Christ went through what He did - this was not a contradiction to how God 
       works, but the norm (as if ________________ of Him)
   c. Who is “everyone”?  Why is it that He “tasted” death? - these questions are first 
       answered by realizing what cannot be inferred in these ideas.  It cannot mean that 
       His death was “in the stead” of all men as then all would be redeemed
    (1). Nor does it necessarily mean that this death referred to, in this context, 
          speaks of Christ redemptive death (as the context is discussing His 
          humanity and it “fitting” God’s working (plan))
    (2). His “tasting” (fully experiencing death) for “everyone” may be in 
          reference to the subjects in these passage (those inheriting salvation 
          (1:14), those “many sons” referenced in verse 10 of this chapter)
   d. Either way, God’s plan is not thwarted in death, as He used the death of Christ to 
       be the “________________ work”
  3. This whole “approach” of God was becoming (fitting) of Him - vs. 10
   a. Remember Who performed and planned all this - God ,Who is sovereign over all - 
       it (His way of working it out) is described as being “suitable” to Him (almost as 
       though it makes sense that He would and does work this way if you know Him)
    • That He would become as one of us and suffer a dreadful death
   b. He is the one “for whom are all things” - everything exists “for” Him (for His 
       glory and ultimately for His ______________)
   c. He is also the one “through whom are all things” - nothing can exist, let alone 
       function, apart from God and His “permission” and absolute control/purpose
   d. The purpose/plan of His approach was the “bringing of many sons to glory” - it 
       is interesting that the term for “sons” is used (versus servants or children) in that it 
       is in reference to those who have part in an inheritance - this inheritance also 
       includes (as mentioned in the phrase) “glory” (His abode and being in His honor)
   e. The aim of the approach (the strategy/objective) was by means of “perfecting” 
       (completing) the author (leader) of their salvation through suffering - Christ
    • Not that Christ was imperfect in Himself, but in the perfecting (completing) 
      the work as “Chief of our salvation” - it was necessary and perfect

It seems to be clear, in the 
context of making the point 
that Christ’s being a man is 
in harmony with God’s plan, 
and that death is also a part 
of this (as all men die), that 
this is in reference to Christ 
having experienced death as 
all men experience or will 
experience death - He “tast-
ed” it all!  This approach 
is not taken by any other 
commentator that the pres-
ent writer has read - most 
seem to take this reference 
to mean that Christ’s death 
either was for every person 
and thus makes salvation 
possible for everyone, or 
that somehow it refers to 
only the redeemed (which 
may be more plausible)

God’s working does not 
need position (as one 
openly recognized with 
power) to be successful

God’s working seems to be 
characterized by leading to 
the weakest and often most 
humble situations to show-
case His triumphant power 
over the most formidable 
opponents

becoming

crowning

value

killed

purposes
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   f. The term for “author” also has the idea of “chief”, “leader” or “prince” - He, as a 
       captain, would forge the path before us versus us going before Him - this work (or 
       office) of His was “perfected” (completed, perfectly finished) by ___________ of 
       suffering - this was the “fitting” work and way (method) of God
   g. The result being the “many sons to glory” - it is a definite result (not the possible 
       result) and the “glory” is not just that of His abode but that of “excellence” 
       stemming from the sufferings of Christ for our salvation as well as the ongoing
       excellence being worked in us through the sufferings we also face in our lifetimes 
   h. This perfection of working and ending was seen, not just in the resurrection of 
       Christ, but in His death (as it also seen in His work in us at our death) - at our 
       death, faithfulness is proven in complete “proof” as there is no longer the seeming 
       possibility of apostasy (this makes the “death of the saints” precious in our sight also)
   i. As it was with our “Captain” so it is with us, that our highest of “proofs”, the 
      finalization of our “work”, is seen in the completion of sufferings in being 
      _______________ to death
  4. In His identity with us, He is not “ashamed to call us brothers” - vs. 11
   a. There is some debate in this verse as to the meaning of the term “all of one” as to 
       whether it refers to us all being of “the Father” (His work) or in reference to our 
       oneness in _______________ - the second handling harmonizes with Heb. 2:14
   b. It seems best, in fitting with the context, that it refers to our oneness (likeness) of 
       our humanity - it was in His humanity that Christ suffered and died
    • Either way, we are also one in the work of God through Christ
   c. It is evident that He was not (and is not) ashamed to call us His brothers seeing 
       that He became as one of us - “Herein lies the equity of Christ’s sufferings.  It was 
       not that an innocent person was smitten in order that guilty ones might go free, for 
       that would be the height of injustice, but that an innocent Person, voluntarily, out 
       of love, identified Himself with transgressors, and so became answerable for their 
       crimes.. How this should endear us to Him!”  Pink
  5. The focus of His suffering work is our “sanctification” - vs. 11
   a. The term “sanctified” is from the word hagios (agioV) which has the idea of being 
       pure, consecrated (set apart as being sacred, morally pure, thus blameless)
    • This was what His _____________ work was out to do (and that perfectly)
   b. It is essential to understand the tenses in both uses of the term for “sanctify”
    (1). The first reference, “He who sanctifies” is present active as saying “He is 
           sanctifying” (as the One doing it) 
    (2). The second reference, “those who are sanctified” is also in the present 
           tense but is also passive as saying, “and those who are being sanctified” 
    (3). In Heb. 10:14 it describes the completed “act” (our position) while 
           these verses (in context of Christ’s suffering as man) speaks of His 
           ongoing work of setting us apart morally (holy) and as being
           _______________ used and developed by Him, and we being the 
           recipients (ongoing) of this working (also, usually, in the forms of 
            various sufferings, contradictions nd troubles)
   c. “God makes of sons of men sons of God, because God hath made of the Son of 
        God the Son of man.”  Augustine
   d. This is also an aspect of His bringing the “many sons to glory” - “For 
       sanctification is glory begun, and glory is sanctification completed.”  F.F. Bruce
   e. Our identity with Christ is also key in our being set apart - as He was not “of and 
       for this world”, and neither are we (Titus 2:14; I Pet. 2:9)

“..the only way to discover 
what is a worthy thing for 
God to do is to consider  
what God has actually 
done.  The man who says, 
‘I could not have a high 
opinion of a God who 
would (or would not) do 
this or that’, is not adding 
anything to our knowledge 
of God; he is simply telling 
us something of himself”  
F. F. Bruce

As with Paul in II Tim. 4:7

His identifying with us as 
brothers and calling us such 
does not make it accept-
able for us to refer to Him 
in such terms - we are still 
obliged, as the Apostles, 
to refer to Him in “royal”, 
reverential and authoritative 
terms - He is our benevo-
lent Savior and yet is still, 
as God, our master

As will be clarified in Chapter 12, 
this is an assured working of God 
with His “sons”

humanity
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faithful
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    (1). The idea of sanctification is being set apart from something and set apart 
           to or for something
    (2). Set apart from the ultimate values and purposes of the world (the age) - 
          this is often what leads or contributes to ______________
    (3). It is living under the realization that we are not living for our own 
           purposes or “glory” but for God’s purposes, values, priorities and glory
   f. It is by this sanctification that He is not ashamed to call us “brethren”  - and this 
      relation was won/purchased by and through His suffering and death - thus, it was 
      fitting of God’s working in accordance with His love to make us “brethren”, in 
      accordance with His holiness and justice to fulfill His law by the suffering and 
      death of Christ and in accordance with His perfection in fulfilling this work 
      completely and without a ____________ loss or flaw of any kind
  6. And this perfect, suffering work fulfilled what had been predicted - vs. 12-13
   a. The first quotation (vs. 12) is from Psalm 22:22 which is a Psalm of the suffering 
       Messiah starting with some of the words uttered by our Lord on the cross, “My  
       God, my God why have you forsaken me?”
    (1). The first half of the Psalm is describing the pain and humiliation of the 
           narrator and then transitions to triumph starting at this section
    (2). With Christ, this is His declaring God (as in praise) but the point or 
           significance is that He is doing this with those He calls His “brethren”
    (3). Christ is pictured as, in the middle of the congregation, singing God’s 
           praise - this was the __________ of Christ’s life, death and resurrection
   b. The second quotation is taken from Isaiah 8:17 -18 - the first part, as translated in 
       the Septuagint (which is where this is quoted) deals with His trust (as in His 
       humanity as Son of God and Son of Man) trusts in God (lives by faith)
    (1). Though often overlooked, Christ’s life is one of complete faith
    (2). The entirety is the supreme example of a life lived in complete trust of 
           God and in God - He is the epitome of Rom. 1:17!
   c. It is interesting to study the concepts more thoroughly in Isa. 8 - “The sense in 
       Isaiah is, that he had closed his message to the people; he had been directed to 
       seal up the testimony; he had exhorted the nation to repent, but he had done it in 
       vain; and he had now nothing to do but to put his trust in the Lord, and commit 
       the whole cause to him. His only hope was in God; and he calmly and confidently 
       committed his cause to him.”  Barnes
   d. The results would not be fruitless as there would be “children” given by God - 
       there were guaranteed results as this all was in direct proportion and detail to 
       the decree of God - we are this promised “result” sprouting from what appeared to 
       be a dismal ______________ when in reality was the highest of triumphs!
 D. The perfection evidenced in the “help” of Christ - vs. 14-18
  1. These “children” and “brethren” with whom Christ identifies
   a. To completely identify with them (us) He became as one of us (flesh and blood)
    • This is in direct reference to His incarnation - it was not only to die for us 
      (as a propitiation) but to also identify with us as well as to break the power 
      of Satan in his wielding of the power of the __________ of death
   b. His becoming like us (that is on flesh and blood) He could not only identify with 
       us but prove to us the supreme example as well as the victory of faith
  2. Through this taking on what would appear to be our “vulnerable” likeness, He “rendered 
      powerless” the one with what appears to be power over death - and that being one of, if 
      not the greatest, fear and intimidation inducers known to man

We are fully sanctified in Christ 
positionally and our ongoing growth 
is the living out (revealing) of who 
we are in Christ - Romans 6

It is also significant that the one 
who has suffered is the same 
one praising God’s name before 
those He suffered for - He 
(Christ) fully knew the perfec-
tion of what was being done 
and how it was being done!

In the Hebrew version of this 
verse, it is translated as “wait-
ing” on God

The absence of initial 
response or results is not 
proof of the failure of God’s 
working - our “work” is that 
of trust, faith, obedience, 
submission and waiting

single

focus

suffering

failure
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   a. Since we share in the frailty of “flesh and blood” (which is a picture of weakness 
       and vulnerability) He also “partook” of the same situation
   b. “He added to Himself our nature in order that He might die in our place, and that 
         we might take hold of the divine nature that did not belong to us.”  MacArthur
  3. This was to make it so that He, through death, might “render powerless” the Devil’s claim 
      of the _____________ of death (because of sin) - vs. 14
   a. The idea of rendering powerless carries with it the picture or concept of making 
       something ________________ (taking away its “bite” or claws)
   b. Satan has never had authority over death though, as the accuser, he makes rightful 
       claims to our deserving of death (wielding as it were, the power of death (because 
       of sin) as his ultimate weapon) - John 8:44 - Satan is a man-slayer (murderer)
   c. Satan was there at the fall and would be associated with the power of death over 
       mankind as a participant in its induction into the creation - Gen. 3
   d. It is interesting, though, to see the Devil, because of Christ’s death, being 
       defanged, has only his roar at his disposal - he has been rendered idle - I Pet. 5:8
  4. The freedom from the fear of death - vs. 15
   a. This is not to be mistaken as the freedom from the fear of the pain associated with 
       the death process, but the fear of death (being dead) itself
   b. It is not the fear of annihilation as this is not the case and it would be a form of 
       ____________ for those who are the enemies of God
   c. As discussed in Heb. 9:27, it is what comes after death that is the cause of fear
    (1). Apart from Christ, death brings judgement and eternal torment
    (2). This dread and fear is totally removed in Christ and even makes the pain 
           often associated with the dying and decay process more bearable 
           realizing where it will ultimately lead
   d. Not only now is it the removal of the fear of death, but it is the addition of the 
       anticipation of what it brings - we now can look forward to it!
    (1). As Paul in Php. 1:23 having a desire to depart - as in “loosing anchor”
    (2). This is also the same idea in II Tim. 4:6 - “..the time of my departure”
  5. The fear of death is a lifelong enslaver - vs. 15
   a. Through fear they were slaves - slaves to fear itself and to a life ____________ to 
       continued living (survival)
   b. True freedom in living this life is found when the dread of death is removed - all 
       positive moments in life are lessened by the realization that they will end and that 
       what we dread is coming - remove this (providing the opposite) and real freedom 
       in living is found!
  6. It was not the angels that He “took hold of”, but the descendents of Abraham - vs. 16
   a. These descendents being of not just the physical line, but of the spiritual line as 
       pictured in Rom. 4 and Rom. 9 and Gal. 3:7,29
   b. Instead He “took hold” of us to become as one of us and to save us
   c. He did not take on the form of the angels but the form of the descendents of 
       Abraham - the fallen angels were left in their condemnation while we, as being 
       made His children, have been redeemed through the satisfying work of Christ 
       before God, on our behalf
   d. This is another reminder that God did not have to save anyone yet, by His own 
      “good pleasure” He saved us - the “catching” or “seizing” of us is a picture of one 
        catching hold of another who is falling off a precipice to inevitable doom
  7. In being a merciful and faithful high priest, He had to be “made like his brethren” in all 
      things to be a “propitiation” for sins

See II Pet. 1:4

The devil now faces the 
frustration of futility for the 
children of God in Christ!

Yet without sin - Heb. 4:15
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   a. To be a high priest, it was necessary for Him to be made like us “in all things” - 
       He had to be literally one of us to fulfill the priestly role - it is the antithesis to the 
       headship of Adam over the human race - Christ is the “second Adam” as 
       described in Romans 5 and had to be this way for the righteous demands of God 
       to be met and His wrath “appeased” (versus expiation which deals just with sins 
       being removed)
   b. It is interesting to note that the verb for “propitiation” (“to make”) is a present 
       middle verb (“.. to render propitious to oneself..”  RWP) - this would then include 
       God and Christ (as one) making the satisfaction - it was God’s demands He met 
       for Himself in Christ and Christ met the demands for Himself as well (in 
       faithfully fulfilling what was ______________)
  8. In all this, Christ was proven to be merciful and faithful - vs. 17
   a. Merciful in that He demonstrates the depths of pity and compassion by becoming 
       one of us and fully identifying with our trials and sufferings - this clarifies the 
       wrongness of ________________ directed at God when in a trial, as though He
      does not understand and expects of us what cannot be accomplished
   b. Faithful in that He was and is completely trustworthy as the One with Whom we 
       may entrust all that is dear and precious to us even our eternal souls - He was 
       faithful to God, foremost, in fulfilling all demands and expectations
  9. Seeing that He suffered in trials, He is able to “help” we when suffering in trials - vs. 18
   a. All His suffering, not just that of the cross, was to demonstrate His identity and 
      ability to fully aid and provide what is needed to be brought through it
   b. This enablement and help comes when we are being “tested” (scrutinized as it 
       were) having what and who we really are _______________
   c. These pains and trials are not just to afflict us throughout life, but are there as 
      “proofs” not only of the growth God is performing in us, but of the faithful “High 
       Priest” we have in Christ “calling for aid” before God - Rom. 8:34; Heb. 7:25
  10. This, then, sets our expectations and perspectives of the trials _________ to come
   a. It is this same High Priest that promised to never leave or forsake us - Heb. 13:5
   b. It will be during these sufferings trials that our affection and appreciation for our 
       Lord will increase and become more vivid in our awareness
   c. We will also become more acutely aware that our Lord has trodden the path before 
       us and we find solace/motivation in the identity with Him - as Paul in Php. 3:10

IV. Consider (Fully) Jesus the Architect and Builder - 3:1-6
 A. A reminder of who is being addressed (challenged) - vs. 1
  1. “Holy brethren” - those, set apart from the world’s life purposes and for “Heaven’s” 
        purposes (in Christ), made as the truest of “brothers” (family) by His work and calling
   • The core of our comfort and resolve is in our Lord and yet we have fellowship with 
      each other as family in Christ, because of Christ
  2. “Partakers of a heavenly calling” - those who are privileged to be partners in the calling
   a. A “calling” as in a life calling - a “_______________”
   b. This is the same as in Eph. 4:1 where we are instructed to “walk in a manner 
       worthy” of our calling
   c. Treat it with the honor due the source and purpose of the calling - we are to see 
       our position and defined direction in life as an honored position
 B. The command (imperative) - “consider Jesus”
  1. To fully observe, dwell on intently - it is a focus with the intent to induce proper awe
  2. For us, this is a life-long study (focus) to make sure we stay focused

It is this quality that is 
sought in resumes - proof of 
not only skill and knowl-
edge but of a proven “track 
record” and consistency

He lives always to make 
intercession for us!!

yet
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   a. This life focus is essential considering where this chapter is heading: since Christ 
       is better than even Moses, do not respond as Israel did hardening their hearts 
       (wills) ultimately stemming from ______________
   b. This focus is to stay firm on His (Christ’s) faithfulness (realizing our tendency to 
       be distracted or discouraged from our purpose)
  3. Christ is our focus because He is the “Apostle” and “High Priest”
   a. An apostle being one who, being from God, speaks and does what God says
    • An apostle is, as it were, a spokesman for God to man - one sent to do the 
           bidding of another (in this case God) - Moses fulfilled this role also
   b. A high priest in being the go-between God and Man - Aaron fulfilled this role
    • The High Priest Who paid, with His own blood and by His own perfection, 
       the price and penalty of our sin and who acts on our behalf
  4. He is both of these over our “confession” - our faith, the _________ (object) of our belief 
   a. This is crucial to understand realizing that so many direct their confidence (the 
       object of their faith) somewhere else resulting in the disbelief (and all its 
       accompaniments) to be dealt with in the coming verses
   b. So often the “confession” (authority, basis, foundation) for one’s professed faith is 
       in their own perception and reason, or that of other’s - or some find it in their 
       circumstances (pragmatists base it in _______________ outcomes and results)
   c. If the “considering” is placed elsewhere, hard hearts will follow!
 C. The object of our “consideration” was the supreme example of faithfulness - vs. 2
  1. In comparison to Moses who was also called faithful by God - Nu. 12:7
   a. After 40 years of preparation to why Moses was not to be, God took another 40 
       years to prepare him for what he was to do, and then 40 years to do it
   b. Even when surrounded by the doubts, complaints and threats of the Israelites, 
       Moses remained faithful to his responsibility
  2. Christ was faithful - fulfilling all that was entrusted to Him
   a. Faithfulness carries with it the subservience (submission to the will, purposes and 
       plan(s) of another) and keeping the fulfillment of purpose as the focus
   b. Faithfulness also carries the necessity of a lack of self-focus - for us, self-glory or 
       self-comfort is often the motive behind unfaithfulness
   c. Faithfulness also entails a ________ on staying focused - oddly enough, purposely 
       looking for and identifying potential distractions is part of faithfulness - this was 
       evidenced in Christ’s handling of the temptations - Mt. 4
 D. Christ is worthy of our glorying - vs. 3-4
  1. Literally, Christ is “deemed fit and worthy” of more glory than Moses
   a. This is a difficult statement for a typical “Gentile” to comprehend in its 
       significance - Moses being ranked highest in esteem among the Jews
    (1). Moses, having been the faithful bearer/messenger of the Law
    (2). Moses having, as it were, spoken directly with God
    (3). Moses. who God Himself declared faithful - Nu. 12:7
   b. We, to best picture this, would need to think of the person we would deem as most 
       impressive in this life and seeing that Christ far “outranks” him
   c. This point is vital to all of us as “________-worship” is a natural tendency we will 
       face all throughout life in varying degrees and ways
   d. It is very important that we not allow Christ’s honor and glory to be shared (in any 
       way) with a person, entity or organization
   e. To what we glory we will follow - it will dictate our purpose, priorities and plans

Outcome driven versus 
principally driven

Disillusionment, discour-
agement and depression 
stem from a misdirected 
object of faith

perceived

focus

core

disbelief

man
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  2. As “Son” and “Builder” Christ is worthy of more glory  - vs. 3-4
   a. Just as we would deem the builder (creator architect) as worthy of greater honor 
       than the house/thing created (no matter the greatness of the thing created)
   b. The household of God being not a building/temple/church but representing more 
       the family of God entailing the rights, privileges and responsibilities associated 
       with the plans and purposes of the _____________ of the household
    (1).  Eph. 2:11-3:1 illustrate Christ being the means and purpose for bringing 
           the Gentiles into God’s household (Christ being the ________________)
    (2). I Pet. 2:2-8 - We are compared to “living stones” building up the 
         “spiritual house” with the purpose to offer “holy sacrifices”
    (3). Following this figure, Peter points out that the stone which was rejected 
           has become the cornerstone (at a high level demonstrating the glory of 
           the entire facility and that which the whole ultimately rests)
   c. Speaking of Christ, he compares His being worthy of glory, to the superior 
       worthiness of a builder over the building and then goes on to clarify the builder as 
       being ______ - this is another good example of a synonymous reference to Christ 
       and God (as in chapter 1:2 Christ is clarified as creator)
   d. We must be careful (on a practical note) not to be guilty of showing more honor to 
       the creation more than the Creator (as Paul warned in Rom. 1:25)
   e. Self-glory seekers only reveal their ingenuousness as Christ Himself clarified in 
       John 7:18, “He who speaks on his own authority seeks his own glory; but he who 
       seeks the glory of him who sent him is _______, and in him there is no falsehood.” 
 E. Moses was faithful as a servant (literally a house servant, thus one of the household) while Christ 
     was faithful in all things as a son (the heir) - vs. 5-6
  1. Moses, as a servant was called faithful because he did all he was instructed to do
   a.  A good illustration of this is in Exodus 40, highlighted in verse 16 - he did all he 
        was commanded and “_____________ the work”
   b. Many start “works” for God but do not have the fortitude or commitment to 
       complete what they started (usually because they seek their own glory or they 
       pursue it in their own strength) - God’s work is just that.. God’s work to be done 
       His way and in His time
  2. Moses faithfulness was lending toward what would be “spoken later”
   a. He was faithful to do all he was to do, which lent the strongest authority to all he 
       would be used to ________ to the people - an unfaithful messenger can be a 
       discreditor of the message he is sent to bear!
   b. Moses faithfulness in the building of the temple and in being the human mediator 
       of the Law would be part of the revelation plan of God in the fulfilling words and 
       works of Christ (Who was also faithful in all things)
   c. In an indirect way, this is a good example to demonstrate that faithfulness to God 
       does not “demand” a full accounting to the vessel or tool  (us) nor does it need 
       completion in its particular duration (lifetime, in our case)
  3. Christ, as God, was faithful over HIS house (versus the faithfulness of a servant)
  4. And, this house is us (as those “lively stones”).. with a clarifying identity.. “if..”
   a. Hold fast - “.. We are God’s house if we do not play the traitor and desert” RWP
   b. If we maintain boldness/confidence (and this particular word carries with it the   
      idea of outspokenness born out of assurance of being in the right) - courage (which 
      is conquering fear, not the absence of fear) is a strong identifier of those who are 
      truly “Christ’s house” - this is in direct contrast to professing believers who fear 
      lesser things such as the mocking of man or even self-discomfort

“According to tradition, during the 
erection of the temple an unusually 
shaped stone was sent up from the 
quarry and rejected by the builders as 
useless; only later did they discover 
that it was the very stone the needed 
to complete the building”  Hiebert

The institutions of God 
(such as family, churches 
or their “accessories”) must 
never be allowed to become 
the central focus of our 
glory and honor - Christ is 
worthy of glory far more 
than His “buildings”

(RSV)

This will be clarified further 
in Heb. 8:4-6 and 10:1
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  5. Those “of Christ’s house” are characterized by..
   a. Stick-to-itiveness (or we might say “faithfulness”) which clearly identifies 
       apostates as those who were _____________ genuine (never of Christ’s house”)
   b. Confident boasting of our hope - which involves not just an inward assent to this 
       hope (assured expectation) but one that “___________ over” into the open
   c. “If hope is cherished for a while, and then abandoned; if men profess religion, 
        and then fall away--no matter what were their raptures and triumphs--it proves 
        that they never had any real piety. No evidence can be strong enough to prove 
        that a man is a Christian, unless it leads him to persevere to the end of life.” 

V. Beware the Hard Heart of Disbelief - 3:7-19
 A.  Consider the example of Israel in the wilderness
  1. Moses, as the “mediator” for Israel was faithful, but the people (almost all) were not
   a. Christ, as clarified just before, is above Moses.. thus the “wherefore”
   b. Based upon the supremacy of Christ (and thus the special revelation we now 
       have) don’t be guilty of the same errors and responses of Israel in the wilderness
  2. The same message/exhortation given to Israel in Psalm 95:7-11 is still, “Today” just as 
      applicable and necessary to ____________
   a. Just preceding these words in Psalm 95, it was made clear that “we” are His 
       people and “the sheep of His pasture” (seeing He is our maker)
   b. This message is from the Holy Spirit - He “says” it
   c. The exhortation is directed at those who “hear His voice” - we know that not all 
      “hear” God and not all who “hear” heed but instead, harden
   d. These are those given the privilege to hear God’s Word - its source demands strict 
       attention with intent to follow - no reverence for the Word = no reverence for God
  3. The warning is to avoid “hardening” your own heart - vs. 8
   a. It is important to keep focused on the object being addressed (what is in danger of 
       being hardened) - the heart (the seat of the will, intentions, goals, desires, 
       priorities) - the heart is the ultimate guide (director) of what we do (practically) - Pr. 4:23
    •  The ears and mind may be involved, but if the heart is left unaffected there 
       will not be he needed change (an ______________/active heart is essential)
   b. The situation serving as an illustration is found in Ex. 17:1-7
   c. Israel, in the wilderness having been freed from Egypt found themselves without 
       water at a place called Rephidim - this had happened before and, apparently, they 
       had become frustrated and “murmured” against Moses
   d. The core of their “hardening” was evidenced (clarified) in the heart of their 
       complaint when they said/thought, “Is the Lord ____________ us or not?”
   e. They were, in spite of the multitude of times when the Lord proved Himself, 
       ready to totally give up on the situation and “write-off” God’s working (or even 
       His presence in the matter) altogether
    • They were driven and guided by circumstances and their “read” on them
   f. Moses called the place “Meribah” meaning a fight or quarrel for so it was - it is 
      not so much a struggle with our circumstances as it is our faith and submission to 
      the ______________ hand of God
  4. It was a place where Israel “tested” God - vs. 9
   a. The core idea is not necessarily testing the ability of God as it was putting His 
       patience to the test - they, never being satisfied, never really trusting Him
   b. They were determined to walk by sight and judge God accordingly, not 
       remembering Who they were dealing with and their limited perspective
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This is another verifica-
tion of the Scripture being 
inspired by the Holy Spirit 
- no mention is made of 
the human writer

It is a sad state of affairs 
to see so many profess-
ing Christians “quitting” 
the faith even without the 
presence or true threat 
of persecution - though, 
in reality, there is no 
such thing as Christian 
quitters!

“Once we assuage our 
conscience by calling 
something a “necessary 
evil,” it begins to look 
more and more necessary 
and less and less evil.”

Sidney J. Harris

When we reach the point 
of “testing” God in this 
way we are already set to 
have Him fail no matter 
the outcome - this is out 
of love for our sin and 
control and our resent-
ment and refusal for God’s 
control and direction
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   c. It is important to realize that the works of God are always around us to be seen - 
       there is a difference between seeing and looking - they saw, but were not looking!  
       Looking involves ________________ and awareness to something specific - in 
       their case, they were “looking out for themselves”
 B. God’s response to Israel’s stubbornness - vs. 10-11
  1. His “attitude” toward their “attitude” 
   a. He was grieved/angered at that generation (the very generation that had proven 
       their character over 40 years; 40 more years would have proved nothing further)
    (1). This is a key point in a society that believes that if a losing or lost cause 
           if given more time it will be fixed
    (2). Just a note on this; Adam Clarke wrote of this verse, “Now, can we 
           suppose that it would have grieved him if, by a decree of his own, he had 
           rendered their salvation impossible?” - He fails to realize that God 
           decreed His own response - the outworking of His decree is intended to
           reveal truths of Himself (ultimately) not of us, but _________ us!
   b. God’s response to their stubborn disbelief (reliance) - He reveals their consistency 
       at wondering off (voluntarily - it’s in the middle voice) - though it may not appear 
       obvious, at first, it occurred “in the heart” - this is where wondering (typically 
       mentally and emotionally) takes place first - the practical solution comes in vs. 12
   c. God reveals also that they did not “know” His ways - how He thinks, how He 
       works, the ___________________ of His consistency and efficiency
    • The word for “know” typically means more than knowing “of” something 
       but knowing firsthand/personally something
   d. They were not interested to know because their priorities were set, and God was 
       not at the top of them! (good and normal things were there, but not the best)
  2. Then, the Lord promised they would not enter His rest - vs. 11
   a. Their refusal to trust God and their deliberate obstinance resulted in a high cost
   b. This “swearing” of God can be seen in Numbers14 - Israel had just received the 
       news from the spies (news of Cannan and its inhabitants - Num. 13:25-33) and  
       were more taken with the bad news than the confidence in God encouraged by 
       Caleb - the response to grumble against God’s servants and question God’s goodness
   c. Num. 14:21 is key to the entire text as to God’s purpose for the “trial” - the key 
       phrase, “As I live” (swearing by Himself) the earth would be full of His glory (it 
       will assuredly happen) and in the same statements God promised that they would 
       not enter the land - even after this, some tried to do it anyway, to their demise
 C. The demise of disbelief - vs. 12-19
  1. “Take care, brethren..” watch out for an “unbelieving heart” (which is “evil”) in “any one 
        of you” - or amongst all of you - we look out for this in each other with even more 
        fervency than we would the _______________ well being of each other
   a. One of the key words in the first phrase is “that” or “lest” - “..it expresses a 
       warning and fear regarding a present inevitable reality, indicating the warning 
       should be taken very seriously.”  Linguistic Key
   b. With disbelief (faith not being exercised) present comes the inevitable onset of an 
       “evil heart” - evil being that which is immoral, distorted, vicious, or harmful
  2. It is this unbelief (leading to an evil heart) that leads on, inevitably to “falling away”
   a. We get the word “apostasy” from this word “aposthnai” meaning to depart, 
       revolt, desist or _______________
   b. Our goal, realizing the severity, is to do all we can to ward it off with proper and 
       consistent encouragement - delayed encouragement is most often ineffective!

This demonstrates the ongo-
ing need for us to be asking 
ourselves, “what exactly am 
I after?”  - this reveals, at 
any given time, where we 
are heading.  Or, of course, 
the big question, “Why am 
I here?”
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  3. Seek to counter this disbelief with exhorting encouragement - vs. 13
   a. The word for “encourage” is parakalew - to call near, comfort, _____________
   b. It is commanded and illustrated throughout the New Testament and given with a 
       caution in Gal. 6:1-10
    (1). A fault is seen and condemnation is not pursued - restoration is first 
          sought with special consideration to one’s own weaknesses
    (2). It is not (on the other extreme) a toleration or permissiveness of their sin 
          as Israel was commanded in Lev. 19:17 - “Thou shalt not hate thy brother 
          in thy heart; thou shalt earnestly rebuke thy neighbour, lest thou bear sin 
          on account of him.” (DBY)
   c. This “___________ challenging” of each other is to be daily (day to day) as well 
       as in the moment (while called “today”)
    (1). It is more than just seeking to make each other “feel good” as much as it 
           is to keep each other focused and on guard against deceit
    (2). It is an awareness of the shortness of time and the limited “opportunities”
    (3). We are never guaranteed _________ opportunity to influence each other!
  4. The goal is to be used to ward off “hardness” of heart brought on by sin - vs. 13
   a. This hardness is a toughness (insensitivity) and stubbornness brought on by habit 
        or by a strong will exercised in defiance to what is ____________
   b. This is caused (its instrument) by the “deceitfulness” (cheating, trickery) of sin 
       (armartia - missing the mark - what is perfect or best)
   c. “..in a fellowship which exercised a watchful and unremitting care for its 
       members the temptation to prefer the easy course to the right one would be greatly 
       weakened, and the united resolution to stand firm would be correspondingly 
       strengthened.”  F. F. Bruce
   d. Hardness is brought on by fighting off conviction - as with any resistance it 
       becomes something we get used to
   e. Sin is deceitful (it does not play by any “rules”) in the impressions, attitudes and 
       even traditions it leads to, to counter what is best and right
   f. Sin, in its essence, is blinding and dulls the spiritual and mental sense of insight 
      and _________ discernment as described in Rom. 1:28 (depraved/reprobate mind)
   g. It is also deceitful in that judgement is often unseen or not immediate as 
       referenced in Ecc. 8:11 - a false sense of security builds on the deceit
  5. This is in contrast to those who are truly “partakers of Christ” - vs. 14
   a. What is the evidence of those truly “in Christ”? - they “hold fast” (stay with it)
   b. This is often called “perseverance or preservation of the saints”
   c. Practically seen, this is the holding tight to the same confidence (faith/belief) we 
       had at the beginning of our faith - often, at the moment of conversion, we have an 
       undistracted faith, free from obstruction and very clear as to its object/focus
   d. It is this unstoppable confidence held out to the end (in contrast to the 
       reconsidering and looking back that Israel did looking back to Egypt)
    • We must never be those that would ever be characterized as longing for 
       what was, more than what will be - all must be compared to the future - the 
      “now” must never ____________ what is coming in His promise
   e. This is evidential regarding true faith - it lasts!  If a profession and show of faith 
       fails, it was not ever real and the practicers were never partakers of Christ
  6. Now is the time, today is the day for obedience - vs. 15-16
   a. Far too often, the focus is either to rely upon past obedience as “evidence” or to 
       place obedience as a future object or practice

This is why a competi-
tive spirit in a church is so 
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   b. The idea (for us) is to obey in the moment (”today”) while “hearing His voice” - 
       one of the deceits of sin is presume that we will always “hear His voice” and will 
       have “today” and ____________ time and opportunity to obey later on
   c. “He intimates that the reason for making progress never ceases as long as we live, 
         because God calls us daily.”  Calvin
   c. The admonition (warning) is to not harden the heart - this is active and willful on 
       our parts - it is clearest when we use the circumstances to complain and resist God
    • It is also hardened by __________________ His previous works/proofs
   d. Israel was in an ongoing state of hardening themselves against God - I Cor. 10:1-12
   e. The ones guilty of “provoking” God with their obstinance were the same ones 
       who were led out of Egypt by Moses - associations do not make us right nor are 
       they guarantees that we will stay on course
  7. What is it that consistently receives the anger of God? - vs. 17-19
   a. It is upon those that “sin” - Those failing to “reach” the mark - and in this case, 
       the “mark” being belief, confidence and trust in the working and direction of God
   b. It is one of the supreme pictures of those utterly dependent, refusing enablement 
       and aid, always demanding a solution on their ____________ and from their 
       designated sources! - the result was “fallen bodies in the wilderness”
   c. It was upon the disobedient (“contumacious”- willfully disobedient resulting from 
       willful and deliberate disbelief) - ironically, it is not disbelieving disobedience 
       stemming from a lack of evidence (proof), but one resulting from a hardened will, 
       determined to be self-_______________
   d. These were they not able to enter God’s “rest”  - this is far more than temporal 
       rest as it refers to a settling-down in permanent abode in a place of absolute and 
       secure rest - with us, this being the new heaven and new earth
   e. This act/attitude of willful disbelief merited the sworn wrath of God - this should 
       elevate its significance in our eyes as well - obedience is not a “pick and choose”  
       option for us
  8. It is important to note that the majority were wrong and the minority (Joshua and Caleb) 
     in the right - it is key to not be a crowd follower or trend worshipper (fear of man)

VI. The “Believer’s Rest” is Reached by Faith - 4:1-13
 A. The dread fear of any missing the “promise” - vs. 1
  1. This is a fear leading to caution and alertness - keeping focus on such a “prize” we are 
      driven to lives of precautious disciplines
   a. This is a righteous, reverential fear of God - willfully reliant on His perspective
   b. Fear controls us whether we know it or not - the Truth teaches that we are secure 
       in Him but, as stressed by Peter in II Peter 1, if the evidence coming out of our 
       lives is contradictory to our hope in Christ, we have reason to re-evaluate
  2. The fear is to be “judged” ( or to seem) to fall short of the promise
   a. Part of the idea is that of “trying something out” only to give up on it shortly 
       before it was to “pay-off” or be ______________ worthwhile
   b. Typically, many “fall away” because they are fatigued, desiring rest, failing to 
       realize it is the truest rest they are forsaking!
 B. It does not pivot on what we might consider “equal opportunity” - vs. 2
  1. Those that remain faithful and those that forsake the faith had the same Gospel preached
   a. Yet the same “truth” did not “profit” them as it did the faithful
   b. The difference being that the hearing lacked faith (it was not “mixed” with faith 
       and thus they are not truly united with us in faith)

These were also they who 
had seen some of the most 
powerful works of God 
in history - obedience and 
submission are more impor-
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miraculous!
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  2. It is important to note that the reference to “gospel” is only in the sense of “good news” 
      and not that those who were with Moses heard of the atoning work of Christ
   a. It is in the same sense of those Paul spoke of when saying they would not “endure 
       sound doctrine” literally meaning they would not “put up” with it - II Tim. 4:3
   b. In the following verse (II Tim. 4:4), Paul clarifies that in the process of “turning 
       away their hearing” they would be ______________ over to “fables” or “myths”
  3. All they heard was of not profit to them (useless) in that it was missing the most 
      important element that gives truth is working benefit in us - faith
   a. As with Satan, his power is only found in the faith given to his lies - Jn. 8:44 - in 
       this verse Christ says of Satan that he speaks “of his own” or, in other words, he 
       speaks lies because it is who/what he is - it is his _______________ to lie
   b. The greatest difference being that God’s power is never limited in reality, just in 
       us when coupled with disbelief and controlling speculation
  4. So, the key to effective “use” of the Gospel/Truth is the “ingestion” and “digestion” of it
   a. This is the idea behind “mixed-with” in this verse
   b. It has the picture of eating and then digesting something so as to become part of 
       us - it is not just known but believed and followed and becomes “who” we are
   c. “The word heard being the food which, as the bread of life, must pass into flesh
         and blood through man’s appropriating it to himself in faith. Hearing alone is of
         as little value as undigested food in a bad stomach.”  JFB
   d. It is this point, the necessity of faith, that will be pivotal throughout the rest of the 
       study in Hebrews - disbelief is fatal while _____________ is sustaining!
 C. The “believer’s rest” has yet to be reached - vs. 3-10
  1. These versus have been (historically) recognized as being difficult to understand and have 
      had a few variations in their handling.  It is essential to understand and stay with the 
      subject and the point that is being driven to.  The writer is referencing the “rest of God” 
      or the “believer’s rest” and making it clear that this rest has yet to be reached.  It must not 
      be confused or equated with the sabbath rest nor the rest that was to be had in the 
      promised land of Canaan.
   a. The motivation would be lost if we see the “rest” being, in varying degrees, 
       only in this _____________ (or if we expect to find part of it (lasting) here)
   b. The exhortation which is in focus is in verse 11 where the command is given to 
       “labor to enter into that rest” - that being the ultimate rest
  2. The first half of verse 3 is better understood with what came before (verse 2) while the 
      second half is better understood with what follows
   a. Those (we) who “have believed” will most assuredly enter “that rest”
   b. But the rest that is in reference to God’s resting on the seventh day is not the rest 
       described in Psalm 95 (when God rested after the founding of the creation)
  3. Those who ______________ faith (believing is the verb form of faith) are assured entry
   a. It is important for us to keep focus on what faith and believing are
   b. We often think of belief as an act of our will and we determine whether or not to 
       believe... and to some degree this is true (it is more than a profession of faith)
   c. But, as practical as can be possibly described, believing is the submissive 
       obedience to situations and conditions demanding faith versus confidence induced 
       by evidence we see or can effectively predict/anticipate
   d. Believe is what we are called to do - it is to characterize us - and the main focus
       in this context being that we strive with the difficult “labors” of life and seeming 
       insurmountable obstacles with an unstoppable confidence that our rest is ahead of 
       us - we strive with urgency to enter that rest - when the work is done
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  4. So, much of our motivation to “stay in the fray” will be found in looking forward to the 
    “rest from labors” as illustrated by God’s rest after the creation and from the the “rest” 
     found in the promised land after the trials in Egypt and the wilderness
   a. The key is to keep looking forward - the rest which is the subject in Psalm 95 is 
      “in _____________” awaiting us - it is our future!
   b. Those, who yield to doubt and forsake “the faith” will not enter this rest - vs. 5
   c. It is truly a loss to have suffered to no profit!  This life will have calamities and 
       troubles no matter how we seek protection and relief or comfort (while on this 
       earth) these “rests” must never become our ____________ objective
   d. Our hope and its confidence is detailed in Rom. 5:1-5 - through all we will face 
       and with all the “hopes” we could place our confidence, hope in the Lord and His 
       workings/purposes will not disappoint or make us ashamed
  5. The purpose of verse 4-5 is to demonstrate that the rest referenced in Psalm 95 is more 
      than the rest God demonstrated (Sabbath day) at creation as well as the rest in Canaan
  6. So, since the ultimate rest referenced in Psalm 95 still remains to be entered, and those 
      who knew of it failed to enter it (as the true “rest” more than Canaan) because of their 
      disobedience (founded in disbelief), stress is placed on “Today” as the ____________ and
    “do not harden your heart” as the warning - vs. 6-8
   a. Many days (and to some degree, each day) will offer opportunity for 
       discouragement and disheartenment and must be resisted _________ day
   b. Do not seek to bear the “evils” of tomorrow today (Mt. 6:34), seek only to trust 
       God’s direction and and through the evils and be alert to ward off any hardening 
       (bitter anger and frustration (or impatience)) directed at God
   c. The others heard the good news of what awaited them in the promised land, and 
       because of it they left Egypt - not only did these miss the promise of the land of 
       Canaan, but they also missed God’s true eternal “rest” with Him because of disbe- 
       lief (the underlying root word for this indicates one who refuses to be convinced)
   d. Even after so many years previous to Israel refusing the promised land, David is 
       still used to write of the offer of “Today” - it is still in the form of a warning - do 
       not harden your hearts - and a hard heart is best evidenced in a resolve to stand for 
       one’s own rights and perspectives against God’s commands and direction
   e. If the rest was of this earth (that David was referencing) then what Joshua was 
       used to bring to the people would have been God’s answer - vs. 8
    • This misunderstanding on the part of the Jews is what led so many (the 
       majority) to disillusionment against God’s promises causing some to reject 
       it and others to “_____________” it and its meaning
  7. So, in light of all this, we realize there is still an ultimate rest awaiting the people of God - vs. 9
   a. In the most literal sense, this reference to the “people of God” would be to the   
       Jews, though this rest is all-inclusive of all those in God through Christ
   b. This rest is a “Sabbath rest” carrying with it not only the idea of rest, but one of 
       religious honor - the rest will not be in ourselves and to ourselves but will be in 
       God, His works, what He has done and our fulfillment in His service (finally 
       fulfilling what we were designed for)
  8. This rest to which we look forward to is the resting from labor - vs. 10
   a. As our Lord Jesus Christ complete His labors and entered this rest, so we also will 
       follow Him (not from all labor but from _______________ labor - labor  that 
       wearies and discourages us)
   b. It is a rest from all fears, frustrations, doubts and antagonists of any sort!

Pr. 25:19 - confidence in 
something unfaithful (when 
facing trouble) is like a 
broken tooth or a foot out 
of joint
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   c. “...freedom from care, anxiety, and labour, How happy, then, are they who have 
       entered into heaven! Their toils are over. Their labours are done.  Never again will 
       they know fatigue. Never more will they feel anxious care.”  Barnes
 D. Labor the labor of a ______________ servant - vs. 11-13
  1. “Labor therefore...” - focus on what needs to be done - do not be sidetracked with the 
        numerous offers of an “easy way out” or diversions form the work we are here to do
   a. The word for “labor”, spoudazw is the same word used in II Tim. 2:15 which 
       carries with it the picture of one hurried to get to and finish the work at hand
   b. It, in these verses, also pictures one laboring to be pleasing to their master
   c. As stressed previously, as “slaves” we are here to do the work of our master, 
       following His schedule, His priorities, His _______________
  2. This is similar to the instruction in II Pet. 1:10-11 - it stresses diligence in looking to be 
      certain of our “calling and election” and in so doing, we will never fall
   a. Motivation to stay “at the work” is maintained with a focus on the end - the “rest” 
       for the diligent and faithful, and judgement to the disbelieving/distracted
   b. As demonstrated with the example of Israel in the wilderness, if focus is not on 
       our calling and our being chosen (both which define purpose), we will quickly 
       live for the now - as with Demas in II Tim. 4:10 - he forsook Paul for a love of the 
      “age” in which he lived - it also has the basic idea that he wanted to live, which to 
       anyone viewing themselves as anything but a slave, will find normal
  3. One of the ideas (linguistically) that has been presented for the phrase, “... seem to come 
      short of it...” in verse 1, is the idea of being “one ________ late”
   a. This fits perfectly with the example in Numbers 14 where Israel heeded the ten 
       spies and not the two who (Caleb) stated, “Let us go at once...”
   b. Some of the Israelites purposed to go take the land the NEXT DAY, but being one  
       day late in their obedience, they were defeated - God was not “in it”
   c. This is why the word for “labor” in verse 11 stresses immediacy - disbelief and 
       disobedience always evidence themselves in putting off responsibility - this is the 
     “birth point” of ________________! (putting off what one should be doing)
  4. We “labor” because we realize the power of God’s Word - vs. 12
   a. “For/Because” the Word of God is “living” and “powerful”
    (1). The Word of God being that which was “preached” in 4:2, all-inclusive 
           of His commands, promises and works (Christ, in John 1 is described as 
           the personification (in actuality) of God’s Word)
    (2). It is not “dead” or vulnerable to dying off as all other “words”, and thus 
           is active and effective (powerful) - Isa. 55:9-11; Lu. 8:16-17
   b. It’s “sharper than a two-edged sword/dagger” - the picture is not necessarily one 
       of fierceness but of something that effectively gets into the ______________
   c. It is “piercing” even to the dividing of “soul and spirit”, “joints and marrow” - it 
      “cuts” through any element or aspect of ourselves - with the sharpness and 
        precision of a surgeon’s scalpel it opens up what is really there
   d. “The inner life of a Christian is often a strange mixture of motivations both 
         genuinely spiritual and completely human.  It takes a supernaturally discerning 
         agent such as the Word of God to sort these out and to expose what is of the 
         flesh.  The readers might think that they were contemplating certain steps out of 
         purely spiritual motivations when, as God’s Word could show them, they were 
         acting unfaithfully as did Israel of old.”  Bible Knowledge Commentary
   e. There is nothing hid from its scrutiny - some for the good and others to their 
        judgement - as illustrated in II Cor. 2:16-17
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  5. We labor with (by means of) the Word of God - vs. 12
   a. It is living and in this we find our “living”
   b. It is powerful and in its’ use/application we find true power
   c. It is revealing and in it we see ourselves for what we are (in the positive) in Christ 
       as well as what needs changing regarding the remnants of the “old man”
   d. This communicates clearly the urgency of our being “in it” always as we see our 
       need to be in the air, realizing our constant need of it for life
   e. It is essential to reveal “the secret feelings of the soul” - it does not promote 
       hypocrisy, but honesty and openness before God - to conceal a problem or illness 
       will not deal with it; only facing the truth of it will result in action - all else puts 
       off what must be done until it is too _________ to deal with it
   f. This is leading us to the absolute need to have a high priest and a throne to go to 
       and be able to “___________ freely” of our truest need for help
  6. The sincere servant labors to be found genuinely faithful - vs. 13
   a. One of the clearest conclusions the Word leads us to is our openness before “Him 
       with whom we have to do” (the one to whom we must give an account)
   b. This is explicitly described by the usage of the words “open and laid bare”
    (1). To be “open” is to literally have one’s head pulled back to expose the 
           neck (in harmony with the previous picture of the sword) - this pictures 
           the vulnerability and utter position of ____________ we find ourselves
           in before the “eyes of Him with whom we have to do”
    (2). To be “laid bare” is to be naked and exposed - nothing is hidden from the 
           eyes of God - He is not mocked and He is not deceived
   c. So, not only are all creatures open to Him as to what they are, but they are at His 
       mercy as the judge over all - no other judge or judgement will usurp His
    (1). He and His word we must face, as it were, face to face
    (2). This is our actual vulnerability - now we are (or should see ourselves) in 
           deep need of seeing our hope/reliance in Him and His word

VII. The Perfect / “Great” High Priest - 4:14-5:10
 A. Having such a vulnerable position before God and His word, what are we to do? - 4:14-16
  1. Realize and focus upon Christ being  the “great” high priest - vs. 14
   a. A priest, acting in an intercessory position, would offer sacrifices for the people, 
       while Christ, being “great” (megaV) offered Himself - being the perfect sacrifice
   b. It is with fact that we realize we are able to “draw near with confidence” before 
       His throne, realizing it is a throne of ____________!
  2. It is before this throne that we are constantly coming, not with the purpose to declare our 
      power, ability or glory, but to come in need of mercy and grace for “help”
   a. It is before “Jesus” (His human name), the same Who suffered in all points that 
       we ever will or could, that we will come to
   b. He is fully aware of our weaknesses (vulnerabilities) under the trials/temptations 
       we are to face - He is said to “________________” with them
   c. All this and more He also faced and that “without sin” - “Such endurance involves 
       more, not less, than ordinary human suffering: ‘sympathy with the sinner in his 
       trial does not depend on the experience of sin but on the experience of the strength 
       of the temptation to sin which only the sinless can know in its full intensity.”  
       F.F. Bruce quoting B.F. Wescott
   d. It is always most comforting to  rely and lean on another who has already faced 
      the trial and can assure the victory on “the other side” of the trial
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  3. It is with/through Jesus, the Son of God we have this entrance seeing that He has “passed 
      through the heavens” - this is significant realizing that the typical high priest would enter 
      through the court yard, into the Holy Place and then, alone, into the Holy of Holies
   a. Our Lord passed through the earthly heaven, through space and then into Heaven 
        (often considered the “abode of God”)
   b. Realizing what we have, our perspective is to hang on to it, or as Robertson clari-
       fied regarding this phrase we are, “... to cling to tenaciously” our “confession”
   c. In a broad sense, the idea of our “confession” or “profession” is along the idea of
      our confidence and where it is placed - as well as where in our faith, we associate
   d. It is important to note that this does the opposite of advocating “blind faith” as it 
       provides the basis and foundation n which to place confidence in the face of doubt
  4. The reason we hold it dear rather than in dread is found in the understanding that our 
    “chief priest” who stands before God for us (our go-between) fully sympathizes with all  
      that we will face - though, not for the purpose of _____________ our failures, but for the 
      purpose of mercy and help toward the solution - vs. 15
   a. We are to be aware, at all times, of this process at work
   b. He will always be intimately sympathetic with all we will ever face - when we 
       ____________ sight of this, we feel loneliness and despair in our trials and are apt 
       to view  them as truly overwhelming
   c. Another significant result of His facing temptation and trials without sin - we, as 
       we do with each other, usually seek consolation from those who have been 
       through what we are facing, but only seek counsel and advice from those who 
       faced it ____________________
   d. His work also encourages us to press forward in spite of weakness - He is the 
       proof that in the face of all things the right can be done and faced
  5. All of the above is designed to have us “draw near” - vs. 16
   a. It is ironic enough that we are welcomed to approach this throne, but even more 
       so in that we are to do it with bold confidence
   b. This confidence/assurance is not found or based in our worthiness or sincerity but 
        in Christ’s high priestly work _____________!
   c. This throne is approached through Christ - we have an advocate - I John 2:1 
    • The “advocate” literally being “one called along side or one that calls us 
      along side” as one in an intimidating situation finds comfort in the sight of a 
      friend so we find confidence when we see Christ there
   d. This confidence has the idea of speaking freely, frankness - not with disrespect 
       but with the freedom to come as we really are - this is essential to properly set our 
       thinking so as not to be disillusioned by our sin (its deceitfulness) thinking that if 
       it is hidden, denied or _______________ that it will be properly addressed
   e. When we grasp that this throne (all control and authority) is one of grace we 
       are finally free to truly live! - all else is pretend and self-deceit (either that God is 
       not truly controlling or that He has no mercy and grace)
  6. The throne is approached seeking mercy to find grace in all we are to face - vs. 16
   a. We approach the Lord fully aware that we are in need of mercy (as we are not 
       naturally inclined to His ways but are normally seeking self-comfort and self-
       glory) - but it is realizing we seek grace (enablement/power) which is given 
       ____________ of His mercy
   b. We come as often as we are “in time of need” which, as we mature in the faith, we 
        realize we are always in!
   c. It is “well-timed help” - at the right time/season - we are never overwhelmed!

Rather than struggling with 
the doubt of the worthi-
ness and security of what 
we have we are to, seeing 
its “best of situations” are 
to hang on to it with all we 
have as one might holding 
on to an invaluable posses-
sion with those who would 
look to steal it 

This entire concept would 
magnify the message in 
Psalm 46, “God is our 
refuge and strength, a help 
in distresses, very readily 
found.” (DBY)

see also Heb. 7;25; 9:24
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 B. The qualifications for the High Priest - 5:1-6 (see also Lev. 16)
  1. He must be “taken from among men” - He needed to be one of us
   a. As covered in chapter 2, even though many pictured Messiah as not being 
       necessarily a man... He had to be a man - it was “fitting”
   b. It was set that the intercessor between God and men would be a man (this was the 
       function of a priest)
   c. It was necessary for Him (Christ) to fit ____ the other High Priestly qualifications
   d. This first phrase (in keeping with what has been said before) demonstrates that 
       God not only does as He wishes and knows best (in spite of our agreement and 
       understanding) but that He fulfills all His ________ qualifications
  2. He is “appointed on behalf of men in things pertaining to God”
   a. This is one of the key statements in all the New Testament demonstrating the 
       gracious condescension of God - He ordained Christ in things pertaining to lowly, 
       rebellious man (needed for the salvation of men)
    • This speaks of the high priests of which Christ would be supreme
   b. A high priest was appointed to represent God to men and men to God
   c. Before God, he was to offer both gifts and sacrifices - gifts as symbols of 
       thanksgiving and gratefulness, and sacrifices as “_______________”
   d. “What is the glory of the cross if it be not this: that with such action conspiring to 
       subdue His action, His action outlasted and outlived them all, and He did not die 
       subdued and overborne in the dying, He did not die until He gave Himself in 
       death.”  H. Martin as quoted by A. Pink
    • And this perfect fulfillment of this role will be demonstrated
  3. He was required to deal “gently” with the “ignorant” and “misguided” - vs. 2
   a. He is to “reasonably” deal with these (literally not to be without feeling or (the 
       extreme opposite) to be _____________ zealous or passionate)
   b. This was crucial for priests (who themselves were with sin) realizing that our 
       sinfulness tends to make us under or over-reactionary to the sins of others
   c. The objective/purpose was to deal with the sin to avoid condemnation which 
       apathy and hatred both produce - notice II Tim. 2:22-26
   d. The two categories given are those who are ignorant (they do not know) or those 
       that are “out of the way” (off-track) by being mislead or ill _______________ 
   e. These were to be looked upon in their need, not in their “deeds”
  4. One of the core reasons they were to do this was in light of their own weaknesses
   a. The same instruction is true for all of us when dealing with the “faults” of 
       each other - Gal. 6:1-6 (we must not be guilty, either, of faulting others for not 
       dealing correctly with our faults!)
   b. Our Lord was not weak, but as clarified in the last verses of the previous chapter, 
       He is sympathetic to our weaknesses
  5. As High Priest, he is “obligated” to offer sacrifices for the people - vs. 3
   a. The earthly high priest did this in accordance with God’s way of dealing with sin - 
       all was done by faith (thus their sin was covered, as was ours, by ____________)
   b. The earthly priest offered sacrifice for himself as well as the people being in the 
       same need together (and the same reason goes for us not to be judgemental 
       and condemnatory)
   c. This obligation, though, is from God not just upon the “moral principle” or idea of 
       the situation - this is why, Christ, in great love and mercy, Himself became 
       obedient unto death, even the death of the cross” - Php. 2:8
   d. No man should ever present or think of himself as being above or without sin!

He was “not ashamed to 
call them brethren”

All laws, standards and 
guides that God establishes 
are for His purposes and we 
need not feel the need to 
excuse them or find a way 
around them for Him to work

This concept is fundamental 
to the reason why we come 
before God and pray in the 
name of Jesus Christ - not 
only can we not offer sacri-
fice but we cannot truly of-
fer gifts on our own.  Christ 
did not just clear the way to 
God He is the only way to 
God... always!

There must be a both 
sympathy and “soundness” 
of handling with people in 
their sin and ignorance

see II Tim. 3:13

overly

expiation
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own

all

grace
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  6. This verse also demonstrates, as seen in the previous chapter, the superiority of Christ 
      over all other high priests - vs. 3
   a. The other priests were not just obligated to continually be offering sacrifices for 
       the people, but had to offer sacrifices for their own sins
   b. Their sacrifices for the people were ________________, limited and only 
        figurative of what was yet to come
   c. One of the essential points to be made throughout Hebrews, is the concept that 
       Christ’s high priestly work is the fulfillment of all that their sacrificial practices 
       had been “pointing” to all along
   d. These Hebrew Christians failed to recognize the fundamental point that the 
       Aaronic priestly work was never meant to be ultimately _______________, but 
       that it was to find resolution in the final and perfect sacrifice of God... the Lamb of God
   e. This is why Christ’s work had to surpass that of the Levites
  7. A high priest had to be appointed and not self-established - vs. 4
   a. No man or men could assign or take on this role of himself or themselves
   b. This had to be one truly called of God - it was called an “honor” - it was 
       something of value because of what it was (not valuable because of the consensus 
       of ______________, but because it was a God-ordained calling)
   c. A profound example of the seriousness of this point can be found in Numbers 16
    (1). Korah and others challenged the authority/appointment of Moses and Aaron
    (2). This rebel band wanted to set themselves up as challenges trying to make 
            the point that they were all equal before God
    (3). The consequences of their challenge were grave!
    (4). God ultimately illustrated His appointment of Aaron in Numbers 17, by 
           the budding of his rod with almonds
   d. So, just as Aaron was called, so also then anyone taking this lofty position needed 
       a call (or, in this case, the succession of the call through the Levites)
    (1). This is fundamentally true with all other “callings” of God
    (2). No ministerial position is taken-up by our wills or determinations to do 
           so - these are given by God and provided for by His _______ to do them
    (3). In I Cor. 12 and other passages, God ordained differing gifts for His 
           callings - these are not chosen by us; they are determined and given by God
    (4). In Mt. 9:38 the instruction from the Lord is to pray that God sends 
           laborers into His harvest - it is always to be seen as His calling not 
           our choosing!
   e. So, the key is to stay focused on God as the giver of responsibility and ability, just 
       as it was (and is) in His establishing the fulfillment of the high priestly work in 
       the Christ - in verse 5 Jesus is referred to as “the Christ” (the Greek contains the 
       definite article before “Christ”)
  8. So also Christ did not glorify Himself - vs. 5
   a. This was a concept categorically true regarding the entire work of Christ
    • Php. 2 demonstrates this in great detail!
   b. Christ never glorified Himself, but as He openly acknowledged that glory would 
       only come as the Father glorified Him - John 17
   c. Two profound concepts are about to be stressed to solidify Christ’s superiority 
       over Aaron and all other high priests that followed
   d. The first being that Christ was God’s son - there is, of course, no higher authority 
       or position with God that any other could ever have - as in all things related to 
       salvation, we must start at the ________ to perceive it correctly!

compare with Heb. 10:1

Value in a thing is to be 
sought in God’s estimation 
or declaration of it, not in 
public opinion or fads

On as similar note, no doubt 
many are in aspects of “min-
istry” that they have not been 
called to do evidences by their 
lack of gifts/grace for it

see John 7:18; 8:50

Far too often we are guilty 
of ranking the thoughts and 
authorities of people higher 
than that of God

Christ had no sin to need 
sacrifice for until He took 
our sin on Him 

We are equal before God, but we do 
not have the same calling/usage by 
Him - value is seen in this usage and 
not to be sought in position

people
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gifts
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   e. And, the second being that His priestly order predated that of Aaron’s
  9. Two definitive Old Testament passages indicating this uniqueness in the Messiah - vs. 5-6
   a. The first that He would be God’s son - Ps. 2:7
    (1). This Psalm mainly focuses on the Kingship of the Messiah (in contrast to 
           the “raging nations” setting themselves in opposition to the Lord’s 
           Anointed) - The Lord “scoffs” at them seeing He has set up His king
    (2). So, He would be the conquering ruler, not only over all nations 
           (ultimately) but over the penalty and power of _________
    (3). The last verse of this Psalm declares God’s wrath and the blessing of all 
           those who take refuge in Him
   b. The second clarifying His association with the priestly order of Melchizedek - Psa. 110
    (1). This as well as the previous verse (and passage) were considered to be 
           Messianic Psalms
    (2). It is interesting to note also that the verse referenced here in Hebrews 5 
           (Psa.110: 4) also includes the phrase “The LORD has sworn and will not 
           change His mind”
 C. The humbled, suffering obedient Great High Priest - 5:7-10
  1. “In the days of His flesh..” - speaking of the time He was in a “fleshly” body 
   a. He existed before and after this time and being in the flesh would have been part 
       of His _______________ as well as His suffering
   b. It is essential to realize, in the few verses, that we are focusing on the humanity of 
        Christ - He was always God, but somehow (not fully explainable by us) He also 
        suffered fully the sufferings, “fears” and troubles associated with our nature
   c. The suffering to be experienced in His body would be more than physical pain but 
       would also entail the pain and suffering of the ___________
  2. He “..offered prayers and supplications with loud crying and tears..”
   a. The word for “offered” is a term always used for a priestly work in Hebrews
   b. These prayers and supplications would be made for us!
   c. These, done on our behalf, would not be “stoic” but would be with great turmoil 
       and sincerity of His heart
   d. Prayers being requests (specific to the need of those He prayed for) and 
       supplications, “.. suggests one coming with an ____________-branch.”  RWP
    • The idea of not only advocating for the need of the person but also making  
       peace (entreaty) for the person with God (to make peace)
   e. He is not impassionately performing these necessary tasks on our behalf but per- 
       forms them with “loud crying an tears” - not crying with tears but crying as an 
      “outcry”, loudly with earnest and confidence accompanied then with tears of feeling
   f. As in Psa. 22:1, “The words of my roaring..” and “A man of sorrows acquainted 
      with grief..” Isa. 53:3 - these not just indicating grief over our sin, but the 
      innumerable pressures and pains associated with our nature - He was the limitless 
      God subjecting Himself to the sorrows associated with our ________________
   g. This pain is nowhere better seen than in Gesthemene in Mt. 26:36-39 where He 
       expresses His grief as that being “unto death” and in so doing seeks the company 
       of His disciples (His friends) in this seemingly overwhelming time of grief
    • He intimately knows all pain we will face especially the ones that will seem 
       to us as being too much and unbearable
   h. We must be careful to not equate His suffering just to the cross or to just 
       physical suffering, but that He faced it all the time He was in the flesh (starting 
       with His humble beginnings in Bethlehem)

See Heb. 2:14, Rom. 8:3, 
I John 4:3

The olive branch being a sym-
bol of someone, having been 
in war and defeated, seeking 
merciful peace with the one to 
whom the branch is offered

The word used for “exceed-
ingly sorrowful” has the 
idea of being surrounded 
with grief

As the Son of God, then the “heir 
of God and conqueror of not just 
the spiritual realm but also of the 
physical/earthly realm - His victo-
ry is completely thorough without 
an opponent left to be conquered 
when He is finished!

humbling

soul
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Not a passionless, me-
chanical liturgy performed 
for the sake of ritual
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  3. His “loud crying and tears” were also the expression of “dread”
   a. The last part of verse 7 is translated two general ways focusing on the word 
       eulabeia which carries the idea not only of dread but of reverential __________
   b. As expressed in Gesthemene, there was a sense of dread in our Lord, not a fear 
       based in unbelief (as ours is) but of facing God’s judgement on sin which is death
   c. All this was faced in “reverential fear” of the Father and this is partly the reason it 
       is translated “piety” - it would always be the ________ of the Father
   d. These loud “supplications and crying” were directed toward “the One able to save 
       Him from death” - it is essential that we grasp the concept of our Lord facing the 
       dread of death (as a man), not just the separation of His soul from His body, but of 
       the separation of Himself from God (which is the eternal dread of all those not in 
       Christ) - this He did for us, as our high priest!
   e. The saving from death was a saving __________ and not a saving from - death, as
       explained in I Cor. 15 is the most vulnerable and insecure event for us to 
       experience - our Lord (in His time in humble flesh) would entrust the keeping of 
       His soul to the Father even knowing He would take the entirety of the judgement 
       of our sin upon Him from the Father
   f. And it was in this “fear” and “reverence” that He was heard - His requests were 
       fulfilled perfectly - not just the end result, but the comfort and strength to face all
       that encompassed the deadly sacrifice for our sins
  4. “Although He was a son...” - vs. 8
   a. After demonstrating the great humility He was subjected to in the previous 
       statement, we are reminded (again) of His divinity - He was the Son of God
   b. Many are perplexed at the statement “He learned obedience” fearing that it 
       indicated some previous disobedience (as it would for us)
   c. It is important to remember that obedience is the result of submission to what is 
       known to be an order or command - all of which He demonstrated  in submissive 
       hearkening to the sufferings He was to endure not just on our behalf, but all 
       through His earthly life in His empathy with us (Heb. 4:15; 2:10)
   d. This is a fundamental concept for believers to understand - if we suppose life to 
       mostly be full of comforts and assurances, we will soon come to be greatly 
       disillusioned and depressed - if God’s grace is learned early and focus is placed on 
       the “other side” of the fear or conflict, we will be sustained with ______________
  5. While “in His flesh” the focus was His “perfecting” - vs. 9
   a. It is without question that He was perfect before His incarnation, but it was the 
       outworking of it (proving to a thorough completion) that was purposed - as any 
       animal sacrifice had to be seen to be without blemish before it could be offered to 
       the Lord (He was literally ________________ to consecration)
   b. In Heb. 2:10 He is the “captain” (chief leader) to salvation and in this verse He is 
       the “____________” of our salvation being its author
   c. He is the singular source of salvation - there is no other - John 14:6
   d. The recipients of such grace are identified as such by being “obedient” to Him - 
       We must also obey the Father and this is done only through our Lord, our High 
       Priest - it has the idea of “conforming to a commander” - this conformity to Christ 
       has been God’s plan all along! - Rom. 8:29
   e. This concept is stressed in its antithesis in Heb. 10:26-29 - many will profess 
       salvation and will no doubt claim identification with His mercy and grace, but 
       will be revealed to be “lost” by their disobedience and rejection of “the faith” focused 
       upon Christ, they will be eternally damned!

“Into what infinite depths of 
humiliation did the Son of God 
descend!  How unspeakably 
dreadful was His anguish!  What 
a hideous thing sin must be if 
such a sacrifice was required for 
its atonement!  How real and 
terrible a thing is the wrath of 
God!  What love moved Him to 
suffer on our behalf!  What must 
be the portion of those who de-
spise and reject such a Saviour! 
...Above all, what gratitude, 
love, devotion and praise are 
due Him from those for whom 
the Son of God died!” - Pink

He as described in Mt. 26:37-
38 was both  “distressed” (lit. 
full of heaviness) and “deeply 
grieved” (lit. grieved all around)

This illustrates the essence of 
what our obedience is to be 
also - it is not the cooperation 
(synergism) in working out 
God’s will, but the submissive 
endurance to the difficulties 
(contradictions to self) that 
God’s will demands of us 
throughout our lives!

He and His work (in the flesh) 
He completely finished and ful-
filled with nothing lacking to 
be met for ‘eternal salvation”
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will
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completed
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   f. His work was completely completed!  By this, He became the sole source, means 
       and way of salvation, Whose recipients/followers would also be obedient 
       following His ______________ of obedience unto death - He “learned” it through 
       experiencing it so we also will obey, not in theoretical obedience, but in the actual 
       practice of submitting to varying forms of suffering as did our Master and Saviour
  6. Christ, having been “addressed” as a high priest after the order of Melchizedek, fully 
      meets and surpasses all requirements of the High Priestly position
   a.  He, addressed as such in Psalm 110, proved it in His life, death and resurrection
   b. This was God’s designation and there is no higher authority! - even when facing 
       doubts and questions as to the particulars of the redemptive work of Christ, this 
       point _______________ all others
   c. It is interesting to note that the establishment and identity of this priestly order is 
       further proof of God’s unchanging plan for salvation and His lack of variance 
       from it in any detail - chapter 7 will deal with this more thoroughly

VIII. Roots of Apostasy Stemming from Immaturity - 5:11-14
 A. As mentioned earlier, one of the overriding topics in Hebrews is the confrontation of the onset of 
     apostasy (forsaking the faith) which, as about to be discussed, finds its roots/start in a lack of 
     _________________ and growth in the faith  
  1. Major areas of error reflected in phrases such as, “..ever learning and never able to come 
      to a knowledge of the truth..” (II Tim. 3:7) demonstrate the severity of the appearance of 
      learning without its integration into our thinking, our _____________ (the real us)
  2. This was a fundamental problem in Corinth as reflected in I Cor. 3:1-3 - their immaturity 
      was evidenced in their selfish “jealousy and strife” - all of this a result of their “carnal” 
      mind set, being driven by the physical, earthly and self-gratifying pursuits and goals of life
  3. A lack of growth comes from a lack of learning, which comes from a lack of attention and 
      focus, which comes from a underestimation of the _______________ of learning the faith
   a. As all learning in life, a lack of understanding how things really are and how they 
       really work will hinder us all our life
   b. Much of what looks to be acceptable is opposite to the best - Pr. 16:25
 B. These Hebrew Christians needed to learn more of Melchizadek and this priestly work - vs. 11
  1. There was still much to explain (lit. many words to cover) and discuss
   a. These concepts and explanation are hard to work through and are made harder 
       because of their “dull hearing”
   b. He does not, as many might today, say it should be avoided or left uncovered 
       because of its “depth” but identifies the real problem (them) - there are many who 
       see themselves doing others a favor by avoiding difficult passages and topics for-
       getting that growth must include ______________ to develop sustaining strength
  2. Much which needs to be discussed is difficult to “interpret” and is hampered by their 
      lazy/slothful hearing and attention
   a. “.. no push in the hearing, slow and sluggish in mind as well as in the ears. In N.T. 
           only here and Heb 6:12 (slack, sluggish). Plato calls some students nôthroi 
          (stupid).”  RWP
   b. These literally will not “push their hearing themselves” to listen, focus and 
       learn - they would yield to mental fatigue and use it as an excuse to either “tune it 
       out” or to pursue a simpler learning (or “truth”) altogether
   c. It is fundamental to life that when something is deemed important and a necessity 
       one will suffer through much fatigue and challenges to get it - many tire of 
       learning the Word because they never begin seeing its necessity

“...tested in every path, tried by 
every circumstance, tempted with 
the offer of all earth’s kingdoms; 
denied by one disciple, betrayed 
by another, forsaken of them all; 
what fault can we find?  None!  
God found none!”  Newell

see Gen. 14:18-19

see II Pet. 3:16 - the “un-
learned” will twist and miscon-
strue to their own destruction

One evidence of a fatal sick-
ness is the loss of appetite 
- the body no longer receives 
needed nutrients because of 
nausea

noqroV

And this would be considered 
unacceptable if all facts were 
known

learning

outranks

soul

importance

example

challenges
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 C. The need to be grown-up - vs. 12-13
  1. Those addressed had heard the Truth presented for such a length of time, that if they had 
       been listening and learning, they would be / should be “teachers”
   a. The word “ought” carries a moral obligation - it is similar to the idea that “to 
       whom much is given, much is required” - Luke 12:48
   b. It is not stating that we are all to ultimately be public teachers, but it does indicate 
       that we all should expect to teach - this is in harmony with our instruction to 
        encourage/challenged one another ____________ to avoid the deceitfulness of sin 
  2. Because of their “dull/slothful” hearing they had relapsed to a point of needing to be 
      taught AGAIN the basics of God’s Word
   a. They were not following the normal process of steady learning and steady 
       growing (as a child consumes milk to live soon comes to need solid food to grow)
   b. They had the chronological appearance of age and the dietary needs of an infant!
   c. They at the most basic level, needed to learn again the “ABC’s” of God’s Word - 
        not just what it says but how to ____________ (digest) what it says
   d. I Pet. 2:1-2 deals with the need to stop with the immature characteristics of 
       selfishness and to crave the pure “milk” of the Word with the purpose to grow by 
       it in regards to their salvation (its source and results)
   e. Spiritual “health” depends on our spiritual “diet” - we do not want to be those who 
       develop a taste for the shallow and who are apt to _____________ on substance
  3. Anyone who lives off of “milk” demonstrates that they are “unskilled” in the “word of 
      righteousness” evidencing they are but “infants” - vs. 13
   a. Anyone who delves into the concepts of what lends to true righteousness before 
       God (through Christ) will most certainly hunger to delve into it deeply
   b. As with any learning, this initial learning leads to more profound (complex and 
       detailed) learning - truths building on more truths and their “interconnections”
   c. It is essential to be growing to ward-off unprincipled concepts and people - this is 
       stressed in II Pet. 3:10-18 - part of the motivation is the knowing ahead of time 
       that these types of ________________ are coming - be building strength now!
 D. The urgent need to have “practiced senses” - vs. 14
  1. Rather than living off of the “skimmings” of the Word, growth causes a hunger for more 
      “complex” foods (more, as it were, nutrients)
  2. These “mature” believers are identified as such by having their “senses” honed to be able 
      to distinguish between what is “good and evil”
   a. In this example, it would be as those who can identify between what would be 
       ________________ to consume and what would be healthy to consume
   b. This ability (as with other abilities) is gained through practice - it is not just 
       mindless repetition, but it is focused “rehearsals”
   c. Training senses becomes a clear necessity to our life and overall safety realizing 
       that the alternative “evil” - and in the case of the context of this epistle, the evil 
       resulting in a forsaking of the faith for what will prove to be _______________
  3. If there is to be immaturity (childlike ignorance) let it be in what is evil, but in true 
      understanding (discerning what is really right and wrong) be like fully grown people
   • See I Cor. 14:20 for a related challenge
  4. Expect, as anyone growing up expects, to be “stretched” out of your comfort zones and to 
      face the facts of life as they really are (as revealed in God’s Word)
   a. We are in a serious, life-long war and the Truth is one prominent defense!
   b. Fears based in forms of faithlessness stifle the “exercising” of the “senses” to 
       make (literally) a judicial judgement between what is right and wrong

(Heb. 3:13)

Even when basic, the 
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Heb. 12:11
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  5. The ability to discern/judge between the good and evil comes from use/practice
   a. It is the practice of learning and using till it becomes part of one’s thinking
   b. It is, practically, putting to use what is learned, daily - see Php. 1:8-11
   c. The failure, with those immature, is the belief that hearing truth equates to 
       knowing and doing what the truth “directs” - living it, though, is to be the goal!
  6. If there is no growth, there is the strong probability of “stepping away”

IX. The Growth of Apostasy Stemming from a “Turning Back” - 6:1-8
 A. Based on what was just said (“therefore”), there is an urgent need to leave behind what was once 
     clung to, in faith, and press on to _______________ maturity - vs. 1
  1. There has been much debate over the centuries as to the meaning and intent of the first 
      verses in Hebrews 6, and some of it has led to deadly error
   a. Some have come to the conclusion that this passage illustrates that one can “lose 
       their salvation” - that someone who was once in Christ can forsake their rebirth
   b. This is truly contradictory to the concept that we are saved by grace as God’s 
       work through the righteousness of Christ imputed to us and His payment for sins 
       for us - grace has no demands on its recipient to receive it, else it would not be grace
   c. Others say this is addressed to non-believers so as to “secure” the truth that once 
       one is truly in Christ, they are _____________ in Christ
   d. The previous (above) truth is correct, but these instructions and warning are still 
       given to the Church, not to declare that one can lose their salvation, but to exhort 
       to the God-given responsibility to _______________ each other in the faith
  2. It is essential to properly interpreting and understanding this passage that we not lose 
      sight of those being addressed (Hebrews who were familiar with the Gospel of Christ) 
      and yet, because of persecutions and other troubles causing doubts, they were looking 
      back to what they had left in their Jewish faith
   a. So, these first few verses (1-2) are not speaking of “Christian” concepts, but those 
       that were fundamental to the faith they had (were to have) left
   b. The true Christian concepts are what some of these are considering leaving
   c. Since they have not grown because they have not “practiced” (digested/used) what 
       they had been taught, they were disillusioned by challenge and contradiction to 
       their own _______________ - see Heb. 10:32-39
   d. Apostates, contrary to much opinion, are not necessarily those who start as 
     “rebels” but are those, who through doubts and discouragement drift (as it were) 
       away - they are led astray easily because they have never really grown - as with 
       some of these Hebrews they were looking (ultimately) to themselves and their 
       own _____________ for consistency for faith - they are drawn by the tangible.
   e. The same drive and focus that Paul demonstrated in Php. 3:10-16, leaving what is 
       behind and focusing on what is ahead (what we left has nothing more to offer as 
       to where we are heading) - see also James 1:5-8
 B. The need to leave behind what is “elementary” and proceed to maturity - vs. 1-3
  1. The first part of verse 1 indicates the need to leave the “beginnings” or the “starting 
      point” of the word (teaching) regarding “the Christ” (the Messiah)
   a. The point is that they leave it behind and press forward - the Greek article before 
     “Christ” helps clarify this as being in regards to Christ being the Messiah
   b. This has been much of what has been proven and taught in the first chapters of 
        this letter to these Hebrews - Christ is the Messiah - there is now a need to leave 
        the basic points of this concept and press on to what is more “grown-up” 
       (complete) regarding Jesus as the Christ

see Romans 11:6, 
Gal. 2:21, II Tim. 1:9,  
Eph. 2:4-9

Unregenerates that are in the 
Church fellowship will fall 
away sooner or later, but it is 
clear by these challenges that 
we are a part of God’s plan to 
“preserve” those that are His

This should be an ongoing 
focus for us to be watch-
ful for those overcome with 
doubt and who do not seem 
to be developing an appetite 
for that Truth that grows us in 
faith - Heb. 3:13

“..not merely things not bad, 
but the things best among 
those that are good; the 
things of more advanced ex-
cellence.”  JFB on Php. 1:10

challenge

always

comfort

ability

complete

The “shadow” versus the 
“substance”
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   c. The tense of this first phrase is ___________ tense as reflected in Young’s Literal 
       Translation, “Wherefore, having left the word of the beginning of the Christ, unto 
       the perfection we may advance..”
  2. Now they are free to press on to completeness in the faith - that being the fullness found 
      in Christ and His work (as the promised Messiah)
   a. This reiterates the growth process that is supposed to be in place
   b. The growth process will not involve going back and establishing the foundation  
       (again) that had already been completed in Christ
   c. The second phrase in this verse is passive saying “..let us be _____________ onto 
       perfection..” - let us be “borne on” to higher instruction
  3. We, as a process on to maturity, do not need to again lay another “foundation of 
      repentance” from “dead works” and faith in God
   a. These “dead works” in reference to religious labors that do not bring true life - as 
       in their sacrifices - these dead animals could not truly cover their sins (Heb. 9:13-
       14) as Christ was able to do
   b. Now that Christ had paid the price, these animal sacrifices were now truly dead 
       works - not just dead in that they are powerless, but dead in that they would lead 
       only to death as well
   c. And their faith was now to be in and through the Lord Jesus Christ as the 
       completer of God’s work (this does not discount faith in God overall, but it is no 
       longer truly faith in God if the ____________ of that faith is not Christ)
    • Many profess and demonstrate a faith that is shown to be ingenuous 
       because it does not “finish” - it goes part way but stops or turns back
   d. There was no need to revisit the “doctrines/teachings of washings” which were 
       in reference to their ceremonial washing before approaching God - these were 
       symbolic even in their time, and offered no genuine cleaning of sin before God
    • This is a solid reminder to all of us to not place stock in our traditions, 
       rituals and symbols as points of righteousness
   e. The “laying on of hands” was not in reference to receiving the Holy Spirit as some 
       believe - the Holy Spirit was often “imparted” and received without someone 
       laying their hands on the recipient - it is in reference to the laying on of hands on 
       the “scapegoat” in Lev. 16 as a symbol of the sins of the people being transferred 
       to the goat which would be sent off, out of the camp into the wilderness
    • Just as it is key for all of us not see our sins being “dealt with” by any other 
       means than the sacrifice of Christ - many put trust/faith in other means 
         when dealing with their sin
   f. They had been taught of the resurrection of the dead but were now taught of the 
       resurrection from the dead - it would be bodily, and the teachings of Christianity 
       prepared them for it - it is now to be seen as ______________ and not national
    • The resurrection and our eternal state is central to our life focus now - it is 
      what we prepare for (what we prepare to be doing - in eternity)
   g. Closely related to the previous point is the concept of eternal judgement - as 
       believers, these Hebrews were to be focused upon the hope in Christ and His 
       words, “I go to prepare a place for you..” - John 14:1-4
  4. So, these Hebrews were not to be looking back to what they had left - what they left was 
      foundational, but the structure has now been completed - the foundation is no longer the 
      focus! - it would be absurd to us to start over on a project that was already finished - as it 
      is absurd to us when an adult returns to his/her childish thinkings and confidences (as 
      well as fears)

The idea being that they 
have now progressed for-
ward and should not go back 
to what they left

The key not being our 
ingenuity or self-sustained 
stamina, but one of submis-
sive faith - we are taken 
onto completeness - it’s 
God’s work!

As many cults illustrate, just 
a faith in God is not enough - 
Christ is the completer of our 
faith - Heb. 12:2

see Luke 9:62

Any of our works are truly 
“dead works” when not 
emanating from faith

see Ex. 19:17-21 as an example

see Lev. 16:20-22

Whatever we ultimately see as 
cleansing our sins (offenses and 
short-comings) will hold our atten-
tion, respect and affection - for many, 
it is some type or work or tradition

This is core to our hope!

carried

object

past

personal
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   a. Just as we also will see the completion of our faith when we see Christ - we see  
      “partly” now but when that which is perfect comes, the partial will be done away - 
       and at that point, we would not wish to return to where we are now - I Cor. 13:9-12
   b. To return to the incomplete, the immature, evidences something ____________
  5. “Let us move on the maturity... and this we will do if God permits” - vs. 3
   a. Not only does this mention where the topic is looking to progress to in the 
       passage, but it identifies the pursuit of such a thing (spiritual maturity/growth) is 
       ________________ on God’s working (grace) for it to happen
   b. As Paul clarified in Php. 2:12-13 the need to “work out” (bring to its normal 
       conclusion) their salvation realizing the fact that it is God that “works” in us to do 
       and even will to do His “good pleasure”
 C. The case of those who “fall away” - vs. 4-6
  1. “It is impossible..” - thus begins one of the most sobering passages in Scripture
   a. This word is not used often in the NT but is used but is used singularly by our 
       Lord contrasting what is impossible for man not being impossible with God - Mt. 
       19:26; Mk. 10:27; Lu. 18:27) though this verse is not a contrast
   b. As these verses will demonstrate, the situation (once identified for what it truly is) 
       is impossible because of its ________________ - that being real apostasy
   c. The focus should be not on what God can or cannot do, but be on what we or 
      “they” (the fallen away) cannot do
   d. This word was used also of what the Law could not do to save us (Rom. 8:13) and 
       of the impossibility of God to lie (Heb. 6:18)
  2. The case about to be described is a very unique (not common) situation - it is not 
       describing the “saved” as that would not need so many points and definitive terms would 
       have been used - the list demonstrates the _________________ privileges they had
   a. This is not just describing “typical” unregenerates but is detailing all the benefits 
       and opportunities these had in association with salvation (the Gospel)
   b. These are exceptional individuals in the worst sense! - They seem to have it all, 
        being enlightened, tasting God’s gift and Word, and sharing in the outworking of 
        the Spirit (the overall/surrounding results of His works)
   c. It is the same type of situation described in II Pet. 2:20-22 - those who “escaped 
       the pollutions (foulness) of the world” become entangled in them again - it would 
       have been better for them not to have known - but, as with a dog, they return to 
       what the ________________ to the Truth caused them to vomit up before
  3. These are those who have been “enlightened” - they come to an understanding of the 
      Gospel (this is not a causal understanding) - vs. 4
   a. These hear the Truth and study it out further - they grow in the knowledge of it
   b. Knowing and accepting are not the same - these stay in the scrutinizing mode 
       and will never “___________” on it with their lives
  4. These are those who have “tasted of the heavenly gift” - vs. 4
   a. The heavenly gift being the gift of God for us in Christ and all that is in it
   b. These have simply tasted and have not “consumed and digested” it - they are 
        those who are, as it were “dating” the Truth (trying it out) - they experienced it
   c. At some point they “tried out” the hope that is found in Christ - they partook
  5. These have been “made partakers of the Holy Spirit” - vs. 4
   a. They shared in what they Holy Spirit was doing - The work of the Spirit was 
       widespread and many were familiar with it firsthand in the form of not just the 
       miraculous but in the conviction of sin (as the Spirit does to the world in John 16 
       of sin, righteousness and judgment)

The impossibility is deter-
mined from the reality of the 
situation not the hypotheti-
cal - there is only one faith 
to salvation and that only in 
the fulfilled work of Christ - 
any other direction/means is 
impossible

They taste and 
ultimately form a 
conclusion that they 
do not like it - they 
do not know it all and 
have not experienced 
its benefits when con-
sumed and digested - it 
does not say how long 
they tasted

Not all that saw and ex-
perienced the outwork-
ings of the Spirit were 
regenerated

We are to see our matur-
ing goal being the same as 
Paul’s - attaining unto the 
resurrection of the dead - it 
continues past our earthly 
lives - so we expect the 
need for it - Php. 3:11-12

Religious experiences 
and knowledge are often 
wrongly taken for genuine 
conversion

outcome

incredible

dependent

wrong

bank

exposure
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   b. There are other examples in the Scripture of the Holy Spirit being “rejected” and the 
       severest being what is commonly called the “unpardonable sin” - Mt. 12:31-32
   c. Ananias and Sapphirah, in Acts 5 were said to have _________ to the Holy Spirit
   d. A strong example is seen in Acts 8:9-24 with Simon the magician - he and others 
       believed and yet had not received (the indwelling) of the Holy Spirit - some of the 
       early church fathers’ writings indicate that Simon continued in his “gall of 
       bitterness” and concocted and propagated an adulteration of Christianity, 
       becoming one of its greatest _________________
   e. I John 2:19 illustrates it from “our” perspective believing some to truly be of us, 
       but their “leaving us” (not us as much as the “faith”) because they were never 
       truly “of us” - and this leaving happening to “render it apparent” that they were 
       not actually with us - this will most assuredly be painful for us to see!
  6. These “privileged deniers” had “tasted the good Word of God” - vs. 5
   a. They had been exposed to the Word of God, its teachings and truths and yet, still, 
       actively choose to disregard it and its promises
   b. In Jer. 29:10-19 we see an example of the phrase “the good word of God” in 
       conjunction with His promise to restore them after the 70 year captivity in 
       Babylon - something these Hebrews would be well aware
   c. We see in the parable of the sower an example of the Word of God being spread 
       (as if seed) over all types of “ground” and only the cultivated ground makes true 
       use of it - there were evidences of growth but the ground was not _________ for it
    (1). The seed that fell on the wayside (the walking path) could not take root 
          because of the hardness and the birds snatched it away
    (2). The seed on the stony ground cannot take deep root because of the 
          obstacles present that will not allow proper moisture - trials kill the growth
    (3). The seed on in the thorns cannot compete with the worries and pleasure 
          of this life and the word is choked out
    (4). Only the seed that fell on the ______________ ground produced fruit
   d. The parable of the sower offers a good picture, practically, of what we would be 
       looking for as hindrances to the Word of God - this does not discount the work of 
       the Holy Spirit but does clue us in on the earthly influences that are “deadly” to 
       the Word - we, as “good ground” must not see these distractions as acceptable
  7. The “fortunate forsakers” had “tasted the powers of the age to come’ - vs. 5
   a. They had seen the miraculous happening all around them - not just the miracles of 
       the apostles, but the results of the resurrection of Christ
   b. These signs and wonders of the Holy Spirit were mentioned in Heb. 2:4 - they 
      “bore witness” of what had been said (2:1) so they would not “__________ away”
   c. This demonstrates that miracles cannot produce faith, but only bear witness of it
  8. So, these highly benefitted individuals among the Hebrew church, if they “having fallen 
      away”, it is not possible to “renew them again to repentance” - vs. 6
   a. We need to keep a close focus on what they have willfully and determinedly left 
     - they leave behind the learning “enlightenment” of the truth, the Gospel of Christ 
       itself (the heaven gift), the  sharing in of the affects of the direct workings of the 
       Holy Spirit, the Word of God which was to them, in particular, good for them and 
       had seen firsthand the power of “the age to come”
   b. When this group has “fallen away” to bring them back to the same repentance 
       (reflected in the word “again”) is not possible - the word for “fall away” is 
       parapitw meaning to fall beside or to fall away from something - it’s used only 
       once in the NT, but used in passages such as Ezk. 20:27 in the Septuagint as the
       word “treacherously”

This and other examples 
demonstrate those who show 
temporary belief but it is not 
true saving faith as evidenced 
in its falling off

see also Mt. 7:22-23

It is essential to keep focus on the 
fact that the grounds on which the 
see fell were dependent upon the 
farmer to prepare them for the seed 
and if not prepared, though some 
growth occurred, it would not last

see Luke 8:4-15

There is no “if”: these, in this 
scenario, have fallen away

There are those such as 
Spurgeon, who take this 
passage to be presenting 
a hypothetical - that if a 
truly regenerated person 
could fall away, they could 
not be restored

ready

opponents

prepared

lied

drift
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   c. This is again dealt with in Heb. 10:26-31 when discussing the “willful sinning” 
       after “receiving the knowledge of the truth” - many see “sinning” as types of 
       physical or social sin not realizing the sin that is being pointed out in verse 29, “.. 
       trample under foot the Son of God.. ___________ as unclean the blood of the 
       covenant by which he was sanctified... insulted the Spirit of grace.”
    • Those who take “sanctified” as being saving sanctification need to keep 
       focus on the fact that the actual work of the Holy Spirit to our salvation and 
       sanctification finds at its core, _____________ (faith) without which the 
       work is not real but, at best, superficial
  9. These ___________ not/cannot repent again as they had before - vs. 6
   a. Repentance is literally a change in thinking - it is true that genuine salvation is 
       reflected in repentance (as one evidence) but not all repentances (changes of mind 
       and thinking) are genuine (as seen in their lack of permanence) - see II Cor. 7:10
   b. They cannot (will not) be literally “restored” to the repentance they had before - 
       this is evidenced further in the revelation of their inner thoughts and heart when 
       they “crucify to themselves the Son of God” - crucifixion could not be ________!
   c. Some true regenerates may struggle with bouts of doubt but they will not (cannot) 
       truly turn their back on God and Christ - a true “partaker of Christ”  will be 
       characterized as such by their “holding fast” - Heb. 3:14
   d. It is interesting to note also that these folks cannot return to what they were before 
       the knowledge of Christ - they will know and be held accountable and to deal with 
       their knowledge - they will need to crucify Him again to themselves only this time, 
       on the side of the Jews that crucified Him, originally testifying that He 
       _______________ to be crucified as a common thief and publicly shamed
  10. So, as just mentioned, repentance again is not possible, seeing they “again crucify to 
        themselves the Son of God and put him to an open shame” - vs. 6
   a. This is not just a mere bout of disobedience or severe doubt!  This is an active 
       rejection and forsaking - attack on Christ altogether
   b. The greatest opponents to Christianity are not the atheists or the humanist or even 
       the immoral, but those who know the truth, have studied it, practiced it and 
       fellowshipped with it and have turned on it - these are the worst of enemies 
       because of what they actually do!
   c. They “put Him to death” as it were to themselves inwardly, while outwardly 
       mocking and shaming Him with their words and actions - truly this is treacherous!
   d. These are the most despicable and vile of all people who have ever lived!  There 
       is no one worse than these and, as they are also described in 10:29 as “trampling 
       under foot the Son of God” having “regarded as unclean the blood of the 
       covenant” - literally they treat is as if it is common versus truly “holy” (set apart) 
   e. The impossibility of the situation lies in the fact that they will not (of their own 
       accord) repent back to Christ - they cannot because they will not!
  11. We must be careful to remember that our love of our Lord surpasses our love of any and 
        all upon this earth - we cannot allow our thinking to drift into a condemning picture 
        of God because we see Him as _______________ or unforgiving in any way
   a. We cannot be those who love family or friends more than Him - Mt. 10:37-39
   b. Paul makes a profound statement in his ending words to the Corinthians in I Cor. 
       16:22 - “If any man loveth not the Lord, let him be anathema. Maranatha”
  12. Seeing such grim results/outcomes of true apostasy, we are to be motivated by these 
        verses to fight it as fiercely as any fight we could imagine - the struggle is not just out of 
        a love for our Lord, but of love for each other

There were other forms of 
“sanctify” as seen in Heb. 
9:13 referring to the sanctify-
ing of the flesh by the blood 
of goats and bulls

Belief/faith are at the core!  
There is no salvation at all if 
the faith is not complete - if 
there is a “falling away” the 
faith was not real!

Incredibly, it is persever-
ance through trails and 
temptations that lends to the 
evidence to ourselves that 
we are His

This is not done in igno-
rance - this is done with full 
knowledge

“Anathama” meaning 
accursed and “Maranatha” 
meaning the Lord comes 

will

undone

belief

deserved

regarding

This would be in direct 
contradiction to Rev. 5:9

impatient
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 D. The illustration of growing vegetation - vs. 7-8
  1. The picture is of ground, in the same ________________, all of which has been “tilled”
   a.  All the ground receives rain “often” (enough to produce not only enough 
        vegetation as the tiller/proprietor intended but the actual plants intended)
   b. The goal (purpose) of the tilling and watering is to produce what is “useful” to the 
       one for whom it was planted (the idea of what is “meet” or “fit”)
   c. This is to be the drive of the true believer as it was with Paul in Php. 3:12 where 
       he wrote, “.. but I pursue, if also I may lay hold of that for which also I was laid 
       hold of by the Christ Jesus;” (YLT)
    • He was seeking to eagerly seize (lay hold of) “perfection/completeness” for 
       which he had already been “eagerly seized”  - focus on _______________
  2. That which yields the useful produce receives a “good word” from God - the word for 
     “blessing” is eulogia carrying with it the goal of every believer - God’s good words 
      directed at us (and the results of His using us) - it is Divine favor!
   a. In line with the previous verses, this is picturing those that have had the 
       advantages listed (the rain) demonstrate their genuineness by what they produce
   b. As the farmer would expect, the prepared and watered ground is used to produce 
      “herbs” - this is normal - to produce anything else after this preparation is not 
        normal and demonstrates a fundamental ______________ with the soil/ground
  3. But, what of those that “yield thorns and thistles”? - vs. 8
   a. The first ground “bears” of the intended seed the proper produce while this ground 
        “bears along” thorns and briars (it is a venue for an “_______________”)
   b. These weeds and “resource robbers” have a form of life and may grow to 
        significant size (and at a faster rate than the vegetation) - these produce the best 
        that “religion” can bring forth without Christ
   c. These are called “worthless” - literally “not approved” needing to be cast away - 
       the fruit produced proves what sort of ground it really is
   d. The Greek word for “worthless” is the word adokimoV carrying the word picture 
       of having been discovered to not be genuine (it seemed as if it were the “real 
       thing” only to be proven over time to be something altogether different)
  4. The “worthless” producing ground needs to be “burned”
   a. The illustration is one of burning the weedy ground, not necessarily to make it 
        useful, but to burn the seeds of the weeds so they do not ______________
   b. It (the ground) is stated as being “close to be cursed” demonstrating what is 
       coming (the curse/judgement is close by) - some will turn on Christ to make better 
       the time they have on this earth forgetting the time is _______________
   c. Its end is drastic - what once appeared to have so much potential and to have been 
       in such an advantageous situation ends up being destroyed as a nuisance 
 E. So, in summary, the warning in the first 8 verses of chapter 6 deal with the expected end of those 
      that having all the advantages of Christianity and yet are not growing (out of willfully 
      determined resistance) fall away ultimately becoming treacherous to Christ Himself
  1. In these verses it speaks of these “apostates” as “they” and “those” while to coming 
      verses speak of “we” and “you”
   a. These words were not written to grip believers with the fear of losing their 
       salvation, but to sober them to the reality that some in their midst (in the local 
       church) may end up in this dreadful state without necessary, proper, normal 
       growth - true life is evidenced in ________________
   b. It is key to also realize that it is only true believers that are concerned with an 
       apparent lack of growth - they (as they should) feel the urgency to be maturing

The “drinking in the rain” 
is past tense - this speaks 
of those that have been 
“rained” upon

Another plant illustration 
is in John 15 - the true 
“branches” remain in the 
Vine while those that do not 
are gathered and burned

problem

invader

spread

purpose

location

growing

short
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  2. There will be those that may “fall away” and it is supposed to be ________________ and 
       perplexing to us, realizing all that they had been given
   a. These “apostates” are in direct contrast to the “forgetful” and “shortsighted” 
       believers dealt with in  II Peter 1
   b. Those believers were not seeing growth and had become focused upon the 
       immediate and were not “super-abounding” - they were suffering from doubting 
       their “calling and election” while the group in Hebrews 6 were doubting the 
       ___________________ in Christ to a point of rejection

X. Better Things Expected of Us Who are Focused on the Promises - 6:9-20
 A. In contrast to the thorn-bearing apostates, these would “bear” something far different - vs. 9
  1. This first statement is a point of encouragement in two different ways
   a. “I am persuaded” - He was convinced to a point of comfort - this most assuredly 
         is “not for you” - like in Romans 6, “you, being who you are” are not the slaves 
         to sin - we are those characterized by those things that “belong” to salvation
   b. It was encouragement to the hearers to be told that such a dismal situation and 
       future is not expected of them - this being a reminder to us that motivation is not 
       just found in warnings, but in voiced, _______________ expectations
  2. He is convinced of “things that belong to salvation” - qualities that come with it - he goes 
      on to list some of these things and challenge them in them further
   a. Even “though we are speaking in this manner” - even though he had just given a 
       strong warning, it was still meant as a point of encouragement - in other words, 
       don’t take the sternness that started at the end of chapter 5 through verse 8 of 
       chapter 6 as condemnatory or as defeating, but as a gracious warning intended 
       to positively ________________ them
    • Often in pride we react to well-intended warnings - we must be those 
       characterized as responsive and not reactionary!
   b. One of these “characteristics” that accompany genuine salvation is the 
     “ministering to the saints” - service directed at needs
   c. That they characterize enduring diligence “to the end” - time is a more solid “proof”
   d. That they be “imitators of faith and patience” of those focused on being inheritors 
       of the promises - those whose expectations are not bound to this earth, its 
       ambitions and values - __________________ not affixed to the demands of this 
       age but that are anchored “beyond the veil” as in 6:19-20
   e. The ultimate “accompaniment” to salvation is the unfaltering confidence in the 
       promise of God that He swore by Himself - FAITH!
 B. We are encouraged remembering that God does not forget - vs. 10
  1. Even though he had spoken to them in “harsh” manner they need to be encouraged and 
      motivated in all that accompanies salvation (even the suffering and laborious parts) 
      realizing that God “keeps” track of it all
   a. We can become so enamored by the sovereignty of God in all things that we rob 
       ourselves of the proper and necessary motivation and joy in doing works for our 
       Lord - we do it all for His being pleased with us as servants and His children
   b. Many times believers flirt with various ideas of quitting because they do not see 
       their labor and sacrifices being of any _____________________ value
  2. All these things are worth it because God not only sees it all but He remembers it all
   a. The reference to the Judgement Seat of Christ by Paul in II Cor. 5:10 is not just to 
       invoke some type of motivational fear, but one of motivational joy - we are to be 
       striving to do our best as we prepare to stand before our Lord!

The same word for “per-
suaded” is also used in 
Rom. 15:14 where Paul is 
convinced that the Roman 
Christians were capable of 
encouraging and challeng-
ing one another positive

sufficiency

motivate

painful

accumulative

contentment
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   b. It is also key to note that God is impressed not so much with our works for Him as
       much as His work _______ us (by grace through faith)
   c. God is not “unjust” to forget (lit. to “lose out of the mind”) - He does not neglect - 
       there is reward associated with the “good works”  - I Cor. 3:8; 15:58 - our labor is 
       not “in vain” in the Lord, so there is to be much resolve in our focus as we 
       would on any ___________________
   d. Many will find a lack of motivation in their learning and striving if they do not see 
       it as “worth it” - we all need to see the value in what we do if we are to be willing 
       to not only suffer for it, but continue steadfast in it - God seeing our labors is one 
       of the comforting and motivating factors of the “fear of the Lord”
  3. He remembers the “love shown to His name” demonstrated by their love of the “saints”
   a. These were “labors of love” - love being evidenced in the inability of the 
        recipients to _____________ (recompense) - this is truest love!
   b. And this love is toward “His name” by doing His bidding - it is not selfish - far 
       too often we see ourselves doing the “Lord’s work” only to get ourselves 
       discouraged waiting for others to “pay” us praise of thanks
   c. The core of our motivation for loving and serving when viewing it (as we may) in 
       the eyes of others, is the name of the Lord - His name is to be our priority not just 
       in service, but in consistency/endurance and purity - we do not want to be used as 
     “ammunition” by the ______________ against the name of our Lord!
   d. These served (met the needs of) the other “set apart ones” (saints), and were still 
       ministering (they had not stopped even though trouble was coming for them all)
   e. These were good things, not in vain, to continue - often God, to encourage and 
       sustain us, sends the needs of someone else to us to meet and will give our needs 
       to others to meet - serving and sacrificing for each other is one of the most 
       unrecognized sources of encouragement to the Church at large
 C. The desired diligence of “hope until the end” - vs. 11-12
  1. Just as they had been diligent to show themselves to meeting the needs of others (and 
      continuing in it), so they should show the same diligence in the maintaining of the “full 
      assurance” of their hope
   a. “‘Hope’ in the N.T. means an ardent desire for and strong expectation of obtaining 
          its object.  Faith looks to the Promiser, hope to the __________ promised.  Faith 
          begets hope.”  Pink
   b. Be just as urgent in the realizing of your hope throughout all your life - keep a 
       focus (a purpose) to learn and focus on these hopes till death - do not set and live 
       by unrealistic (faithless) expectations that discourage the mind and heart, fostering 
       a lack of diligence leading to a slothful life, undisciplined in sustaining hope in 
       faith of the promises of God _________ to come (Heb. 3:6, 14)
   c. This is a daily living in hope and not a false hope (seen in “living on” past 
       accomplishments and exhibitions of faith) - we are to be characterized as those 
       always pushing forward and not those “resting from our labors” before our death - 
       we do not rest in the moment; we rest in __________ while in the trying moments
   d. Hope is compared to a “helmet” and is in reference to the “hope of salvation” - it 
       is what helps us “keep our heads” in the fray from the projectiles that would either 
       distract us or injure of focus of life altogether - we cannot live without hope!
   e. As to be discussed in the upcoming verses of chapter 6, our hope is secure in the 
      faith that it is impossible for the object of our faith, God, to lie
   f. It is essential that we stay disciplined, daily, in the maintaining and upkeep of our 
      hope (perspective) being readied for the challenges sure to come

God does not forget His 
promises - as will be 
detailed in Heb. 11:6, He 
is a “rewarder” of those 
diligently seeking Him - 
not just the seeking of His 
existence but the seeking of 
His face - His approval and 
recognition

The truest of “Christian 
work” is done for the eyes 
and approval of God alone - 
all else is either unchristian 
or adulterated

Focus on personal needs 
being met over the needs of 
those that God has placed 
around us may be one of 
the greatest robbers of 
contentment - the finding of 
the fulfillment of what are 
seen as personal needs has 
become almost a religion in 
itself to some!

Living for the moment is one 
of the perils of immaturity and 
shortsightedness.  Keeping 
a life focus just beyond our 
death will keep us on track

Without faith there is not hope!

see I Thes. 5:8-9

The “eyes of hope” stay 
focused beyond the 
trouble ahead - we must 
stay focused on the other 
side of trials
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   g. The term for “diligence” carries the idea of “eagerness” seen in speed - Paul is 
        illustrating that with the same eagerness/speed they have shown in meeting the 
        practical needs of the saints, they should be laboring so (focused with endless 
        determination) as to “realize the full assurance of hope” and that “until the end” 
       (their focus being beyond this lifetime) - this was part of the frustration with them 
        being “dull” in their hearing and learning as discussed at the end of chapter 5
   h. The “fear” of one of us loosing hope should be a respectable “fear” - as 
       challenged in Romans 15:1-6, we seek to “please” (properly stir) those around us,  
       finding that “perseverance” and the encouragement of the Scripture leads to hope 
       and we are to “be of the same mind to one another”
   i. In Ephesians 1:18-21 they are prayed for that their hearts would be enlightened 
      (rays of light shown on them) and that by the “hope of His calling” (the 
      realization that He has called you to ______________ a time and place), the 
     “riches of His glory” (the continual awareness of where true treasures are) and the 
     “surpassing greatness of His power toward us who believe” (that He is limitless in 
       His ability and control wherever He has called us to be)
   j. The key is not to give-up hope because of time, temporal values or finding 
      temporary “safety” _______________ from the Lord
  2. The neglect of such diligence, and weakening hope leads to “sluggishness” - vs. 12
   a. As alluded in chapter 5, practical slothfulness begins with slothful learning  - as 
       any would become weak and sluggish when they stop _________________
   b. We as believers will always be “in the fight” this side of eternity, but must be 
       resolved to never be those characterized as having yielded the fight in any capacity
   c. Some are guilty as they allow hope to wane, to not only neglect works of practical 
       holiness (daily duties) but to yield in the fight with sin - the fight with sin will also  
       always be with us, but one of the most dreadful signs of waning hope is a yielded 
       fight with sin
   d. “The oppositions and difficulties which we shall assuredly meet with, from within 
       and without, will not give way unto feeble and languid endeavours.  Nor will the 
       holy God prostitute eternal rewards unto those who have no more regard unto 
       them, but to give up themselves unto sloth in their pursuits.  Our course of 
       obedience is called running in a race, and fighting as a battle, and those who are 
       slothful on such occasion will never be crowned with victory.” John Owen
   e. It is a good goal to strive to be active daily (versus inactive) to do something of 
       eternal value (not measured by outward visibility), based in faithfulness to 
       whatever God has _______________  (responsibility and opportunity) for the day
  3. The opposite of sluggishness would be the “imitation” of those living by faith - vs. 12
   a. The instruction for them is to mimic (follow closely) those who have come 
       before them who were solid examples of those, who through faith, did receive the 
       promises (one of which would be the example of Abraham)
   b. It is key to notice also that the word “inherit” is used indicating the right to such 
       promises (not a right of our merit but of Christ’s) - one of the essential factors to 
       longevity of faith in this life is the _____________ on the promises coming (faith) 
       and the assurance (expectation) of them coming (hope)
   c. Many grow tired because of doubt, and doubt is unwarranted when we turn our 
       focus to the many “proofs” in the lives of those that have gone on before us - not 
       only are we not alone in “the fight” because of the Holy Spirit, but we have been 
       given detailed examples of many who have come before us enduring much greater 
       trials - these examples to mimic will be covered more in chapter 11

One is an outward work 
while the other is internal 
thus very personal and, at 
times, can seem a lonely 
struggle

Note that hope, in this case, 
is preceded by “staying with 
it” (endurance of troubling 
times), along with the com-
fort we find in the Scrip-
tures - quitters and those 
that neglect learning God’s 
Word suffer from a hope 
deficiency - often causing 
them to wonder through life 
looking for another source 
of hope that will not truly let 
them down

The “sloth” of our old nature 
is still present with us and 
longs to flee challenge and 
to take it easy in the fray 
- oddly enough pressing 
on while in the battle and 
pressing on past our innate 
laziness we find or hope and 
perseverance strengthened 
not weakened as the sloth 
within would have us believe
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  4. The promise is reached by (through the outworking of ) faith and patience - vs. 12
   a. These are the two characteristics to be followed - in an age of “steps to success” 
       many may miss the significance of these two essential traits
   b. We must not be guilty of figuring that our situations that call for faith and long-
       suffering are unique - the reasons these examples are used is precisely to 
       demonstrate the difficulty (to be faced along the way) to these promises
   c. Faith is the confidence in God (the God of the promises) and patience (long 
       suffering) made possible by the anticipation of the value of the promises (hope)
   d. The concept of faith and patience being lived is demonstrated in I Peter 3:9 as the 
       reason we do not “return evil for evil or insult for insult” knowing we are called to 
       receive an inheritance - our life focus is on what’s coming! - “If for this life only 
       we have hoped in Christ, we are of all men most to be pitied.” (RSV)
   e. Both faith and patience are needed in conjunction with each other - faith being the 
       steady focus beyond the trouble and patience the stamina “playing off” the focus
  5. These points bring to light an important life perspective we are to ________________
   a. When looking at people and circumstances, we are to look beyond them (always) 
       seeing the ________________ hand of God at work
   b. This keeps our “fear” always focused on God and not the person or trial while at 
       the same time keeping our love and admiration on God as well - far too often we 
       love people for who they are more than God’s usage of them - we love God and 
       love others because of God and not because of themselves - see Isa. 2:11-12
   c. As counselled in Proverbs 4:25-27 our focus is to be singular and not to stray - we 
       must realize always that the Lord ______ is our “rock and salvation” - Ps. 62:1-10
  6. All the faith and long-suffering lead to our rightful inheritance in Christ - all that we may 
      be called upon to “spend” and “lose” while in this life journey will pale in comparison to 
      what is coming - no one in Heaven will ever consider what was lost on the earth was of 
      comparable value to what will be had in Heaven (because of Christ - thus an inheritance)!
   • Our inheritance is earned and provided by the work of someone else - Christ
 D. The God of the Promise (the object of our faith on Whom our hope rests) - vs. 13-18
  1. The ones that came before them had to live by faith and patience, so these Hebrew 
      Christians should not expect anything else - the example of Abraham is about to be used 
      and the _____________ of the account will ultimately be upon God, not Abraham
   a. The promise made to Abraham is in reference to Gen. 22:16-18 to make of Him a 
       father of many nations (and through him all nations would be blessed)
   b. This promise had with it what would have been considered insurmountable 
       obstacles centered on Sarah being barren and then their old age
   c. Abraham would have to face the struggles of faith over a long time with the ever 
       present “contradictions” to the promise visible to him (focus would be vital)
  2. To make it clear His promise ( literally pronouncement to do something) He “swore by 
      Himself” (He “oathed”) by Himself (upon Himself)
   a. People swear (base an oath) on something greater than themselves to lend not only 
       ______________ but accountability to what they are saying
   b. Since God has no one nor anything greater than Himself He swore “by Himself”
   c. “He pledged his eternal power and Godhead for the fulfilment of the promise; 
        there was no being superior to himself to whom he could make appeal, or by 
        whom he could be bound, therefore he appeals to and pledges his immutable 
        truth and Godhead.”  Adam Clarke
   d. Seeing God is omnipotent and Truth itself, it (the promise) was an absolute thing 
       to happen just as our salvation based upon the promise of God to us

Our trials are not new nor 
the difficulty we face in 
them - we are to mimic 
these examples as part of 
our “support” through the 
hard times

I Cor. 15:19

These essentially deal with 
where I look and how long I 
keep looking there!

Value and self-worth should 
always be sought in God’s 
value and worth of us and 
not in the ever-changing 
worth and value to be had 
from people

see I Pet. 1:1-9
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any of them
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  3. It would be as if God would not be God if the promise was not kept - realizing that with 
      people, if an oath is made it ends the “dispute” (the doubt/argument)
   • How much more weight should this carry realizing this is God promising!
  4. The means that God used to bring those He used to the promises He made was by the use 
      of faith and patience - it is His work in us (patience _________________ by faith)
   a. This faith in the promise was only as good as its basis; its focus on the giver of the 
       promise knowing who He is and all He can do
   b. This is theology at work - practical theology! - our study of God’s revealed truth 
       not only sets our focus on Himself, but reveals to us that we (as those of faith who 
       came before us) are pilgrims and _________________ on this earth (Heb.11:13)
  5. So, as we study the examples that will be provided, we must remember to not focus 
      necessarily on the people God used and their actions and deeds, but on their eyes - where 
      they kept their focus - when facing doubt, where will our focus turn?
   a. If we distrust the Lord and His promise, it is evidence that we somehow believe 
       there is someone greater by which the Lord could make an oath
   b. This may seem absurd to say, but often we practice a practical atheism - our 
       mouths speak of God but our __________ demonstrate we do not believe He exits
  6. The promise to Abraham was of blessing, but a blessing with seeming great “costs” - vs. 14
   a. As referenced earlier, this promise is from Genesis 22:17 after God told Abraham 
       to sacrifice his son (the son of promise, the promise he had waited in faith so long 
       to receive) - this is even more profound than many realize, forgetting the context 
       of this particular promise
   b. Think what was being asked of Abraham!  It is one thing to struggle in the waiting 
       for a promise and yet far greater to face losing what was finally given - Abraham 
       still knew, though, that even with what appeared to be the greatest of all 
       contradictions to the promise of God, he kept his focus on the promise giver 
   c. The phrasing of the Hebrew in Gen. 22:17 is a unique phrase which literally 
       translated would be, “blessing you I will bless you” (and is why the word “surely” 
       is used in the New Testament translation)
   d. The promise had two key aspects: that Abraham would be “multiplied” like the 
       stars and the sand, and that in him “all the nations of the earth” would be blessed
  7. “And so...” - Abraham “patiently waited” and reaches/obtained the promise - vs. 15
   a. Once more the ___________ waiting is stressed - this is not stressed as an 
       exception but to demonstrate the norm (as we are to see it)
   b. If we take this passage and the supporting verses dealing with the promise itself, 
       the receiving of the promise would have to have been beyond Abraham’s lifetime
   c. This concept is fitting with the points made in Heb. 11:8-12 - the focus was on a 
       heavenly city and the “welcomed promises” from afar - this, again, is 
       foundational and not to be seen as exceptional - the gaze of their focus on these 
       promises and on the promiser went beyond the end of their life on this earth
   d. One of the evidences of this was made by our Lord in John 8:56-57 - Abraham 
     “rejoiced” to see the time of Christ - in like manner (mimic) our focus is to be 
     “beyond the veil” and not just in the fulfillment of our hopes in the promises but in 
      our _____________ _____________ being there (Heb. 6:19-20)
  8. As is to be the case with all oaths, God’s promises are to be considered a “done deal”
   a. With men, and oath is made by “swearing” by one greater than themselves to 
       solidify the promise in the eyes of the one receiving the promise
    b. The “security” of the oath was based upon the unchangeableness not only of 
       God’s word, but of God’s character (His name)

This perspective alone is 
enough to help us keep our 
heads when this earth seems 
to treat us poorly

Living without prayer/pray-
ing is presumption, while 
seeking to live without 
preparation and practice to 
learn and obey what God 
has given is atheistic!

see Heb. 11:19

The first usage of this phras-
ing in Hebrew is Gen. 2:17 in 
the promise to Adam that if 
he took of the forbidden tree 
“dying you will die.”

The word patience being 
makroqumew having 
the idea of being “long 
spirited” - emotional, pas-
sionate upheaval is “far off” 
or, on the positive, one of 
“great spirit”

The end of our hope is not to 
be seen as being of this earth 
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ing God no deadlines
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  9. The unchangeableness of God’s purpose - vs. 16-17
   a. With men, it has been a custom that a promise alone is not necessarily something 
       on which another could place their confidence, thus “arguments” occur
   b. The word for “strife” or “dispute” has the meaning of a contradiction (spoken or 
       implied) and/or an argument - both of which were often apt to occur “with men”
   c. In this same fashion, because God “desired” to demonstrate the permanence of 
       His promise, became “_____________” on/by an oath - “.. to act as mediator or 
       sponsor or surety, intransitively to pledge one’s self as surety..” RWP
   d. God desired to demonstrate to the “heirs of the promise” (all of them) - the promise 
       being that through Abraham and his seed, all nations would be blessed - Gal. 3:6-
       18 Paul describes this process to the promise being fulfilled
   e. The reliability in the promises of God are essential in the warding off the initial 
       thoughts of apostasy stemming from focusing on apparent contradictions to the 
       promises - oddly enough, unyielding confidence in the promise giver lends a 
       peculiar sense of _______ in the expectation of the promise to come when 
       obstacles come into view
   f. All of this, not just to say His plan/purpose are unchangeable, but to demonstrate it
   g. “His ‘counsel’ is that which, originally, was a profound and impenetrable secret 
       in Himself; His ‘promise’ is an open and declared revelation of His will.  It is 
       most blessed to perceive that God’s promises are but the transcripts of His eternal 
       _____________; His promises now make known to us in words the hitherto secret 
       counsels of His heart.”  Pink
  10. So, by “two unchangeable things” we who have “taken refuge” will find encouragement 
      “to take hold of the hope” before us - vs. 18
   a. The two things mentioned are His promise and oath both based in His 
      “unchangeable purpose” - the promise being His saying what He will do, the oath 
       being His making Himself “surety” (the guarantee) of it happening
   b. It is essential that we realize it is not possible for God to lie (to utter an untruth or 
       attempt to deceive by falsehood)
   c. The subject of this sentence is “we who have taken refuge” - these are the ones 
       God is “showing” - these who are the “heirs to the promise” - it is on these 
       promises that we are “____________” all our hope which is the foundation to the 
       strength and stamina in all we do for Him on this earth
   d. The concept of refuge would have been clear to these Hebrew believers - In 
       passages such as Deut. 4:41-43; 19:1-7, where a “manslayer” (one who killed 
       another unintentionally) could flee to for safety from the avenger - the key 
       example being described in Num. 35 (see especially 35:25-28) - it was essential 
       that the “manslayer” live in the city of refuge till the death of the High Priest else 
       he could be killed if found by the avenger outside the city
   e. Other passages such as Deut. 33:26-29 where being in God is a refuge under 
       which are His “everlasting _________” of protection and security, as well as other 
       references to the Lord being a refuge in the Psalms - Psa. 46:1, 7, 11
   f. These words are for “we who HAVE taken refuge” - we are there, in Christ! - God 
       promised and “oathed” this that we would have “strong encouragement to take 
       hold of the hope set before us”
   g. This hope being the expectation of all God’s promises/Word, all of which 
       (acting as a single unit and as innumerable focus points of expectation) serve as 
       an “anchor for the soul” all throughout life providing us with “solid ground” when 
       in the forceful, intimidating and fluctuating “waves of life”

An oath added final force 
to a promise since it now 
would carry dire conse-
quences if it was not kept 
- mainly the character and 
reputation of the promiser 
would be permanently 
tainted

This reflects to truest idea 
of “believing God” as 
demonstrated in the life of 
Abraham and discussed in 
Romans 4 - this is the core 
of true righteousness - many 
look to their works for vis-
ible righteousness failing to 
see it in their taking God at 
His word

see Titus 1:2-3, Num. 23:19; 
I Sam. 15:29, Rom. 3:4

To doubt God is to “make 
Him a liar” or as we would 
phrase it, to say He is a liar - 
I John 5:10

The goodness of the Lord is 
not only to be seen in what 
we can currently see in what 
is happening around us, but 
in what He will absolutely 
do - see Psa. 27:13

The picture is profound!  
Christ is our refuge and 
our High Priest and there 
is complete safety in Him 
- once we are aware of our 
guilt the response, as in 
Israel, is to flee immediately 
to Him as our refuge - there 
would be no delay not desire 
to leave His security
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  10. The encouragement is strong because of the object of the hope - Christ!
   a. As illustrated in the promise to Abraham (and all the other covenants God made) 
      were based in ______ doing them - they did not have preconditions and conditions 
      upon the other “party” in the covenant
   b. Our “part” is more opportunity than duty - hang on to it (hope) throughout life!
 E. The Hope as an anchor of our soul - vs. 19
  1. The “real” (inner) us has a firmly fixed link into that which is unchanging - this is 
      essential realizing the ever-changing world and circumstances around us along with our 
      ever-changing heart/thoughts/emotions
  2. Circumstances, people, and our own selves will be subject to change all throughout life, 
      and if our confidence is based upon any of them, we will feel the unsettling discomfort of 
      shifting or falling (causing an odd form of a soulful motion _______________)
   • Our hope is described as being both “sure and steadfast” - it will not slip (lose 
      position slightly) or falter (lose position altogether)
  3. This “anchor of the soul” is anchored “within the veil,” an allusion to the veil in the 
      tabernacle and temple which separated the holy place from the holy of holies - only the 
      High Priest could enter to make offering for the sins of the people - for their sinful souls, 
      this was where their hope rested for life
   a. This sure and steadfast hope of the soul is totally in _____________!
   b. In the daily trials and doubts of life, we can stay focused because of the Gospel - 
       our destination is set and we are anchored to it now!
  4. This is a most important picture when dealing with our sin - many of those who “flirt” 
       with the idea of apostasy do so because of their sin  - some, in a fleshly attempt to deal 
       with sin, long to turn back to the false sense of security they found in the law
   a. Paul warned of the need, while “fighting the good fight,” to do so “keeping faith 
       and a good conscience” because there had been those who rejected this (literally 
       pushed it away) and made, as it were, shipwreck of their faith - I Tim. 1:18-20
   b. Holding faith as a soldier would fidelity (focused loyalty) and a good conscience 
       (confidence that what we’re doing is the right thing to do) - not a popularity contest
 F. Where Jesus has gone as our “forerunner” - vs. 20
  1. Jesus (using His earthly name) has gone ahead of us being the surety of the promise for 
      us (just as God was with the covenant with Abraham)
   a. Our place is set in Heaven (always pictured as the dwelling place of God)
   b. If there is peace and security with God, hope cannot be lost! - even when hope 
       and peace seemed lost this side of the veil - steady ____________ is essential
  2. He has gone before us to “prepare a place” for us - as in John 14:1-6
   a. As He encouraged His disciples, “Don’t let your hearts be troubled..”
   b. Stay focused on the “prepared place for us” as the troubles increase - think of 
       what you will be thinking and saying when there - it is sure and is coming
   c. Beware the signs of focus not in faith leading to improper discouragement 
       evidenced in..
     • Defeatist attitude - Defeated before beginning (“why even try?”)
    • Boredom - A cycle... Bored, inactive, discouraged, more bored, more inactive, etc...
    • Fear / Insecurity (leaving God’s purposes and power out of thinking)
    • Abandoning God’s Word / No desire to seek His ways
    • Lack of genuine seriousness (too happy, too sad)
    • Opposing good qualities in others (Unjust criticism)
    • Low countenance (versus a steady (resolved) and confident)
    • Negative speech (leaving God’s purposes and power out of verbal consideration)

These are not the marks of those 
who live with the realization of 
the surety of their inheritance 
having already gone before 
us - not just beyond the veil but 
through the trails of life

Expect the “fight” living in 
anticipation of it

Keeping a watch for a 
faltering faith focus

Christ

sickness

focus

God
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 G. A High Priest forever according the order of Melchizedek - vs. 20
  1. He is, as our High Priest, our forerunner having gone before us as our advocate
   a. A High Priest was needed to _______________ for the people because of sin
   b. As has been discussed at length throughout the first part of this chapter, an earthly 
       high priest could only deal with sin _________________ and temporarily while 
       Christ, as the High Priest, fulfills not only the duties and qualifications perfectly,
       but His work is complete (perfect)!
   c. The end of verse 20 brings the discussion that was “interrupted” by the issues 
       of their laxity (careless/negligent) and threats of apostasy begun in 5:11
   d. The absolute surety of His high priestly work is key to our hope, “With such a
       leader who has opened the way through his own sacrificial death (10:20), there is 
       no room for anxiety regarding his future purposes or doubt concerning his former 
       promises.  With such an anchor here and such a high priest there we must not fear 
       and we need not fail.”  Stott
  2. “The Levitical high priest did not enter the sanctuary as a forerunner, but only as the 
       people’s representative.  He entered a place into which none may follow him, in the 
       people’s stead, and not as their pioneer.  The peculiarity of  new economy is 
       that Christ as High Priest goes nowhere that His people cannot follow Him. He 
       introduces man into _________ fellowship with God.”  Newell
   a. In 5:10, He is said to be “designated” (addressed openly and forcefully) as High 
       Priest and in 6:20 His is said to “have become” a High Priest in after the 
       Melchizadekian order
   b. He is THE High Priest FOREVER! - see Psa. 110:4 (where the word for “forever” 
       is picturing the idea of “to the _________________ point”)

XI. A Case for the Melchizadekian Priestly Order - 7:1-10
 A. The history of this seemingly obscure incident with such significance - vs. 1-2
  1. This chapter often discourages readers because of its use of an unfamiliar illustration
   a. It is unfamiliar to most Gentile readers but mysteriously intriguing to the 
       Jewish reader (they having speculated that Melchizadek was actually Shem) and 
       would have had an ongoing curiosity in the significance of this person
   b. After so many centuries, it is revealed the significance of the mention of him
  2. This illustration is a profound reminder to us that just because something seems 
       insignificant we must be careful not to judge it so, understanding the omniscience and 
       sovereignty of God and the outworking of His decrees (not limited to short time frames)
 B. Who was Melchizedek?
  1. There has been much discussion and speculation on who he was (some that he was Shem, 
      others that he was Christ incarnate), though it is unnecessary to determine this realizing 
      that he serves as a point of proof regarding a priesthood that was not only not Levitical, 
      but before Levi - it was a priesthood apart from the Law given Moses
  2. The text here in Hebrews and in Genesis 14:17-20 tell us what we need to know
   a. He was king of Salem (in the area of Moriah where Abraham would offer Isaac), 
        known to be Jerusalem, not just because of speculation and general association, 
        but is deemed to be so in Psa. 76:2
   b. He was “priest of the Most High God” - He appears to have been rare among the 
       other “princes” of the area to be serving the ___________ God
   c. He met Abraham on his return victory from rescuing Lot - The King of Sodom 
       was also there and offered Abraham the spoils - Abraham refused them and 
       instead gave a tenth of all to Melchizedek in response to being blessed
  3. All leading to the fact that his priesthood was “________________”

see I John 2:1-2

Christ as High Priest - 2:17 
to make satisfaction for sins 
(as the sacrifice Himself 
- High Priest of our “profes-
sion” (Faith) - High Priest 
tempted/tried as we are, yet 
without sin -  High Priest the 
source of our salvation (5:9) - 
High Priest after the order of 
Melchizadek (5:10) 

Not into the “holy of 
holies” but into the 
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My counsel shall stand, 
and I will do all my 
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  4. The phrase, without the intermediate clauses would read, “For this Melchizedek was by 
      the translation of his name ‘King of righteousness’ and ‘King of Salem’ which is ‘King 
      of peace’, not necessarily pointing out the significance of Melchizedek as much as the 
      significance of his being a ___________ of Christ
   a. Both significant of the kingly and priestly work of Christ - as King He is just and 
       as Priest He is the _______________ - Rom. 3:24-26
   b. This is significant in the realization that to have peace with God, righteousness 
       was demanded - Christ Himself, being King of Righteousness is the only way to 
       true peace, that being peace with God - Rom. 5:1-2 (peace through justification)  
   c. This entire picture/concept is essential to everyday living for the believer being 
       constantly aware of our standing (in reality) before God - we are at peace with 
       God because of the victory already won - “..and that not of yourselves, it is the 
       gift of God” - Eph. 2:8
 C. Melchizedek had no lineage as all Levitical priests would have had - vs. 3
  1. Some have taken this verse to conclude that Melchizedek was more than a type of Christ 
      and that he was Christ himself - clarifying that he had not father, mother, no genealogy or 
      record of his beginning and end
   a. The point is not to make a point of Melchizedek as much as his lack of 
      “credentials” from his priestly work - here is a priest, referenced as such, without 
       documenting anywhere his lineage
   b. It has already been established that a priest had to be “taken from among men” 
      (5:1) and Melchizedek is declared to be a man in 7:4
  2. Far too often we are all guilty of focusing more on the means or method that God uses 
      more than on the _____________ or act of God itself
   a. Melchizedek is more honored in being “made like the Son of God” than he is to 
       be called the Son of God (literally to be made to resemble the Son of God)
   b. This is a strong reminder to us that our significance is not to be sought in who 
       we are and our “greatness” as much as it is in the greatness of God in __________
       us in His omniscient plan and purpose
   c. Many accept the praise of man for themselves and come to believe it to be true 
       becoming entrapped in the net of flattery - Pr. 20:19; 29:5 (some, being impatient, 
       flatter themselves in their own thinking)
  3. He was “made like the Son of God” in his priesthood (that being perpetual)
   a. And, as will be discussed further, this priesthood was superior to that of the 
       Levites in that it preceded it; it has no start or end and they (the Levites) paid 
       tithes to the “greater” priesthood while in the loins of Abraham (7:10)
   b. It is essential that we realize that Christ being associated with this priesthood, 
       remains in this representative, interceding  position forever - there is no end to it
 D. Realizing the higher part of a hierarchy - vs. 4-10
  1. As is about to be demonstrated and clarified, God had already established a higher 
      priesthood than that of the Levitical system
   a. As with these Hebrew Christians, it is easy to focus on the “powers” and 
     “authorities” immediately around us and to lose sight of the higher power and 
      authority - as with the case of their greater tendency to trust more in the Levitical 
      priesthood over that of the greater priesthood exemplified in Melchizedek
   b. It is a reminder that we are not to see ourselves as placing our confidence in that 
       which is familiar just because it is familiar - instead, we are to see the necessity of 
       placing our confidence in what is right and not what is traditionally comfortable

We “work” from victory not 
for victory!

The key to this passage is to 
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his humanity
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   c.  On a personal note, parents and other “authoritative” examples should be aware 
        of the importance of those around us observing where we direct our __________
   d. This point of honor (from Abraham to Melchizedek) would be clear to the Jewish
        believers though the significance of Melchizedek was “concealed” until this time 
      - this significance was in the mind of God before the creation, and as stressed 
        previously, this is where all things find their truest distinction from other things 
        (God’s ____________ in it and use of it)
   e. As referenced in Proverbs 25:2, it is because of God’s significance (position of 
       honor, “weight”) to conceal what and why He does what He does - other 
      “authorities” must research and reveal their purposes, but God is not subject to 
       reveal His purpose at the time of His working - This also has the result of 
       increasing our awe of His working and plan when His purpose is revealed
  2. Now, pay close attention (observe) the significance of the one to whom Abraham gave a 
      tenth of the “choicest spoils” - vs. 4-5
   a. The importance of the ones receiving the “tithe” was another point of “greatness”
   b. As described in verse 5, the Levites could “tithe the people” because of the 
      “commandment of the Law” - this was how the Levites and priests were 
      “supported” - though this did not demonstrate the importance of the Levites 
       themselves as much as it did their ___________ (their spiritual service) - Num. 18
   c. Paying the tithe was an act of honor, respect and the awareness of where ability 
       and provision come from - as Abraham acknowledged the ability from God to 
       defeat his enemies - as indicated in verse 4, these “spoils” were literally the “top 
       of the heap” - the best of the spoils
   d. Though the concept of paying the tithe is incidental to the text, it is important to 
       remember part of its purpose: it is given to the Lord, to honor Him and to 
       recognize His providing - it does not indicate and require the person themselves to 
       be of high importance - the ______________ is honored
  3. The “lesser is blessed by the greater.” - vs. 6-10
   a. Abraham, “the Patriarch,” the receiver of the promises, was blessed by 
       Melchizedek - his position was higher than that of Abraham and all his decedents
   b. Even though Melchizedek’s genealogy was not “traced” from the Levites, still 
       Abraham paid him tithes (and technically the Levites also being in the “loins” of 
       Abraham) - this is the same concept used in Romans 5 when demonstrating the 
      “____________ headship” of Adam over the human race and our guilt of sin in his 
       committing of the sin
   c. All of this going to proving a priesthood (a representation between God and men) 
       not of the Levites nor of or under the Law, but one above (outside) and beyond the 
       Law - this is essential to understand, not just in the clarifying the legitimacy of the 
       Melchizedekian priesthood but also to make it clear that there was a High Priestly 
       position and work __________ the Law
   d. Abraham, who already had the “promises” of God, was still “blessed” by 
       Melchizedek - not blessing in the sense of wishing well, but a blessing in the 
       passing on of a heritage as Abraham, Isaac and Jacob did with their sons
   e. So, “without any dispute” this priestly order and authority of Melchizedek 
       outranks that of Abraham - the argument is established!
   f. And this priestly order lives on (in the perfect tense) - the Levites, being mortal, 
       died and needed succession while there is no mention of the death of Melchizedek 
       (not that he did not die, but that His priestly position did not end)
    • This being key in our realizing He ever lives to make intercession for us!
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   g. All of this building on the writer’s text of Psalm 110:4, “The LORD has sworn 
       and will not change his mind, ‘You are a priest for ever after the order of 
       Melchizedek.’” (RSV) - this was an oath of God (Jehovah) to the Lord (Adonai)
  4. Something greater was promised and needed in the outworking of God’s purposed plan
   a. This does not belittle the Levitical priesthood - it was ordained of God, 
       established and detailed by Him, but as is true in all cases, the maker of the object 
       is the definer of its purpose - the highest purpose in all things is always whatever 
       God says and deems it to be, not how we see it and form ______________ of it
   b. As was discussed and will be confirmed, the greater was Melchizedek in position 
       as is the priestly line he was assigned - perfection (absolute completion) was 
       always God’s plan; the need for it was illustrated/demonstrated under the Levitical  
       system which was under the Law, but the completion of it was fulfilled in Christ 
       all of which was above/beyond the Law

XII. Perfection Through Another Covenant, Another Priesthood - 7:11-22
 A. Where is perfection (completeness and “finishedness”) to be found? - vs. 11
  1. We find ourselves with varying ideas of “perfection,” one being that of being “without 
      flaw,” another of being totally moral/holy; yet the underlying word in this text has the 
      idea of completeness, an _______ having been reached
  2. This verse is asking a questioned designed to take the readers to a clear answer - if the 
      Levitical priesthood and all that came with it was designed and instituted to fulfill all 
      God’s demands, what would be the need of another priesthood?
   a. Why would God not only mention but “oath” Himself to the Lord being of the 
       order of Melchizedek in His priesthood? - this is the point
   b. The ramifications of the answer are about to become blatantly apparent - which is 
       why many often find themselves argumentative, knowing that a concession to a 
       point topples all else they have built their line of thinking upon - this, interesting 
       enough, demonstrates that there will be times when we will want to “lose” some 
       objections - a true learner asks questions either to discover solid answers or to 
       steer someone in the right direction - a scorner asks questions simply to cause 
       doubt and instability in the hearers (learning truth outranks winning the “fight”)
  3. The question of “why another priesthood” answers, essentially, itself - since God ordained 
      (ahead of time) another, clearly the first “order” was not perfect (able to bring final resolution)
   a. The obvious answer is that another priesthood was needed because the first was 
       never intended to bring about perfection (completeness/finality)
   b. To these Hebrew readers it was about to become apparent that God had ordained 
       another “system” to bring completion to His demands and plan, just as with the 
       rest of us, the works of religion were never meant to complete us - we serve not 
       to be completed, but because we are complete “in Him” - thus the command to 
     “work out your salvation” (fully utilize what you ________ been given) - Php. 2:12
   c. In John 19:30, when our Lord utters the words, “It is finished” it is essentially the 
       same word - the work was complete, perfect - perfection had been reached with/
       through His work (through His High Priestly work)
   d. Clearly, God had ordained another priestly order for a purpose beyond that of 
       Aaron and Levi - thus their faith, being directed to an object apart from the Law 
       was one that was not rebellion, irresponsible or ____________
   e. God is not redundant or wasteful - if this other order was established it was 
       necessary - God is not characterized by that which is unnecessary - He does not 
       order what is without purpose

As is always seen in the 
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  4. “It will not do to say, as do some beloved brethren, that Christ’s priesthood is after the 
        order of Melchizedek but is exercised after the order of Aaron.”  William Newell
  5. Christ’s work, His priesthood brings “perfection” in that it..
   a. Gives us (applies to us) true righteousness (complete before God) - as Paul 
       clarified in Philippians 3:9, “.. and be found in Him, not having a righteousness 
       of my own derived from the Law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the 
       righteousness which comes from God on the basis of faith.”
   b. Gives us ____________ to God by making actual/final peace with God - Rom. 5:1
   c. With this comes true joy - a result knowing the dread of sin’s judgment will no 
       longer be a part of our lives - it brings a conscience at rest before God, allowing a 
       contented life, realizing our permanent standing before God - Rom. 5:11
   d. And it provides us a legitimate “object” of which to ____________ - that being 
       Christ, His work, His righteousness, His perfect work - I Cor. 1:26-31
  6. “..let it be said that the attempts to find glory and satisfaction in the outward forms and 
      ceremonies is to prefer the Levitical priesthood before that of Christ’s.  That is the 
      outstanding sin of all ritualists.”  Pink 
 B. A change in Law - vs. 12-14
  1. It is clearly “of necessity” that to have a change in priesthood requires a change in Law
   a. This is not in reference to the ___________ law (as though somehow Christ’s 
       work and priesthood makes immorality a non-issue, aka - license to sin) - we are 
       not those who “turn the grace of God into “lewdness” - Jude 1:4
   b. This is a change in the ceremonial law that governed the priesthood - if the 
       priesthood was changing, then the laws that dictated it had to go away - the word 
       for “changed” provides the concept of one being ________________ for the other
  2. The one for whom these things were mentioned (Christ) is of another tribe (not of the 
      Levites) indicating that this priesthood would have nothing to do with that of the Levites           
   a. This was dictated by the Law - a descendent of Judah could not perform the 
       priestly duties - this was seen in the examples of Saul (I Sam. 13:8-14) and Uzziah  
      (2 Chron. 26:16-21) where they took the priestly role upon themselves
   b. So, the logic is being presented to solidify the “case” - It was clear that the 
       Messiah, as indicated in Psa. 110:4 had to be a priest and that of the order of 
       Melchizedek, and yet he was not of the tribe of Levi - so, since the Mosaic Law 
       dictated and established the Levitical priesthood (and all its ordinances), a new 
     “priestly law” had to take its place
   c. Moses (in the Law given through him) gives no “room” for a priest of the tribe 
      of Judah -  this was also illustrated at the happening at the Mount of 
      Transfiguration - Moses and Elijah (the Law and the Prophets) appeared with 
      Christ and then disappeared when God declared Christ as “my Son” and for Him 
      to be heard - Mt. 17:1-8
 C. The absolute clarity of a change in priesthood because of God’s oath - vs. 15-22
  1. All this (what was stated previously) becomes even more clear considering that...
   a. If a priest comes (in the likeness of Melchizedek), and who is a priest not by the 
       Mosaic law of a physical requirement (being a descendent of Levi) and this 
       priesthood was promised (oathed) by God Himself, then Jesus Christ truly has 
       become, “..the guarantee of a better covenant” (vs. 22)
   b. The coming, purpose and work of Christ was not just “circumstantial” but was 
       planned and declared by God - and better yet, seeing this was the focus of God, it 
       is a permanent priesthood, meaning our position before God in Christ is 
       permanent (perfect) firmly placing our confidence in Him alone

These are all ours now - 
they are not anticipated but 
are actual - so how does this 
affect our daily lives?

These are good reminders 
that our perception of the 
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  2. As clarified in the “writer’s text” (Psa. 110:4), He would be a priest “forever” - vs. 16-17
   a. He became such a priest, not by means of an earthly (“fleshy”) ordinance
   b. Not only did it not come by means of a “policy” of this world or of the age in 
       which He lived, but it was never supposed to come by means of this
   c. As referenced earlier, this deals with one of the pitfalls of the “ritualists” who 
       place the bulk of their faith and focus with earthly institutions - their belief is 
       founded on the ____________, the doing, the seeing, rather than the spiritual, the 
       dependence (versus independence), the faith
   d. In contrast to a physical descendancy, which was transferred by the death of one 
       before and position transferred to the next, Christ’s was according to the “power 
       of an indestructible life” - “..of a life beyond the ____________ of death” (TCNT)
   e. Since His position for us (as a priest) before God had nothing to do with anything 
       authoritative of this earth, neither can it be dictated, manipulated or controlled by 
       anything of this earth
  3. The disannulling (cancelling by replacement) to bring in a truly “better hope” - vs. 18-19
   a. The priesthood of Christ was “an abolition of a previous regulation” (by His 
       fulfilling the demands of the Law Himself) - it was done away with (in all forms 
       including the distortions invented and maintained by various “religions” to this day)
   b. As explained in Acts 13:38-39, Christ’s work truly frees us which is in contrast to 
       the Law of Moses “from which you could not be freed” (it could not free you)
   c. “..it was not adapted to save man; it had not power to accomplish what was 
       necessary to be done in human salvation.. It did not expiate guilt; it did not give 
       peace to the conscience; it did not produce perfection, (Heb 7:11) and therefore it 
       gave place to a _____________ system.”  Barnes
  4. “For what the law could not do in that it was weak...” - Romans 8:3
   a. This verse sets up the “overwhelming” work of God in Christ in comparison to the
       Law - telling us that what the Law could not do, God did!
   b. The Law in itself was not weak or evil ( Rom.7:12) but its realm of affect (the 
       _________) was the cause of its weakness (its “irritation” of the flesh made sin grow)
   c. The Law of God or any other law could not effect or secure salvation and 
       could not instill in man a righteous disposition (its own demands be met)
   d. In our verse (Heb. 7:18) it was translated in the NASB that the law was “useless” 
       or in the KJV, that it was “unprofitable” - neither indicating the Law itself was 
       useless in its purposes, but that it was weak and useless in the saving of a soul
   e. The Law could demonstrate the “sinfulness of sin” as well as offer a temporary 
       hope that their sin was being dealt with - those that live as though their works lend 
       to their righteousness before God, typically face this weaker hope - it is temporal 
       and needs constant works to make if ‘feel’ as though it is being maintained - the 
       Law “..made nothing perfect..” - see Gal. 5:1-10
  5. So, the Law brought a temporary “hope” while Christ brings a “better hope” - vs. 19
   a. The term “better hope” is preceded by a word in Greek indicating a 
      “super-introduction” (bringing in) - an introduction of one over what came before
   b. This better hope is literally a stronger hope in that it is _______________ (as is 
       it’s instigator, it is indestructible - built on an indestructible life)
   c. And through this (His work and this hope/confidence) we can “draw near” to God 
     - this phrase is often referenced as a “sacerdotal” statement (meaning it is typically 
       applied and addressed to ____________)
   d. Not only can we approach God, but we can approach His throne boldly as stressed 
       in Heb. 4:16 - we can do this because of Christ and not because of us
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  6. Christ is the guarantee (surety) of the better covenant because of God’s oath - vs. 20-22
   a. Realizing His priesthood was with an oath, “so much the more” Jesus is our 
     “bondman” (the guarantor) of a better (stronger, more reliable) covenant
   b. This “covenant” (testament) was founded upon Christ Who was promised 
       (oathed) of God Himself to serve as the “surety” of the covenant (that it would be 
       kept and the ___________ point on which all relying on it are to look)  
   c. It is key to realize that God is the covenant initiator, Christ is the guarantee that 
       the covenant will be kept, and the Holy Spirit is the “earnest” (the down payment/
       pledge for us) of the inheritance promised in the covenant (He, the Holy Spirit is 
       actually the initial part of the inheritance we have __________!) 
   d. The Levites came to priesthood by ceremonial rite after the death of the previous 
       priest (priests) - Christ’s priesthood would be singular and eternal and it would 
       not change, being based upon God Himself
  7. The concept of a guarantor was known to these Hebrews - examples such as the one of 
      Judah acting as “surety” (to Israel) for his brother Benjamin, ensuring the safe passage of 
      Benjamin to Egypt and then back to his father Jacob - Gen. 43:8-9; 44:32-34
   a. In our text, Jesus is our guarantee to God (on our behalf) that all requirements 
       have been met and He is also God’s guarantee to us of the fulfillment of the 
       covenant - our focus is to be singularly on Him for our salvation
   b. One of the best pictures of this is found in Col. 2:8-3:4 - in 2:14 the document of 
       offenses against us was nailed to His cross thus being “in Christ” we are to be 
       constantly seeking (looking to) those “things above” where Christ is “seated” at 
       God’s right hand having completed the work required to fulfill the new testament
   c. This is a better/stronger covenant because it is based on Christ Who was promised  
       by God as the ultimate priest bringing perfection/completion!

XIII. A High Priest Who Ever Lives to Make Intercession - 7:23-28
 A. The Levitical priests had to come in large numbers because they each would die
  1. It was estimated by Josephus that there were 83 high priests from the time of Aaron until 
      the fall of the second temple in A.D. 70
   a. It may have been that at any given time there were “good” high priests who 
       handled the responsibilities of their offices well while at other times (such as with 
       Eli) there were others that did not seem to handle their office very well
   b. These all died (being subject to death because of their own _______) while Christ 
       was the conqueror of sin (proven in the conquering of death)
   c. Confidence in a “good” and gracious high priest would have been shaken when 
       that high priest died and the office was transferred to another
  2. Christ, on the other hand, holds this “position” permanently - vs. 24
   a. One of the ideas behind “permanent: (in the NASB) has the meaning of 
       something being “intransmissable” and that no one else could take His place 
       seeing that His place will never be _______________
   b. It is a position and work before God on our behalf, continually “done” for us and 
       is not dependent ___________ us
 B. Therefore, “..he is able to save to the very end, those coming through him unto God--ever living 
      to make intercession for them.” (YLT) - vs. 25
  1. “He is a unique Mediator between God and man because He combines Godhead and 
       manhood perfectly in His own person; in Him God draws near to men and in Him men 
       may draw near to God, with the assurance of constant and immediate access.”  F.F. Bruce
  2. He saves not just “forever” (in time) but to the “uttermost” (in quality) - thoroughly

refer to Eph. 1:14; 
II Cor. 1:22; 5:5
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  3. “He is able” - this is not a verse (in light of the context) describing the potential of some
      thing as much as it is describing the certainty (actuality) of something - vs. 25
   a. He, with absolute certainty, has the power and ability
   b. This limitless power is to “save” to the “limitlessness” (completely, to the 
      “__________”, to the degree where nothing could be considered to be added to it)
   c. He is able (and has done for us) save us to this degree - “save” having two 
       implications - saving FROM something (dreadful) TO something (gloriously 
       complete) to which end He ever lives to work on our behalf (intercedes)
    • He saved us from our sin, thus saving us from the curse of the law (Gal.
      3:13) thus saving us from the “_____________ to come” I Thes. 1:10
   d. He has “saved” us TO righteousness through His work of justification on our behalf 
       (as priest and sacrifice) thus making it so that we are “just as if we’d never sinned” 
       (the “saved FROM what”) and “just as if we’d always obeyed (the “saved TO what”)
   e. It is important for us to remember in light of all this, that godly people are not
     “trophies” unto themselves and their own works but are the “trophies” to the out-
       working of God - it is all by the “borrowed” grace of God!
   f. These of “whom the world was not worthy” are so because the world, in all its 
       seeming greatness, was not and is not worthy (because of sin) for such exhibitions 
       of His grace - and yet, grace by its very definition, must be undeserved to be given
   g. “O my brethren, what is due to that blessed One who left heaven’s glory and came 
       here to this sincurst world to discharge our obligations, pay our debts, suffer and 
       die in our room and stead!  May His love truly ‘constrain’ us to gladsome and 
       whole-hearted surrender to Him, no longer seeking to please ourselves, but living 
       to and for His honor and praise.”  Pink
   g. “All false religion is but a choice of other things for men to place their trust in 
        with a ______________ of Christ.  And all superstition, and instances of it, be 
        they great or small”  John Owen
   h. All men would be saved from Hell, but few would be saved from _______ - many 
       present the Gospel as an escape from Hell which all will desire, but when 
       presented in its truest form, it will often be rejected because people love their sin and 
       desire a way to keep it and avoid Hell - thus the existence of all false religions!
  4. This “complete saving” is accomplished by “drawing near to God” through Christ
   a. As clarified in 7:19, one had to be “complete” to draw near to God (to come be-
       fore God as a priest was able to come before God)
   b. This drawing near is not a one time event, but a permanent state of being - once 
       brought to God, always before God - access is continuous!
  5. This “saving” and always being before God is a result of His “ever living to intercede for us”
   a. It is important to note, that when dealing with the concept of Christ’s intercession 
       for us, that we not equate this with an ongoing “reconciliatory” work before the 
       Father as though God is in constant need of being appeased over and over again 
       with each sin we commit
   b. As clarified in II Cor. 5:19, this work of reconciliation was done by God, for us, in 
       Christ once for all, and as our text has demonstrated, He “sat down” 
       demonstrating a complete and finished work (the effects of which are lasting but 
       Christ is not in Heaven sacrificing for us again and again) 
   c. His intercessory work is not one of reconciliation, but is better compared to that 
       of the Holy Spirit as described in Rom. 8:26-27 - He speaks (prays) on our behalf 
       for what we need as we face the ________________ of life (with doubts)
   d. Our Lord intercedes also intercedes for us, against all other accusations - Rom. 8:34

He is literally our “deserv-
edness” to receive what is 
needed as we live out this 
life on the earth

see II Cor. 5:21, Gal. 3:13, 
I Pet. 2:24, Php. 3:9

see Heb. 11:38
It is important for us to 
realize, that because of sin, 
we identify most and easiest 
(normally) with the worst of 
sinners this world has ever 
known than with the holiness 
and righteous demands of 
God - this is why we some-
times find ourselves question-
ing the rightness of God in 
what He does, allows or com-
mands.  This is why we walk 
and live by faith and not by 
our (normal) sight - maturity 
reveals the error of trusting in 
one’s own nature

The need for reconciliation is 
proclaimed to the “unsaved” 
while the reality of reconcilia-
tion is a known fact (a reality) 
the the believer (saved)
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  6. The intercessory work of Christ on our behalf involves several things
   a. “Those for whom Christ dies are not taken to Heaven the moment they believe, 
       but are still left here in the Enemy’s country; nor are they yet glorified, instead, 
       the flesh, with all its defiling influences, is still left within them.  Therefore do 
       they stand in ____________ need of the priestly care of Christ..”  Pink
   b. He delivers us form the enemy, keeps us communicating with the Father, deals 
       with the “accuser of the brethren” and preserves us to stand faultless before God 
   c. It is interesting to note the priestly apparel of Christ as He is described in Rev. 1:13
 C. “..it was fitting that we should have such a high priest..” - vs. 26
  1. This phrase is often translated two ways, both conveying the same idea differing ways
   a. In this instance it indicates how fitting (proper, becoming) it is to have such a high 
       priest perfectly fitted for/to us
   b. Literally, to have such a high priest was ____________ for our need and condition
   c. He was not just adequate, He was perfectly “fitted” for the position; the need
  2. In one sense He had to be “one of us” and yet in another He had to be ____________ us 
   a. The first term used of Him, “holy” is osioV (hosios in contrast to hagios) - this 
       term emphasizing the consecrated idea of being set apart and the other (the 
     “normal” word for “holy”) carrying the idea of personal, acting holiness
   b. He was “innocent” (without guile (practically) and without evil intent (internally)) 
     - the word used here identifying Him not just as one who did not sin, but one who 
       could not sin - evil was not a part of His nature  - He was innocent (just as the 
       sacrificial lamb) and He was undefiled (spotless) - just what God’s justice demanded!
   c. He is described as “separated from sinners” seeing that He is “higher than the 
       heavens” - In His exalted state seated at the right hand of the Father, in carrying 
       out in intercessory work on our behalf, He cannot be ______________ by “sinners”
    • We often have our perspectives altered or skewed by our surrounding 
       influences while His “perspective” is without evil influence of any sort!
   d. As our Lord indicated to His disciples in John 14:30, “..for the prince of the world 
       cometh: and he hath nothing in me.” - Satan had nothing of himself to “grab hold 
       of” in Christ! - this is to be our goal! - this is what Satan is seeking out; something 
       of himself to grab hold of and try to “___________” to his purposes
 D. The “once for all” sacrifice (no daily sacrifice needed) - vs. 27
  1. Still contrasting Christ against the Levitical priests, He does not need to “daily offer up 
      sacrifices” for His people
   a. Some have questioned this verse because they see this as exclusive to the day of 
       atonement - yet in Ex. 29:38 we see the daily sacrifices described
   b. On this verse, Matthew Henry observed, “This typified the continual intercession 
       which Christ ever lives to make, in virtue of his satisfaction, for the continual 
       sanctification of his church: though he offered himself once for all, yet that one 
       offering thus becomes a continual offering.”
   c. We are now those who see our sin as “dealt with,” not allowing sin to seemingly 
       outrank the grace of God demonstrated in these verses - our sin has been dealt 
       with, freeing us to “do righteousness” - the focus shifts from dealing with daily 
       sin to the _______________ to daily do what is of eternal value
  2. Christ, in His sinlessness, did not need to offer any sacrifice for Himself - and in no way 
      are we to see ourselves making any “sacrifice” to deal with our sins, nor are we to see, as 
      it were, Christ being sacrificed again for daily sins
  3. The sacrifice of Christ was once for all - a one-time thing for all sins for all time! - this is 
      stressed by Paul in Rom. 6:10-11 - He died once for sin so we also died with Him and 
      live “unto God”

read Jude 24-25

‘

The “fitness” of this was not 
just our need, but in God’s 
providing the perfect solution

“Free from that by which the 
nature of a thing is deformed 
or debased, or its force or 
vigor is impaired.”  Wuest on 
the word “undefiled”

This is a reminder of where we 
should direct our confidence 
when it comes to our need for 
“Christian growth”

Our position in Him is to 
sit with Him in “Heavenly 
Places” - Eph. 2:6

Realizing all our sin is 
covered now identifies who 
we are before God - this 
does not lead to a “license to 
sin” mentality; instead, now 
having that continual access 
to God, we are “driven” to 
purity, Christ-likeness as He 
is described in 7:26

Just the type of an objective per-
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  4. It was “once for all” time and “once for all” sin - as stressed in the dilemma of the 
      apostate in Hebrews 6, there remains no other “sacrifice for sins” when one looks anywhere 
      else but Christ for it - Christ is the ONLY way to deal with sin - all else is “damnable”!  
  5. He did this, once for all, when He offered up Himself - He did this of His own will
   • We must never allow ourselves to view the sacrificial work of Christ (for us) as 
      coerced or forced upon Him - He willingly, ___________________ did this for us!
 E. Feeble priests versus the Son - vs. 28
  1. By appointment of the Law, men were made priests who were “weak” - not that they 
      were necessarily physically weak, but were incapable of fulfilling their appointment to 
      perfection / completion (with permanence)
   a. As is the case with any faith in man (flesh), there would be disappointment 
       stemming from inability, inefficiency and _________________
   b. As clarified in Jer. 17:5-10, God is against any of us placing our confidence (trust) 
       in anything “fleshly” (making it, as it were our strength; how we see anything 
       getting accomplished/done)
   c. Trusting in the “flesh” (the seeable/tangible) is discouraged in the Scripture - our 
       worries, fears and frustrations are good warning signs of ___________ confidence
   d. It is important to identify, not just what we might consider our “worldly” trusts 
       but our “religious” misplaced trusts as well - religion can be an excellent disguise 
       for “carnal” confidences (“religion” being seen as the acting out of one’s “faith”)
  2. Instead, as a summary statement, we now know that apart from the Law, the oath was 
      made by God (Psa. 110:4) to have another High Priest, Who would not be just “man” but 
      would be “Son”
   a. A Son, “made perfect” (literally “complete”) forever
   b. This sets up, as will be discussed in chapter 8, the concept of a perfect tabernacle - 
       the dwelling place of God, not made with the hands of man
   c. He would fulfill not only all that was pictured in the work of the High Priest, but 
       the entirety of all that was typified in the Tabernacle

“Christ ever lives as God, he is the living God; and though he died as man, he is risen from the dead, and 
will not die again, but live for evermore; and he lives as Mediator and Redeemer, and particularly as a 
priest; one branch of whose office it is to intercede for his people: this he does now in heaven; not by vo-
cal prayer and supplication, at least not as in the days of his flesh; or as if he was supplicating an angry 
Judge; nor as controverting, or litigating, a point the court of heaven; but by the appearance of his person 
for them; by the presentation of his sacrifice, blood, and righteousness; by declaring his will, that such and 
such blessings be bestowed on such and such persons; and by recommending the prayers of his people, and 
removing the charges and accusations of Satan: the things he intercedes for are, the conversion of his that 
are in a state of nature; the consolation of distressed ones; fresh discoveries of pardoning grace to fallen 
believers; renewed strength to oppose sin, exercise grace, discharge duty, and bear up under temptations, 
and deliverance out of them; perseverance in faith and holiness, and eternal glorification; and he inter-
cedes for these things; not for all the world, but for all the elect, even though transgressors; and he is very 
fit for this work, as the following verse shows; he is the one and only Mediator; and he is a very prevalent 
intercessor, he always succeeds; and he does this work readily, willingly, cheerfully, and freely; and all this 
proves him to be able to save; for though the impetration of salvation is by his death, the application of it 
is owing to his interceding life; had he died and not lived again, he could not have saved to the uttermost; 
his life is the security of his people’s, and he lives for them, and as their representative; the blessed, effects 
of which they constantly enjoy.”  John Gill

see John 10:18

We are instructed not to 
trust our own “hearts” in 
Jer. 17:9 realizing, of itself, 
on its own, it is deceitful 
and wicked and it cannot be 
discerned for what it is by 
its owner

Make sure to read Isa. 31:1-3 
and Psa. 20:7

Including (especially) 
our own “sacrifices”!

inconsistency

misplaced
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XIV. The “Real” Versus the “Shadow,” the “Pinnacle” Versus the “Foothills” - 8:1-6
 A. “Now this is the Main point..” - vs. 1
  1. The idea behind this first phrase is to point out that what he is about to say is the 
       summation (where all things were headed) of all that had been stated previously
   a. That everything God had done (and was discussed) had a purpose to lend to (to 
       ultimately support) the conclusion - it was all heading somewhere
   b. Not only is this true at a “high level,” but this is also true individually - there is a 
       point (where things are headed to a conclusion) with all He does and allows in our lives
  2. The pinnacle, the aim of all that came before leads us to “such a high priest as this”
   a. We truly have a High Priest who not only has a seat at the right hand of the throne, 
       but has taken it, and is seated at the right hand of the throne of “______________”
   b. “..Christ, after He had offered His sacrifice unto God, entered Heaven itself, not 
       to stand in humble reverence before the throne, but to sit at God’s right hand, not 
       for a season, but forever more.”  Pink   
   c. The Hebrew Christians being addressed, would no doubt have faced 
       discouragement, being criticized by their friends and families for having no 
       temple, no rituals, no ______________ and all other “adornments” of religion
   d. Many still opt to follow after “types” rather than the real thing, looking for the 
       experience, emotion or outward demonstrations over inward victories - some seek 
       only the ________________ of victory rather than the inward realizing of it
    • It’s not the appearance of “righteousness” we should desire - “Behold, you 
      delight in truth in the inward being, and you teach me wisdom in the secret 
      heart.”  Psa. 51:6 (ESV)
   e. All was leading to the truth that He presides as priest over a new covenant (in 
       contrast to the Mosaic covenant and the sacrificial/ceremonial laws)
 B. A “Minister in the sanctuary.. of a better covenant/testament” - vs. 2-6
  1. He, in His glory, is still ministering (to God foremost and then to man as a “go-between”)
   a. As our Lord demonstrated to His disciples, “He that would be greatest among you, 
       let him be your servant” - Mt. 23:11; Luke 22:24-27
   b. This, in all reality, is the truest of glory - it is the _______ in mankind that belittles 
       service to others and even real service to God
   c. God is the focal point of our service - He is the master, director, leader and Christ 
       Himself warned against striving to be “boss” - Mt. 23:10-12
  2. The picture described here is incredible! - He, as the tabernacle, is in the “sanctuary”
   a. Our Lord Himself is the “tabernacle” which the Lord “pitched” - see John 1:14
   b. The Lord made the “body” of Christ special - it was not the result of the work of 
       man (as the Old Testament tabernacle was) - see also Heb. 10:5
   c. He is the fulfillment of all the tabernacle typified - thus, He as High Priest, being 
       the tabernacle itself (the dwelling place of God) entered the very presence of God 
       (the sanctuary - the real Holy of Holies) offering the required sacrifice - that being 
       _____________, His own body, His own blood
   d. This was the “true tabernacle” while the old one was a type, a picture of what was 
       to come in the whole reconciliation process
  3. The responsibility (appointment) of every High Priest is to offer gifts and sacrifices - vs. 3
   a. The Levitical high priests under the Law had to come before God with gifts (offerings)
   b. “He brings a reason why it must be that Christ should have a body (which he calls 
       a tabernacle which the Lord built, and not man) that is, that he might have that 
       to offer: for otherwise he could not be an High Priest. The body is both the 
       tabernacle and the sacrifice.”  GBN

Like saying, now lets 
look at the end result, 
where this ended up

Yet, what they had/have, is 
so far superior to what they 
had, they were to take lasting 
confidence and comfort in it, 
not being tempted with tradi-
tions, or religiosities

see Col. 2:20-23

One following after strictly ritual-
ism will not find the inward change 
most needed - see Luke 6:45-49

The word for “minister” is 
where we get our word for 
“liturgy” which in its most 
basic sense means worker 
for the people

A dwelling place of God, a 
place of worship, a place of 
sacrifice

pride

appearance

sacrifices

Himself

greatness
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   c. Rom. 12:2 is a good application for us in following this example of our Lord - His 
      “ministry” was offering Himself, we also (in His service) offer our bodies, living; 
       this being our “_____________/conscious” ministry and service (purpose/reason)
   d. Our Lord’s ultimate sacrifice and gift, though is identified in 9:14 - His blood 
       found in the real tabernacle of His person
  4. His ministry as High Priest could not be earthly (based here) - vs. 4
   a. If He had stayed here it would have been an incomplete priestly work - that which 
       was being done here (priestly work) was “according to the Law”
   b. It had (by design) to be ___________ - this is how God works in our lives as well, 
       taking us through changes in our lives for the better (His better/best purposes)
   c. Change for change sake is based in immaturity (love of novelty) but resistance to 
       God ordained changes in our lives is based in stubborn self-will - see II Tim. 2:22
   d. These earthly “sacrifices” and traditions in the pursuit of self-righteousness are in 
       accordance with Paul’s descriptions of such (shadows) in Col. 2:20-23
   e. There are some who attempt to use this verse to demonstrate that Christ was not 
       truly High Priest until He entered Heaven (Socinianism would endorse this, 
       stressing their belief that Christ was not divinity) - they would have it so that it 
       was not a person of the Godhead performing this, but a creation of God doing this 
     - see II Cor. 5:19 this was God’s doing (God the Father and God the Son)
   f. The sacrifice had to be offered here (though technically in His body, the true 
       tabernacle) and presented to God the Father in the real _______________ (8:2)
  5. Those “gifts, sacrifices and tabernacles/temples” all served as a “copy” and “shadow” - vs. 5
   a. They serve as an “exhibit for imitation” (copy) - the tabernacle, its contents and the 
       rituals all served as types of what would be done in Christ (literally as “tokens”)
   b. The tabernacle was the “meeting place” between God and man - Ex. 25:21-22 (just 
       as Christ is the meeting place between God and man)
   c. The “shadows and pictures” fulfilled their role and now the “real” has come (these 
       were types and the ______________ has come)
   d. Seeing the tabernacle was such a picture, Moses was given explicit instructions on its 
       building (“..according to the pattern..”) - the word tupoV (tupos) being the word used 
       for “pattern” meaning an example, a die, analogy - the word for “warned” carrying 
       the idea of being supernaturally (divinely) instructed - compare with Heb. 10:1
   c. Paul also warned in Col. 2:16-19 about being “judged” by things pertaining to the 
     “shadow” of what was to come and neglecting the focus on the “substance” of what 
       __________ come - there are numerous application of this even beyond that of the 
       Law and its associated requirements and traditions
   d. Even now many will follow a “legalist” path (believing grace coming from a response 
       to their efforts and intents) - even beyond this, many will follow after concepts 
       associated with the “substance” but not the substance (the object) itself - for instance, 
       it is easy to direct one’s attention more to concepts of prayer, giving more focus to the 
       act of praying than to the One they are praying to (this is seen often in asking “amiss 
       to consume it upon your lusts” - James 4:3)
   e. This same pattern can be seen in the pursuit of “faith in faith” versus in the object 
       of faith (God), attributing success more to perceived personal faithfulness than in the 
       definer of success, confidence in logic over the substance and source of the “data” 
       used in logic, and even a faith in the Bible as a book/resource more than its actual 
       content and ________________, the Holy Spirit
   f. The completion of the sacrificial system was clearly demonstrated in the tearing 
      (by God) the veil in the temple which separated the Holy Place form the Holy of Holies

Both these texts in contrast 
to the “unreasoning animal” 
sacrifices which were sym-
bolic of the actual, final, 
complete sacrifice  in Christ

These describe “self-made 
religion” which are futile in 
their pursuit against “fleshly 
indulgence”

Socinianism was the prede-
cessor to what we know today 
as Unitarianism

As in John 14:6 - no one 
“comes to the father” except 
it be through Christ

The symbols, patterns, types 
all pointing to something but 
none of them BEING that 
something!

Beware being a shadow 
follower failing to keep 
attention focused on the pur-
pose for each “tool” God’s 
provides in the accom-
plishing of His will - these 
“shadows” are good things 
but they are to direct our 
attention to the Lord and not 
to themselves

Mt. 27:51

We should be seeking to 
keep our focus on where 
things are really happening - 
the Throne of God is “where 
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   g. One important side note on this point - Moses was essentially “warned” 
      (admonished) by God on “getting it right” - the type (picture) had to be precisely 
       right as should our effort in handling the texts, wording, types and overall 
       concepts of Scripture (to interpret them as intended, thus to apply them correctly)
   h. The veil between the Holy Place and Holy of Holies was very significant!
  6. He (Christ) “hit the mark” of a more excellent ministry - vs. 6
   a. The word for “obtained” has the word picture of hitting/attaining an objective
   b. The objective (the mission) was a “better ministry” (surpassingly different) - 
       better in its quality (perfecting its recipients) and longevity (once for all, forever)
   c. All this is better because He mediates a better covenant enacted upon better 
       promises (both words “better” having the idea of __________, in that His work is 
       the substance of what the symbols pointed to)
   d. These promises being “I will put my laws in their minds... I will be their God.. 
       they shall be my people” all based upon God’s “I will” versus the “_______ must”
       of the old covenant - see Heb. 8:10

XV. The New Covenant - Heb. 8:7-13
 A. A covenant is essentially a binding agreement between two parties
  1. This “binding obligation” usually had basically two parts - a written agreement and a 
      mediator of the covenant (testament)
   a. With “testaments” (wills) today we have a picture of this with an executor of an estate
   b. The mediator (go-between) in the new covenant is Christ - seeking the best for 
       both parties and reconciling any differences between them, and ensuring the 
       ________________ of the testament are met in full
  2. Covenants could either be conditional or unconditional depending on the initiator
   a. The old covenant as referenced in this chapter looks back to the Law and not to 
       the Abrahamic covenant - this is the one, “..when I took them by the hand to lead 
       them out of the land of Egypt..” - this was _________________ - see Ex. 24:1-8
   b. The new covenant would be unconditional - it would be better because it would 
        be God doing the doing - Christ’s statements to the disciples in Luke 22:20 
        regarding His blood being the blood of the New Covenant would have been pro-
        found and clearly understood when viewed in light of the covenant of blood 
        under Moses
  3. The “fault” in the old covenant - vs. 7-8
   a. If the first covenant would have been “without blame” there would have been no 
       mention of another to come (which was mentioned in Jer. 31)
   b. The fault was not on God’s part, but as mentioned in verse 8, “finding fault with them”
   c. Any security in the “old system” was warranted until its fulfillment came - far too 
       often we will want to cling to something because we are used to it or have found 
       it reliable for a time and will resist when God ________________ or replaces it
   d. Because of this, in Jeremiah 31:31-34 God promises a new covenant - this new
       covenant will be established with Israel and Judah - many have tried to 
       allergorize this as in reference to the Church though all other outside of Judaism
       would be benefitted by this new covenant also as promised to Abraham
   c. “The church enters into the Abrahamic covenant and the new covenant... only by 
        divine application, not by original interpretation.”  Charles Feinberg
    • This quote making it clear that the promise (promises) were directed at 
         Israel (literally) and Abraham (literally) and not to the “church” - the 
       gentiles benefit from the fulfillment, but this does not justify taking 
       all promises to Israel and making them equivalent to the “Church” (this is a 
       hermeneutical point!)

We can see in retrospect 
what the damage might have 
been if Moses had taken 
“artistic license” with the 
task he had been given to 
properly transmit the mes-
sage he was given

Read Gal. 3:15-4:11 - All 
this was to lead to fulfill-
ment in Christ (all by God’s 
work and not man’s) - the 
New Covenant (in contrast 
to the old Mosaic Covenant) 
focuses on God fulfilling 
the terms while the other 
was mutual

see especially Ex. 24:8 and 
the reference to the “blood 
of the covenant”

We do not want to be those 
seeking after an “accept-
able” solution when it comes 
to any aspect of salvation 
- as with Murphy’s Law, if 
the design allows for failure 
it will ultimately fail - even 
now we have a generation of 
professing believers clamor-
ing for the OK and neglect-
ing or avoiding what is best 
because it may come across 
as divisive or does not meet 
a pragmatic goal
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deals with in Romans 11 - grafted into 
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new covenant or the Abrahamic

The covenants of 
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that God is consis-
tent and that man is 
unreliable - all lead-
ing to the undeniable 
need of the final, 
new covenant fully 
dependent on God’s 
doing
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 B. The details of the New Covenant - 8-12
  1. “Behold the days are coming..” 
   a. They were to take _______________ notice (deserving an excited anticipation)
   b. The days to come, are coming (even today they are still in the “coming”) - not that 
       we are not a part of the New Covenant, but that the full implementation of all its 
       promises have yet to be realized 
   c. All who know the New Covenant, rest in its promises (because of the __________ 
       character Covenant Maker)
   d. II Cor. 3:1-18 - verse 18 stressing the reality (under this New Covenant) “and 
       we all, with unveiled face, the glory of the Lord beholding in a mirror, to the same 
       image are being transformed, from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the 
       Lord.” (YLT) - we “ARE BEING” transformed from one glory to another (greater)
   e. The “treasure in this earthen vessel” will soon be fully seen when this “earthen 
       vessel” is _____________! - II Cor. 4:7
  2. But as mentioned earlier in our notes, this Covenant was made with “the house of Israel 
      and the house of Judah” - vs. 8
   a. A good number (if not the majority) of commentators strive to make this reference 
       and other references to Israel refer to the “church” (all ethnicities of believers)
   b. This is not necessary! - the Covenant, in its context and taking it for what it says, 
       was made with Israel and Judah (the Jewish people) - see John 4:22
   c. Just as God worked out His work of salvation through the Jews (of which Gentiles 
       are now also recipients), so He will finish all He promised to them as a people and 
       nation - why would we want it any other way!?  If we cannot take all His 
       promises to Israel literally, how can we take His promises to us literally?
   d. Excluding Gentiles from this covenant reference in Jer. 31 and as quoted here 
       does not exclude us from salvation - part of the “mystery” that Paul discusses was 
       the ultimate inclusion of Gentiles into His (God’s) saving plan (as He had planned 
       all along) - see Eph. 3:1-12
   e. We are brought in as recipients of the covenant benefits to be sure and we need not 
       change the context of this account to make this so!
  3. God’s promise is to literally “make ______________” His covenant with them - vs. 8-9
   a. The context in Hebrews 8 is in making the point clear that what came before (the 
       old covenant with Moses and the people of Israel) pales in comparison to the new 
       covenant that will resolve the key “fault” in the first - mainly the fault of the people
   b. This comes about with a “New” covenant - one of a different kind especially 
       different in that He would complete/perfect it Himself (and the Abrahamic/Davidic)
   c. It is in direct contrast to the one made with “their fathers” when He led them out 
       of Egypt (the one where, as it were, He “led them by the hand,” communicating 
       and demonstrating His gracious acts towards them) - the failings of the people 
       under this covenant demonstrating what we all are when seeking to “keep the 
       terms” of any “agreement” or “___________” with God on our own
   d. They “did not continue” in it - they did not and would not persevere in it (the 
       demands being too high and demonstrating their need for another way) - to this 
       day, though, most Jews still seek to fulfill the demands of the Law on their own 
       and will not repent from their misdirected repentance (repenting from sin but not 
       repenting to the Lord) - the answer to our inconsistency can only be found in the
       consistency (immutability) of God
   e. Under the Old Covenant, in comparison to what was coming, the Lord did not
     “care for them” as He would under the New Covenant - they were “disregarded”

This is partly the reason 
why the Spirit is called the 
“earnest of our inheritance” 
(Eph. 1:14, II Cor. 5:5) - we 
know we have the promises 
and we long for the final 
result of them all (“glory”)

This is part of the daily hope 
(expectation) that keeps us 
moving forward when con-
fronted with the inconsisten-
cies of our sin - we long for 
it!  II Cor. 5:2, “..longing to 
be clothed with our dwelling 
from heaven.”

This literal understanding 
harmonizes with the explana-
tions of Paul in Romans 11 - 
we, because of the disobedi-
ence of the Jewish people 
are “grafted” into God’s 
“planned purpose”

God used and will still use 
the Jews in the outworking 
of His plan.  It’s His plan, 
His way and does not reflect 
any greater significance 
in His using them than in 
His choosing to do so - this 
does not belittle Gentile 
believers, but magnifies the 
glory of God in the out-
working of His promises

The word “effect” (or “make 
in KJV) means to “complete 
entirely”, to “perfect”

Apart from Christ, we all 
presumptuously “take ad-
vantage” of God’s goodness, 
which, ironically, it is His 
goodness that works repen-
tance in us - Rom. 2:4

To “change one’s mind about 
sin” does not necessarily 
mean they have changed 
their mind (their life direc-
tion) to God’s answer for 
their sin - many feel bad 
about their sin but will not 
seek or follow God’s answer 
to it

glorified

proven

complete

careful

deal
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   f. The idea behind “disregarded” or “did not care for them” is in contrast to what is 
       about to be promised when God states that He will be a God to them - His care for 
       them (protection) would be removed and they would be led captive - just as it 
       happened in Jeremiah’s time 
   g. The promise of the new covenant came just as this was all beginning
  4. So, in contrast to the old, “This is the covenant I will make..” - vs. 10
   a. As with the Mosaic covenant, this one is made with Israel (and it is interesting 
       when describing the New Covenant that it is no longer Judah and Israel)
   b. This covenant comes “after those days” - which days?  The days as referenced in 
       verse 8 “the days that are _______________”
   c. What is about to be described is the full results of the finished covenant, some of 
       which we have seen the initial outworking (we have received the “surety”)
   d. For instance, “I will put my laws into their minds and I will write them upon their 
       hearts...” - the full affects (or realization of which) we have yet to see but we do 
       have the evidence of this in the Holy Spirit’s work within us - Php. 2:12-13
   e. The inward inclination to do what is right is a reminder of what is coming as well 
       as the frustration we feel when we long to do the right at all times, faced 
       with the reality of our life’s contradictions (the battles of the “new self” versus 
       the “old self” - Col. 3:5-11) - the time is coming (as promised in the results of the 
       New Covenant) when all we will desire and do will be right! - see Rev. 21:27, 22:14
   f. In contrast to the old covenant, the new will be “put into their minds” versus 
       something needing to be read and taught, and will be “written on their hearts” 
       where it will be innately desired - the old were written on tablets of stone and the 
       new will be “on the fleshly tablets of the heart” (II Cor. 3:3)
   g. This is comforting also realizing that as a result of God’s fulfillment of this 
       covenant, that we will not “__________” again or sin again
  5. “... and I will be their God and they shall be my people.” - vs. 10
   a. “The meaning is, that he would sustain to them the appropriate relation of a God; 
       or, if the expression may be allowed, he would be to them what a God should be, 
       or what it is desirable that men should find in a God.”  Barnes
   b. This God would do - the ideal concept of God being a God Who fulfills all that 
       needs to be done, not being ____________ upon His people - this in contrast to all 
       the so-called “gods” of the nations throughout history all being dependent on their 
       followers for the fulfillment of “salvation”
   c. Interestingly enough, all that are “in Christ” now, truly have God as their God and 
       rest in the fact that we are, because of Christ, His people - this is our __________ 
       now, though we still long for the complete reality of being His people in all 
       actuality (all desires and deeds included)
   d. This was a promise very familiar with these Jewish believers - it was reiterated in 
       Zechariah 8:1-8 and we still await the full finality as described in Revelation 21:3
   e. One of the concepts in the final phrase carrying the idea that they will have the 
       privilege of being His people - This was one of the concepts clarified by Peter to 
       the in I Peter 2:9-10 using a text directed at Israel and now, because of Christ, 
       affects Gentiles as well who are now to see their “nationality” with God
  6. “..they shall not teach everyone his brother..” - vs. 11
   a. As a result of the new covenant being fully realized, there will come a time when 
      the necessity to teach others to “know the Lord” will be no longer
   b. We see a partial realization of this now in the guidance of the Holy Spirit “into 
       all truth” - John 16:13

As if to communicate, “You 
see the pain now but keep 
focused on what is coming 
so as not to lose heart.”

Paul personifies this in 
Romans 7:22-24 - the “in-
ner man” agreeing with the 
“Law” while still waging 
war within his mind

Read also II Cor. 5:1-5 “...
longing to be clothed with 
our dwelling from heaven.”

This being the supreme 
difference between exter-
nal obedience versus inner 
obedience - the core of 
our focus should be on the 
inward

This is how we are to 
realize ourselves now... we 
are His people and are to 
identify ourselves as such 
(inwardly and outwardly) 
not allowing the identities of 
the age in which we live to 
become more of how we see 
ourselves

In reference to Hosea 1:9-10, 
and Paul referencing in Rom. 
9:25-26

fall

dependent

identity

coming
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   c. The end result of the process mentioned by the Lord in John 6:45 will be an in-
       dwelling of “knowing” God (not the knowing of God as in Romans 1) but one of 
       true knowing as one knows one of their family or a close friend
   d. We now see this process “in action” with the working of God’s Spirit “guiding 
        into all truth” (John 16) and is another assurance that we will not “fall” out of or 
       away from this covenant of God, seeing it is His work and working (though this 
       guidance and protection may be ___________________ for us at times) - Heb. 12
   e. “..for all will know me from the least to the greatest” - children will instinctively 
       know as much as those older or who might be considered of greater significance
   f. We have the precursor currently, now having the complete revealed Word of God 
       at our daily access whereas before, prophets would come and teach and the 
       learning would need to be disseminated to others
  7. How and why will this will happen - vs. 12
   a. This verse truly contains some of the most spectacular promises of all!  If these 
       promises sound too good to be true, it is only because we are still fully aware of 
       our sin and its consequences - see also Jer. 50:20 when sin will not be _________
   b. Sin, at its most basic essence, is rebellion against God and yet God’s promise is to 
       be “merciful to their iniquities” (the word for iniquities is adikia carrying the 
       broad idea of being without righteousness and being against what is right and just)
   c. To these He promises to be “merciful” (literally gracious, propitious) carrying the 
       ideas of both mercy and grace (not giving what is deserved to give what is not 
       deserved) - In Jer. 33:8 it also provides the concept of pardon by cleansing which 
       was also emphasized in Heb. 2:17
   d. The magnitude is seen clearer when spelling out what is being stated: God will be 
       gracious in light of their injustices, not “bearing in mind” their lawless-inspired 
       crossing over the “marks” of obedience to God’s laws - read Micah 7:18-20
   e. As a result of the complete implementation of this Covenant, ________ in any 
       capacity will no longer be a part of our lives or God’s dealings with us!
 C. “..in the saying `new,’ He hath made the first old, and what doth become obsolete and is old is 
      nigh disappearing.” (YLT) - vs. 13
  1. Just by using the word “new” in Jer. 33 he clarifies that the Mosaic covenant would be 
     (now is) the “old”
   a. What is the “________ ______” has fulfilled God’s purpose and must be replaced
   b. Though, as clarified throughout Hebrews, it (the Old Covenant) was fulfilled in 
       Christ by His meeting all its demands and perfections (not just in its morals but 
       in its ceremonial types picturing what would be required in dealing with 
       transgressions and failings in the inability of the people to keep their part of the 
       covenant) - as will be discussed further in chapter 9, all heading to what happened 
       when “Christ appeared as high priest...” - Heb. 9:11
  2. What is growing old  (the Mosaic Covenant) is now ready to disappear
   a. Its purpose, in the end, was to _____________ when no longer relevant (obsolete)
   b. We all can relate to the struggle we have when we consider this life will someday 
       also grow old, worn-out and will be ready to disappear from view - God has 
       promised a NEW heaven and a NEW earth reminding us that the old (the one we 
       now live) will wear-out and is slated to disappear - our attachments should not be 
       too strong in our hearts (affections) to the old! - see I Cor. 4:6-16; 15:30-34; II Cor. 4:7-18
  3. With these Hebrews, the reality of this was about to be profoundly seen with the soon to 
      come destruction of Jerusalem and the temple (A.D.70) which is believed to have been 10 
      years from the time of the writing of this epistle   

The credit of knowing and 
believing the Truth of God 
goes to His Spirit Who leads 
us to the Truth and into 
the Truth by His “anoint-
ing”, “gracing”- see I John 
2:19-27

The process of learning as 
we know it now will no 
longer be needed and will go 
away - refer to I Cor. 13:8-10

This being a concept they 
were familiar with in the 
sacrificial system

In II Cor. 5:16-17 it is 
stressed to the Christians at 
Corinth not to look on each 
other as we see ourselves 
now but as “new creations” 
versus the remnants of the 
old we still bear about in this 
world

sin

found

outworn

uncomfortable

disappear
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XVI. The Greater and Perfect Atonement In and Through the Greater and More Perfect Tabernacle - 9:1-14
 A. The direction of all that has been discussed since the beginning of this epistle is about to come to 
      a peak point when, in this chapter, the stress is placed upon the fact that all that had been 
      established under the Old Covenant ceremonial/sacrificial law was preparatory 
  1. As chapter eight began, stress was placed upon the reality of our having a High Priest who 
     “has taken His seat” and if this be the case, then what about the priestly work and temple 
      ordinances still being performed in Jerusalem (at that time)?
   a. This section continues where the discussion was diverted in 8:5
   b. All these things, the ordinances and the tabernacle (and all its contents) were a 
     “______________ and copy of the heavenly things”
  2. All these were designed to prepare them for what was coming (their reality) - just as we 
      are always to remember that the lives we now live are just “_______________” and 
      serve, in a sense, as preparation for what is coming - we do not live for this life!
 B. The first covenant had Divine regulations for a purpose - vs. 1-10
  1. The ordinances of worship (or service) under the Mosaic Covenant were not useless
   a. So, we would expect then (as will be discussed) the New Covenant will also have 
       Divine ordinances of worship/service
   b. These first ordinances were to be practiced (as first established by God Himself) 
       in an “earthly sanctuary” - by its very nature, materials and function, it 
       demonstrated temporality - it was leading to something else (even as the reality of 
       our bodies being “earthy” demonstrate they will not last in their present state)
  2. These ordinances and symbols were by instruction of God and were for His purposes
   a. There are many who strive to definitively explain what each piece of furniture in 
       the Tabernacle and all its aspects mean (or meant) as a type
   b. Following the lead of the text, we will not look to see anything more into these 
       items than is pertinent to the point of this passage - the writer does not explain 
       them nor is their underlying purpose necessary to where the point is heading 
   c. “Following an inspired example, we are on solid ground, and are not in danger. 
       But the moment we leave that, and attempt to spiritualize everything in the 
       ancient economy, we are in an open sea without compass or chart, and no one 
       knows to what fairy lands he may be drifted.” Barnes
  3. “There was a tabernacle” - vs. 2 - The descriptions of all these items begins in Ex. 25-30
   a. The tabernacle (about to be described) demonstrated that it’s practices would be 
       temporary and transient (just as it was established as a “tent” and was movable)
   b. There were two parts - an outer section (room) called the “Holy Place” and only 
       the priests could enter it as well as a an inner section/room called the “Holy of 
       Holies” in which was the Ark containing the “tablets of the Covenant”
   c. In this first area there was to be a “lamp stand” and at table for the “shewbread” 
       (carrying the idea of bread being before the _________ of God)
  4. The Holy of Holies with the Ark of the Covenant - vs. 3-5
   a. Behind the inner veil would be a sacred (holy) place within a holy place thus it’s 
       name (the Holiest of Holies) and would be such because this is where the 
       presence of God would be pictured (making the Tabernacle the “tent of meeting” 
       because this is where the High Priest would literally meet with God - ref. Ex. 27:21)
   b. The altar of incense appears to be described as being “in” the Holy of Holies 
       though in Exodus it is described as being in the Holy Place - this may be because 
       it is described as being right before the veil that separated both places as it was 
       used to enter the Holy of Holies with incense (they would enter 4 times - 
       1. Incense 2. Blood for Priest. 3. Blood for People 4. Remove Incense)

see Gal. 2:20

refer to James 5:7-8

see 9:5

see II Cor. 4:16

Just as a side note, it is 
always important for us to 
remember we do not need 
full understanding of all 
God says as a prerequisite 
to obedience - we follow 
Him regardless our personal 
assurance in our understand-
ing of the instruction or 
direction!

The Tabernacle and all 
its elements were to be 
considered sacred (holy) 
because of their association 
with God - even the incense 
ingredients and its make-up 
was not to be copied and 
used for personal (common) 
use - Ex. 30-37-38

As described in 8:1-2 and 
John 1:14 the Tabernacle was 
ultimately picturing Christ 
Himself (His body being the 
dwelling of God among men)

transitory

shadow

face
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   c. The Ark of the Covenant containing a jar of manna, Aaron’s rod that had 
       budded and the tablets (tables) of the covenant - again, without any detail as to 
       why each was significant to the symbolism we may speculate that the manna 
       served as reminder of who would be their provider (even when no natural means 
       could be anticipated), the budding rod that it is God Who establishes leadership 
       and order, and the tablets spelling out the basic tenants of the Law that were 
       required by God’s _______________
   d. Above the ark were the “cherubim of glory” - this is where they would “meet 
       with God” - Ex. 25:22 - this would demonstrate God’s presence among them
   c. These “overshadowing” the mercy seat (the Hebrew word in Ex. 25 meaning a 
      “covering” (kapporeth) and the Greek for “mercy seat” indicating a place of 
       expiation or atonement - this representing the place where their sin would be dealt 
       with (covered) by blood making “propitiation” (satisfaction) before God
  4. Ongoing sacrifices and ordinances unable to “complete” the conscience - vs. 6-10
   a. In dealing with sin, the priests were daily performing their services - the 
       significance of sin’s impact as an offence before God was clear - all would come 
       to offer their sacrifices, ________, throughout the year to deal with all known sins
   b. All these things were prepared for this - all a symbol (as a “parable” (vs. 9)
   c. Into the outer tabernacle they would go daily but into the inner (the Holy of 
       Holies) only the High Priest could enter once a year - the Day of Atonement was a 
       day set aside to deal with the sins not yet _______________ (sins of ignorance)
   d. This concept of dealing with unknown sins should be one of the greatest examples 
       that would drive practicers of self-righteous religions away from their self-
       confidence - as is so often stated, “We don’t know what we don’t know” so we 
       must have a complete, eternal sacrifice for sins on which to rely (unrelated to 
       personal works of righteousness) to deal with the innumerable sins of which we 
       are unaware (usually sins of __________________!)
   e. The Holy Spirit “signifying” by means of the “outer tabernacle” (the earthly one) 
       that the true/real way to God would not be revealed as long as the earthly 
       tabernacle was still standing - the removal of the old should welcome the new
   f. By the temporal nature of the elements that made up the tabernacle, the Holy 
       Spirit was demonstrating that the “Holy Place” was yet to be revealed once these 
       symbols had fulfilled their purpose - _____________ founded in faith was 
       required versus a faithless clinging to the symbol over the purposed fulfillment 
       (to come) - it does not imply that no provision was made to deal with their sins,
       only that their ability to actually go into this holiest of places themselves had not 
       yet been revealed - More of this is discussed in II Cor. 3:4-18
   g. As stressed in verse 7, the High Priest would not enter the Holy of Holies “with-
       out blood” - as will be discussed in 9:22, without bloodshed, there would be no 
       freedom, release or liberty from sin - perfect blood would bring a perfect conscience 
       - it is key to remember that these Israelites were saved by faith through grace also 
       (faith in God’s provision to deal with their sin in grace)
   h. As clarified by Paul in Eph. 2:5-6, by God’s means (provided in Grace) we are 
      “seated with Him in heavenly places” - this is our standing ________!
   i. “..in keeping with it, both gifts and sacrifices are offered, though incapable of 
       satisfying the conscience of the worshiper;” (TCNT) - vs. 9 - These practices could 
       not “make complete” the conscience with the realization more sin was coming 
       which would need to be dealt with - inwardly knowing more sacrifice was needed 
       to deal with their sin - though now we are to know differently

Each clearly reminders of 
God’s authority (thus Israel’s 
failures to keep and measure-
up) and all of this covered by 
the “Mercy Seat” requiring 
blood for the “covering”

A reminder of God’s 
position “abiding above the 
cherubim” and is creator 
of heaven and earth - Isa. 
37:16 - never lose sight of 
Who you’re dealing with!

Continually their sin was 
before them (as in Psa. 50:3) 
as well as the costs to cover 
them

Lev. 16 describes this day

Christ’s complete/perfect 
sacrifice would be the only 
means to one “perfect in 
conscience”

Any relying on the old 
(salvation sought by earthly 
ordinances/works) would 
not see the real solution - the 
“outer” must be removed

Traditions, practices and 
rituals must never be the ob-
jects of our faith but simply 
“faith-focusers” keeping us 
looking faithfully for God’s 
purpose in them

This again reiterates the 
significance of the reality 
of being “in Christ”

The full sense of guilt 
(which hinders relationship 
and communication) could 
only be taken away by the 
Son of God Himself

daily

covered

imperfection

patience

holiness

now
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   j. These external practices related only to the physical (food, drink, washings and 
       other disciplines related to the body) which could not, in and of themselves, make 
       their consciences feel ______________
   k. Even today those who rely on outward rituals to deal with a guilty conscience 
       will find it lacking - true “relief” was based in faith in God’s purposes in them and 
       that in submission to His solution,  He would deal with their sin
   l. Beware “conscience quick-fixers” - works, practices or even “sacrifices” we make 
      to appease our conscience rather than being continually open/dependent with God
  5. “..until a time of reformation.” - vs. 10
   a. All of these practices and pictures all waited till things “be made straight”, to 
     “rectify” (make into an unmixed, pure state making all things right, as they should be)
   b. These “impositions” of regulations were very important in the picturing of what 
       God would do (perfect) in the Christ... in Christ alone! - no one else and nothing else
   c. The completed work of Christ clearly demonstrated the completion (fulfillment) 
       of all that had been pictured as well as demonstrating that the work to deal with 
       sin by providing a complete life of righteousness to be imputed to our account - 
       this “reformation” of the ceremonial system of the Law provides a truly pure 
       conscience before the all-seeing eyes of God
 C. “But when Christ appeared...” - vs. 11-14
  1. It is important to note He is referenced strictly as “Christ” in this verse - He, as Messiah, 
      the “Anointed One”, the “Promised One” - the focal point, purpose of all the symbols
   a. He would come as Prophet, Priest, King and ________________!
   b. This would, no doubt, have been difficult for anyone under the Mosaic Covenant 
        to have anticipated that all these types could be fulfilled in one person

   c. We do not want to be guilty of being someone who does not believe God is at 
       work or is not faithful because we do not see what we ______________  
  2. He came as the “High Priest of good things to come” - vs. 11
   a. His accomplishments all look forward and not backward all included in these 
     “good things to come” - the ceremonial law symbolized these - see 10:1
   b. And He came bringing all these things “through the greater and more perfect 
       tabernacle” which was the body of Christ - in which dwelt “the fullness of the 
       _______________ bodily” - see Col. 2:9
   c. Many see the “tabernacle” referenced here as Heaven itself though they may be 

These being “pressed upon” 
them - of these we have been 
“relieved” by the com-
plete work of Christ - Acts 
15:10,28

At best these are temporary 
and unfulfilling

This time had come with 
Christ and later, Paul 
emphasized to Timothy that 
their goal was to be true love 
(primarily of God) stem-
ming from a “pure heart”, 
a “good conscience” and 
“genuine faith” all found 
only in Christ’s work, not 
our works of the Law - see 
I Tim. 1:3-7

Each symbol was fulfilled 
in Christ - He was the 
Tabernacle not made with 
hands in which God dwelt 
among men.  He was High 
Priest who offered not only 
the sacrifice for sins but 
was the Sacrifice Him-
self.  As Prophet He would 
speak the words of God.  
And as King, He rules over 
all and will come, finally, 
as King of all the earth.

The Jews in the time of Christ were only seeking a prophet and conquering king; not a 
Saviour coming as priest, sacrifice and the real tabernacle of God itself.

C h r i s t  F u l F i l l s  A l l

Take away the deity of 
Christ as the cults do and we 
no longer have this “more 
perfect” tabernacle not made 
with hands

Tabernacle

complete

Godhead

expect
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      mixing terms - the “tabernacle” as used in 8:2 is in reference to His body and it is 
       by means of His body (through) He entered “the Holy Place”, Heaven itself - 9:24
   d. The “good things” and “reformation” are so because sin is finally, fully dealt with 
   e. He entered “the Holy Place” as High Priest of high priests - He was and will 
       always be the ultimate “go-between”  (mediator) for God and man - all others are 
       ______________ - no one comes to the Father but through Him - John 14:6
   f. God performed this through Christ in a tabernacle “not of this creation” - this and 
       several other references clarifying that nothing physical, of this creation, performs 
       or truly lends to our salvation - faith is in Christ’s work and not the “tangible, 
       sacred” items/rituals of this world - beware ascribing “holy power” to _________!
   g. “.. not made with hands,” - being specially “fitted”  or performed by God Himself - 
       see I Cor. 5:1 (new bodies) and Col. 2:11 (circumcision - sign of the covenant)
  3. He entered the “Holy Place” (Heaven) “...through His own blood...” - vs. 12
   a. Purification (cleansing) from sin was symbolized in the sacrifices and in the 
       blood being shed and placed upon the Mercy Seat (on the Day of Atonement)
   b. It would not be through the blood of “goats and bulls” that He would enter 
       Heaven (the presence of God) for these were only “stand-ins” for the real thing - 
       it is interesting to consider that He would then be our “stand-in” for purification, 
       sanctification and justification - the Old Testament sacrifices were symbolic of 
       Christ’s sacrifice, but His sacrifice would be actual, and real in covering our sin
   c. “The blood sacrifices of the Old Testament expiatory and cleansing rituals 
       possessed efficacy only because God connected them with the eternally 
       efficacious blood of his own son.”  Lenski - it was not the substance of blood in 
       itself that was “cleansing” but was its connection with being for the purpose of 
       expiation (full payment for sins)
   d. This picture, this reality is even more impressive in realizing it was the plan of 
       God finally seen as it had been planned before the foundation of the world - Rev. 13:8
    e. He “entered the Holy Place” (the abode of God - Heaven) as was the Holiest of 
       Holies in the tabernacle where the presence of God was  - this most formal of 
       processes occurred before the most formal of all places!
   f. Here He entered “once for all” - this would not be repeated (nor would it need 
       to be) - to question God’s forgiveness for sins in our own lives is to stand against 
        the __________________ of this work - thus one will lack evidences of growth as 
       discussed in II Peter 1:9 because they have forgotten their “purification” - this 
       brings with it other doubts needing reassurance in God’s “calling and choosing” 
       leading back to a practice of “these things” (referenced in the previous verses in II 
       Peter) and an assurance that they will never _____________ (utterly fall)
   g. It’s “once for all” because it is an “eternal redemption” - By His own blood, He 
     “ransomed” us (paid the price to free us from God’s judgment for sin and by it 
       purchase us for God) - our lives are His and as His redemption payment is eternal 
      (perpetual, without end) so is our life with and by means of Him eternally
  4. The sacrifice without blemish cleanses the conscience from “dead works” - vs. 13-14
   a. If the blood of these sacrificial animals can ceremonially clean (sanctify) the flesh 
       how could it be seen differently that the blood of Christ is of infinitely greater 
       value and effectiveness?
   b. The reference to the ashes of the heifer is significant in its reference to the 
       required ceremonial cleansing for any that had come in contact with a corpse - 
       they were required to  have these ashes applied to them when mixed with water
   c. All these picturing the required sacrifice for a covering of sin and all impurity 

see I Tim. 1:5

This being in harmony with 
the core idea of “good” 
when used with God - it is 
good in the fulfilling of His 
purposes

Church building, relics 
or items of any sort could 
only be “holy” in as much 
as they are used and not in 
any internal “power” they 
are attributed by self-pro-
claimed “holy men” - seek 
holiness only in Christ and 
never in self, people or things

This ultimate picture of our 
inability to accomplish our 
salvation in any capacity 
should serve as an ongoing 
reminder that we cannot 
accomplish anything of 
eternal worth apart from 
Christ’s work in us by the 
Holy Spirit

It was not the death of 
Christ in and of itself that 
saved us as much as it was 
His death FOR us, on our 
behalf, that saved us

Eph. 1:7, Col. 1:14

read I Cor. 6:20 and 7:23

see Numbers 19

things

imposters

effectiveness

stumble
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   d. These ceremonial practices and sacrifices cleansed the “flesh,” and as mentioned 
       already, were only efficacious in the dealing with real sin inasmuch as God 
       ________________ and applied it to the blood of Christ
   e. But if these animal sacrifices could be so profoundly used in this way, how much 
       more will the blood of the Messiah cleanse?
   f. “The defilements which befall believers are many, and some of them unavoidable 
       whilst they live in this world; yea, the best of their services have defilements 
       adhering to them.  Were it not that the blood of Christ, in its purifying virtue, is 
       in a continual readiness unto faith, that God had therein had opened a fountain for 
       sin and uncleanness, the worship of the church would not be acceptable unto Him.  
       In a constant application thereunto, doth the exercise of faith consist.”  John Owen
   g. Our faith is resting constantly in this absolute reality - read carefully I Peter 1:13-21 
       all entailing a hope (expectation) firmly fixed on grace, causing a reverential 
       approach to the lives we have while on this earth, realizing we were redeemed by 
       the precious blood of the unblemished and spotless lamb of God; all to keep our 
       faith and hope singularly ______________ in God
   h. He offered Himself “through His eternal spirit” - not only did He offer Himself as 
       one with a spirit (in contrast to that of animals - compare with Rom. 12:1-2 and 
       our “thinking” service/sacrifice), but He had an eternal spirit - see also I Pet. 3:18
   i. He was the absolute ideal of moral perfection: not only was He without fault but 
       He was full of moral excellence... not just without sin, but being Himself all goodness
   j. His willing, selfless offering for us is to serve as an ongoing motivator and 
       example for us as stressed in Eph. 5:1-7 (“imitators of God”)
   k. The end result (practical outcome) being a cleansed conscience realizing, “As 
       contact with a dead body defiled ceremonially (compare the allusion, “ashes of an 
       heifer,” Heb 9:13), so dead works defile the inner consciousness spiritually.”  JFB
   l. The conscience is the location of _________ and must be addressed honestly (and 
       actually) if all guilt is to be dealt with - the religious and sacrificial “works” as 
       well as all other “works of death” (sin) can only find their relief in what Christ did 
       on our behalf before God
   m. All else leads to an unclean conscience even in spite of all the efforts of man’s 
       ingenuity to shift blame, excuse and redefine sin - the conscience is the part of 
       us the “knows along with” God and cannot be effectively “put down” without 
       substantial effort - a “dead conscience” being the most “dangerous” of all
   n. To be “clear” a conscience must have an honest confrontation with the reality of 
       personal sin and have it dealt with completely (as our conscience, by design, is 
       ______________ and is damaged when we play “mind-games” with it!)
   o. In contrast is the cleansed conscience now truly free to “serve the living God” - 
       all other “service” and “worship” are tainted with the defilements of self-effort to 
       deal with sin in our own effort (stemming from a _______ partially placed in self)
   p. God is the “living God” thus demanding a living sacrifice and “living” works 
       of service and worship (all now possible because of Christ) - as was discussed, 
       our perspective is now a “bold” approach to God (throne of grace) because of 
       Christ - Heb. 4:16
   q. Beware, though, the self-pride of not accepting as effective the forgiveness and 
       cleansing that comes from and through Christ’s complete work!  Some strive to 
       simply appreciate what was done but refuse to accept the forgiveness of sins, 
       continually holding their own sins against themselves believing this to somehow 
       be a moral act and response

This is where a “clean con-
science” rests when looking to 
deal with the inconsistencies 
arising from sins invasive and 
pervasive affects

This is our motivator and sus-
tainer through life and our firm 
comfort in death!

See John 10:18 where Christ 
makes it clear that He gives 
His life and takes it back 
again

The conscience yearns for a 
trustworthy solution

We do not want to be those 
seeking to deal with guilt in an 
artificial way for in so doing, 
our conscience is hardened, 
seared, defiled and deadened

see I John 1:7
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partial pursuit of personal 
merit before God
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XVII.  Christ, the Mediator of the New Covenant and Testator of the “Will” - 9:15-22
 A. There has been much debate over these verses regarding the use for the word “covenant”
  1. The word translated “covenant” in verse 15 in the NASB is translated in the KJV as “Testament”
   a. Many strive to avoid the concept of a “will” (last will and testament) trying to 
       keep the word for “covenant” in a strict (more limiting) sense
   b. Though this unnecessary fear robs the profound point that what has been a 
       covenant from the beginning has become a ______________ to us (seeing the
       inheritance that has been brought about by this work of Christ!)
   c. The word for “covenant” can be used in both senses (as illustrated here) and this
       was a further concept revealed in the excellency of Christ - He would ratify the
       covenant with His blood and would “inaugurate” the “testament” with His death
       (and above all this He would mediate both - being the “go-between” in the 
       covenant and the means of administering the “will” bringing together the 
       _______________ of both by paying the price demanded and all requirements)
  2. To “serve the living God” (to make this possible) Christ mediates the New Covenant - vs. 15
   a. The more we are shown of what was accomplished in the work of Christ, the 
       clearer it becomes how dependent we are on Him in any service we are privileged 
       to do (be allowed and “graced” to do) for the True, Living, Almighty God! - all 
       other “works” fall under the category of “___________ works”
   b. He is the mediator as referenced in 8:6 (which is where this verse is now picking-up)
   c. He “goes between” ourselves and God and between our sins and God (thus the 
       usage of the phrase “redemption of the transgressions” and not “transgressors”)
  3. The first concept addressed would have been of profound interest to his readers and has 
       been a question of many Christians over the centuries - what about the sins and salvation 
       of those under the Old Testament that died before Christ came?
   a. This “redemption” was for all the sins committed under the first covenant - the 
       context would suggest this apply to the _____________ covenant since this is the 
       contrasting focus being addressed - Rom. 2 addresses the “law” before the “Law”
   b. Read Col. 2:8-15 dealing with Christ’s work and the handling of the “certificate of 
       debt against us” and His “nailing it to His cross” - see also Isa. 53:10-12
   c. Even without knowing how, Israel obeyed the sacrificial laws trusting that their 
       sins would be “expiated” before God - this was salvation by faith (God’s method) 
       and His provision for sin (even the symbols) was His grace - grace through faith!
  4. “Those who have been called..” receive the inheritance - vs. 15
   a. This reveals the core of what salvation is - it is a redemption from our 
      “transgressions” (literally our “side-steppings” of the law and holiness) by the 
       blood sacrifice of Christ for sin and His death to bring the promises to “the called” 
      (literally those “summoned” by God) - these are “the called” “foreknown - see Eph. 1:11
       according to His ______________” (Rom. 8:29) - see also Rom. 8:16-17
   b. The inheritance is eternal (in contrast to all other inheritances that could be sought) - 
       compare this idea to Moses in Heb. 11:24-26
   c. This is the inheritance for which we are to __________ realizing from where our 
       inheritance comes (our treasure in life) - read Col. 3:22-24
  5. As with a testament, there must first be the death of the “testator” - vs. 16-17
   a. Some object to this concept stating that God is would need to be the “testator” and 
       that He did not die - they should refer to II Cor. 5:17-19 (God in Christ)
   b. This is more than just a will being enacted when the one who made it dies since it 
       this inheritance required a blood sacrifice and a sacrificial death
   c. Though a “will” is fitting in the sense also that the testator “earns” the inheritance 
       and it is transferred upon their death - one receives what another ______________

What has been revealed in 
Christ was the ironic fact 
that He was not only the 
priest and sacrifice of the 
new covenant, but He is 
also the Mediator of the 
covenant between God and 
men and by His sacrificial 
death, He not only pays 
the debt, but initiates  the 
promised inheritance
So, to keep track, Christ is 
Prophet, Priest, Sacrifice, 
King, High Priest, Tabernacle, 
Mediator and Testator

see I Pet. 4:2; II Cor. 6:16; 
I Tim. 3:15; Heb. 3:12

Moses acted as mediator in 
the initiation of the “old cov-
enant” though it was only a 
mediation of communication

Though it would be safe to 
assume all other sins could 
only be redeemed through 
Christ as well - sacrifices 
started with Abel (and most 
likely before)

For another description of this 
inheritance, read I Peter 1:1-9
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   d. The comparison to a “will” was necessary to demonstrate the covenant promises 
       were now (in the new covenant) to be an inheritance granted - the old covenant 
       was one of precepts while the new covenant is one of _________________
   e. The concept of the testament is illustrative using human terms and practices to
       illustrate a concept - Gal. 3:15 - “To give a human example, brethren: no one 
       annuls even a man’s will, or adds to it, once it has been ratified.” (RSV)
   f. All of this bringing about our becoming “joint-heirs” with Christ (Rom. 8:17) 
       which is preceded with the statement of our being “heirs of God” - this is not an 
       obscure statement, but one of clear fact - our ultimate inheritance is not so much 
      “Heaven,” eternal life and eternal bliss as much as it is the actual “receiving” again 
       God ________________ - this is what Christ restores... our lost fellowship and 
       relationship with God which will truly be our “Heaven”!
 B. The necessity of blood being offered/shed to ratify the covenant - vs. 18-22
  1. There may be some who would say that the death of Christ was all that was necessary and 
      that the mode of death was either not important or irrelevant
   a. This would be in direct contradiction to the following verses - these verses are
       clear (especially as illustrated in the sacrificial types) that blood had to be shed - it had 
       to be a ______________ death! - compare to Lev. 17:11
   b. It is futile to debate otherwise for in doing so the “bloody” verses to follow seem 
       unnecessary (though they are essential in demonstrating Christ’s fulfillment)
  2. The first “covenant” was not inaugurated without blood - vs. 18-20
   a. This is in reference to the covenant at Sinai in Ex. 24, though the description of it 
       entails more than just that account (incorporating other ceremonial practices)
   b. The covenant ceremony was preceded by a recounting, verbally, of ALL the 
       “words of the Lord” and His “judgments” - Ex. 24:3 - Israel then, in unanimity, 
       confirmed to “do” them 
   c. After the reading (and writing down) these words/commands, Moses sprinkled the 
       blood of the covenant on the “book itself” and on the people - there has been 
       much debate over this because the sprinkling of the “roll” (book) is not referenced 
       in Ex. 24, though the text here is clear that the book was also sprinkled
   d. The book (of the laws) would also need the blood applied to be “kept” - the 
       transgression of these laws was only covered by blood, and it would be by the 
       ___________________ of the final sacrifice that these laws would be fulfilled - 
       this is a profound picture and we need not seek to grammatically exegete it away!
   e. The blood was sprinkled on the people - the blood would need to be applied for 
       the atoning of sins (it had to be applied to them, upon them demonstrating not 
       only how it would be fulfilled in Christ, but the blood of the covenant being “on 
       them” - the “blood-guiltiness” would be upon them in failing to keep it) - the 
       covenant broken could only be satisfied with blood because with blood it was ratified
   f. Based on this, these Hebrew Christians should not struggle with the idea of 
       Christ’s death being necessary since death was necessary in the inauguration of 
       the first, though as stressed in this verse (18), it was not without blood - death and 
       blood were both apart of the “Mosaic covenant” of Ex. 24
   g. “This is the blood of the covenant..” which is essentially quoted by Christ only in 
       the inauguration of the new covenant - Mt. 26:28 (for “remission of sins”) - the 
       first ratified by a sacrificial death and the second ratified by the same
  3. The sprinkling of (cleansing) blood in the tabernacle - vs. 21
   a. Though “sacred” in their purpose, they were continually defiled/polluted by sinful 
       men (for whom the blood sacrifices were necessary)

While the “will-maker” 
lives, there is the perception 
of the possible alteration of 
the will so death is necessary 
not only to activate the will, 
but to confirm the contents

see Psa. 16:5 - the Lord is our 
inheritance (the “portion”) - 
read also Jer. 10:12-16

For other references, see Eph. 
1:7, Gal. 1:16, Col. 1:14,20

Though God had Moses 
teach them a song indicating 
they would fall away because 
they would break “My cov-
enant” - Deut. 31:14-22 and 
then the song in Deut. 32

Some try to place the book 
with the things taken (the 
blood, water, scarlet, wool 
and hyssop) - in other 
words, having taken the 
blood, water... and the book

This would also be a direct 
picture of the covenant being 
ratified by blood

Read also I Pet. 1:2

Note that the word for “in-
augurated” is translated as 
such because it is the bring-
ing in of something new: 
this is not the continuation 
of the Abrahamic covenant.

The first ratified by blood 
to obligation (commands) 
the second ratified by blood 
to pardon of commands 
broken and disregarded
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   b. “..every thing used by sinful man is polluted, and that nothing can be acceptable in 
        the sight of a holy God that has not in effect the sprinkling of the atoning blood.”
   c. This is another illustration of the  “infectiousness” of sin - it permeates even into 
       the “religious” and “holy” practices and “_______________” - the best of “holy”
       worship and service we can develop is still unacceptable if not somehow truly
       under the blood of Christ (in Christ)
   d. Our “service” (ministries) must be “on His terms” and this is best seen and 
       accomplished as we see ourselves as “defined” in Him
  4. The pattern under the Law was that there was no remission of sin without bloodshed - vs. 22
   a. “Most things” were cleaned with blood - some things were purified with water, fire 
       and oil though all that related to sin was cleaned with blood
   b. Without blood actually being “spilled out,” there could be no pardoning of sin - 
       this lends further emphasis for the necessity of Christ’s blood sacrifice - sin is not 
       forgiven by repentance, penance, self-sacrifice and our attempts at righteousness 
       through our own effort/works - we repent because of forgiveness not to be _______
   c. It is not the blood of animals, other people or even ourselves but it is by the blood of 
       Christ alone - apart from Him there is no salvation - Acts 4:12; 10:43; I Tim. 2:5-6

XVIII. Christ, In The Presence of God For Us - 9:23-28
 A. If the “patterns” (copies) required cleansing, so much the more the actual “heavenly things” - vs. 23
  1. There has been a great deal of discussion and debate on this verse and there are many 
      answers offered as to why “heavenly things” needed purification
   a. Some relate it to the fall of Satan and that now Christ cleanses Heaven itself of this 
       defilement (the residual affects of Satan’s fall)
   b. Others answer the “heavenly things” as being the people in Heaven and those yet to 
       come there (this cleansing, actually, their sins)
   c. These may sound reasonable (and others) but they don’t fit the context being addressed
  2. The “heavenly things” had earthly counterparts acting as “patterns” - the earthly were 
      intended to be the tabernacle and all the furniture - these all serving as symbols of access 
      to the ______________ of God Himself and what was required to achieve
   a. These “spiritual concepts” needed the actual purifying of Christ’s sacrifice to be 
       truly pure - these being God’s _____________ of payment, His Holiness met, His
       judgement of sin paid for - these are the “heavenly things”
   b. These were met in full with “better sacrifices” (the plural being used to 
       demonstrate that Christ sacrifice fulfilled all sacrifices) 
   c. We see this symbolically demonstrated in the original example to which this 
       passage speaks - in Ex. 24, after the blood of the sacrifice was sprinkled on the 
       people and the other objects we see Moses, Aaron, Nadab, Abihu and seventy 
       elders “____ God” and they were not struck dead (and they even “ate and drank”)
 B.  For Christ did not enter a mere copy of the true “Holy Place” - vs. 24
  1. Christ entered Heaven itself (the eternal “abode” of God) - this was the ___________
   a. God being the actuality of holiness and righteousness itself and His presence 
       being, for a sinner, a place of dread
   b. Yet, Christ, having taken all our sin upon Himself and having met all the demands 
       of covering (expiating) that sin, proved as much by coming into the very 
       presence of God - we saw His conquering of sin by His victory over death at His 
       resurrection, but it is only by special revelation we see the greatest evidence of 
       victory over sin as shown in this verse!
  2. Yet, even more profoundly, He went there “FOR US” - He lived righteousness in our 
      stead, died in our stead, arose to bring us new life and presents us before God

Clarke

Read Gal. 2:15-3:5 - It is 
not by the “works of the 
Law” we are justified but our 
“living” (even while in this 
flesh) is to be seen as have 
been “crucified with Christ” 
and by His blood, it is Christ 
living in me!

True repentance is a result 
of rebirth stemming from 
a realization of the  cost, 
covering and effectiveness 
of Christ’s sacrifice for us - 
see Rom. 2:4; II Tim. 2:25

There is no need to 
assume that there are 
actual counterparts of 
furniture (tabernacle) 
in Heaven - these were 
types of something else

This is illustrated by Paul 
in Romans 4:25-5:2 - We 
have peace with God 
through Him and now have 
this introduction into God’s 
presence and this introduc-
tion by grace!

Ex. 24:9-11 - this also allow-
ing us a glimpse of what is 
to come in the full realiza-
tion of our inheritance

See Isa. 6:1-7 for a picture 
of this
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  3. This was (and is) a place “made without hands” - this distinguishes it from the tabernacle 
      (and temple) and emphasizes, again, that this process is not done by any means of this 
      material world (no building compares to the presence of God in Heaven!)
   a. This, now, was for the purpose of _______________ (which is ongoing) - 7:25
   b. This concept is also discussed in Eph. 4:8-10 when discussing the grace we 
       received (as a result of this victorious entrance into Heaven) - the measure of 
       Christ’s gift which, in turn, translates into the “gifts” given to us (Eph. 4:11-15)
   c. Using the example (and wording) of Psalm 68:18, Paul demonstrates Christ’s  vic-
       tory over His enemies (having “ascended on high”) He led “captive a host of captives”
   d. He who “ascended” on high was the One that descended to the earth (in His 
       incarnation) and having fulfilled His victory He ascended (into Heaven itself) that 
       He might “fill all things” (thus fulfilling what He promised to His disciples that 
       He would always be with them - Mt. 28:20)
   e. These captives are two-fold - first, they are the conquered ____________ paraded 
       before the people as defeated foes (sin, Satan and all of his) as was a common 
       custom after a victory over an enemy - and second, some of these captives (who 
       once were the subjects of sin) are now made the subjects (slaves) of their 
       conqueror - this would be us!
   f. The result (as described in Eph. 4) was “gifts given to men” - Paul goes on to 
       describe these gifts starting in verse 11 and, interestingly, these are gifts given for 
       the purpose of “building  up of the body of Christ” with the goal of attaining the 
      “unity of the faith” - this is a result of Christ’s intercession for us the “measure of
       the stature which _____________ to us in the fullness of Christ”
   g. Our position/standing before God is defined in Christ! - no other means could 
       make us complete (perfect) enough to be presented before God - this for us!
 C. Christ came to, once for all, “put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself” - vs. 25-27
  1. It would be essential to these Jewish Christians to make it clear that this truly was a 
      one-time sacrifice (in contrast to the ongoing sacrifices they had always known)
   a. It was natural with them (as it is with many professing believers today) to view 
       their sin (and the need for payment) in a strictly linear fashion
   b. Many treat the concept of ___________ this way making it a form of an ongoing 
      “expiation” in dealing with the sins they have committed since their rebirth
   c. “He suffered to the full, the whole curse of the law; hence, any further offering or 
       atonement would be highly blasphemous.”  Pink
  2. The priests would offer “year by year” but would not suffer and would not present before 
      God their own blood - not only could their blood not atone for sin, but even the blood of 
      the animal sacrifices would not truly do - it had to be the blood of “Immanuel”
  3. If it were not this way He would have had to “suffer often since the foundation of the 
      world” - each generation would have needed His sacrifice to be repeated for their sin
   • It is important for us to realize that allowing any concept of Christ’s sacrifice 
      needing to be _____________ (even in Heaven) cheapens its true value
  4. His atoning work made His time on earth the “consummation of the ages” - vs. 26
   a. This phrase literally means the “entire completion (fulfillment) of the ages”
   b. All of time focuses on this moment as the pinnacle of the work of God in Christ - 
       all of God’s glorified, holy, righteous purposes converged at this point in time
   c. So, for the linear thinkers, it is important to see it more from God’s perspective 
       than our own; all that came before Christ and all that comes after Him look to this 
       point for the atonement for sin - in this one occurrence we see God’s goodness, 
       holiness, righteousness, sovereignty and justice fulfilled in Christ

The tabernacle was 
just a mere copy 
(representation) of 
coming before God’s 
presence (and what 
was required)

Paul’s use of this Psalm is 
not as much exegesis as it 
is the use of an illustration 
- a victory in the return of 
the Ark of the Covenant 
or the conquering of Jeru-
salem (Zion)

As in Rom. 6:17-18 we were 
the slaves of sin, but now hav-
ing been freed from sin (be-
cause sin as our former master 
has been defeated) we are now 
the “slaves to righteousness”

Not only did His entering 
Heaven provide and prove to 
be our salvation, but it also 
demonstrates our standing be-
fore God; even while we live 
out our lives on the earth

His sacrifice for us is not 
only efficacious, but is 
eternally efficacious

see I Pet. 1:17-21

This phrase also carries 
the idea of this being the 
“dispensation” in which 
all the  purposes of God 
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   d. “He has been manifested” - He was “revealed” by God - He Who was the 
       “mystery” behind all the symbols wrapped up in the tabernacle and the sacrificial 
        practices has been “rendered apparent” - the “___________” is no longer needed!
   e. The timing of God (in the sending of Christ) was at the “fullness of times” - this 
       was the point in history that God knew to be best to reveal Christ - Gal. 4:1-7 - He 
       came “born of a woman” (as God had stated He would come as the “seed of the 
       woman” (Gen. 3:15) and of a virgin (Isa 7:14)), “born under the Law” so as to 
       fulfill all the Law, thus being the perfect sacrifice, bringing with His work the 
       ultimate conclusion of the “___________ of sons” (seeing before this we were the 
      “slaves to those which by nature are no gods” (Gal. 4:8))
   f. This all occurs realizing He was manifested to “put away” sin (a common legal 
       word in making something ___________ by setting it aside (disannulling it))
   g. All of this accomplished “by the sacrifice of Himself” - He laid down His life (the 
       High Priest offers Himself as the sacrifice for sins)
  5. One sacrifice seeing it is “appointed for men to die once..” - vs. 27
   a. This “appointment of and with death” is a result of the sentence pronounced upon 
       mankind in Gen. 3:19 - this is appointed to “man” and not angels
   b. The Christ, taking upon Him the consequence of all our sin died once (as was 
       appointed) - “That there is no place for a repeated offering of Christ is further 
       shown by reference to the lot of men in general. The very idea is absurd; for men 
       die once, and judgment follows. Christ was man, and Christ died. He will not 
       come to earth to live and die again. Christ died, but judgment did not follow in 
       His case. On the contrary, He became ____________ of all.”  Vincent
   c. Though this text is clarifying the “once for all sacrifice/death” of Christ, it is one 
       of the proof texts that the wicked live on after death (and are judged)
   d. It is the realization of this “appointment with death” that should affix our focus 
       and faith upon the complete work of Christ so as to be ready for “the judgment” - 
       everyone we meet is under this condemnation (as ones on death-row) though the 
       day of __________ (when this appointed sentence is to occur) is not known by us
   e. “If men, therefore, neglect to avail themselves of the benefits of the atonement 
       here, the opportunity will be lost for ever. In that changeless state, which 
       constitutes the eternal judgment, no sacrifice will be again offered for sin; there 
       will be no opportunity to embrace that Saviour who was rejected here on earth.”  
 D. We are those “eagerly awaiting” His appearing - vs. 28
  1. This verse is an interesting picture that concludes this section
   a. In the days of the tabernacle, those watching on the day of atonement would have 
       seen Aaron go into the Holy Place (out of their sight) bearing the blood of the 
       atoning sacrifice for their sin
   b. The eagerly awaited moment would have been to see Aaron come out of the 
       tabernacle indicating the acceptance of the sacrifice for their sins
  2. For we who have the ultimate High Priest, this anticipation is far greater
   a. Christ will appear again with reference to salvation (the final culmination of our 
       salvation) and not with reference to sin since that has been dealt with in His 
      “having been offered once to bear the sins of many”
   b. We are those who “love His coming” knowing our sins are gone! - we not only 
       long for “Heaven” but long to see first-hand the One who paid our price - our 
       gratefulness for this is to begin ___________ and now
  3. We are to be characterized as those that are looking for Him (His coming) - see II Tim. 
      4:6-8 - we expect His coming, we long for it, we live in light of His coming

“At what time it was expedi-
ent that the Son of God 
should be revealed to the 
world, it belonged to God 
alone to judge and deter-
mine. This consideration 
ought to restrain all curiosi-
ty. Let no man presume to be 
dissatisfied with the secret 
purpose of God, and raise a 
dispute why Christ did not 
appear sooner.”  Calvin

see Col. 2:13-15 - the 
condemnation our sins being 
“taken out of the way”

See Rev. 20:11-15 where 
those judged according to 
their works are are thrown 
into the Lake of fire - there 
is no condemnation to those 
“in Christ”

see also John 5:26-29
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XIX. Living In The Results of Our Seated High Priest - 10:1-18
 A. Many, knowing the sacrifice of Christ, still live their lives in the ____________ of sin
  1. A good majority of the preceding chapters were written and developed not just with the 
      intention of comparing Judaism with true Christianity, but it was also put forth to prove 
      the ____________ dealing with sin (sin must not be our focus in any way)
   a. For how could someone truly “eagerly” be awaiting His coming if there was even 
       a slight chance that any of their sins would be uncovered by His blood?
   b. It is key to keep in mind the word for sin used here is “amartia” 
        demonstrating the idea of “missing the mark” (not perfectly/completely staying 
       within the laws of God as well as not fulfilling their lawful obligations dictated in 
       the Law) - the lack of moral/legal ________________ is sin!
  2. Ironically, as to be addressed more later in this study, “willful sinning” is more along the 
      lines of living in disbelief that Christ’s sacrifice actually paid the debt of all our sin - as 
      the opening of this chapter indicates, all that came before in the Mosaic priestly system 
      was but a “shadow” of what was coming - to stay focused on the shadow with the 
     “substance” revealed (present) is __________ error and tantamount to rebellion!
 B. The “Law” was but a shadow of “good things to come..” - vs. 1-2
  1. Many then and now misunderstand the purpose of the “cast shadow”
   a. Not just the ceremonial/sacrificial Law, but the entirety of the Law was brought in 
       to cast a seemingly ominous, immeasurably spectacular impression of the One 
       who would come perfectly fitting all that it declared and demanded
   b. Some have mistakenly taken it to be a standard of living to which they may aspire 
       to achieve in full, thus becoming themselves the substance of the shadow
    • Those seeing “grace” reckoned of debt (God’s debt) are ultimately led to 
       misunderstand the purpose of the Mosaic “economy” and to take on some 
       of its seemingly doable and more visible tenants to find security and identity
   c. The Law did not demonstrate “good things having come” in itself, but “good 
       things still ________ to come” - this was clearest in the sacrificial law
  2. The sacrificial system, to which they were tempted to longingly look to again, was about 
      to go away when the Temple would be destroyed
   a. “The relatively easy adaptation of the Palestinian synagogue to the new conditions 
       after the destruction of the Temple in 70 A.D. shows that the principle of the in
       sufficiency of animal sacrifice had been widely grasped.”  H. L. Ellison
   b. Though, to this day, most practicing Jews (as well as many of professing 
       Christianity) set their focus to an achievable righteousness made up of good 
       works, good and sincere intentions as well as a “knowing” of the Law
  3. The sacrifices practiced “year by year” in accordance with the Law could not “make 
      perfect” those coming to its ongoing rituals
   a. It was actually the fact that these were ongoing that proved their inability to 
     “perfect” the followers of it - perfection was required (thus expiatory sacrifices) but 
       their temporality served as a picture that something better was coming to expiate 
       in reality! - the “very form of these” was to be _________________
   b. Paul addressed some of this in Col. 2:16-23 when some were trying to “judge” 
      others using the “shadow” versus the “substance” which belongs to Christ
  4. If these sacrifices truly brought cleansing, they would have ceases realizing the 
    “worshipers” had been already “once cleansed” which, if this cleansing was true would 
      have left the recipients without “consciousness of sins”
   a. “The idea is, that the very fact that they were repeated showed that there was 
       some deficiency in them as to the matter of cleansing the soul from sin...

The truth described in 
Rom. 7:14-8:2 is so be-
cause of what was done by 
and through Christ for us

Is 10:14 really believed?

Does this not demonstrate 
the offensiveness of any 
form of a self-righteous pic-
ture or belief in one’s self?

Read Gal. 2:16

As would be made known 
to the Gentile that the hope 
would be, “Christ in you the 
hope of glory” - Col. 1:26
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   They were, in this respect, like medicine. If that which is given to a patient heals 
    him, there is no need of repeating it; but if it is repeated often it shows that there 
    was some deficiency in it, and if taken periodically through a man’s life, and the 
    disease should still remain, it would show that it was not sufficient to effect his 
    _________.”  Barnes - Is this what we communicate to onlookers?
   b. The conclusion we may also reach in this verse is the reality that we truly have 
     “once been cleansed” and should not live in the consciousness of our sins - this 
       does not mean that they disregard or permit sin, but that they do not live and think 
       as those under the _____________ of sin-guilt before God
  5. This all leads to a familiar phrase, often used and yet often not truly comprehended
   a. We often speak of the “sufficiency of Christ” in reference to His sacrifice for us
   b. “Sufficiency” carrying the idea of “_______” - it was enough to deal with our sins 
       in full thus making us as “worshipers” not worshipping (serving - from the Greek 
       latreuw) for cleansing of sin, but as guilt-free ministers
 C. We, because of Christ, may live free from sin’s reminders “year by year” - vs. 3-4
  1. Under the sacrificial system, even though the yearly sacrifice on the Day of Atonement 
      was to “atone” for sins (make reparations and to cover), they could not avoid the reality 
      of more sin (and guilt) to come - vs. 3
   a. “It has been suggested that even in some forms of Christian liturgy a 
      “remembrance” is made repeatedly of sins to a point where the Christian’s sense 
       of being constantly _____________ in the presence of God for Christ’s sake is 
       seriously threatened.”  Bruce
   b. We, being in Christ, no longer should see ourselves before God in light of our sin - 
       we instead realize, “For you did not receive the spirit of a slave, to fill you once 
         more with fear, but the spirit of a son which leads us to cry ‘Abba, Our Father.’” 
   c. We were never meant to handle guilt, though there is only one effective solution - 
       many seek to cover it (as Adam and Eve) with their own “solutions” - some of 
       these being distractions, self-______________ or even self-gratification
   d. The Gospel (in its entirety) being the only solution to dealing with fear - “It
       is through this that love has attained its perfection in us, so that we may have 
       confidence on the Day of Judgement, because what Christ is that we also are in 
       this world.  There is no fear in love. No! Love, when perfect, drives out fear, for 
       fear implies punishment, and the man who feels fear has not attained to perfect love.”
  2. David wrote of this long before Christ in Psa. 51:14-19
   a. In the cry for deliverance from “blood-guiltiness” he acknowledges that God’s delight 
       is not found in the sacrifices and offerings, but in a “broken and contrite heart”
   b. Though sacrifices were still required (as alluded to in verse 19) but these would be 
      “righteous” sacrifices, not just in the obedience in doing them, but in being “contrite” 
       God is looked to for an actual answer to the sin (“broken” showing an end of self)
  3. A person “in Christ” not only should not live their lives as with the ever-present awareness of 
      their sins before God, but _________ not! - it will either create a “spiritual stagnation” or a 
      paralyzing fear before God (God will be a dreadful consideration rather than one of comfort)
  4. Anything apart from Christ’s sacrifice (the blood of bulls and goats) will not suffice - vs. 4
   a. It would need to be by God’s doing that sin was atoned for (as to be seen in Christ)
   b. Moral cleansing would not come from material means nor by effort
   c. Part of the beginning of Isaiah deals with God’s thoughts of their sacrifices, offerings 
       and celebrations before God - they had come to treat them as though their efforts in 
       the doing of them merited them favor with God thus resulting in their bad behavior - 
       it will be the “I will” of God restoring through “justice and righteousness”

This is one of the problems 
with those who believe 
they have been “saved” 
multiple times (and can 
lose salvation ) - needed 
repetition demonstrates 
insufficiency

See Rom. 6:1-14 for dealing 
with an identity crisis

We have been freed to 
serve for His glory and not 
to pay for our guilt

(TCNT) - Rom. 8:15

With a continual focus on 
sin we become defeated 
in our thinking and rather 
communing with God we 
seek to avoid Him

Guilt, though, is one sense 
we cannot truly hide from or 
explain away - it resides in 
the soul is is only relieved 
with the assurance of the 
truth of the Good News

(TCNT) - I John 4:17-18
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sations of our conscience
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  5. As the underlying Greek word indicates the blood of animals could not take away sin
   a. The word for “impossible” (ἀδύνατον) carries the idea of being without ________
   b. These were never intended to be the means to remove guiltiness, but as described 
       at the start of this chapter, they served as a shadow of what would
 D. The revealed will of God at work - the incarnation of Christ - vs. 5-10
  1. And now comes an explanation of why He (Christ) came into the world - vs. 5
   a. These are phrases taken from Psalm 40 and ascribed to Christ - this is, as it were, 
       the words from Christ to the ___________ as He comes into the world
   b. It is interesting to consider that this would be Christ’s perspective of “Christmas”
   c. Still dealing with the concept of sacrifices and offerings He identifies the lack of 
       God’s “desire” them - it is not that they were wrong (seeing they were command-
       ed under the Law) but that the sacrifices themselves were not what God willed - 
       the word for “desired” is the Greek word for “willed”
  2. “...but a body you have prepared for me...” - vs. 5
   a. There is much debate regarding this phrase seeing it does not appear to match the 
       quotation from the Hebrew in Psalm 40:6 where it reads, “...my ears you have 
       opened” (or “...my ears you have dug/pierced...)
   b. There are a few primary things to consider with this: first, the writer of Hebrews is 
       quoting from the Septuagint (the Greek translation of the Old Testament Hebrew) 
       which used the word “body” instead of “ears.”  Second, we defer to the writer of 
       Hebrews not just because of our stance on inspiration, but because he was closer to 
       the older manuscripts than we and would have, no doubt, been held to a higher 
       scholarly standard than any today.  Third, the phrase in Psalm 40 was a Hebrew 
       idiom (a phrase used to depict a concept) and is believed to be pointing to a 
       practice described in Exodus 21:2-6 where a slave, when free to be released 
       would offer himself as a _____________ slave and would offer his ear to be 
      “pierced” to indicate this decision (and the permanence of the position)
   c. As is about to be covered, His body was prepared for this purpose - to be sacrificed
  3. God’s “pleasure” (delight) was not in these burnt offerings for sin - vs. 6
   a. His pleasure (being “well-pleased”) would be focused on obedience
   b. Not just the sacrifice, but even the obedience could not be accomplished by any, 
       but was completely fulfilled when Christ “became obedient unto death” - Php. 2:8
   c. It is sadly characteristic for us to learn and follow what God has commanded and 
       to totally miss what He is actually seeking in it (we miss the point!) - it wasn’t the 
       sacrifice, it was the obedient ___________ directed toward God
  4. “Behold, I have come... to do Thy will” - vs. 7
   a. Still ascribing these words to Christ, He says He came for the purpose to DO the 
       will of God as it was written in the “scroll of the Book”
   b. This scrolled book would be in reference to the Pentateuch (the first five books of 
       the Bible) which contained the Law of God - as discussed at the start of this 
       chapter, Christ was the one “casting the shadow” which was the Law that only 
       He could fulfill/meet - this is how it was “written” OF HIM - that He would be the 
       fulfillment of it all - the fulfiller of all God’s will on our ____________!
   c. He is the supreme example of obedience - He, being God in the flesh, was 
       submissive to the Father in all things - we have absolutely no “excuse” nor should 
       we entertain any reasoning related to disobeying God in any way; no matter the 
       costs! - we are supposed to have the “same mind” in us as did He - Php. 2:1-11
   d. For us, the idea of obedience should carry with it the need to learn of what we are 
       to do (the will of God) to properly obey - see. Eph. 5:15-17

They would be ever-looking 
forward to God’s sacrifice 
(His lamb) while we ever 
look back to it

God required obedience 
which was founded in faith 
- Israel was to do what He 
said and trust that their sins 
we dealt with - so, faith 
leading to obedience was 
the key - see I Sam. 15:22

It is very important not to 
get pulled into the “con-
troversy” of this and miss 
the topic of what is be ad-
dressed - the Christ would 
be the obedient sacrifice as 
willed by God and would 
offer His body as such

The picture of Christ as the 
“slave” of God is consistent 
throughout His life and proph-
ecies of Christ - this picture 
fits perfectly with what is 
described in Isa. 53 (the “suf-
fering servant”) which actually 
begins in 52:13
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in obedience and yet, ironi-
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The Law was not only the 
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Lord knowing that all things 
were possible for God (God 
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way He chose but chose 
this) and the Lord submitted 
to it - Mt. 26:42
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  5. He abolishes the “first” to establish the “second’ - vs. 8-9
   a. To settle the purpose of what He (Christ) came for, the writer clarifies the 
       significant order and intent of the statements from Psalm 40 of Christ
   b. To answer why it would be stated (even and especially in the Old Testament 
       scriptures) that sacrifices and offerings were not “desired,” it is clarified that 
       something more was needed to truly do the will of God - __________ being the
       willing fulfiller of what God willed - read John 4:31-38
   c. This should serve as a lesson to us all of not only the assurance of God’s purpose 
       being accomplished, but that we must be careful not to stop ____________ of our 
       learning of God’s will and assume that part of what God reveals and demands is 
       enough - as we’ve discussed before, God wills “perfection,” which is literally 
      “completion” (the entirety, not just part) - it is not a “pick and choose” situation
   d. Stressing now that sacrifices and offerings were not the desire of God, nor did He 
       take pleasure in them, he then points out that these practices were in accordance 
       with God’s Law - this should beg the question of “why?” - the conclusion must be 
       reached that there must be something else that God’s will was “____________ to”
   e. Then, following the logical order (to answer why God did not take pleasure in 
       these) the words of our Lord are “Behold, I have come to do thy will”
   f. Seeing that the two could no longer co-exist, one (the sacrificial Law) is abolished 
      (a word typically used for killing, ending of life) with the purpose to setup/
       establish the other (the grace of God provided for in Christ) complete sacrifice
   g. It was essential that they not be too connected with what God had set as a “lead-
       in” to His final solution for sin - just as we must not be too _____________ to this
       world seeing it is but a “lead-in” to God’s final plan for us - see II Pet. 2:20-21
  6. By “this will” we have been sanctified, ONCE FOR ALL - vs. 10
   a. Our sanctification (being made holy, consecrated to God) was by means of His 
      (God’s) will being accomplished in the offering of the body of Christ
   b. This is the concept, as prophesied in Isaiah 53:10 - It “pleased Him to crush Him”
   c. This was the will of God that planned and accomplished this sacrifice, and not the 
       evil of man or the scheming of Satan against God - it was this will of God that 
       ______________ the Lord to accomplish all that was desired by God, in what was
       pictured in the ceremonial sacrifices, as a once for all sacrifice
   d. No more sacrifice of any kind is needed for our sanctification - we are complete in 
       Him because His sacrifice, as a sin offering, was completely complete!
   e. Paul, in I Cor. 1:4-9 confirms the results of such grace and the “confirmed 
       blamelessness” that they have “to the ________” because of Christ
  7. This truth is essential realizing the tendency of our nature to avoid faith and seek out 
      “suitable” alternatives to sacrifice (seeking something other than complete faith in 
      Christ’s sacrifice) - religious alternatives to cover sin such as penance, confession, self-
      punishment, _____________ mourning, coerced “good works” and more
   a. Our lives are to be more characterized by a consistent gratefulness for grace over 
       a a life of continuous pleading for mercy!
   b. Sin will stir in us frustration and even shame, but not true guilt (guilt being 
       liability) - the conscience is to now serve, not as an accusing condemner, but as a 
       persistent friend (under the guidance of the Holy Spirit) to live as who we really 
       are in Christ prodding us to good works -  see I John 3:17-22 where our “heart” 
     “condemns” (literally “writes a note against us”) and is to prod us to do what is 
       right, seeking practical assurance before God Who is greater than our “heart”
   c. We are to live in the reality of this completed, once for all sacrifice for us

When he states, “After say-
ing above...” he is referenc-
ing what was just quoted 
in the previous verses - the 
intent is to make it clear

The Psalmist and proph-
ets knew that more was 
needed - Many the Jews 
had missed this

As we should not be striving to 
obey and learn “some” of God’s 
will, but of all His will

These sacrifices and offer-
ings were not the “end” of 
God’s will but were “shad-
owy” precursors to His full 
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 E. Perfected by one sacrifice, for all time, by our conquering Lord - vs. 11-14
  1. These verses begin the conclusion to the entire discussion regarding the superiority of 
      Christ and His priesthood over all that had come before
  2. It is important to see the contrast identified between verses 11 and 12
   a. “Every priest” has been replaced and fulfilled by the singular “He” (the One)
   b. “stands” has been usurped by “sat down” indicating a _____________ work
   c. “daily” and “time after time” has been completed by “for all time”
   d. “the same sacrifices” has been summed up in “one sacrifice” - these sacrifices 
       being the same animal sacrifices for the same sins
   e. “can never take away sins” is answered with “one sacrifice for sins” and the 
       “perfected for all time” in verse 14
  3. These verses are the summation of the completed, saving work of Christ for us
   a. There are no “priests” (go-betweens for man and God) - no person carries more 
      “clout” with God than any other person - our __________ to God is in Christ alone
   b. All that had come before pointed to and found its complete fulfillment in Christ
   c. Even Gentiles find their significance in this, remembering the “engrafting” of 
       them into this plan, and this purpose as Paul described in Romans 11:17-27
   d. He sat down (picturing the finishing of this work) at the Right hand of God (the 
       Father) being the position of power, strength and ____________
   e. As has been stressed over and over in this study, we are to live in light of this 
       complete, perfecting work of Christ for us - we live in victory and from victory!
  4. There is now but a waiting to see the final effect of Christ’s triumphal work - vs. 13
   a. Bringing now the learning/ teaching full circle (from where it began in 1:3 and 
       1:13) in the fulfillment of Psa. 110:1
   b. On this topic there is nothing to be added other than the results of living in its 
       truth, and the ________________ that comes with knowing it
   c. The certain end is His “enemies being made a footstool for His feet” - this is a 
       picture of complete victory (the foot of the conqueror using the neck of his enemy 
       as a footstool) - it is not a question of if it will occur but when it will be done
   d. This truth, this reality, is why we do not become defeated in our thinking at the 
       _____________ of the enemies of Christ - see II Pet. 3:3-9 (see also II Pet. 2:1-3)
   e. The enemies being sin, Satan, the godless, the antichrists, sinners, and then, 
       ultimately, death itself as mentioned specifically in I Cor. 15:26
  5. All fears, skepticism and doubts are answered in the triumphant summary! - vs. 14
   a. The “perfecting” would not be a series of sacrifices (or works) over time (or our 
       lifetime of laboring), but by one offering (that being Himself, the Christ) that has 
      “perfected” (completed in full, consecrated) for all time (forever) those 
      “sanctified” (which was _________ in Christ - see Heb. 10:10)
   b. Anyone trying to find a “hole” or a flaw in this redemptive work, or anyone 
       seeking a “legal” claim against it, no longer has ground on which to stand - they 
       may not believe it (place their faith in it) but they cannot find fault in it
   c. Consider the intricacies of it - God’s work in Christ confronts and exposes (in 
       full) the problem, that being sin; identifies the inability of the offender to 
       alleviate the problem, illustrates the needed answer to the problem (in the 
       sacrifices), identifies the answer to the problem (in the person of Christ), details 
       the cure to the problem in the work of Christ, identifies the authority of Christ to 
       judicially and righteously deal with the problem (as was illustrated in the 
       sacrificial system), proves His authority and details the thoroughness of the cure 
       to the problem in ____________ (all it does) and time (for all time)!!

Neither is there salvation 
in any other: for there is 
none other name under 
heaven given among 
men, whereby we must be 
saved. - Acts 4:12

John Bunyan wrote in his 
work “Grace Abounding”, 
“Sinner, thinkest thou that 
because of thy sins and 
infirmities I cannot save thy 
soul, but behold my Son is 
by me, and upon him I look, 
and not on thee, and will 
deal with thee according as I 
am pleased with him.”

Christ Himself used Psa. 
110:1 to identify Himself in 
Mat. 22:41-46 

This practice is seen in 
Joshua 10:24
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and to the Romans both 
provide the particulars to the 
completeness, the thorough-
ness and the legality of all 
that was accomplished in 
Christ
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the onslaught of doubts to 
be faced when dealing with 
the sins we see in our lives 
and the thorough answer to 
the guilt associated with sin 
- the study of such concepts 
settles the conscience, 
silences the accuser and 
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press on
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  6. When it comes to the reality of our being really “sanctified” have many doubts about it
   a. The reason for their doubt is based on the observation of the recipient of this work
       and not on the actual work itself - a misdirected focus leads to a misdirected 
       confidence which ultimately produces what seems to be legitimate ___________
   b. It is absolutely essential (in keeping our perspective focused correctly upon the 
       right “object”) that we realize it was the perfect sacrifice that makes us “perfect” 
       (complete) though we are not “perfect” in and of ourselves - it is His work and 
       righteousness that is the “perfection” and not our being “perfect”
   c. Our position is as follows: I am in Christ and the Holy Spirit is in me - Because of
        God’s work in Christ, I am _____________ (literally without and within) - see 
       I Cor. 1:26-31 and Eph. 2:10 (we being His “workmanship, created in Christ Jesus)
 F. The “I will’s” of God result in forgiveness of sins, not “offerings” for sin - vs. 15-18
  1. What is the “proof” of such magnificent promises?  How can we believe them? - vs. 15
   a. The Holy Spirit is the “testifier”  of this - notice how He testifies seeing it is not a 
      “testimony” of ______________ or intuition, but one of the written Word of God
   b. These promises of the New Covenant are based upon what God would do, and is 
       not based upon a ______________ required of the recipients!
   c. The Holy Spirit “bears witness to us” (originally to Israel and the effects of such 
       are upon the Gentiles as well) saying...
  2.  As mentioned before, the New Covenant will involve God putting His laws in their 
      hearts and on their minds (it will literally be a part of them) - we see this result in the 
      creation of the “new man” in II Cor. 5:17 - vs. 16
   a. And, though the full results are not seen while we live in these bodies, the reality 
       of it is found in our being in Christ and His Spirit in us
   b. As also discussed in chapter 8, the fullest realization comes at our death and/or at 
       the resurrection - read Php. 3:17-21
  3. This “I will” of God results in sins being “remembered no more” - vs. 17-18
   a. A song written by N. B. Vandall expresses the concept well, “You ask me why I’m 
       happy so I’ll just tell you why, Because my sins are gone; And when I meet the 
       scoffers who ask me where they are, I say, “My sins are gone.”  - 
       Chorus : “They’re underneath the blood on the cross of Calvary, 
       As far removed as darkness is from dawn; In the sea of God’s forgetfulness, that’s 
       good enough for me, Praise God, my sins are gone!”
   b. This phrase is from Jer. 31:34 stressing not just forgiveness, but no remembrance - 
       if there is no calling to mind again our sin (all our sin, any sin) then there cannot 
       possibly be any offering or _______________ for these sins left

XX. A New Hope Leading to a New Way of Living and Exhorting - 10:19-31
 A. Having learned all that has come before, we now work from confidence, boldness - vs. 19-21
  1. Because of what was done, we now have assurance and can come to God Himself - vs. 19
   a. The Holy place (Holy of Holies) was recognized as where God “was”
   b. We now can confidently come before God (not in our sin, but confidence realizing 
       our sin is gone) - this is in direct contrast to the fear Adam and Eve experienced 
       the first time in their sin - ever since, there has been a natural fear of coming to God
   c. This is all pointing to the phrase in verse 22, “Let us draw near...” - because of 
       what we know has been done and who we are in Christ, we are to readily and 
       ______________ come before God
  2. This was, compared to what had been before, “new and living” - vs. 20
   a. The word for “new” carries the idea of “freshly slain” - sacrificed yet living

So often we are more prone 
to live by the idea that if I 
see it with my eyes and it 
makes sense to my mind 
that it must be the truth - 
but we must not forget that 
THE Truth will require faith 
above reason (though not 
without reason) - Rom. 1:17 
tells how the “righteousness 
of God” is revealed

see also Col. 1:24-29

Answering, “what are we to 
base this on?”

These verses were covered 
in Heb. 8:7-12

It is interesting to note in 
Psa. 103:12 how God uses 
distance (as far as east is from 
west) to illustrate the removal 
of our sin as well as in this 
text, forgetfulness

If sin is covered and righ-
teousness applied, what 
possibly could there be in a 
purpose for a purgatory or 
even a temporary Hell in the 
paying for sin?

Because of Adam, we say 
with him, “I was afraid” but 
because of Christ we now 
can say “Lord, here am I” - 
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labors and needs
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   b. This was in contrast to the blood of the dead “victim” in the sacrifices - the way 
       being “fresh” and “living” demonstrates its perpetuity
   c. This way was “inaugurated” (introduced and begun) through “the veil” (that 
       being His flesh/body) - he being the go-between man and God (the only way to 
       get to God would be through Him)
  3. This was the first of two “since’s” leading to three “let us’s” - so, since we have 
      confidence (founded upon the perfect work of Christ), and since we have a great high 
      priest (over the house of God), let us draw near (having a purified heart), let us “hold fast 
      the confession of our hope without wavering” (as stressed in Heb. 3:6 and 4:14), and 
      finally, let us consider how to prod one another to “good deeds”
   • Taking ____________ of what we have and our standing before God, then act on it
  4. The literal idea behind “confidence” (or boldness) is “outspokenness” (which is the 
      realization that we can “speak all” before God - it was used of those not fearing to speak 
      in public concerning what they know to be true (beliefs) 
  5. And since we have a “great High Priest” - the One Who was priest, sacrifice, and 
      tabernacle and Who fully sympathizes with us (Heb. 4:14-16) - we are bold before God 
      because of His work and an Intercessor who knows us better than we know ourselves
   • With these two assurances (inventory from which to work) we now must and ______
     act - He as intercessor, provides all we need for help to do what is to be done
 “The understanding needs to be enlightened, the conscience searched and comforted, the heart 
   inflamed, the will moved, the affections well ordered.  Nothing but doctrine, will produce a cold and 
   conceited people; nothing but exhortation, a discouraged and ill-instructed people.” - Arthur Pink
 B. Three responses to what has been learned, explained, illustrated and assured - vs. 22-25
  1. “Let us draw near with a sincere heart” - Drawing near has many implications - vs. 22
   a. We are to “draw near” in prayer (speaking, communicating with Him) - we must
       utilize this access by first realizing we can approach Him and then doing so - we 
       come with prayers of requests for self (strength, courage, opportunity and so on) 
       and with prayers for our fellow laborers - see Eph. 3:11-21
   b. We are to “draw near” in worship - this is to be a natural response to the 
       realization of what we have been given, not only should we praise Him, we get to!
   c. As we knowingly come before Him, we are to do so soberly, in integrity - it is 
       with a “sincere heart” we are to come before Him - as our Lord mentioned to the 
       woman at the well they that “worship Him, must worship in spirit and in truth) - 
       ______________ is not needed knowing our standing before God in Christ
   d. A sincere (true) heart (inner-most self) is so in the “full assurance of faith” - this is 
       an unwavering confidence in His work (this will be stressed in chapter 11)
   e. Our faith is unwavering realizing we have been “sprinkled (as with His blood)
       clean from an evil conscience” - any time we are confronted with an accusing
       conscience we have a secure and solid place to which we can direct it - 
       Christ completed, once for all sin, for all time sacrifice
   f. Our faith is unwavering, realizing our “bodies have been washed with pure water”-  
       this is in reference to the ceremonial washings of the priests as they prepared to 
       enter the tabernacle and perform their duties before God (cleaned to come to Him)
  2. “Lets us hold fast the confession of our hope” - vs. 23
   a. Hold strongly to what we have come to acknowledge by what we have been 
       taught - it is the “doctrine” (teaching) upon which our ___________ is founded
   b. This confession of our hope (the reasons for it) must be clung to tightly - part of 
       this leading to the persecution they were about to face again - it might be stated 
      “hang on!” just before we are about to be hit by something

His body acting as the veil 
that separated the Holy 
Place from the Holy of 
Holies

These “let us” instruc-
tions are neglected 
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tion of the “since’s”

Our confidence 
before God is by 
Christ alone

These three instructions 
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   c. This protective posture with the “confession of our hope” assumes a few things:  it 
       assumes it will be attacked and assumes we will face doubts (and distractions)
   d. We do believe in the “preservation of the saints,” but it will be worked out in the 
      “persevering of the saints” - how else would we think God would work in us? - it 
       is too easy to become fatalistic or presumptuous in response to the saving grace 
       and work of God for us - it, as is indicated in this verse, is at the very least 
       evidenced in our “profession” (outward expression of it... our expectation being in
       the work of Christ and His work then in us) - we must see the balance of 
       Php. 2:13-16 in that we realize God is at work in us, but we will feel the strain and 
       challenge of work as though we are, to varying degrees, working of our ________ 
       strength; we will feel the strain and struggle, and will labor to weariness at times 
       in the doing of what is right and avoiding that which is wrong - we are to be
       working out what is being ______________ in us!
   e. No doubt, many place faith in a confession or profession of faith and hope, yet
       forsake a “path” of obedience, or they yield the core of their beliefs and develop 
       a false sense of security in what they consider a binding obligation on God 
       because they made some type of open confession - Jude 1:4, Titus 2:11-3:8
   f. A key aspect of the profession of our hope is in the work and working of God, 
      but it is important for us to realize that is in the “realm of God” and beyond our 
      ability to fully comprehend - presumption is often a by-product of those using the 
      sovereignty of God as an excuse for forsaking aspects of THE faith that come 
      with TRUE faith (which is seen in a growing consistency) - the “holding fast the
      confession of our hope” is in reality a “cultivating of ____________” - II Pet. 1:10
   g. This “holding fast” is key in avoiding both aspects of apostasy covered in this 
       epistle - those being the forsaking of the faith leading to a forsaking of obedience 
       to it as will be seen in Heb. 10:29
  3. The holding fast to this “confession” is focused on the Promiser - vs. 23
   a. “...for He who promised in faithful” - He is trustworthy, dependable
   b. Some of these promises are in Heb. 6:17-18, I Cor. 10:13, I Thes. 5:24 and is 
       illustrated in the life of Sarah in Heb. 11:11
   c. This hope (confidence) is based upon not only the faithful work of Christ on our 
       behalf (and its thoroughness) but on God’s faithful application of it on and to us
   d. The motivation for guarding our hope is the realization that all other objects of 
       hope are not dependable and there will always be the underlying threat of failure
  4. Then the third response, “Let us consider how to prod one another...” - vs. 24-25
   a. To “consider” is much more than a passing thought but entails a thorough thinking 
       through of a topic, to study it out to a point of understanding (and understanding 
       is typically seen in _________ on the consideration - knowing what to do with it)
   b. We are to be “mulling over” ideas of “provoking” each other to “love and good 
       works” - “love” being not just a feeling but is a such deep and determined 
       commitment that it will show itself in feelings - we seek to stimulate each other to 
       sensing the urgency of our obligations to each other - this love being selflessness,
       striving to “push” each other towards selflessness with each other
   c. We “incite” and excite each other also to “good works” - one of the key ways of 
       doing this is by example, we excite others to good works by our good works and 
       the other by means of using the ______________ as in II Tim. 3:17 using it to
      “thoroughly furnish” each other “unto good works”
   d. We are to see this as one of our primary responsibilities to each other - it is loving, 
       it is protective though it may not always be noticed, appreciated or welcomed
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given in Heb. 3:6,14
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obedience” - salvation’s grace 
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   e. This exhortation is related to the first two challenges - the onslaught of “inner 
       sin”, doubts and other accusers and skeptics (of all sorts) will make thoughts of 
       forsaking the faith, the hope, and the Church a seemingly ____________ option
   f. There is a tendency to “side” with the flesh, but Paul was clear on this point in
       Romans 8:5-8, 13 - living for and to the “flesh” is “death” - counter the so-
       called “easy believism” today (once saved, always saved, no matter the life that is 
       lived after making a confession of faith) - the best counter to this is not to 
       condemn them in their sin, nor to condone and excuse the sin, but to counter both 
       by “______________” each other to love and good works! - see I Cor. 10:1-14
   g. As dealt with by James in James 2 “faith without works is dead” - to encourage 
       others to live as they want (carnally), we are lending to a life of presumption and 
       not of faith - true faith in THE FAITH produces growth (seen in inner and outer works)-
       True faith produces activity and does not discourage it - see a practical example in Acts
       27:21-44 - Paul was promised they would be saved but it involved their action - II Cor. 13:5
   h. So, part of our motivation, as will be discussed more, stems from our desire to
       help one another truly be “__________” in their faith and to aid in their “identity 
       discovery” of who they really are in Christ (seen in what they do and are to be doing)
   i. So, taking all this into consideration, “consider one another” - we realize the 
      challenges and obstacles to be faced and the tendency to doubts and discouragement
   j.“Here is expressed the chief design or end of our consideration for one another: it 
       is to provoke or stir up unto the performance of our duties; to strengthen zeal, to 
       inflame affections, to ____________ unto godly living.” - Pink
   k. Many come to church or the fellowship of believers so concerned about offending, 
       that they neglect exhorting/challenging one another - this is “purpose forgotten”
  5. We must not forsake the “assembling of ourselves together” - vs. 25
   a. This is far more than missing church services or leaving one church for another
   b. The preceding challenges (in varying degrees) are dependent on the assembling with 
       other believers - to be challenged, to challenge and to truly worship (draw near) 
       together in _____________ submission and obedience and praise
   c. To “forsake” is to leave it (church) altogether - it is a picture of one leaving the faith
   d. In the case of the Hebrews, many were deliberately leaving to go back to Judaism - 
       in our day, many leave truly Bible-based churches to return back to “traditional 
       churches” - interestingly, this phrase could be translated, “... as is the tradition of 
       some...” - they have a tradition of returning to tradition
   e. Instead, encourage and challenge one another - the word for “encourage” is the
       same word combination that is used by our Lord of the Holy Spirit - the One Who 
      “calls along side” - He (the Spirit) encourages, exhorts, convicts and holds-up as 
       we should see our responsibility being to each other - this challenge in is direct 
       opposition to “forsaking” the assembling - rather than focusing on doubts, fears and 
       speculations, focus on __________________ (born out of what has been taught)
   f. This is the same type of instruction given in Heb. 3:13 - we are to encourage (exhort) 
       each other “while it is called today” (stressing the urgency and not to put it off) with 
       the purpose that they not be “hardened by the deceitfulness of sin” - the arguments 
       we may have with the Truth are not ones we really want to _________!
   g. The urgency is also seen in the following statement, “... and all the more as you see 
       the day approaching.” - this “day” is initially referencing (for these Hebrews) the soon 
       destruction of the Temple and Jerusalem, thus the destruction of the system that 
       many were being tempted to return - many who “taste” the truth and leave it are 
       soon led to the despair of their “confidence” being devastated

As discussed in chapter 6, 
the reality of those among us 
forsaking the faith is a very 
real threat - thus the other 
challenges such as I Cor. 
15:2, Heb . 3:6

We should follow the example 
by I Cor. 10:31-33 by follow-
ing the motivation of it
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we really are” and not to 
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   h. It will be, typically, in these trying, scary and “dark” times that strongest 
       consideration will be given to forsaking the faith - even those who do not seem 
       to be facing much outward stress or tribulation may be facing an inner struggle 
       with commitment - so we must be always seeking to encourage each other (in the faith)
   i. So, overall, we are to be acting on (using) all we have been learning, and utilizing 
      all that we have been given - see I Pet. 4:7-11
 C. The results and future of apostates - vs. 26-31
  1. An “apostate” is one who has learned and accepted (assented to) the truth and then 
      forsakes it (actively, knowingly, intentionally giving it up) - this is the same situation dealt 
      with in chapter 6 dealing with those who “fall away” only here, it deals with those who 
      _____________ pursue (and continue in it) the forsaking of the faith
   a. There are many, presuming on the grace and mercy of God for their salvation - 
       they know of grace and the work of Christ and will mentally agree with it
   b. Presumption uses the grace of God as license to sin, while faith so trusts and 
       realizes the work of grace in Christ’s work, that they live under an unending sense
       of ______________ (moral duty) to live holy and pure in light of it
   c. The “willful” sinning referenced in this verse is categorically against full faith in 
       the work of Christ, and is evidenced in presumptuous sinning inwardly and 
       outwardly - true faith is seen in consistent and constant surrender and yielding
   d. David, in Psalm 19:13, requested he be “kept back” from a life dominated by 
     “presumptuous sins” that he not be guilty of the “great transgression”. 
   e. In these verses, we are dealing with those who turn from the faith (the Gospel) and 
       return or turn to some other life directing belief or philosophy - and this turning 
       away could be for a myriad of reasons; either for a more “tangible” faith or to 
       seek some seeming “__________” to free them to live as they desire (in sin)
   f. “Compare on this and following verses, Heb 6:4, &c. There the warning was that 
       if there be not diligence in progressing, a falling off will take place, and apostasy 
       may ensue: here it is, that if there be lukewarmness in Christian communion, 
       apostasy may ensue.” JFB
  2. “For if we go on sinning willfully...” - vs. 26
   a. It is essential that we realize what the _______ is before we focus on the “willful”
   b. This “sinning” is detailed in verse 29 - it is “trampling under foot the Son of 
       God,” “regarding as unclean the blood” and “insulting the Spirit of grace”
   c. The word “willfully” is well translated, carrying the idea of “of the will,” 
       voluntarily, consciously making and committing to a life-altering decision
   d. Its actuality and finality is seen over time, and must not be assumed quickly as a 
     “case at hand” causing us to give-up on the supposed apostate
   e. For these, we know it is willful, because they are those who have “received the 
       knowledge of the truth” - they are not _______________!
   f. Peter dealt with this concepts as well in II Peter 2:20-22 - the end of such a 
       person is so bad that it would have been better they had never known the truth 
       than to have known it and turned on it - it reveals the true nature (dog/pig)
   g. For such a sin there is “no sacrifice” - this would have been a concept Jews were 
       familiar with in texts such as Numbers 15:30-31
   h. All that has been discussed up to this point in this epistle, has made it clear that 
       there is only one sacrifice that can “deal” with sin, and if this is turned from either 
       for another way (sacrifice) or just to sin, then there is no dealing with the sin
  3. All that can be expected is “... a terrifying expectation of judgement” - vs. 27
   a. Such a person has a dreadful (frightening/horrifying) future ahead of them
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   b. The word for “certain” in the KJV is a small Greek indefinite pronoun and, in this 
       case, communicates that the “horror” cannot be fully anticipated
   c. And, whether or not it is known, this is what should be expected - for apart from 
       Christ’s sacrifice, there is no covering for sin, and with no covering for sin, there is 
       only a fiery judgment
   d. This “fire” will devour (as it were) the “adversaries” in their “adversarialness” - 
       the “fury” of this fire is the same idea as “_____________” as picturing the flames
       looking forward to burning these individuals in particular
   e. Some fear those who can “destroy” their reputation, comfort or their lives, while
       others fear disappointing themselves rather than fearing God - see Luke 12:5
  4. The severe magnitude of the wrong (apostasy) being warned against - vs. 28-29
   a. An example is given of what happened to one “setting aside” the Law of Moses
   b. The idea behind “set aside” is more than just neglect, but a deliberate __________ 
       resulting in a despising and violating of it - these “died without mercy” as 
       described in Deut. 17:2-6 (once proven, the severity demanded death)
   c. Seeing this was the case then, how much worse would we suppose it would be for 
       those having “walked on” the Son of God? - This is what is taking place when the 
       Gospel of His priceless, gracious sacrifice is _________________
   d. We would identify somewhat with this whenever we have placed a high value and 
       much effort into a task or project for another and it is rejected - Christ is compared
       to others or other things, and is found wanting and is thus discarded for the other
   e. Christ described salt, having lost its tastiness, as being “good for nothing” but to 
       be “trodden under foot of men” - Mt. 5:13
   f. In this action they have considered the “blood of the covenant” as though it were 
     “common” (koinoV) (thus “unholy,” not specially set apart but comparable to others)
   g. The phrase “..by which he was sanctified..” is used to describe the blood of the 
       covenant seeing that this blood would be the only means of true sanctification - if 
       one casts off the object of their faith, then the “means” that the object uses are 
       also cast off - to reject the Lord of our faith would be to reject the faith and all that 
       goes with it; the means to sanctification and salvation - seeing there is no more
      “sacrifice for sins” apart from Christ there can be no other sanctification (making holy)
   h. Sometimes, situations are described so as to demonstrate the absurdity of a 
       situation (how it contradicts what was originally proclaimed) such as here and in 
       II Peter 2:1 where false teachers are described as denying the Master that bought 
       them - we know, by context in passages like these as well as numerous other texts 
       that once truly sanctified, we are always sanctified (before God) seeing it is God 
       Who does it, just as once “bought” by God through Christ we are always “bought”
    i. To conclude the “crime” clearly, such a one has “insulted the Spirit of grace” - the 
       underlying word indicates a despiteful treatment (treat shamefully) - here the 
       Spirit is associated with grace - to despitefully use the one bringing grace is a 
       heinous act indeed! - it epitomizes ________________ - see Mt. 12:31-32
   j. The Spirit’s work with us is internal (within us, our heart, thinking) making a rejection 
      of Him as real a rejection as we can make - we are most ourselves in the “inner man”
  5. God Himself will avenge such acts and decisions - vs. 30-31
   a. “For we know Him who said” - one who knows God, as He reveals Himself in 
       His word, would know the dread terror there is to be had when attempting to 
       counter Him - the context of the original quote is Deut. 32:34-43
   b. God, in His justice, will avenge those against Him (that hate Him) and in the 
       process “vindicate” His people (to “judge” is to “discern between”)

Those forsaking the faith 
will most likely not believe 
this is truly their future, and 
it will be this adversity to 
God that will lend to their 
being “devoured” - rebellion 
carries with it  unavoidable 
consequences (one of those 
being the refusal to recog-
nize the truth)

This despising the law is 
seen in Num. 15:30-31
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   c. “It is because the true nature of sin is so little viewed in light of God’s awful 
       holiness, that so many fail to recognize its infinite demerits.”  Pink
   d. We must not forget or lose sight of “...Him with whom we have to do.” - Heb. 4:13 
    • The context dealing with the “sharpness” and “discernment” of the Word of 
       God revealing the “thoughts and intents of the heart” - actual issues!
   e. Without being in Christ, we would stand on our own and receive what we deserve
   f. It is a situation to be dreaded to “fall into the hands of the living God” - this 
       pictures an enemy being ______________ under the power of the victor - He is
       the “living God” in contrast to all other so-considered “gods”

XXI. We Are Those “Who Have Faith to the Preserving of the Soul” - 10:32-39
 A. “Remember the former days” - unobstructed initial faith - vs. 32-34
  1. Literally, “be calling to mind for yourselves...” (present middle imperative)
   a. It was to be an active, ongoing practice for them to recall what they went through 
       at the start of learning the truth (their initial “__________-like” faith)
   b. So often, we will begin our “Christian walk” with an unstoppable zeal, having a 
       faith that is clear to us and unadulterated with the typical “cares” of this life - and, 
       so often this is lost after we have faced an initial “stint” of standing firm against 
       opposition - some treat this like a tour of duty in their spiritual military service and 
       now seek a ______________ from their duties because of their honorable service
   c. These Hebrews had suffered much at the start (having been “enlightened”) and
       had been bold and even joyful in what they faced - their values were correct
   d. So much of what has been taught in this epistle was to not only retain what they 
       had learned and believed, but to rekindle the zeal for it realizing what they have - 
       zeal without a solid basis (in the faith) soon fizzles when contradicted, opposed or 
       when it is not refuelled with more “fuel” (the enlightenment of the truth)
  2. Remember the great struggle that has already been endured - investment already made
   a. The word for “conflict” is where we get our word “athlete” - it was a “great” (in 
       magnitude and in number) time of “staying under” the pressure
   b. It involved sufferings (the word used here is not just the physical pain of suffering 
       but is more so the _____________, emotional, pain suffered) - pain of self-denial
   c. So much has already been invested, don’t discard it now because more challenge 
       is coming (our “tour of duty” is throughout our lifetime! - all else is “dereliction 
       of duty” which is refusing or __________________ to perform your duties)
  3. These had suffered two general ways (reproaches and tribulations) - vs. 33
   a. They had already faced being made a “public spectacle” - as if in a “theatre” - as 
       will so often be the case, individuals and societies will try to use “public peer 
       pressure” to make us _______________ to the thinking and values of the day   
       this was also done in various ways to bring fear to the onlookers
   b. This time being a “gazingstock,” they were mocked (made fun of, ridiculed, 
       belittled) and were persecuted (pressed-in, ganged-up on, pressured)
   c. They also suffered in their identifying with (siding with) those treated such - some  
       were afflicted openly and others were then afflicted for standing with them
  4. Their identifying with their fellow believers was particularly seen in their sympathy with 
      those who were imprisoned, resulting in losing their possessions - vs. 34
   a. No doubt it would have been a socially expensive result to associate with these 
       prisoners, and this would cost them not only their comfort and possessions, but 
       potentially their lives and the lives of their families
   b. These risked all to support each other in their afflictions!

Far too often people 
mistake the patience and 
forbearance of God as 
permissiveness or as though 
He does not see and there 
will be no accounting

Many are driven by fears of 
people and situations (and 
even self) so much that they 
disregard the fear of God 

The Church of Ephesus was 
counselled to “remember 
from where you are fallen” 
and to “repent” and “do 
the deeds you did at the 
first” (Rev. 2:1-7) - We are 
strengthened when we take 
the time to remember what 
brought us to Christ to begin 
with as a husband and wife 
who have lost sight of their 
beginning
The Holy Spirit “guides 
us into all truth” for this 
purpose - He is the source of 
our joy and zeal but it is not 
without a foundation

see II John 1:7-11 for “stay-
ing with” what was learned 
regardless the opposition

see II Tim. 2:3-13

Pressures to conform will 
come in the “positive” with 
trends, societal norms as well 
as “negative” with criticisms 
and persecution

see II Cor. 12:10 for Paul’s 
perspective of these

Paul acknowledged his 
gratefulness and the com-
fort he received by those 
helping him when impris-
oned - II Tim. 1:16
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   c. As will be stressed later, they were to “remember the prisoners” (in 13:3) - in such 
       a way as to identify as much as possible that the same is being “done” to you
   d. And in all this, they “accepted joyfully” the loss of their property because of their 
       _________________ with these persecuted, imprisoned believers
   e. They were able to face this with calm delight because their focus was set upon 
       their “better and lasting possessions” which could not be taken - this is one of the 
       clearest examples of the exceptional strength, resolve and perspective of those not 
       living for this world/age (those of the age will clamor desperately at times to sway
       us by means of what they love most and rest their security)
 B. In light of all this, do not “throw away” your confidence - vs. 35-38 (don’t waste your investment)
  1. This “confidence” is a boldness and inner resolve stemming from faith - vs. 35
   a. It is more related to our hope (expectation) - “It is that effect of faith which fits the 
       Christian for freedom and readiness unto all his spiritual duties, notwithstanding 
       difficulties and discouragements.”  Pink
   b. Don’t discard this courage that stirred the trouble the first time around - many
       fatigue in the battle, not just because of the dreadfulness of the enemy, but simply
       because the enemy keeps _____________ - its an endurance struggle stemming
       from an uninformed perspective (one that expects a limited amount of opposition)
   c. As Paul counselled in Gal 6:9 not to be “weary in well-doing” - our expectation of
       the battles is to be life-long and times of rest are looked on times as refortification
  2. So, don’t discard what truly has “great reward” - vs. 35
   a. This “confidence” results in a literal “outspokenness” - not that all the mind is 
       spoken but that there is a courage to share the Truth as it is regardless the potential 
       opposition - far too many stop short of saying what should be said because they 
       fear _________________ resistance or rejection - see I Cor. 15:58
   b. Far too many fear the potential allowing it to dictate their reality! - see Prov. 
       22:13 where the “slothful” is often such because of unrealistic fears
   c. The “recompense” is great not just in Heaven, but here also as so much of the early
       church history demonstrates - courage in the face of death, danger and dread 
       becomes ______________ especially in a society where the desire for something
      “real” to live for seems undiscoverable - as will be demonstrated in chapter 11 the most 
       significant events in the lives of those living by faith were the moments of 
       courage and unyielding resolve in the face of immense opposition
   d. So much of our regular routine is to be purposed for the strengthening of this 
       confidence - not only do we often neglect the motivation of such “rewards” but if
       not properly taught, we are apt to redefine what the reward is, making it a 
       temporal, earthly one only - more is lost than we realize when confidence is discarded
  3. You need to “wait for it” - vs. 36 - 37
   a. This “great reward” (the God-graced result of waiting it out) is assured, but not 
       necessarily in a manner or ________ we might anticipate; thus the patient waiting
   b. As part of the encouragement he states “For yet in a very little while...” - so much
       of our fatigue stems from our keeping track of the length of a trial or the time
       spent on this earth - this will often cause us to exaggerate how we “feel”
   c. The endurance we are to live is to be focused on “doing the will of God,” for when 
       this is done, all that was promised will be received (this is our “hope”)
   d. From God’s perspective, what is coming is in a “very little while” and He will 
       not, nor does He ever “delay” - rather than developing a life focus of the amount 
       of time that has passed and a long amount of time still yet to come, we should be 
       those always seeing life as short on time - it will run out swiftly!

As instructed in Gal. 6:2 we 
ought to “bear one another’s 
burdens” - shoulder the load 
of those under pressure as 
following the “law of Christ”

Affection for “things” of this 
world often become handles 
on which the enemies of Christ 
will take hold to hurt us seeing 
this is all they can lay hold of

Many will start their “Chris-
tian walk” with zeal not 
because (as some “seasoned 
believers” may profess) they 
are naive, but because their 
focus of faith is unclut-
tered with seeming evidence 
against their faith so deemed 
by little doubts secured in the 
heart and not countered with 
the Truth

Much of what was threatened 
occurred against them, but 
as is usually the case, what 
we initially dread ends up 
being less dreadful than we 
anticipated

This is saying “it’s worth it”!  
Don’t give up on it realizing 
what has already come of it

It’s not just the waiting it out 
time wise but is also endur-
ing the unknown number of 
conflicts to be faced through-
out our lifetime

We labor for and even suf-
fer for what we know to be 
“worth it” - this is why those 
unsubmissive to the faith will 
be revealed when called upon 
to suffer for it - I Cor. 15:19

read John 16:16-22

When idle (or bored) time 
seems long - when busy 
(not just in action but in 
preparation for action) time 
seems to pass quickly... 
almost too quickly

coming

potential

contagious

association
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   e. “He who is coming...” is as though His name, and He will live up to it - we will 
       either see Him personally when He returns (as He promised) or when we go to 
       Him in death - either way we will see Him and stand before Him
   f. He will not delay for delay indicates a change of mind, or demonstrates that 
      someone has not anticipated all things (our Lord knows everything about everything)
  4. How shall we then live? - vs. 38
   a. How will we be sustained through the coming trials, discouragements and fears?
   b. The writer references Hab. 2:3-4 in these verses and it is interesting to read the 
       context - see Hab. 1:1-2:4; 2:18-20
   c. The quote in Hebrews is from the Septuagint (Greek translation of the Hebrew 
       Scriptures translated between 400 and 100 years before Christ) - these verses are 
       paraphrased and the subjects (those to whom it is applied) are different
   d. The “righteous one” (the “just”) will be sustained and will carry-on by faith - they 
       are righteous because of the work of Christ (declared so judicially and actually so 
       by the imputation of the righteousness of Christ - Rom. 3:21-26; 8:30, Gal. 2:16)
   e. Just as in the days of Habakkuk when he needed to trust God’s wisdom and 
       working, so we also will face life’s seemingly endless struggles by confidence in 
       God - the “enduring faith” we need as mentioned in 10:36 will come from and by faith
   f. Any that would “shrink back” would not have God’s “pleasure,” but would be of 
       those facing His wrath - the “perseverance and ______________ of the saints” 
       will be by faith (this is how it will happen) - see I Pet. 1:5
   d. To “shrink back” is to withdraw in fear or intimidation, and these fears will come 
       in many forms (those not of faith will run away and forsake) - comfort preserved
 C. But we (justified by faith) are not those who withdraw - vs. 39
  1. Since the just are characterized by living by faith and being sustained by faith (and since 
      this is “us”) we are not those who “shrink back”
   a. This does not mean we have no fears or doubts, just that they are each conquered
   b. And, in harmony with vs. 36, this faith is characterized by enduring patience - 
       ____________ will not be used as a supposed reason to “shrink back” (cower)
  2. This “withdrawal” is a fatal one to “destruction” (as the apostates would face) - but it is 
      considered by the writer that this is not the case with these Hebrew Christians
   a. When we see struggles with doubts in each other, our first thoughts should not be 
       ones of accusation of apostasy, but thoughts of encouraging in the faith, leading to 
       the ________________ of the trials that are being faced
   b. We do not look on ourselves as those slated for destruction - see I Thes. 5:1-11
  3. We are those who have faith and it preservers our souls (preserving by acquisition)
   a. It is, as if, faith so permeates and focuses the soul that it has acquired 
       ______________ of the soul (mind, will emotions)
   b. Faith (believing) will be who we are and what we do regardless of the 
       circumstances and what we can perceive with our senses - it is often seen as an 
     “accessory” we utilize when things get rough, not realizing we will need to be 
       viewing _______ of life through the “eyes of faith”
   c. It’s compared to a shield by Paul to defend against the “fiery darts” fired at us 
       from the devil to wound and spread (doubts, temptations, fears) - Eph. 6:16
   d. It is vital to warding off that (fleshly desires) which “wars against the soul” - see 
       I Pet. 2:11 and also refer to I Tim. 6:9-10
  4. The definition of faith in action (practice) is about to be illustrated with the powerful 
      examples of “men of old” - there will be demonstrations of trusting in what God said 
      against conflicting “evidence” and overcoming their own doubts

It is this accounting that 
helps us not fear our “giv-
ing account” to men - when 
properly compared  to 
Christ, mankind’s intimida-
tion fades

How is it the “just” will be 
sustained and carry on in 
“living” through this type  
of difficulty - Faith!

We ar made righteous by 
faith and are sustained 
through faith - we are saved 
by faith and will live by faith

It is interesting to note that it 
is the power of God at work 
(protecting us) in the exhibi-
tions  and exercising of faith

Quitting is never a serious 
consideration!

Faith, realizing the protection 
our our souls by God, is not 
overcome by the world but, 
instead, overcomes the world 
- I John 5:4

God will protect our souls 
by means of faith - our 
thinking will be directed 
by it, our emotions will be 
governed by it and our will 
will be bridled by it

The exhibition of faith 
will seem unreasonable to 
others and may be looked 
upon as irresponsible - we 
don’t want to be so “busi-
ness savvy” that we make 
faith seem wrong

endurance

fatigue

control

all

preservation
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XXII. By Faith What Must Be Done Is Done - 11:1-40
 A. A working (practical) definition of faith - vs. 1
  1. The essential result of faith is what was clarified as being needed in 10:36 - patient 
      waiting (endurance) resulting in the receiving of the promises
   a. So much of faith at work will be waiting on God to fulfill what is needed
   b. This includes the good and seeming productive times as well as the ___________ 
       times (especially during the troubling times!)
   c. It is a focus on doing what we do for the Lord - see Col. 3:23-25
  2. So, since we need faith to patiently endure what must be faced, what is faith?
   a. At its most basic idea, faith is a confident, _________ belief (based on something)
   b. In the more descriptive wording of this first verse faith is the assurance (literally 
       the “footing” or the foundation) upon which our expectations (trusts) stand (or are 
       built) and are maintained, serving as the proof (conviction) for what is not seen 
       but has been promised - as when a parent tells their child they will do something
       for them tomorrow, the child ____________ for it, fully expecting it
   c. Faith (confidence in the promises of God and who He is) serves a _____________ 
       for us to stand and push ahead, fully convinced of the faithfulness and rightness of 
       God - some say it is our figuring that what God says is true, but it is much more 
       than that - it is being fully convinced (as proof) in what God has said, being the 
       concrete evidence of what has not been seen
   d. Many have a “faith” but it is not dependable because it is built upon a falsehood -
       even though the believer in it has a confidence in it, it does not make it right - the
       object of our faith is pivotal - the amount of faith is secondary to the object of faith
   e. “We Christians ought to be sure of our doctrine, and be able to say yes or no 
       without hesitation.  To presume to hinder us from affirming our belief with full 
       conviction, is depriving us of faith itself.  The Holy Ghost is no skeptic; and He 
       has written in our hearts a firm and strong assurance, which makes us as certain of 
       our faith as we are of life itself.”  -Luther

 B. Faith at work in “men of old” was pleasing to God - vs. 2
  1. When we think back to the biblical examples of “great things done for God,” it must be 
      traced to their ______________ of and on the promises of God
   • It is “by means of faith” that approval before God was found - which is 
     fundamental to all we are to do and why we are to be doing it; to be pleasing to Him
  2. These were “testified of” - a witness was recorded giving them honor - the ones (and others) 
      to be discussed were shown the highest of honors in that their lives were made a testimony 
      (example/witness) by God of what is to be done, how we are to think and focus in this life
   a. Exemplifying patient endurance by trusting what God had promised

As mentioned in James 1:3, 
the exercising (use) of faith 
results in patience (waiting 
on God, trusting Him while 
under stress)

Some misconceptions of faith’

1. A “step in the dark” as 
though we move ahead blindly 
- this discounts the promises 
and and knowledge of God
2. A “feeling” of confidence - 
it is confidence itself not just 
a feeling
3. The absence of doubt - 
actually, faith is the confronter 
of our doubts, the usurper of 
them while they confront us
4. A result of seeing/expe-
riencing the “miraculous” 
- faith is not the actual seeing 
but the seeing of the Word of 
God for what it is - absolute 
truth absolutely happening!

Degrees and Processes of  “Faith”

see Col. 1:9-12
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troubling
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   b. “... faith visualizes the unseen, giving substantiality to the things hoped for and 
       reality to the invisible.  Faith shuts its eyes to all that is seen, and opens its ears to 
       all God has said.  Faith is a convictive power which overcomes carnal reasonings, 
       carnal prejudices, and carnal excuses.  It enlightens judgement, moulds the heart, 
       moves the will, and reforms the life.  It takes us off earthly things and worldly 
       vanities, and occupies us with spiritual and Divine realities.  It emboldens against 
       discouragements, laughs at difficulties, resists the Devil, and triumphs over temptations.”
   c. These are examples of those seeking the pleasing of God and not the pleasing of man  
 C. It is by faith we understand the creation - vs. 3
  1. We live in an era where this particular point has come to be a major point of debate
   a. One of the aims of many in Science, Philosophy, History, Education and even 
       ______________ is the concluding that what was made (framed) in the creation
       was made of (or out of) what we now see (or can see)
   b. And yet, as immediately clarified here, all that was formed was not done so of that 
       which is created, instead it was by the Word of God out of _______________
   c. Genesis 1:1-2 are taken literally - God made space and matter (and time - included 
       in the word “beginning”) out of nothing - and it was by His word He did so (see 
       Isa. 45:18) - if we question or reject the _________, how will we believe the rest?
   d, We must understand early on that we will not understand how things were formed
        by the “evidence” of observation or even the so-called “facts” - we truly know 
       that God created the heavens and the earth because He tells us so - all else must 
       be secondary! - this is not intellectually dishonest but demonstrates what comes 
       before understanding; faith - some form of faith always precedes true understanding
  2. The phrasing used (“worlds were prepared”) is all-inclusive
   a. “worlds” not only including the universe, but of time as well - it is by faith (trust in 
       God and what He has revealed to us) that the _______ and all in them (creation, the 
       people, the circumstances of their lives) was framed/formed by God’s word
   b. This is important when living by faith in the realization that God (as He has been 
       from the start) is in control of matter, space and time - His vantage point is the most 
       reliable and most certainly worthy of our ______________
   c. The picture behind “framed” (“prepared”) is one of a craftsman completely 
       fashioning his work in minute detail for his detailed purposes - understanding 
       creation affects our purpose - God is either working with what He _______ to work 
       with, or He is working with all He created giving all purpose
   d. So, as we observe these who are used to witness (testify to) the significance of faith, 
       we must look for their focus on what God revealed to them and their acceptance and 
       absolute conviction in it dictating what they did
 D. The pursuit of excellence in Abel by faith - vs. 4
  1. It was by means of faith that Abel offered to God the best of what he had
   a. This was in contrast to the offering of Cain who gave of part of his produce - he 
       gave some of what he had which would seem, to most, to be acceptable
   b. Abel offered “... the firstlings of his flock and the fat portions” - the best of the best
   c. At a basic level, this is a contrast of those seeking to live by the “acceptable” (how 
       can we appease God at a “just get by” approach) and those seeking to please God
    • It exhibited a gratefulness of the heart - what was treasured was given to 
       what or, in this case, Who was ______________ more!
   d. Because of this “excellence” (going beyond the popular norms) Abel “obtained a 
       testimony that he was righteous”
    • This is seen in God “having regard” for Abel and his offering - the man (his
       heart/motive) were more important than the gift - this is always the case

Pink

This is what is illustrated by 
the examples to be discussed 
- it truly is what “overcomes 
the world”!

These usually face the disdain 
of the world (especially reli-
gious world)

There truly is a “battle for 
the beginning” in varying 
forms - from those that say 
God made creation from 
preexistent matter all hey 
way through to there is not 
God at all and that what we 
see and even our ability to 
reason comes by “chance” - 
this issue, though, is founda-
tional to all our thinking and 
will have a direct impact on 
our “world-view”

This particular point will be 
true (and essential) through all 
of our life’s circumstances

And as described in John 1, 
the Word of the Lord created 
all things - see also Heb. 1:2

This is an example of 
righteousness by faith - this 
faith produced the work of 
excellence

This faith in us would en-
courage my giving the...

Best of my time
Best of my energy
Best of my resources
Best of my thoughts (faith)

It is faith at work in us that 
enables us to understand 
that God is working and 
that it is in accordance with 
His purpose - Rom. 8:28
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confidence
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Religion
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   e. It was not Abel’s gift that gained him favor as much as his faith behind it - it took 
       faith (confidence in who God is) to offer what would be due Him - the best!
   f. So, it was Abel’s exercise of faith that made him and his sacrifice accepted of God
   g. It should be noted that many commentators believe Abel’s sacrifice was better 
       because it was a sacrifice for sin (being a blood offering), though this appears to 
       be superimposing later revelation on the previous revelation
  2. Though Abel has been dead for thousands of years, yet he “still speaks”
   a. This impact beyond death is “by faith” - it will be the results (works) of faith and 
       the testimony of them that will outlive us - not necessarily our “great works” or
      “great achievement,” but our confidence and reliance upon God (ultimately we
        seek to be ___________ to demonstrate the greatness and faithfulness of God and
        not the greatness and even faithfulness of ourselves!)
   b. By faith we need to see/realize that what we are doing each day has potential to 
       impact well beyond our _________________
   c. Part of the core of this testimony was that he was “righteous” and as Abraham, 
       was declared so (identified as such) by the acceptance of his offering which was 
       offered by faith (believing God)
  3. Since this was by faith (that he “obtained a testimony that he was righteous”), there 
      would need to be doubts to be conquered - had faith not been in Abel, he would have kept 
      what was best and would have given more out of obligation rather than adoration - so, 
      faith at work in us causes us to properly worship/adore God, and is seen in our striving 
      and accomplishing the giving what is our best to Him - the counterfeit being the offering 
      of what is good or acceptable for some _______________ reason
 E. The life of “friendship” with God, by faith, in the life of Enoch - vs. 5-6
  1. Enoch lived in a time where the high majority of those alive were not seeking after God - 
      He was characterized as “walking with God” from the time he had Methuselah (at age 65) 
      for 300 years - this was not a passing “fad” or an experiential moment - it was his “walk” -  
          our “walk” would be descriptive word of what characterizes our overall life
   a. The result of his unyielding confidence in God was his being “translated” - he 
       did not “see death for God took him” - something exceptional occurred, and it is 
       exceptional because it exceeds the “norm” - this is a constant characteristic/result 
       of faith; the “norm” of humanity is exceeded
   b. “But this is exactly what a life of faith is: it is being lifted above the things which 
       are seen, and a being _____________ with those things which are not seen” - Pink
  2. And, to this day, there remains a “witness” (testimony) of his being pleasing to God
   a. His being pleasing to God was what ultimately identified his life - the word for 
      “pleasing” means to fully gratify or satisfy
   b. As recorded in Jude 1:14-15, he declared openly the coming of the Lord in 
       judgement - it (this type of message) is commonly rejected and even hated in a 
       society living for self - by faith he sought to please God rather than man
   c. So this exhibition of faith would not only involve the willingness to go against 
       popularity and general acceptance of others, but would also include the denial of 
       self in living to please another (he was a true friend in that he was totally at the 
       ______________ of another, God)
  3. Using the example of Enoch we are given two core concepts of faith - vs. 6
   a. The first concepts is the impossibility of pleasing God without faith - the word for 
      “impossible” meaning “without the power or ability” - if one’s belief (focus of 
       faith) is placed on anything else other than God and His Word, then they cannot 
       be pleasing to God - God is pleased (satisfied) only with our dependence on Him

Both Cain and Abel 
brought offerings to God 
but one was out of faith 
and the other was not - 
God knows the motive and 
motivation which will al-
ways outrank the outward 
appearance

It is our acting/waiting out 
of our confident expecta-
tions of God that should 
be what we seek to be our 
lasting testimony

For Abel, the work of faith 
in him came down to a 
single moment that may not 
have seemed as significant 
to him at the time - it was 
profound and ultimately led 
to his murder by the hand of 
his brother - though this  act 
of faith is the focus, not the 
earthly result

see Col. 3:1

Faith at work in us is the 
pursuit of excellence

see  Rom. 8:1-9,  
and I Thes. 4:1-8

This was part of the initial 
warning given earlier in 
Heb. 3:12-13

Compare to Joshua 
24:15-27 where Israel was 
challenged to witness to 
themselves that they would 
serve (as slaves) the Lord
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   b. It should be noted, also, that we see with Enoch and will see with several others, 
       that God is not _______ to the “laws of nature” nor to our experience - Enoch was 
      “translated that he should not see death,” God would bring “rain” with Noah and so on
   c. It is clear by Enoch’s example that “walking with God” pleases Him - this was 
       rewarded by being taken to be with Him - this is one of numerous examples and 
       texts that demonstrate life beyond this life and that what we face here is just a 
       precursor to the “__________” that is coming
   d. So, it would be by this confidence in God and His work (the High Priestly work of 
       Christ) that pleases Him and not rituals, ordinances and self-effort (Rom. 9:30-33)
   e. Living to please self is the antithesis to living by faith - faith is evidenced in a 
       drive to live pleasing to God and the living out such a “drive” is, in itself, pleasing 
       to God - this is __________ (pursuit and love of excellence) - see II Pet. 1:5
   f. Those who would (and are) coming to God (as in worship and submission to 
       approach Him) must first BELIEVE that “He is” and not just that there is a God, 
       but that He is God (the creator of all, self-existent one, definer of all that is holy 
       and righteous) - this belief (confident trust) must be in as He reveals Himself in 
       His Word and not an alteration/distortion
   g. They must also be convinced that He is “a reward of those who seek Him” - the 
       basic idea being that they who “strive after”, “pursue”, “worship” Him will 
       receive what He rewards - it will be worth the _________ of my life commitment! -
       read Psalm 16 for an example of this type of focus (versus a distracted one)
   h, Each of the examples in this chapter exemplified this characteristic - they were 
       firmly convinced of God as “rewarder” rather than the rewards of this life
   i.  Sooner or later we need to yield to what we believe to be the most valuable and
       worthwhile pursuit and use of our lives, yet so often, it is directed at another 
       besides God (as noted in the chart on page 99 everyone has an “object of their 
       faith” and the majority place it in their perception, feelings and perspectives... 
       they walk by ___________ not by true, Biblical faith)
 F. By faith, Noah, in reverence, prepared an ark - vs. 7 (see also Gen. 5:28-32; 6:1-9:29)
  1. It is interesting to note that Noah was Enoch’s great grandson, Methuselah was his grand
      father and it is believed he died the year of the flood - Lamech was his father who, it is 
      believed, died five years before the flood - Neither one is mentioned to be in 
      support of Noah’s work with the ark (just in this, we can see that faith does not require 
      the support and encouragement of friends and family)
  2. It is key to note the conditions described in Noah’s day
   a. In Genesis 6:5 we are told that with mankind “... every imagination of the thoughts of 
       his heart only evil all the day” - all _________ processes were Godless and immoral
   b. Christ described it in Luke 17:26-27 - the idea isn’t necessarily to describe the 
       evil happening, just that life was proceeding as normal, even with the warning 
       from God and the ongoing work on the ark - they ate, drank and life went on 
      (marrying and giving in marriage)
   c. Toward the beginning of Genesis 6 the “sons of God” saw the “daughters of men” 
        and “they took wives for themselves, whomever they chose” - being motivated by 
       beauty over character and marrying without discernment - these “sons of God” 
      (probably of the line of Seth) intermarried with the line of Cain (though the issue 
       was the Godly marrying the ungodly (“unequally yoked”) and the children being 
       brought up Godless also
   d. Noah, though, is described as righteous and one who “walked with God” (just as 
       Enoch) - the key statement, though, is that he “found favor (grace) with God”

So, it is interesting to con-
template that is is impossible 
for us to please God without 
believing He can do the 
impossible!
Walking with God is 
striving to be in submis-
sion to His will and being 
consciously reliant on Him 
- “leaning” or reliance upon 
God is faith at work

see also Rom. 4:4-5

Not that He was God not that 
He shall be, but that He is (as 
always will be) God

There may be some room for 
skepticism in life, but when 
following after God, there is 
no room  to keep “second-
guessing” Him and question-
ing Him - faith works from 
solid footing not for it! - see 
Isaiah 45:9-12

The exhibition of faith in 
Noah would have stood 
out, contrasting the pursuit 
of everyday life - this 
usually brings ridicule and 
rejection from others

The view of this referring to 
angelic beings marrying into 
the human race to corrupt 
the “seed of the woman” is 
unsupportable without twist-
ing other texts
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whole

better

sight
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  3. In all this, by faith, Noah built an ark (laboring over what had no apparent use to onlookers)
   a. He was warned of something “not yet seen.” - We have the benefit of comparing 
       to history and we are most likely to disbelieve what has never happened (or what 
       we have never seen happen)
   b. This was definitely the case with Noah since it is believed there had never been 
        rain, it is certain there had never been a flood
   c. This is one of the heart concepts of faith
    (1). Faith is patience and trust in areas He has not been “____________” in 
            our lives or from our personal viewpoint
    (2). Yet, in reality, this is what makes up our lives - God proving Himself in 
           new areas (one after another) and this is part of that stretching (growing 
           ___________) that soon become part of who we are.
    (3). Noah stood out in his generation because he “simply” took God 
          (carefully) at His Word - He waited 120 years to fulfillment which is 
           clearly one of the longest demonstrations of faith in all of Scripture!
  4. Noah did all he was instructed to do... with ______________ attention - Gen. 6:22
   a. Noah had faith to obey God in detail (“in reverence prepared an ark”)
    • We do not read of him making (or suggesting) any modifications
   b. We often will obey God most of the way, but because of doubt, will allow 
        (even justify) variance - Faith trusts that God works even in the ________ things
   c. He obeyed thoroughly - the phrase “being warned of God” is the same as in Heb. 
       8:5 with the instructions given to Moses in the building of the tabernacle - the 
       emphasis more on getting the details right than just in “fear” or dread
   d. This faith was seen not just in the detailed construction, but in the  confidence that 
       the instructions of God were reliable to be prepared for such an ominous event coming
   e. In summary of this first part, Noah because of faith, obeyed God - God had 
       promised to preserved him but had provided a means that would entail work/effort
   f. It is interesting to note that we are give no indication of a rudder or sail on the ark -  
           faith involved not just protection, but direction as well (just as Abraham did not 
       know where he was going, so also Noah) - God would not be Noah’s “co-pilot”
       but the only pilot! - as in our case, our lives are not ours to ___________
  5. By faith he prepared the ark which was used to save his family and condemn the world
   a. His family was saved from the flood because of his obedience in faith while the 
       world was condemned in the flood because of their lack of belief
   b. True faith at work in us will have a positive and negative result - positive for us 
       and those we are used to influence to faith, and negative for those who refuse and 
       refute - we must expect and be resolved that our faith in God will be used 
       (practically and positionally) as a part of the condemnation of the disbelieving - 
       the best refutation of the disbelieving is not by our words and arguments as much 
       as it is by our obedient faith - true theology is _______________ theology since it 
       influences and ultimately dictates the actions! - we all actually do live our theology
    • We must not so stress God’s mercy that we negate His holy justice!
  6. By faith, he became an heir of righteousness which is only by faith
   a. If ever there was a support verse to imputed righteousness it is this one!  Just as 
       in  Romans 4:4-8 it is the faith that is credited as righteousness to our accounts 
       and not the works - and we see the true balance of these concepts in Noah - his 
       faith made him an inheritor of true righteousness and because of it he worked
   b. Justification comes by means of faith (confidence in God over ourself) - Noah was 
       a “preacher of righteousness” - not encouraging other to build arks but to believe God

Not only do I miss the new insight 
personally when running from or 
avoiding a faith situation, but I lose  
powerful leverage (authority) when 
offering counsel later!

It may seem to use and 
others, more often than not, 
that living and acting in 
faith is not practical - often 
the “practical” (usefulness) 
is not apparent until later... 
after the patient endurance

Faith is not in anyway 
related to obeying God on 
our own terms or by our own 
judgement of what is best - 
faith at work in us is seen in 
the diligent study of God’s 
Word seeking out the details 
of our obedience

As stressed in James 2, faith 
is always associated with 
work - true faith produces 
true works

So often, this is an aspect of 
faith unacceptable by many - 
many refuse to submit/obey 
without knowing the details 
of the path they will be led 
through

Exhibitions of faith will 
further identify the justice in 
God’s condemnation of the 
disbelieving just as with Noah 
- Mt. 12:41-42 exemplifies this

True faith is absolute confi-
dence in the rightness of God 
and will never seek to con-
demn God’s condemnations!

from it not for it!

II Peter 2:5
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   c. As with inheritances, the recipient receives what they did not earn but is given 
       what was worked for and _____________ by someone else - in this case, Christ
   d. As stressed in Titus 3:1-8, the belief in God precedes the “deeds of righteousness”
 G. By faith, Abraham obeyed and lived as a stranger in his promised land - vs. 8-10
  1. The circumstances at the time of Abraham’s “call” should be considered
   a. He was 75 years old when God called him to leave what he knew (his home) - 
       having been settled so long could not have made the move easier - home is often 
       where we know where things are, represents ______________ (more predictable),
       and is typically where we have the strongest earthly ties
   b. His initial background is described in Gen. 11:27-12:9 and in Joshua 24:2-3 it 
       clarifies that Abraham’s family served “other gods”
   c. Tradition has it that Ur of the Chaldees was a thriving area and very well-to-do
  2. Under these conditions, when called, he obeyed by “going out to a place”
   a. We are not told how he was called (the means and the method) since that is 
       irrelevant to the point being made - far too often we allow our focus to be on the 
       method of God over the message - faith’s focus is on the promise and the promise
       ________ - our focus should not be on these individuals but on where they looked
   b. The promise was of an inheritance he and his descendants would inherit - there is 
       no reason to take this figuratively because of verse 10 - there would be a literal 
       inheritance of the land, yet Abraham would not receive it in his lifetime - he 
       handled this, by faith, keeping his personal focus on the heavenly city made by 
       God - many, though, believe that the promise of the land was not fully literal 
       (though this, I believe, is out of a lack of faith on our part walking by sight, not faith!)
   c. Obedience was his exhibition of faith even though, as with Noah, he was led into 
      “uncharted territory” (things not seen, a place not known) - “he went out not 
       knowing where he went” - this was not “blind faith” or even “blind obedience” 
       since it was based upon the clear understanding of what God has said - faith is 
       doing and following what God said even when we cannot see where it is leading
   d. He went out to go to the place he would receive as an inheritance (and, as will be 
       discussed further) he would not receive it in his lifetime - though, when God 
       promises, it is as good as _______ - it is often not noticed that the journey initially 
       started before Abraham was 75 - his father, Terah, took his entire family from Ur 
       to settle in Canaan though they only made it as far as Haran - they left for Canaan 
       after the death of Terah (described at the end of Genesis 11)
  3. By faith, he lived as a stranger in the land promised to him - vs. 9
   a. Reading the accounts of his journeys through the land, there are several items to 
       note that would reinforce the exhibition of faith
   b. He was in a land inhabited by those who did not know or honor God, and was all 
       the while, “passing through”, “proceeding”, and then he “journeyed on” (Gen. 12:6-9)
   c. On top of all this wandering (being unsettled), there was a ___________ in the
       land - as faith will often involve, the situation looked improbable to the casual
       observer and there were aspects of it that did not look desirable - this is a fact of
       faith that we often overlook; much of faith at work in us will be the looking beyond
       the aspects of the promises of God that we may not find appealing at all times
   d. This is so often a good illustration for us: we wait for the fulfillment of all that 
       God promised while surrounded by the Godless, not feeling like we belong, and 
       facing various forms of “famine” (the absence of abundance) - we naturally long 
       to have more than enough and often see the lack of “plenty” to somehow counter 
       the integrity of faith - these times, of course, do not contradict faith

Genesis 12

The reason Abraham was 
given was that God would 
make of him a great nation 
and bless the world through 
him - Gen. 12:1-3

There is no contradiction - 
the promise of the land to 
Israel (ethnic Israel) was 
forever - this is important not 
because of Israel as much as 
it is taking God at His word 
as much as possible - see also 
Psa. 105:9-11; Neh. 9:7-8

Going where you don’t know 
also includes faith on how 
long it will take.  Also, the 
call was to Abraham but it 
affected those closest to him

It is important to remember 
that God is never in a rush - it 
is probable that Terah was too 
old and feeble to go the whole 
distance - out of respect they 
would have waited

God reiterated the prom-
ise at this point - thus the 
strength to face doubt /
discouragement is repetition 
of God’s promises

We will need to live by faith 
not only by waiting on God for 
what we don’t see, but even 
the struggle with our intermit-
tent lack of desire for it - our 
feelings must be subservient 
to faith

Faith will often be 
identified (by us) with the 
“uncomfortable”

giver

normality

done

earned
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   e. Stephen recounted what Abraham faced in Acts 7:2-6 and stressed “But He gave 
       him no inheritance, not even a foot of ground...” - he then stressed they would live 
       as foreigners in a strange land and would be enslaved
   f. The only land he owned was what he purchased for ____________ - Gen. 23
   g. We (as believers) face the same situation - we have a promised inheritance yet do 
       not receive it in this lifetime, yet live in its reality - I Pet. 1:3-9 - we live as 
     “stranger and pilgrims” while we live on this earth in this age
   h. “...dwelling in tents...” - he never lived as though he had permanent residence - he 
       did not have, nor aspire to have the “best” of living - “... a palace without the 
       enjoyed presence of the Lord, is but an empty bauble; whereas a prison-dungeon 
       occupied by one in real communion with Him, may be the very vestibule of Heaven... 
       A little would serve Abraham on earth because he expected so much in Heaven.”
   i. Isaac and Jacob also followed suit believing in the promise - these also lived in 
      tents and are called “_________-heirs” not “heirs” revealing the fact that Isaac and 
      Jacob did not inherit the promise from their father, but from God directly
  4. How was it that Abraham could do this?  How did he “stay with it”? - vs. 10
   a. So often, we will have moments of ambition and excited emotions that carry us 
       (as it were) only so far, and then we fatigue and are tempted to wander off
   b. The first key is found in the phrase, “...for he was looking...” - it is much more 
       than mere observation, instead it communicates anticipation or expectation - his 
       focus was, as it were, always _________ what he saw immediately in front of him
   c. The second phrase, “... a city with foundations...” - he was looking for a dwelling
       with foundations versus the “temporary permanence” we find here - see Heb. 13:14
   d. And the final phrase, “...whose architect and builder is God...” - he kept looking to 
       God, not himself or mankind - there was no ________ of architects and buildings in 
       Canaan - it would be filled with the Godless and would someday be given to his 
       offspring, so he contented himself with what he would receive after death - He
       had come to desire more what God would design and truly demonstrated that the
      “best things in life are worth waiting for” - compare with John 14:1-3
   e. _____________ comes upon us when we are looking to the wrong things - earthly 
      (temporal) desires or cravings, when finally acquired leave us feeling wanting
   f. It will be, as with Abraham, that we rehearse God’s “promises” consistently and 
       separate from “worldly impurities” (impurities being anything that occupies our
       heart and focus from true __________) - he was separated from home, family, his 
       earthly inheritance, even (to some degree) his self-confidence while in Egypt - so 
       we should expect to be “pruned” and “sheared,” not for the purpose to wear us 
       down or discourage us, but to free us up and ultimately encourage and focus us
   g. The city Abraham looked for is described in Rev. 21:10-22:5
 H. By faith, Sarah gave birth to a son, counting God trustworthy in His promise - vs. 11-12
  1. It must be clarified at the outset that there is some debate as to the proper translation of 
      this verse - In fact, the NIV translates it, “By faith, Abraham, even though he was past 
      age - and Sarah herself was barren - was enabled to become a father because he 
      considered him faithful...”
   a. Two reasons for this are variant manuscripts as well as the meaning of the words 
       katabolhn spermatoV (katabolane spermatos) which literally means “to throw
       down seed” though it may indicate she received power for the “conception of the 
       seed received” - it was clearly Abraham’s faith at first but Sarah had to bear the child
   b. It is clear, though, in both Abraham and Sarah faith was at work - Sarah did not 
       believe and trust at first (Gen. 18) but later came to do so after having to trust God 
       in being pregnant at such an old age to deliver a child (see Gen. 21:6-7)

One aspect of faith at work in 
Abraham was his submitting to 
the fact that God would fulfill 
his promise after his lifetime

We are not to be “taken with” 
what is here for it is fleeting 
and is not our inheritance

Pink

One of the connotations that 
comes with living in tents is 
the expectation and readi-
ness to move at any time - it 
is a daily reminder of being 
unsettled
The key identifying for us is 
only with Christ - not with 
parents, religious leaders or 
other significant people

Lasting spiritual stamina 
seems evasive and is often the 
apparent cause of giving-up

It is a positive distracted focus 
- Peter illustrated the issue 
with those not growing - they 
were “blind and cannot see 
afar off” - too much focus on 
the immediate and personal - 
II Peter 1:9

This is why it seems so dif-
ficult to stay focused and 
“with it” - discontent reveals 
we are setting our hearts on 
the changeable, fleeting and 
lacking in completeness

Impurities of all sorts either 
hinder the reception of bless-
ings, or the ability to enjoy 
them!

Abraham and Sarah came 
to a point where they 
“deemed” God faithful 
(truly trustworthy) in His 
promise to them - “trust” in 
many ways is a better syn-
onym to faith than “believe”

envy

fellow

Discontent

purpose
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  2. By faith, Sarah (and Abraham) received strength (the physical ability) to conceive
   a. She and Abraham (neither) could not look to their own ____________ - It says of 
       Abraham in Rom. 4:19-20 that he considered his body “as good as dead” as well as 
       the “deadness of Sarah’s womb” in “respect to the promise of God”
   b. In a society obsessed with energy enhancement, this particular point carries a 
       distinct application - our true ability to do and go through what we must is not 
       contingent on our energy level or apparent abilities, but is and always will be by 
       means of faith (confident focus on what God has said) - faith brings ___________
   c. And, as it continues in Romans 4, he did not waver (or “stagger”) at the promise 
       because of the physical “impossibilities,” being fully convinced that what God had 
       promised He was able “also to perform”
   d. In Gen. 18:14 the situation is framed from God’s perspective when the Angel of
       the Lord responds to Sarah’s laughter with, “Is anything too difficult for the 
       Lord?” - Literally it carries the question, “Is any concept or idea too wonderful 
       for the Lord to perform?” - this is the exact question in Luke 1:37 when 
       answering Mary’s question as to her conception without a man - it must be 
       stressed, though,  the importance of the two words “with _______” in this verse
   e. Far too often we are guilty of seeing God as the God of the probable versus the 
     “impossible”! - we are to “limit” Him only in so far as He “limits” Himself 
  3. The tool of the outworking of God’s promise was with “one as good as dead” - the idea 
      being that as far as having a child, he was “dead” (apparent/visible “hope” was lost)
   a. Yet, so often, we see God work in the “dead” - dead hopes, plans, seeming 
       possibilities, and deaths of “vision” (our “mind’s eye” views of how/when God may 
       fulfill His work) -it should be expected that we will face many of the “deaths of a 
       vision” throughout life as we learn to wait on God _________________
   b. The result being descendants as the stars of the sky and the grains of sand on the 
       sea shore - as so stressed in I Cor. 1:26-31 God chooses to use (in most cases) the 
       things the world would consider  “little” and “nothing” to accomplish His will
   c. This reiterates the need for our single focus on trust and dependence in God in all 
       things at all times - God is the one that “calls into being that which does not 
       exist” (Rom. 4:17), has “chosen the poor in this world to be rich in faith” (James 
       2:5), and has “hidden these things from the wise and intelligent and have revealed 
       them unto _____________” (Mt. 11:25)
   d. How is it that we could hope to have such faith at work in us?  We will often
       sense the “fires of fervency” fading in us when “tried and tempted” yet our point
       of focus must not be on these, but on the source of grace (enablement) to do and 
       face what must be faced - John Bunyan (in Pilgrim’s Progress) pictured this in 
       the “House of the Interpreter” who showed Christian a fire that had one trying to
       quench it with water yet it grew stronger - “This is Christ, who continually, with 
       the oil of His grace, maintains the work already begun in the heart; by the means
       of which, notwithstanding what the devil can do, the souls of His people prove 
       gracious still. And in that thou sawest that the man stood behind the wall to 
       maintain the fire: this is to teach thee, that it is hard for the _____________ to see
       how this work of grace is maintained in the soul.”
 I. Not “thinking on the country they left” - vs. 13-16
  1. “All these died in faith, without receiving the promises” - vs. 13
   a. All these gave God more than their lifetimes to work out His promise to them
   b. They had not received the outworking (results) of these promises though they had 
      “received” the promises (the assurance that what God had said would be done)

In the KJV is reads “... he 
considered not his body...” - 
this is not in conflict with the 
other translations seeing they 
both communicate his focus 
on the promise and not on his 
and Sarah’s body

In Rom. 4:18 it states, 
“In hope against hope he 
believed” describing an 
expectation that defied normal 
grounds for expectation - he 
literally hoped against his 
hope - how he would have 
normally hoped (natural 
evidence) he hoped (set his 
expectation) against

“Faith-practicers” may be 
called “dreamers” - this 
should not deter us in faith 
if our “dreams” are firmly 
founded in God’s Word

The object of our faith must 
not be personal ability but 
must be seen as God Himself 
so as not to limit Him to our 
perceived abilities (positive 
and negative)

The aspirations of true 
faith are not founded on the 
pursuits of “strengths” and 
“credentials” deemed neces-
sary by the world - it is more 
a matter of focus (and that 
steady) realizing God will 
provide means to whatever is 
needed (even credentials) for 
His work to be accomplished  
(though our life’s focus is 
not the pursuit of these - if 
provided they were needed, if 
not, they were not needed)

By means of faith will be how 
God accomplished what must 
be done in us - our natural and 
developed talents and abilities 
will need to be dependent on 
God as well

These believed to the 
death what God said but 
did not see the multitude 
of descendants nor the 
possession of Canaan
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   c. One of the points clearly made is that these did not “apostasize” - they did not, 
       because of difficult circumstances or because the long passage of time, give-up on 
       what God had promised so as to live a life based on what could be seen and 
       grasped at the time - It was worth the ___________!
   d. They saw and “welcomed” them from a distance (having “seen them afar off”) - 
       they kept their “_________” focused on what was beyond the end of their earthly
       lives - this is another picture of the necessity of patience in our life outlook - the
       idea behind “welcomed” is that of a greeting toward a friend
   e. One of the draw-backs believers may face is a myopic outlook on life (only seeing 
       what is immediate and not seeing “afar-off” having “forgotten his purification 
       from his former sins” - II Peter 1:9)
   f. This was done in their “confession” of being “strangers and exiles on the earth” -
       They agreed with God (confessed) that they were foreigners (citizenship was 
       elsewhere) and sojourners (agreeing with the shortness of their stay) and that both 
       were in their relation to this earth - Heaven their home; their stay, eternal!
  2. Seeking because of thinking - vs. 14-15 (forethought focus)
   a. It is fundamental to our being that what we _______ on we seek for - in this case, 
       they made it clear (emphasized/declared) openly that they were seeking their 
      “fatherland” (patrida - where we get our word for “patriot”) - so we also in 13:14
   b. If they had truly given it thought, they could have returned (indicating they did 
       not dwell on returning - what is known to be coming so far outshines what we 
       have given up, that true consideration of “leaving the faith” for convenience or 
       some other enjoyment, seems absurd and is not truly considered)
   c. “This shows that their remaining as strangers and sojourners in the land of Canaan 
       was voluntary. They preferred it, with all its inconveniences and hardships, to 
       return to their native land. The same thing is true of all the people of God now. 
       If they choose to return to the world, and to engage again in all its vain pursuits, 
       there is nothing to hinder them. There are “opportunities” enough.” Barnes
  3. In contrast to the norm of striving for this world, these were characterized as 
      desiring (literally, ____________ out their hands for it, aspiring to it) a better, heavenly one
   a. “Were our affections filled, taken up, and possessed with these things, as it is our 
       duty that they should be—and it is our happiness when they are—what access 
       could sin, with its painted pleasures, with its sugared poisons, with its envenomed 
       baits, have into our souls? How should we loathe all sin’s proposals, and say unto 
       them, “Away with you, you abominable thing!”  - John Owen
   b. With us, at the close of a day or at the beginning of the next, our focus (and 
       rejuvenating motive) should be “one day closer to having what I eagerly await!”
  4. And, in light of all this, “God is not ashamed to be called their God” - vs. 16
   a. We often don’t consider the significance of God calling Himself the “God of 
       Abraham, Isaac and Jacob” and yet it is profound - Clearly His expression of 
       delight is in those who fully ____________ Him (as with Job before Satan)
   b. God’s “not being ashamed to be associated with them” resulted in Him “preparing 
       for them a city” the same one in 11:10 - it should not escape our notice what God 
       is “proud” of and is one of the reasons He associates Himself with any of us - one 
       of the most grievous ways for us to act shamefully before God, is to act on our 
       _____________ more than His Word
   c. This is more than just preparing a place to live for eternity: the city is the 
       dwelling place of God and demonstrates that the true significance will be the 
       dwelling with Him (as any taking someone into their own home to become one of the family)

One of the core aspects of 
the promises to Abraham 
was Christ - see John 8:53-
59 where Christ clarified that 
Abraham “rejoiced to see 
my day”

Thus the challenge to “make 
certain” our “calling and 
election”

Their “confession” of it is in 
Gen. 23:4 and 47:9

They not only knew it, or just 
declared such among them-
selves, but openly identified 
with another “fatherland”

And it was a motive for pure 
living in I Peter 2:11-12

Envy of “the world” demon-
strates an unfocused gaze on 
the promises of God - these 
distractions are dangerous!

Better to focus on God’s 
truths/Word outshining what 
this age has to offer than to 
just keep seeking to “put-
down” the “idols” of it

We are creatures of compari-
sons and need to see the su-
periority of the right over the 
wrong - so much of day-to-day 
life is the refocusing of affec-
tion on things above - Col. 3:1

see also Mark 8:34-38

It is key for us to realize 
that it is confidence in Him 
that God is most pleased 
with - our shame of God, 
ironically, comes when we 
doubt Him or His greatness

read Psalm 73:25-28
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   d. And we know that they HAVE an inheritance realizing that when God calls 
       Himself the “God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob” that He is is “not the God of the 
       dead, but of the living” (Mt. 22:32) - they __________ with Him now!
   e. So, with such a focus, they gave no thought of returning to what had been left - 
       the “inheritances” of this life were inconsequential compared to the promise
 J. By faith, Abraham harmonized an apparent contradiction with the promise of God - vs. 17-19
  1. It is easy to focus on the natural, emotion conflicts of Abraham with the command of God 
      to “offer-up” his son Isaac (the “only son” of promise)
   a. There most likely was emotional conflict in Abraham, but this is not the point of 
       the text, nor the point of the example as a whole
   b. The “success” of Abraham was seen in his ________________ how God would
       still fulfill His promise through Isaac even in light of the sacrifice of Isaac

   c. Obedience must not be seen to be contingent on my “pure belief” else I may never 
         obey - this deals with the “I just don’t have enough faith to do what I should” 
       reasoning - instead, the example of Abraham should be followed by our leaning 
       on the absolute ________________ of God to His Word not the amount of belief
  2. So, by means of faith (confident trust in what God said) Abraham offered Isaac - vs. 17-18
   a. The clarifying statement, “... and he who had received the promises was offering 
       up...” demonstrating the irony of the situation - this would be, literally, the one 
       who had the promise of the son offering-up, as a sacrifice, the only apparent way of 
       fulfilling the rest of the promises (the rest of the promises were “wrapped-up” in Isaac)-
        this is clearly seen in Gen 21:12, “...in Isaac shall they seed be called.”
   b. The phrase “only begotten” is not in reference to his being an only-child since 
       Abraham did have Ishmael (and would later have more children), but that this 
       child was “uniquely begotten”, one-of-a-kind as the same term is used of Christ) - 
       in Gen. 22:2 God calls Isaac Abraham’s “only son” (of Sarah and of the promise 
       and this was shortly after Ishmael was sent away)
   c. We also see in the Gen 22 account of this that Abraham offers no resistance, he 
       got up early in the morning and went (no delay) and then, when instructing the 
       men that were with them to wait, he mentioned that after worshiping that “we will 
       ________ to you” - he did not necessarily know how but he knew Isaac would live
  3. Abraham, by faith, took an “accounting” of God and His abilities - vs. 19
   a. The word for “considered” (or “accounting” in KJV) has the idea of taking 
       ______________ of what is had (as an accountant would) and drawing a 
       conclusion (a deduction) based upon these calculations
   b. So, faith at work in Abraham was evidenced in his harmonizing this apparent 
       contradiction to God’s promise (by God’s command) with God’s promise and 
       ____________ - realizing that nothing said by God will be impossible
   c. Seeing that God had already used a “dead” womb and a man “as good as dead”, 
       he realized that the death of Isaac was not able to stop God’s fulfilling the 
       promises - death, which seems insurmountable to us, should not even be seen as
    “ proof” against God’s Truth

This is another of many texts 
that speak to the resurrection 
and against “soul-sleep”

So many make obedi-
ence continent on their 
understanding, and to some 
degree, the “measure of their 
belief” - this is often used 
as an unrighteous excuse to 
avoid obedience

When dealing with a pastor facing one seeking to excuse their lack of obedience with their lack of belief  Dietrich  Bonhoeffer 
wrote, “The pastor should give up arguing with him, and stop taking his difficulties seriously.  That will really be in the man’s 
own interest, for he is only trying to hide himself behind them.  It is now time to take the bull by the horns, and say: ‘Only those 
who obey believe.’ ….Briefly, the position is this.  Our sinner has drugged himself with cheap and easy grace by accepting the 
proposition that only those who believe can obey. He persists in disobedience, and seeks consolation by absolving himself.  This 
only serves to deaden his ears to the Word of God.  We cannot breach the fortress so long as we merely repeat the proposition 
which affords him his self defense.  So we must make for the turning point without further ado, and exhort him to obedience - 
‘Only those who obey can believe.’”

This is the core idea behind 
“Trust in the Lord with al 
thine heart and lean not unto 
thine own understanding...” - 
Prov. 3:5

God’s Word may seem to us, 
at times, to be contradictory; 
yet faith rests on the confi-
dence in the rightness of God 
in all things even when these 
“things” seem unreasonable

So many choose this account 
in Scripture to question God - 
this is because they do not see 
the importance of faith over 
observation or even reason

is focus was more on what 
God had said and what He 
could do instead of what was 
evident to him

This is the same word used 
of God “counting” Abra-
ham’s believing as righ-
teousness - Rom. 4:9-10

envisioning

faithfulness

live

return

inventory

ability
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   d. This type of “thinking” will be needed to take ______ the Word of God - many will 
       say they have faith when the instruction or teachings are “sensible” or “easy” for 
       them to accept, yet faith is most needed when the Word of God is more difficult and 
       even seems to be against our sensibilities
   e. “This is the very nature or character of a spiritual faith: it persuades the soul of 
       God’s absolute supremacy, unerring wisdom, unchanging righteousness, infinite 
       love, almighty power.  In other words, it rests upon the character of the living 
       God, and trusts Him in the face of every obstacle.  Spiritual faith makes its 
       favored possessor judge that the greatest suffering is better than the least sin; yea, 
       it unhesitatingly avows, “Thy lovingkindness is better than life” (Psa. 63:3)”   Pink
   f. Overall, faith __________ something of God (based on His Word) - it is not just a 
       complete self-denial and a gloomy outlook on the future (full of pain, constant 
       surrenders and disappointments), but fully anticipates the benefits (payoffs) based 
       on the realization of God’s love of us - see Psa. 103:1-5 (don’t forget the benefits)
   g. So, considering (accounting as a fact) that God can even raise one from the dead, 
       he (Abraham) received, as it were, Isaac from the dead (seeing he had already 
       resigned himself to sacrifice him) - many take this to mean it pointed to Christ, 
       though this seems a stretch in this text - the offering of Isaac was clearly a 
       picture (illustration) of what God would do in Christ
   h. It is interesting to note, as well, the conclusion of Abraham in naming the location 
     “Jehovah-Jireh,” the Lord will ____________ - and that, without the limits of our 
       understanding, imagination or comprehension!
 K. By faith, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph spoke of “things to come” - vs. 20-22
  1. It was by faith that Isaac blessed (spoke of good things) his two sons (Gen. 27)
   a. Even when Isaac knew he was deceived, he reiterated that Jacob would be blessed
   b. Isaac, in the blessing of Jacob, reiterated the words of God to Abraham, “Cursed 
       be those that curse you, and blesses be those who bless you” (Gen. 27:29)
   c. By faith, Isaac confirmed what God had said that Esau would serve Jacob (this 
       was one of the profound and unique points of “things to come”)
   d. Even with Isaac’s preference of Esau, he blessed Jacob in Gen. 28:4-5 (read) - his
       faith was evidenced also in his acknowledgement (assurance) that what God said 
       would be what would take place - the idea of faith is heightened when we 
       remember that Jacob used deception to gain the best blessing from his father - no 
       doubt, many of us would assume that the ill-intent and corrupt _______________ 
       would disqualify (in some degree) what God had said but this was not the case
  2. By faith, Jacob believed to his dying days God’s promise - vs. 21
   a. This is another example that Jacob still believed in God’s promise to the end of his life
   b. On top of this, he also blessed the two sons of Joseph - this is significant in two 
       ways (at least) - first, Jacob took them as his own sons (adopted them) which was 
       unusual, then he blessed the younger over the older (which also broke with the norm)
   c. Jacob not only showed faith in what God would do, but in how He would do it - 
       even that God would use these two young men, born in Egypt to an Egyptian 
       mother, to be the predecessors to some of those leaving Egypt for the promised land
   d. It was also during the time that he was dying that he is said to have worshipped 
       God while leaning on his staff - this worshipping occurred in Gen. 47:31 after 
       gaining the promise of Joseph to bury him in Canaan
   e. We are not sure, but it is speculated that his staff represented his being on a 
       _____________  - his desire to be buried in Canaan demonstrated his undying 
       confidence in the promise of God and his honor of it as he faced death

Faith at work in us causes us 
to trust more in the perspec-
tive and intent of God over 
our own perception and 
instinct to self-preservation 
and promotion

see I Peter 1:6-9 where faith 
will be “tried” in us being 
proven to the glorying of 
God - in contrast, see also 
Psalm 37:1-11

As Abraham expected to 
have Isaac with him again on 
the return trip - Gen. 22:5

Though Isaac could have 
borne no sin - the offering of 
Isaac was outward proof that 
Abraham “feared God” (re-
vered God in revering  all that 
God said and obeyed without 
hesitation)

One of the aspects of faith 
is the speaking of things to 
come as though they are (in 
a sense) as good as done 
- present circumstances or 
apparent evidence (trends 
and statistics) of future 
events do not discount 
God’s Word

We do not presume that God 
will use our failures but neither 
should we assume that they 
over-power God in His will in 
any way!

We are not told why Jacob 
did what he did other than 
it was done in faith - these 
were more details as to 
how God would work out 
His promise even though 
he would not see it

This is a reminder that 
worship itself is done in 
faith - faithless worship is 
hypocritical and is more 
patronizing (belittling / 
treat with contempt) than 
it is worship

provide

expects

methodology

all
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  3. By faith, Joseph reaffirmed (fully expected) the exodus - vs. 22
   a. It is key to note that even though God had raised him to a significant position in 
       Egypt, that Joseph still ranked so highly the fulfillment of God’s promise, that he 
      “made mention” of God’s taking them from Egypt - we must be careful (also) not 
       to allow the gifts to outweigh our esteem of the gift ______________
   b. It should also be noted that this exhibition of faith in Joseph was also “when he 
          was dying” - as Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, he also trusted God to his dying day
   c. This assurance was reflected in his giving orders that his bones be taken with them - 
       this was fulfilled in Ex. 13:19 (read) and then, finally, in Jos. 24:32
   d. Joseph would have had much of God’s dealings to reflect upon, remembering how 
       God brought about His work in him through such _________________ measures
   e. This “order” to Israel’s descendents would ultimately be a memorial for them, 
       realizing so long after the instruction was given, and having gone through what 
       would have appeared to have been circumstances contradicting God’s promise, 
       they were reminded that God keeps His word (no matter the “evidence” we think 
       we see against Him) - it’s not about our observations or deductions based on the 
      “evidence”; it is our complete trust in God, His rightness, goodness and perspective
 L. By faith, Moses “values” were eternally focused and not earthly dependent - vs. 23-28
  1. Faith was evidenced in the decision and actions of Moses’ parents - vs. 23
   a. The circumstances at the time of Moses’ birth were very difficult - Ex. 2 - he was 
       born amidst an order from Pharaoh to kill all male children born to the Israelites
   b. It seems apparent that many finally complied (there is some speculation that 
       varying forms of idolatry had infected Israel) or many had their boys forcefully
       taken from them and thrown into the Nile (things may have seemed hopeless)
   c. No doubt, many have used the reasoning that they should not have children 
       because of difficult circumstances - but it should be known that if God brings a 
       child into hard times, that child was born ________ the hard times!
   d. Amram and Jochabed (Num. 26:59) feared God more than Pharaoh (did not fear 
       his “edict” - his command supported by his rank and backed by punishment if 
       defied) - the initial reason listed was that he was “a beautiful child”
   e. Somehow, Moses’ parents knew what God would have them do in defying the 
       order, and with confidence toward God and His purposes, hid the child for three 
       months - this is the act of faith that is referenced here (not the placing him in the 
       Nile) - in essence, by faith, they defied the unrighteous command of this powerful 
       world-ruler - faith was seen in their __________ of God more than man (or self)
  2. By faith, when Moses had become a man, traded comfort and power for responsibility - vs. 24-26
   a. It must be noted that he as about 40 when he acted on this decision - Acts 7:22
   b. In contrast to Joseph, Moses (other than the very beginning) had it very well and 
       would ultimately (by faith) step down from power, while Joseph (in faith) waited 
       to be raised to power and influence - see Php. 4:10-14
   c. We do not know all the particulars of how Moses knew his calling, but as 
       described in Acts 7:22-29, he defended one of his Israelite brothers being unjustly 
       beaten, so he took vengeance for him acting on his realization that God would use 
       him for their deliverance (Acts 7:25) - he supposed that his “brethren” understood - 
       this is key also (in living by faith) that it will not __________, in any way, on the 
       realization or agreement of those looking on (even to those we may be called to serve)
   d. Knowing God’s calling on his life, he “refused to be called the son of Pharaoh’s 
       daughter” - this was a title of his authority and position - so, by faith, he rejected 
       earthly position and significance to “endure ill-treatment with the people of God”

see also Gen. 50:24

Faith at work in us will 
always have some aspect of 
looking forward, trusting 
God with the future

Joseph was “promoted” 
through seemingly con-
tradictory means which 
involved much waiting 
without an obvious path

see also Isa. 55:6-11

It is interesting to note that 
fear, inconvenience and 
population control were a 
part of killing babies - much 
like the reasonings used 
today in abortions

Just as Esther was told that 
perhaps she was brought to 
her circumstances “for such a 
time as this”

In Acts 7:20 Stephen used 
the same word only clarify-
ing he was “lovely in the 
sight of God”

The fear of God is what 
characterized the Hebrew 
midwives in Ex. 1 and God 
blessed them for it

The outworking of faith in 
each of us will take vary-
ing forms (for some being 
“demoted” while others 
“promoted”) - either way, 
both abounding and being 
“abased” require faith

He would come to realize that 
his “greatness” in Egypt would 
not be what God would use to 
deliver Israel

Just as Paul, in Php. 3 came 
to acknowledge his inde-
pendence from his earthy 
credentials

for
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unpredictable
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   e. He “refused” it because he had it if he desired to keep it - this was not an 
       _______________ “let go of”, and he “renounced” it - often, faith at work in us
       will be evidenced in what we give-up (let go) as much as what we take-up
   f. In faith, he “took-up” literally “maltreatment with the people of God” - this 
     “maltreatment” had been foretold to Abraham (Gen. 15:13) and in faith, it would
       have been seen as ultimately from God - see also II Thes. 1:3-5
   g. The truly “faithful” are always looking to ________ with the working of God and 
       not the pursuits of popular trends, pursuits of comfort or earthly security
   h. This is done because “the eyes of faith” realize that the “pleasures of sin” are 
       fleeting (short-lived) - in the case of Moses, it wasn’t that being in Pharaoh’s was 
       sin and that Moses was indulging in sin while there; Moses knew what he must do 
       and with whom he was to associate, and for him to have refused would have been 
       sin (realizing sin is also seen in ____________ of duty)
   i.  So, this could be worded to say that he chose ill-treatment with God’s people over 
       the fleeting enjoyments he might have had shirking his responsibility - “lazy 
       neglect” carries the ever growing weights of the coming time to give account!
   j. He “considered the reproach of Christ” - this “stigma” of association is the same 
       as our Lord - the negative notoriety like that Christ (the Anointed One of God) 
       faced, was what Moses accounted (in faith) to be of greater worth than the wealth 
       of Egypt - it is a comparison of _______________ - the writer was drawing the 
       comparison between Moses and Christ, so if they were tempted to forsake Christ 
       because of persecution (or the looming threat of it) they should reestimate it 
       realizing Moses faced the same
   k. This “considering” is the same as Paul used in Php. 3:8 considering (accounting) 
       what he had previously cherished as “loss” with the purpose to “know Him” - for 
       us, the identifying with Christ in hardships stemming from not “fitting in” is to be 
       of greater value than all the praise, comforts and _______________ that could be 
       offered in our society
   l.  The truth of God is one of the essential factors that makes it clear to us, in an 
       ongoing manner, that what may potentially distract us from responsibility can, at 
       best, only offer temporary enjoyment and satisfaction - Moses was “looking to 
       the reward” which contains an interesting word (apoblepw) meaning to “look 
       ________ from everything else” keeping a singular focus on what God had promised
   m. The “reward” is the honor (of any degree) of being allowed to associate with any 
        part of God’s working and plan - this is key in the message of Heb. 12:1-2 and 
        our “fixing our eyes on Jesus” and enables us to “run with patience the race that 
        is set before us” - we stay “steady” because of full expectation upon God’s Word
   n. It is important for us to realize that where God has placed us (in position, time, 
       rank, situation) does not _________ our purpose and are all in a constant state of 
      “subject to change” as God “sets before us” another “path” in the “race”
  3. By faith, Moses left Egypt altogether, not being stopped by intimidation - vs. 27
   a. It is important to clarify the time and event that is being described - this is not in 
       reference to when he fled Egypt after killing the Egyptian (Ex. 2:14-15) where he 
       was afraid (though he could have, theoretically, tried to force what he had begun 
       in Egypt) - in this verse, it describes the time when Moses led Israel out of Egypt 
       headed for the promised land - all of which came about because he was not 
       controlled by the fear of Pharaoh
   b. He would literally “forsake altogether” Egypt this time, never to return
   c. This second “leaving Egypt” would now be with multitudes of wary people 
       following - as is the case, we must have faith when followed by others

“He is no fool who gives 
what he cannot keep to gain 
that which he cannot lose” - 
Jim Elliot

Like a soldier seeing the 
“fight” he may avoid, but 
because of who and what he 
is must join

This word for sin is amartia 
(hamartia) meaning “to miss 
the mark” - failing to do what 
you ought (before God)

Refer also to James 5:7-11

This is the same emphasis 
in Heb. 13:13 stressing our 
identity with Christ, bearing 
His “reproach” (same word) 
“outside the camp” - if our 
Lord bore such rejection we 
should eagerly identify with 
the same

Following the flow presented 
in these verses, Moses chose 
what he chose because of 
what he “considered” - our 
lives will have key times 
when our accounting needs 
to be carefully calculated to 
effect the best choices (think-
ing ahead) as in Heb. 13:14

It pictures a deliberate look-
ing away to not be distracted 
with something of greater 
importance

We do learn from Moses life 
example that often we must 
wait on God for the timing of 
His working out His purpose 
in and through us - we may 
see what we believe He is 
about to do with us, but in 
faith we trust His timing and 
methodology

compare to Pr. 4:23-27

God’s uses of us determine 
our purpose and not appar-
ent circumstances or our 
present life “standing”
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   d. He “endured the wrath of the king” by faith which entailed several things - 
       (1). The initial refusal of Pharaoh with his “who is the Lord?” response and 
        forcing the Israelites to gather their own straw (Ex. 5:1-9) and the people 
        responded angrily (Ex. 5:21)  (2). The “hardening of Pharaoh’s heart by God (Ex.
        7:1-7) with the purpose to magnify His power with more resistance from Pharaoh
       (3). The seeming ____________ of power by Pharaoh’s magicians making it clear it 
       was not the miracles (plagues), but the will of God perfectly executed that would 
       release them (and would involve waiting on God and the frustration of man exalting 
       himself against God) (4). The constant change of mind in Pharaoh when he would
       repent and then renege (hope deferred) (5). The proposed ___________________ 
       offered by Pharaoh suggesting just some of them go and sacrifice to the Lord (just 
       men) or to leave the flocks (Ex. 10:8-11)  - proposed compromises like this will 
       often be some of the greatest temptations against faith we will face  (6). And, 
       throughout all this, the threat of death (Ex. 10:28)
   e. He did all this being resolute (strong) “seeing Him who is unseen” - this is a key 
       essential to faith (endurance) carrying the reality that it will involve remaining 
       strong over _______ by not shifting focus from God and placing it on what we see - 
       this “seeing” was continuous (he kept on seeing/looking to) - his trust was not in 
       what he could see or discern by his natural senses but kept focus on God (not 
       people, resources or circumstances, all of which seem to _________ for our faith)
  4. By faith he “kept the Passover and the sprinkling of the blood...” - vs. 28
   a. By means of his trust in all God said, Moses instituted the Passover observance 
       and all its minute regulations and details - all of this done based solely on what 
       God said would happen - “He acquiesced in the bare word of God where the thing 
       itself was not apparent” Calvin
    • As is so often the case, Moses obeyed in faith not knowing the entirety of the
                “picture” he was being used to establish - our lack of faith may also have 
       lasting repercussions, though negative ones (not anticipating the affects)
   b. Even if some of the Israelites would have sincerely practiced something else (their
       own version of “religion”), they would have died - detailed obedience was a must 
       and it is by means of faith we obey in detail what God has said without seemingly 
      “______________” compromises we might be tempted to add or interpret into His Word
   c. The sprinkling of the blood was “filled” with God’s purposes and was not 
       dependent on the agreement or understanding of the participants - it is core (as we 
       see now) to the the saving work of God for us in Christ 
   d. It would be by faith that the firstborn of Israel would be spared (not touched by 
       the destroyer) and the firstborn of Egypt would die - the one coming through 
       Egypt to carry out the judgment would be the Lord Himself - Ex. 12:29 and He is
       described as “the Word” in the Jewish targums referencing this text
   e. It is, essentially, the same faith by which we are saved - our only protection from 
       being touched by the judgement and wrath of God is the blood of Christ applied 
       to us - for when the blood is seen, “I will ________ over you” (Ex. 12:13)
 M. By faith, the seemingly unconquerable was conquered - vs. 29-31
  1. One of the common situations requiring faith will be the facing of a foe or opposition that 
      looks insurmountable or indomitable
   a. As is to be discussed, God deliberately brought Israel, on more than one occasion, 
       to a situation that looked impossible to face
   b. God is pleased with faith because it is what will demonstrate most powerfully His 
       power, insight, rightness and plan
   c. Faith anticipates the defying of our limited imagination and perception

Often, faith at work in us will 
be met with resistance from 
others and even ourselves 
as it was with Moses (Ex. 
5:22-23) - God’s response to 
Moses was a reiteration of the 
original promise to Abraham 
(Ex. 6:2-9)
Man will “pit” the objects 
of his faith against God (the 
object of our faith) only to dis-
cover too late that their’s were 
just tricks and not truth
So often we will be challenged 
to compromise just part of 
what God said to make peace 
with whatever or whoever the 
oppressor may be at the time

II Cor. 4:16-18; 5:6-10

As in the example of Noah, 
Moses did not institute 
a general practice, but a 
memorial ordinance to be 
followed in detail - it would 
happen once but would be 
observed continually

As with Noah, Moses act of 
faith would, in a sense, lend 
to the condemnation of the 
firstborn males of Egypt

God used this faith situation 
to not only save Israel and 
demonstrate His power and 
control, but also to begin to 
direct Israel’s focus to how 
He would conquer the most 
formidable enemy ever... sin

The concept seen in the Pass-
over is revealing of the core 
to the Gospel message - not 
just the graciousness of God, 
but the being saved (spared) 
from certain judgement 
because of the blood

Faith at work in us 
anticipates the chal-
lenges greater than 
our own strength, in-
tellect and readiness

compete

time

sensible

compromises
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   d. Even in keeping the Passover, they did it in readiness to leave (in faith, assuming 
       that Pharaoh was ____________ beaten and would surrender) - Ex. 12:11
  2. By faith, Israel went through the Red Sea on dry ground - vs. 29
   a. The detailed account is in Exodus 14 and it is interesting to note that after Israel 
       left Egypt that God again hardened Pharaoh’s heart so he would pursue them
   b. The first part of Exodus 14 clarifies the thought process that would make Pharaoh 
       pursue them (Ex. 14:3) seeing they “wondered aimlessly” and were now cornered 
       in the wilderness (all of this by God’s direction and design)
   c. It is a common misconception that many believe that God does not bring about 
       difficulty and various hardships in our lives - as described here and other texts 
       such as Deuteronomy 8:3 where God had Israel be humbled and “suffer hunger” 
       to have them realize the fact that their lives (living) consists of whatever 
     “proceeds out of the mouth of the Lord” - our Lord referenced this in response to 
       Satan’s temptation to place his present hunger over _______________ discipline
   d. Israel was given the word of God when Moses stated that they would see the 
       salvation of the Lord and “the Lord will fight for you while you keep silent” and 
       finally, and most importantly, when God told Moses to tell the people to “go 
       ___________” - Ex. 14:13-15 (they were to go in the direction of the sea that was 
       heaped up on either side of the path)
   e. These had the promise (word) of God while the Egyptians had only their 
       presumption - this was a distinct difference seeing one group went through while 
       the other was destroyed in the same miraculous work of God - to one a salvation 
       to the other a condemnation - we are to live by the Word of God, not by what we 
       might observe in others; examples and illustrations my be used to clarify truth but 
       they are not the Word of God! - they are not the ____________ itself!
   f. The Egyptians were drowned (literally “swallowed down”) and the Lord allowed  
           the Israelites to see their bodies on the shore (Ex. 14:30-31) - so they “feared the 
       Lord” (now their fear of God was greater than that of the Egyptians)
   g. So, faith at work in us is waiting on God and trusting in His “delivering” through 
       the seemingly _______________ situations of life
  3. By faith, the walls of Jericho fell as Israel obeyed God’s detailed instructions - vs. 30
   a. Much attention is often brought to the seemingly odd instructions God gave to 
       Israel to bring down the walls of Jericho, but the focus of this verse and Joshua 6 
       is doing all God said with the anticipation of what would take place on the seventh day
   b. They had already seen God dry up the Jordan for their crossing into Canaan and 
       this may have lent to the lack of questioning God’s instructions (It is interesting 
       to consider that their crossing the Jordan was, in a sense, a step with the 
       realization they would not ____________ to what they left - the promised land
       was ahead of them including the challenges in taking it)
   c. No other account in history equals this victory - a mighty fortress would be taken 
       as the army of Israel marched around it silently while the Priests blew their rams 
       horns once a day for six days: on the seventh day they marched around seven 
       times and on the seventh time they shouted the shout of victory knowing God had 
       given them the city - it was not until the shout of victory that the walls fell!
   d. It is not important for us to know how (practically) the walls came down, just the 
       true means by which they did - complete trust in God and obedience to His commands
   e. II Cor. 10:4-5 - “For the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely 
       powerful for the destruction of fortresses.  We are destroying speculations and 
       every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge of God, and we are taking every
       thought captive to the obedience of Christ” NASB

We need to recognize that 
the “impossible” situations 
we will face are just that, 
impossible on our own - 
they are there to direct us to 
focus on “greater is He that 
is in you than he who is in 
the world” - I John 4:4

Our Lord demonstrated a key 
truth of life when prompted to 
eat he clarified the “true food” 
for Him was to do the will 
“of Him who sent me and to 
accomplish His work” - John 
4:34 (notice the context)

They were to trust God through 
the intimidating demonstration 
of His power!

It was an act of faith when 
God commanded them to press 
on through the walls of water 
- to have moved forward with-
out God’s instruction would 
have been presumption based 
on walking by sight

As illustrated in this example, 
so much of “faith situations” 
will involve our standing still, 
seeing, and being silent

Read Joshua 5:13-6:21 for the 
details

Faith is usually two-fold; 
pressing on to the unknown 
and often intimidating future 
while letting go of the past not 
to return to it

Their faith was not seen in as 
much as they marched around 
the city as much as it was in 
their belief in what God prom-
ised and then their obedience 
to His “method”

forward

Truth
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   f. So much of the faith-practice in our lives will be trusting God to remove the 
       obstacles before us that seem to block our growth and success in serving Him - 
       we cannot _________ this process nor do we dictate the process - faith will most 
       certainly involve a path to growth and “progress” in ways that will not be 
       appealing, or down paths that we can see where it ends - see Isa. 55:8-9 and also
       compare with II Sam. 7:18-21 - David’s joy was high because of what God said
       long before it would be fulfilled - this needs to be our source of joy as well
   g. It is important also to remember, that after receiving the “marching orders” from 
       God, they still had to take the first steps in following God by “going forward” as  
       was the final command of God on the first day - Jos. 6:7 - ironically, faith will 
       most often involve stopping our efforts, watching and waiting - Psa. 46 (esp. vs. 10)
  4. By faith, Rahab did not die with “those who were disobedient” - vs. 31 (see Joshua 2)
   a. There are several remarkable traits of this example: first, Rahab is identified as a 
      “harlot”, second, she was not an Israelite and third, she believed when all else 
       around her did not (or would not) - faith was not dependant on her present
        __________ standing or societal standing to be “practiced” or initiated
   b. This is a supreme example of the mercy and grace of God demonstrated: she was 
       not known for being moral so her works and reputation did not lend to her 
     “saving”- simply her trust (belief) that the God of Israel was God and all He would 
       purpose to do, He would do and it would be done (He was __________________)
   c. She is singled out as one who “welcomed the spies in peace” when all others were 
       seeking to kill them - this is key because these men represented the people that 
       were coming to not just destroy their city and take their land, but those who would 
       kill them - her “patriotism” did not usurp her submission to the will of God
   d. In the previous verse, the walls of Jericho were destroyed by faith while, at the 
       same time, someone within the walls being destroyed was saved - so note, faith is 
       not focused on so much as what is happening as who is really ______________ it!
   e. This example is also used by James in James 2:25 where he is making the case 
       that true faith is “perfected” (completed) by works (___________ on it) - all else is 
       professed faith (a facade) and not genuine - because Rahab believed, she acted on 
       it (receiving the spies and protecting these men who were a threat to her city) - see 
       Joshua 6:20-25 for the details of what was done
   f. She submitted (believed) while the rest disbelieved (disobeyed) - How is it they 
       disobeyed?  As she identified in Jos. 2:8-11, they all knew what God had done 
       for Israel, and yet were still determined to stand against Him - this is illustrative of 
       the natural will of man versus the will of God: even when faced with __________ 
       failure, man would rather die than submit - man is by nature at odds with God and
       will be (by nature) prone to express his defiance in a variety of way (such as out-
       right rebellion to His way or endless counterfeits to His Word and laws)
 N. The evidence to live by the “evidence of things not seen” is overwhelming - vs. 32-38
  1. The first phrase of verse 32 is telling of the endless examples that could be put forward as 
      “evidence” of the “worthwhile-ness” of living/walking by faith - vs. 32
   a. “.. the time will fail me if I tell of...” - today we would say, “I could go on and on”
   b. To live by trust in what God has said and in complete surrender to what He 
       decrees is not an obscure, rare find in the texts of Scripture - it is a common theme 
       of those that were used ________________ throughout its pages
   c. This is essential in our daily walk - we must live to live by faith
   d. If we desire to be used of God and to truly honor Him in what we do and even 
       attempt to do, we will strive to live by what He has said (given us in His Word)

The timing and strategy were 
of God and both involved 
faith - God may often defeat 
seemingly insurmountable 
obstacles in unpredictable 
ways to make it clear that He 
is the source of victory, and 
not the method, ingenuity, or 
so-called “luck” that “wins 
the day”

The first step of faith is often 
the hardest

In a strong sense, faith is 
not circumstantial (based 
on or dependent on what is 
happening or has happened) 
- faith transcends circum-
stances and even defies them 
by looking to the one who 
dictates and controls them

Faith is a “siding with” God 
even when His will looks 
contradictory to us while 
siding against those who 
would look only to the collec-
tive self-interest against the 
revealed will of God

James 2:21-26

So much of faith at work in 
us is seen in a surrendered 
will - the opposite (a hard-
ened will) is not necessarily 
because there is no evidence 
against it (as with Pharaoh 
who saw God’s works) - just 
as faith is seen by works so is 
“anti-faith” seen in defiance 
and disobedience (unsubmis-
sive) - one may know but 
refuse to believe/surrender

We need to be convinced of 
its worth or we will not find 
the time, strength or deter-
mination to stray from the 
comfort of living by what 
I can see and understand 
and what does not seem to 
contradict my own agendas

unstoppable

controlling

acting

moral

certain

rush

significantly
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  2. Gideon - One made a “valiant warrior” by God - vs. 32
   a. Gideon became a Judge over Israel when it had left serving the Lord and went 
       after other Gods - ________ sent the Midianites to conquer them for seven years - 
        during this, the Midianites (and Amalekites) would come in and “devastate the 
       land” to leave Israel without food and other provisions
   b. The Lord used Gideon’s _____________ which ultimately became his strength - 
       Gideon was fearful and was not confident in himself to which he was 
       told, “Go in this your strength and deliver Israel... Have I not sent you? - Jud. 6:14
   c. It was by faith (in what God said) that Gideon, with 300 men defeated an army 
       with 135,000 (see Jud. 8:10) this would be _____ to 1 - God reduced Gideon’s army 
       to 300 so it would be clear who had won the battle - so often, faith will be needed 
       to face unfavorable, statistical odds, demonstrating that the focus is not on the odds
   d. Gideon was instructed by God to do “smaller” things at first before the great battle - 
       these were used in preparing Gideon as well as setting the situation from “bad to 
       worse” - Gideon was told to tear down the altar to Baal and to use a wooden idol 
       next to it (Asherah) as the wood to burn on the altar built to the Lord
   e. It is interesting to note, that when Gideon’s father was told to give him up that he 
       made the declaration that Baal should defend (fight for) himself and gave Gideon 
       the name “Jerubbaal”, meaning “let Baal ____________ against him” (Jud. 6:32)
   f. So, Gideon demonstrated that to exhibit faith, God’s instructions must be followed 
       and will often lead to situations that involve what appears to be more faith - like 
       with Moses, following what God says is meant to lead to more “impossible” 
       situations which lead to greater exhibitions of the power of God (and the rightness 
       of God’s plan) at work
  3. Barak - A general called to a fight against an enemy with intimidating “war machines”
   a. In Judges 4, Barak was called to fight against the armies of Canaan led by Sisera
   b. Sisera’s army had 900 iron chariots which seemed to work against him in the 
       actual battle - before the fight was to begin God “confused” Sisera’s army so that 
       they began to run - many believe, based upon the song of Deborah in Judges 5, that 
       some of this confusion came from a flood from God which would have bogged 
       down their heavy chariots, making what they looked to for strength a great disadvantage
   c. It is key to remember that these Judges lived in a time where _____________ and 
       obedience to God was almost non-existent and most did “what was right in their 
       own eyes” (Jud. 17:6) - see also Jud. 2:11-23
   d. It is key to note that in the account in the Septuagint Barak clarifies why he insists 
       on Deborah going with them; so that he know precisely the time that the Lord 
       will have them go forward - here, it is not a form of cowardice, but one of desiring 
       to follow God’s timing perfectly - this fits with Deborah’s statement in Jud. 4:14
   e. Often, faith at work will be evidenced in taking up needed responsibility when no 
       one else will  (fighting the typical “why me and no choose someone else” attitude)
   f. God also made it clear that the key “glory” in the conflict  (killing or capturing the 
       enemy commander) would be give to another... a woman (Jael) - Jud. 4:9
  4. Samson - submitting to be used of God after multiple personal _______________ - vs. 32
   a. Samson (as described in Judges 13-16) would seem an unlikely example of faith - 
       yet, he acted on what God had given him in multiple impossible situations 
      (constantly seeming to “push the limits of what God had given him) - he put to use 
       God’s strength as often as he could - God’s strength was on display
   b. Then, when brought to his lowest (by his own bad choices), he still had faith that 
       God would use him and in that moment defeated more of the enemy than he ever
       had - faith does not see personal failure as usurping the power and will of God!

The account is described in 
Judges 6 - 8

His confidence would be 
upon what God told him (not 
just what would happen, but 
how Gideon was to do it)

This stirred the Midianites to 
angry action setting up the 
ultimate encampment against 
Israel with 135,000 man army

God had Gideon cut down 
his own initial army from 
32,000 to 300

So many examples dem-
onstrate that faith seems to 
attract enemies

Faith does not disregard statis-
tics, but it does not place them 
above God’s Word

Because Barak acted in 
faith (following God’s 
instruction), the most 
modern army of their day 
was defeated, only not by 
Israel’s army but by God 
supernatural intervention

Faith is not just focused 
on the obedience itself, but 
on the timing of it - the 
“when” is as important as 
the “what”

Faith is focused on God’s 
glory and not self

Faith in God’s word is what 
motivates those who serve 
God in extraordinary ways - 
we should long for opportuni-
ties (challenges) to demon-
strate it’s power

Jud. 16:28-31
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God
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  5. Jephthah - an ________________ who trusted the Lord for victory - vs. 32
   a.  Jephthah was the son of Gilead (a man of significance) but his mother was a 
       harlot - when Gilead married and had other children, Jephthah was driven out of 
       his home by his brothers - he had, though, earned the reputation of being a valiant 
       warrior - after fleeing to Tob, he was surrounded by bad friends (“worthless fellows”)
   b. It was at this point that he was asked to lead an army against Ammon - in the 
       account in Judges 11, Jephthah demonstrates his confidence in the Lord - in Jud. 
       11:11 he “...spoke all his words before the Lord...”
   c. When confronted by the enemy concerning the apparent injustice done to them by
       Israel, Jephthah referenced __________ to recount what God had them do and the 
      “fairness” of Israel’s pursuits (they asked permission several times before being attacked)
   d. Even in what is commonly called his “tragic vow” he demonstrated his focus - he
       did not need such a vow but he kept it even at great personal loss
   e. Jephthah was another example of how faith is the means to get done what must 
       get done (or be done) - faith is to be the substance of our _______________ in life

  6. David - A man, by faith, called by God “a man after his own heart” - vs. 32 (I Sam. 13:14)
   a. David was youngest of his brothers, unassuming, yet profoundly used of God
   b. As with other faith examples. he _________ God’s strength before assuming more 
       significant roles in life (e.g. the lion and the bear before Goliath)- I Sam. 17:31-37
   c. By faith he waited on God to be king (receiving the promise) even against 
       enormous opposition by Saul and his armies and even many in Israel
   d. By faith David revered God when challenged, when things were going well and 
       when confronted with his _______ - see Psalm 19 for one example of his thinking
   e. David was far from being a perfect man yet much was accomplished by means of 
       his trust and reliance on God - this is what made him who he was
  7. Samuel - A spokesman for God against an opposing people - vs. 32
   a. Samuel became a prophet of God by an act of faith of his mother - I Sam. 1 - the 
       desperate situation of Hannah made her plead to God for a son and in return she 
       would give him back to His service
   b. Samuel’s life was characterized as one who would declare God’s word (as all the 
       prophets would do) and were not driven by ___________ - by faith, he and all the 
       prophets declared God’s word as He gave it
  8. Of these many positive accomplishments were achieved by faith - vs. 33-35
   a. By faith kingdoms were conquered - whole nations and powers were overthrown 
       by acts of faith (confidence in God Who is is sovereign over all nations) - politics,
       skirmishes and wars must be seen first through the eyes of faith to enable us to see
       past what might otherwise be seen as only negative outcomes - it’s important to
       notice that even though faith is being exercised the word for “conquered” 
       indicates a great struggle, much effort and energy being used while facing opposition
   b. By faith, righteous acts were performed, literally meaning that by means of faith 
       what should be done (as God said should be done by His people trusting and 
       obeying Him) was done - by living by faith God’s laws, morals, instructions and 
       ways were communicated, _____________, enforced and were sought after
   c. By faith, promises were obtained as in the life of Caleb and Joshua who received 
       the blessings of God because they trusted what God had said over the popular 
       doubts surrounding them - it is by faith we realize that God’s promises are had 
       by trusting Him completely (waiting on Him, looking to Him against our natural
       inclinations)

Jephthah, like so many 
others, was an unlikely (by 
popular standards) person 
to be used of God as he was

It is sad to realize how often 
we don’t bring our pressures 
before the Lord - faith is a 
realization of dependence on 
God in all things

Faith recognizes the rightness 
of obedience to God over the 
reasonings of man against 
it - the content of His truth 
outranks the seeming intimi-
dating numbers against it

By faith, David saw his 
various enemies in light of 
God and not of himself - in 
comparison, they were all 
small

It’s key to note that Hebrews 11 demonstrates the significance of living by faith using the creation, 
the patriarchs, Moses, the Judges, Kings (David) and prophets (Samuel and the other prophets)

As any parent must yield 
their children over to the 
will of God

see Jer. 5:11-14 for one of 
many examples of the ongoing 
disregard for what God would 
say through His prophets

see Rom 13:1 (the powers 
that be are ordained of God) 
and Acts 17:26 (He estab-
lished the nations, their times 
and their boundaries)

It’s important for us to 
remember that it is living 
by faith that is at the heart 
of our obedience to God - 
disobedience or neglect of 
God’s instructions stems 
from faithlessness

expectations
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   d. These and more are brought about by trusting God - to trust Him, though, 
       involves learning more of Him and His ways, looking for His working and 
       purposes in all circumstances, expecting to use personal resources (strength, 
       talents, time, will, possessions, abilities) in the outworking of these purposes and 
       living in light of the realization that all is of Him, by Him and for Him - Col. 1:16-17
   e. “Shut the mouths of lions” - most likely this is a reference to Daniel - How was it 
       that faith shut the mouths of the lions? - the entire account is in Daniel 6 and the 
       direct answer is in 6:23, “...because he had trusted in his God” - he, as described 
       by Darius the King, ____________ served God (6:20) and would not alter this for 
       convenience, nor to save his life (by faith he stayed focused on what was most 
       important versus ever looming distractions)
   f. “Quenched the power of fire” - vs. 34 - This is most likely in reference to Daniel 3 
       when Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego were thrown into the  fiery furnace - 
       Nebuchadnezzar summed-up their act of faith when he declared, “... who put their 
       trust in Him, violating the king’s command and yielded up their bodies so as not to 
       serve or worship any other god except their own God” (Dan. 3:28)
    • It was by faith that the “power” of the fire was quenched - the fire was not 
         __________ and the three had to go into it yet the normal affects of fire were 
       stopped - it was also here that the Lord was seen and will often be most 
       evident (“the Lord is at hand) when we also show “moderation” when in trials
   g. Some, by faith, “escaped the edge of the sword” - David, Elijah and others were 
       spared from opposition out to kill them, who far outnumbering them - because 
       they did not _______ while under the threat of death, God miraculously saved many
   h. Many, though weak and vulnerable by the world’s standards, were made strong by 
       their confidence in God - Hezekiah and even Samson are often referenced in 
       relation this verse, though the basic concept stands alone - in faith, even 
       weakness can be a point of strength as Paul recognized in II Cor. 12:9-10
   i. By faith they became “mighty in war, putting foreign armies to flight” - the 
       accounts of Israel are replete with accounts of “might” stemming from God’s 
       intervention and direction - it is significant also in the inclusion of “foreign 
       armies” as opposed to that of Israel since they typically were looked upon as “our 
       _____ versus yours” - this still occurs in areas such as the warring of philosophies
   j. By faith, “women received back their dead by resurrection” while others, also by 
       faith, faced torture and even death, focused upon a “better resurrection” - vs. 35 - 
       both sides (positives and negatives) are seen in this statement and yet they are 
       both profound accomplishments made possible through faith
  9. Many of the most horrific circumstances were also faced by faith - vs. 35-38
   a. Many are guilty of only looking for faith to be used for what they would deem as 
      “positive outcomes,” though faith is often most profoundly seen in the facing and 
       going through painful and even deadly situations - faith is necessary to suffer in 
       all capacities for the glory and ____________ of God
   b. Lest some think that faith works only for the miraculous rescues or even 
       resurrections from the dead, the writer clarifies that by faith others faced “torture, 
       not accepting their release” - it is a common result of the exercise and 
       proclamation of the faith that others will hate and oppose it and will do all in their 
       power to stop it (being against God, their fears are legitimate)
   c. These were, by faith, focused on a “better resurrection” versus the temporal 
       resurrection one might seek to remain in this life - as was the case with Abraham 
       and his descendents, the focus was on a heavenly city and not on the earthly - 
       without proper faith, pain and suffering seems without purpose and value

Faith is directly tied to the 
greatest of the commandment 
- by faith we love the Lord our 
God with all our heart, mind, 
soul, and strength - Mt. 22:37; 
Lu. 10:27

God used a political con-
spiracy to provide us one of 
the most significant exhibi-
tions of faith at work in all 
of Scripture!
The bulk of his life was one of 
an exile from home

Their response to the King 
was one of faith, not just in the 
ability of God to save them, 
but in the rightness of obeying 
God even to their immediate 
demise - Dan. 3:17-18

Nebuchadnezzar only knew the fourth 
person as an angel but it was most 
likely a “Christophany”

Php. 4:5

God is to be “feared” more 
than the edge of the sword, 
or, now days, the barrel of 
a gun

As also described in Eph. 
6:10-20 where it begins, “Be 
strong in the Lord and in the 
strength of His might” fol-
lowed by the counsel to put 
on the armor of God - He is 
our strength!

Incidents like Elijah faced 
when rasing the widow’s 
son back from the dead only 
happened by faith (I Kings 
17) - he prayed, “O Lord 
my God, I pray You, let this 
child’s life return to him”

So much of the early church 
demonstrated great faith 
by the various tortures they 
faced and would not accept 
the conditional release of-
fered to them if they would 
“recant” their faith

Both the saving from death 
and the taking one to and 
through death are uses of 
faith - faith is essentially 
“universal” in its usage 
throughout life

yield

God

removed

purposes
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   d.“Faith is a grace which draws down from Heaven whatever blessing of God is 
       most ______________ to the saint, and therefore does it stand him in as good 
       stead in the night of adversity as in the day of prosperity.”  Pink
   e. These faced “torture” a word (tumpanizw) which pictures a “racking” (which
       became a form of torture to slowly pull the victim’s joints out of place) - yet 
       many, by lack of faith, consider and yield their “faith” under far less duress!
   f. Others, by faith, faced “mockings” and “scourgings” - because of their relation to
       God and standing with and for Him, they were publicly made fun of (laughed at
       and made a spectacle of humbling) and others being beaten - quite often these 
       would have been ongoing and frequent - vs. 36 - often, these mockings will take
       the form of others using us as _______________ of what not to be - see Jer. 20
   g. Others also faced “chains and imprisonment” - prophets, such as Jeremiah, were 
       imprisoned in seemingly unimaginable ways; Jeremiah spent much of his time as 
       a prophet in prison even once (Jer. 38) in a cistern filled with mud - this type of 
       suffering is often associated with the attempts to make “the Faith” look “illegal” 
       and _____________ before others (treating those of faith as criminals)
   h. Others, by faith, were “stoned” (to death) - vs. 37 - Those such as Zechariah the 
       son of Jehoida (the chief priest who brought up King Joash) were stoned to death 
       for speaking God’s word (see II Chron. 24:20-22) - Stephen was stoned also 
       because of his testimony and his last “sermon” (Acts 7:54-60)
    • This type of punishment was characterized by the impression that those 
       throwing the stones were participating as a group in the execution
   i. Some, by faith, were “sawn in two” - this is likely a reference to the traditional 
       account of the death of Isaiah and the method is attributed to the influence of the
     “heathen” upon Israel (seeking to take a more vicious form of execution) - as was 
       seen in the times of the reformation, other inventive forms of torture and 
       execution were developed to try to stop the Truth and it’s influence from among 
       the general populace; yet they were no ____________ for the outworking of faith
       in the lives of the martyrs
   j. Because of faith being lived, they were “tempted” - vs. 37 - this is often 
       questioned because of the confusing of temptation with actual sin - it should be 
       clear to us that if temptation to sin is resisted, it is usually followed by 
       _____________ and more consistent temptation (as our Lord in Heb. 4:15) - so
       much of temptation finds its strength in the pursuit of self-comfort, self-
       gratification and self-preservation all of which must not be considered over 
       faithfulness to God, His Word, His ways, His glory and authority!
   k. Some, by faith, were “put to death by the sword” (in contrast to others who, by 
       faith, “escaped the edge of the sword”) - In the account in I Kings 22, hundreds 
       were killed by the sword as a result of David and his men being fed - here we 
       have the effects of the faith of David (who was being hunted being “God’s man”) 
       and faith being practiced by the priests who helped him - in both cases others 
       seemingly “_______________” bystanders were killed by the sword
   l. By faith, many “went about in sheepskins, in goatskins, being destitute, afflicted, 
       ill-treated” - vs. 37 - these, because of their faith, lost their homes, possessions 
       and had to go into hiding while facing rejection, poverty and the disgust of those 
       in “acceptable society” - and, it was by faith they endured such lives! - at any time 
       they could have renounced their faith and could have rejoined society, and as we 
       see these days, could have possibly been exalted as shining examples of what 
       should be done - yet, by faith, they saw beyond the “wisdom of the age” in which
       they lived

These were people made of 
the same flesh as we subject 
to the same pains - by faith 
they refused to be delivered 
(by denying their faith) and 
faced horrific pains keeping 
focused beyond immediate 
release to the purpose of God 
- see our Lord’s example in 
John 18:11

It will be by faith that we 
are able to endure the loss 
of freedom for the sake of 
the Lord

Often these mockings will 
come from religious people 
and even those who profess to 
be Christians

Tradition also has it that 
Jeremiah was stoned to 
death in Egypt by his fellow 
countrymen

This particular method was 
instituted by God to be used 
against flagrant offenders of 
His laws - when God’s Word 
is “lost” society has a way of 
using His judgments against 
His people

Just as all the seeming “hor-
rors” faced in life must be seen 
through the eyes of faith so 
they cannot be used to cause 
os to forsake the faith

This is often an unexpected 
result of living by faith - we 
face more temptation

Faith in the rightness of God 
over us enables us to defeat the 
lures of living for self and self-
rightness

It will only be by faith that we 
are able to face the situations 
when others suffer as a result 
of our faith (usually evidenced 
in our obedience and commit-
ment to God)

These were people not driven 
for societal goals and a life 
of secure comforts but were 
steadily focused on the 
promises of God and His 
“treasures” over and above 
the temporal values of the 
world

immoral

examples
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needful

innocent
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   m. These went around in sheepskins and goatskins because they were destitute and 
       they were destitute (poor, lacking), because they were afflicted (oppressed,
      “crowded” out) being treated rudely and with contempt, all because they trusted
       God in one way or another - those resisting God and those who are professing
       believers who resist conviction will vehemently resist acts of faith (see also James 
       5:7-11) - these  who lived by faith were considered ______________ by the world
   n. Yet, in case any reach the “pragmatic” conclusion that possibly these received 
       what they earned (got what they deserved), the writer clarifies these were those “of 
       whom the world was not worthy” - the “world” literally could not measure up to 
       people such as this (it is undeserving) - far too many struggle and strive to be 
       worthy (accepted) by the society in which they live, above their striving and 
       struggling to be “approved” by God by living by faith - this is why we are to fol-
       low the instruction of Paul to Timothy in II Tim. 2:15, “Be diligent to present 
       yourself approved to God as a workman who does not need to be ashamed...”

   o. Because of faith, these wondered “in deserts and mountains and caves and holes 
       in the ground” - vs. 38 - ironically they felt themselves safer in these areas and 
       with all types of animals than with people/society - Elijah was such a case
    • By faith we may be driven to avoid places deemed “dangerous” not just for 
      our lives but for our moral and _____________ well-being
   p. “One of the great evils of the time is that of deliberating about a plain command of
       Christ, and asking, “What will be the result of it?” What have you to do with 
       results? “But if I follow Christ in all things, I may lose my position.” What have 
       you to do with that? When a soldier is bidden to go up to the cannon’s mouth, he 
       is very likely to lose his “position,” and something else; but he is bound to do it. 
     “Oh, but I might lose my opportunities of usefulness!” What do you mean? That 
       you are going to do evil that good may come? That is what it comes to.”  Spurgeon
 O. Our objective - live/walk by faith with the motive to be ________________ to Him - vs. 39-40
  1. Clearly (as seen in the last several points) the objective of living by faith is not to im-
      prove our earthly lives per se, since its practice requires some form of self-contradiction, 
      but the objective is to please God (follow what He says because He said it (being who He 
      is)) and not because I can see or confidently anticipate some self-serving, “good” outcome 
      for me on this earth - it is not self-centric, anthro-centic,  but “theo-centric” (God centered)
   a. For “all these gained approval through their faith” - as referenced at the beginning 
       of this chapter “...by it men of old gained approval” (Heb. 11:2)
   b. The idea is that these received a “good report” or witness from God Himself that 
       this is what He likes and we should daily _____________ to
   c. Again, it is essential for us to realize they “gained approval” through their faith 
       and not through their works or good intentions!
  2. But it is also essential for us to recognize “all these... did not receive what was promised”
   a. Many received some or part of some of the promises, but not the ultimate of all 
       God has prepared in the “city whose builder and maker is God”
   b.  All these mentioned in this chapter also did not see the coming of Christ and the 
       fulfillment of the redemptive promise made at the beginning of Genesis
   c. All these that God gives witness to lived, labored, suffered and died with less 
     “light” than we have now - we have seen the redemptive outworking of God’s plan 

This was Paul’s situation as 
he described in I Cor. 4:1-13 
where he acknowledges they 
were considered by the world 
the “scum of the world,” liter-
ally what the world looks to 
throw or brush away

These would be those who 
were not counted worthy by 
the world yet they them-
selves would have been so 
hated because they did not 
value so highly the world 
either!

By faith we realize how things really are (reality) and do not yield to the intimidation of the world to be 
ashamed of the Gospel of Christ - instead, we will see where so much of our world should burn with shame 
in what it prioritizes, aspires to, loves, admires, exalts and worships and its futility - see Rom. 8:18-39

As the world condemns those 
of faith (in God) so it con-
demns itself!

“....like lost sheep, hunted 
by wolves.”  RWP

Many will live in poorer 
conditions because they will 
not compromise to do what 
it costs to gain much of what 
the world will offer as com-
forts and acceptance

Who are we to counter 
God’s witness in any way 
at anytime?

As will be discussed in 
Hebrews 12, having “so 
great a cloud of witnesses” 
it makes good, plain sense 
to put aside any distrac-
tion from this fundamental 
purpose for our existence
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pleasing

unworthy

aspire

Not approval from 
self or others
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       in Christ and are privileged to live in these “last days”
   d. We too have not received all that is promised and will live the whole of our lives 
       with the anticipation and expectation of what is to come when our earthly lives 
       are fully _____________ (invested in His cause for His purposes)
   e. These who demonstrated such faith would not be “made perfect” (completed) 
       without us - The focus is back on God’s “plan” being fully accomplished and we 
       (all since the Old Testament saints) being a vital part in it - faith is essentially 
       waiting on and focusing on God’s outworking of His will, realizing that we are a 
       part of it in the agreeable and more difficult times of life

XXIII. Consider Him So That You Not Grow Weary and Lose Heart - 12:1-3
 A. “Run the race set before us” - vs. 1
  1. Having just been given so many (a cloud as if surrounding us because there are so many) 
     “witnesses” testifying to the validity/ ______________of living/walking by faith, we then,
       on our part, are to run the “race” that God has “set before us” to run
   a. It is compared to a “race” and not a “journey” where one might expects to have 
       rests or breaks upon the way - we do not look or expect to ___________ down
   b. This is to be run with “endurance” as was mentioned in 10:36 (“For you have 
       need of endurance...”) - it is expected to be challenging and to ___________ long
   c. We are to look to and remember these that the Lord “witnessed” as to faith to stay 
       focused on its value for there will be competing “witnesses” striving to capture 
          and hold our attention on less important matters of life and temporal pursuits of futility
  2. As we seek to run this “race” of endurance, we, on our part, need to “lay aside every 
      encumbrance and the sin which so easily entangles us...”
   a. These “weights” could be anything “hooked” to the runner or on the runner’s 
       person that would weigh him down in the long-distance trek
   b. These “weights” are anything that we might worry over because of the race, and 
       that are not related to the “contest” itself - they are the “things or stuff of life” that
       we pick-up along the way and that seem to _____________ our attention and 
       strength to a point where we must redirect our attention and energies to them - 
       these make us stop to rethink and rest yet one of the dangers of stopping is our 
       reluctance to restart the arduous marathon
   c. In addition to these cares of life we must also lay aside any sin which seems most 
       likely to trip us up - these are the allurements of life (of this world, the lust of the 
       flesh and eyes and pride - I Jn. 2:15-17) - they are like intentional traps and 
       obstacles to trip us up and distract us regarding the race - they “dog” at our steps
       and typically make us stumble and __________ of falling altogether
  3.  All these we are to “lay aside” - put them off as unnecessary clothing for the race
   a. This first of all requires our recognizing them as encumbrances and distractions 
       from our primary purpose - it is similar to Luke 14:33 in the Lord’s clarification 
       of the need to “renounce (lay no claim to) all that he has” to be His disciple
   b. Each “item” must be ___________ as to its value and usage in the race before us - 
       some will need to be let go and “put off” even though we may have formed an 
       attachment to them - see Php. 3:14-15; Col. 3:5-8; I Tim. 6:9-10
   c. We should long to be able to say as Paul did at the end of his race, “... I have 
       finished the course/race, I have kept the faith...” - see II Tim. 4:6-8
   d. So often we weary in the marathon because we fail to keep our focus on its 
       significance in the whole “scheme” of eternity and then be distracted away from 
       Who is to be the focus of our faith (why we “stay with it”) - not just because of 
       who He is, but mainly because of what He has done and its results

God having provided some-
thing “better for us - “bet-
ter” in that we see Christ 
and the vantage point 
where we see so many 
promises already fulfilled

Faith is the expectation (hope) 
of God at work at all times in 
all things and our looking for it 
and living by it and in light of it

This is in the present 
tense so the idea is “keep 
on running”

see I Cor. 9:24-27

With us, these could easily 
represent anything we are 
too attached to in this life in 
that it consumes too much 
of our energy so as to make 
us focus on the fatigue of 
the race itself and consider 
stopping

Even our pursuit of rest can 
become one of these weights

The over attention to these 
sins either the committing of 
them or the time we spend in 
worrying over them and their 
removal can become reoccur-
ring trip-ups

Luke 14:25-43 there is  an 
accounting of “the costs” of 
what lies ahead of us (build-
ing and warring) and thus the 
project, the mission becomes 
our focus

We must not lose sight of 
the finish line and where/
what we are racing towards 
else we may lose urgency 
or direction (wasting the 
resources we have been 
given)
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   e. And, so often we weary in this “marathon” because we don’t look on it as such 
       and believe we NEED changes of venue and respites of our choosing - we become 
       those who avoid the _______ and arduous, searching out the “short and sweet” - we
       do not want to be come those needing to be entertained and amused along the way,
       thinking it is needed to help us keep going (“flowery beds of ease”?)
   f. There will be additional pains along the way in addition to that of endurance - we 
       live in a sinful world and pain is to be expected... it’s supposed to _________!
  4. How is it we lay these aside? - Eph. 4:17-24, Col. 3:1-17, I Pet. 2:1-5
   a. There is first an accounting of what is what in comparison to what we’ve been taught
   b. Daily determining what is needed for the “race” and what is not, and accepting 
       the ongoing (sometimes painful) “______________” of the Lord
   c. The daily purpose to neglect the sins which often have “tripped” us up, with the 
       obedience of “putting on” (or taking on) what we’ve been given to do and grow in
   d. Be “renewed in the spirit of you mind” (what it thinks about and what it desires to 
       think about) seeking to transfer “affections” on things above to be rid of the 
       distracting natural desires that war against our _____________
   e. Surrender to (“Let”) “the peace of God” guarding your heart (by trusting Him and 
       comparing all we would depend upon to Him) “letting” the “word of Christ richly 
       dwell within you” (literally to be at ___________ in us)
    • And by it, this peace “mounts a guard” over our hearts “umpiring” what 
      should be loved or hated, what should be pursued and avoided
  5. It is the race He has “set before us” - our Lord has given it to us and placed it before us so, 
      who are we to seek to avoid it or to run it before Him halfheartedly?  If we realize each 
      day’s tasks are assigned by Him, we are more apt to revere them not __________ them
 B. “Fixing our eyes on Jesus,” He being the “chief leader” and end (or objective) of the faith - vs. 2
  1. Having seen the great numbers that attested to the validity of a life of faith, now we are 
      to set our gaze (present tense, continuous) on Christ as the supreme example of a life of 
      faith, as well as the object of our faith (He fulfills both roles)
   a. Not only is He the one we look to for true peace with God (reconciliation) but we 
       look to Him as the perfect example of faith
   b. He came not to do His own will but the will of the Father - this was the “joy set 
       before Him” and it is (as should be expected) our joy as well to not only look for 
       the will of God but to be __________ (participants) of and in it
   c. His is the perfect example of focus and attitude - it was His joy to do so which is 
       essential to understand the following statements in the verse - this is the focus of a 
       life of faith; seeking joy/contentment in submission to whatever God has for us 
       to do at any time in anything
  2. He went all the way to the cross and endured all it could lay on Him!
   a. The death of the cross was not only one of the most painful and gory but was also 
       one of the most shameful and degrading (Php. 2:8, “... even the death of the cross”)
   b. But, it was this shame He “despised” - we might say He ______________ it, 
       ignoring it by keeping His focus upon what He was doing and its significance
  3. And, being the object of our faith, He has sat down at the right hand of the throne of God
   a. There is no greater example to follow and no greater one we could trust!
   b. His life was impeccable, His focus unswerving and His position, unmatchable - 
       we could aspire to have no higher “connection” in life
  4. His is the supreme example upon which to fix our gaze in the pursuit of being useful, 
      truly successful in our lives, and in the pursuit of the means to proper and lasting 
      promotion, all of which the world has a counterfeit that will fade with time and bring 
      disappointment in its end

This is why, as is to be dis-
cussed, we are in ongoing 
need of chastening to keep 
on track and focused on the 
finish line

I Pet. 4:12, II Tim. 3:12

not thinking Am I a Soldier of the Cross?

Daily striving to love with 
“eternity’s values in view”

These are deliberate and 
planned vs. futility of the mind

see Rom. 6:11-18

We are in need of desire 
change!

The peace that only comes 
from God and the peace of 
being “with God” in our 
thoughts and actions versus 
opposed to Him

The Greek word for “set 
before” in this verse is the 
same word as the race “set 
before us” in verse 1

His joy also being focused 
upon what would come on the 
other side of faith being prac-
ticed to the end as He knew 
was coming in John 17

The cross was the judgment 
of sinners and Christ, Who 
knew no sin, became sin 
for us, dying the criminal’s 
death in our stead

His sitting down indicating 
a finished work and we have 
our faith in His work being 
complete
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  5. He is to be our focus seeing He is at the right hand of God - the place of true power and 
      authority - all other potential _______________ are lesser powers (borrowing whatever 
      power they have from Him) and lesser authorities accountable to Him
   • It is this focus that enables us to relinquish what is unnecessary, because we better 
     realize them as weights against what is of greatest worth
 C.   “Consider Him who endured...” - vs. 3
  1. Consider what He considered and what He did - we get a brief glimpse of His perspective 
      as he faced “such hostility by sinners” facing the cross as in Mt. 26:51-56 - His focus was 
      on the power of God over the power of the soldiers coming to arrest Him - He was 
      focused on the _________ of God at work (that what God had planned would happen)
   a. He is the “fixed point of reference” upon which we fix our eyes - We must beware 
       the ongoing attempts to make Christ, His work, His word unsure, unauthoritative, 
       unreliable and unabsolute; for in so doing we have no fixed point of reference
   b. We are to assess Him in comparison to our own lives, perspectives and priorities 
         and what they ___________ be, for if we differ, we will fatigue (grow weary) and 
       will yield (lose heart) - we need to mimic His confident, focused resolve
   c. As in Robertson’s note on this phrase, it is as a “spirit” made feeble, worn down 
       and in the sense of  being “set free” as though one gives up on what is the right way
  2. He endured “such contradiction of sinners against Himself”
   a. The word for “contradiction” carries the idea of ridicule, strong disagreement (to 
       the point of mocking), opposition to His message and works, and a perversion of 
       what He taught and represented (as so many pseudo-religious, antichrists and 
     “sincere ________________” do to this day)
   b. He was hated, attacked and opposed at every turn by so many “sinners”
   c. He was offered the easy path to power, influence and acceptance by the Devil in 
       the temptations of Matthew and Luke 4 - often, some of the greatest temptations
       we will face will be related to the pursuit of avoiding endurance by seeking 
       alternative ways to shorten or ease any suffering we may face in doing what we ought
  3. Not “losing heart” will be a constant goal - see II Cor. 4; Gal. 6:9; (and in II Thes. 3:6-15 
      it deals with those that have “given-in” and relinquished responsibility)

XXIV. Do Not Despise the Discipline of the Lord - 12:4-11
 A. It is essential in our daily walk to be aware of the working of God in and around us - It is far too 
      easy for our focus to drift from the hand of God and onto the hand of man, our own hands or the 
      fictional hands of “____________” - all of what happens to us and around us is by God’s design
      and much of it is for our learning
  1. Many have come to regard “chastening” and “discipline” as punishment, which is a grave 
      error in thinking - this is so often why many regard difficulties and struggles as just “evil 
      happenings” and yet they are of God and His “teaching” us
  2. Discipline will often take what seems to be harsh and painful means to direct us, but if we 
      realize this is the purpose and the benefit, we will not react, grow angry and bitter against 
      God and finally then give-up (faint)
  3. “It is a great mistake when we fret over the human instrument which smites us, and forget 
      the hand which uses the rod. If I strike a dog, he bites my stick ; poor creature, he knows 
      no better ; but if he could think a little he would bite me, or else take the blow 
      submissively. Now, you must not begin biting the stick. After all, it is your heavenly 
      Father that uses the staff ; though it be of ebony or of blackthorn, it is in his hand. It is 
      well to have done with picking and choosing our trials, and to leave the whole matter in 
      the hand of infinite wisdom.” Spurgeon (Talks to Farmers)

Look where His 
suffering lead Him 
- Php. 2:5-11

The invigorating focus of 
Isa. 40:21-31

That even my en-
emies have a part to 
play in the outwork-
ing of God’s will

“Fainting in your souls (tais 
psuchais humôn ekluom-
enoi). Present passive par-
ticiple of ekluô, old verb to 
loosen out, to set free, and 
in passive to be enfeebled, 
to be tired out (here in soul 
with locative case)” RWP

He was counselled to throw 
Himself off the pinnacle of 
the Temple to quickly rise to 
influence (by “tempting God” 
(forcing, as it were, God’s 
hand)) or to be give all the 
kingdoms of the world for 
one simple compromise - all 
of these would have offered 
a means to a seemingly good 
end with just a simple, singu-
lar compromise

So many of the 
pressures we face 
that cause us to 
flirt with thoughts 
of quitting the race 
stem from our lack 
of awareness of 
purpose in them - 
this is a result of 
being unfamiliar 
with God’s sover-
eignty altogether or 
from having a God 
of my own making

see Pr. 4:23
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  4. Our goal is to “arm ourselves with the same purpose” that Christ had - I Pet. 4:1-2
   a. As Christ endured His suffering “in the flesh” we are to be “equipped” with the
       same thinking, realizing the “enemy” will seek to divert us to a wide selection of 
       other “____________” (literally “in-thinking,” have it in your thoughts/thinking)
   b. “...he who has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin” - one of the benefits to all 
       forms of suffering is the focus and reworking of priorities it brings with it
   c. This “mind” seeks to “live the rest of the time... for the will of God”
  5. “You have not resisted to the point of shedding blood...” - vs. 4
   a. They had faced much suffering, but had failed to realize it could have been and 
       could get worse - there is never a time to rest from the “fight” as though it is 
       finished (at least while we are alive on this earth)
   b. We can be guilty of setting ourselves up after a bout of endurance, thinking “that
       is it” and then letting down our guard
   c. We must keep our ___________ properly informed - anything less than the loss of 
       our lives should not be overly magnified in our thinking - we weary too easily
       over small things! - even the worst of enemies cannot get at our souls/spirits
   d. They had not had “blood loss” at this point in the “striving against sin” (literally 
       standing against the antagonism of the sin (again “missing the mark”)) - instead of  
       picturing a race, now it is one of facing an opponent in something like a boxing 
       match  - the adversary striving to cause us to lose sight of the Faith (“mark”) with 
       the threats of death - they use ___________ to sway while God uses it to focus us
   e.  All this is leading to the main topic of chastisement which is how we are to look  
       upon the pains, abuse and contradiction we face that does not kill us
 B. Don’t forget the encouragement of knowing what’s really going-on - vs. 5-11
  1. One of the reasons there was consideration of yielding the faith among them was based in 
      their forgetting some of the encouragement from Scripture (in this case Pr. 3:11-12)
   a. This reveals what is really taking place, contradicting their “normal” (typical) 
       thinking that ill-treatment and rejection from their society and acquaintances as 
       being “for the bad” (or that it was an indication they had been bad)
   b. It is not (as so many are inclined to think) God’s response to our sin as much as it 
       is God’s keeping us ___________ sin
   c. Opposition and hardships are to be viewed far differently than is commonly
       thought - thus the explanation of their forgetting the encouragement that had been
       given to them in the race and while facing their opponents
   d. This encouragement/challenge is addressed to “you as sons” as from our Father - 
       it is insight into our _____________ relationship with the Creator of the universe
   e. With our being His children, there comes special treatment though it is not 
       characterized by ease but more by purpose (which those apart from God cannot 
       find or they feebly construct what cannot stand true opposition)
  2. “My son, don’t belittle the discipline of the Lord” - vs. 5
   a. Don’t allow yourself to consider God’s training of us as something to __________
   b. Most often this is the case when we look only on our troubles as unfortunate 
       circumstances and “bad luck” or we look on it as a thing to be avoided at all costs
   c. God’s dealings with us are instructive and not punishment for wrongs - His plan is
       not for us to be defined by what we don’t do but by what we do and are to be doing
   d. And with this insight, we most certainly should not “faint” (give-up) when we are 
      “reproved by Him” (admonished) as any caring instructor would do with their 
       student when they think wrongly about something - it’s not dealing with them as 
       disobedient rebels but as students who need to learn

The word for sin is “ar-
martia” (to miss the mark) 
illustrating the corrective 
purpose of suffering; helping 
us better aim at and hit the 
“marks” God has for us

‘

see also I Cor. 16:13

Elijah faced such discourage-
ment after the victory on Mt. 
Carmel and then facing the 
wrath and threats of Jezebel - 
I Ki. 19:1-8

Our “striving” is not pictured 
here as avoiding evil deeds as 
much as it is the opposition 
against us not to do as we 
ought - the goal of the enemy 
isn’t necessarily “rampant 
sin” as much as it is distrac-
tion from proper obedience

Many develop a life per-
spective which sees daily 
life as their failings and 
God’s reaction to them 
(most often in anger and dis-
appointment) - It becomes 
a constant reminder of our 
inability to do what is right 
and places the bulk of our 
focus on our sin rather than 
our purposeful duty

This relation came through 
the work of Christ - John 1:12

If we could somehow get 
good at avoiding these times 
of teaching and focus, we 
would be lost in our wres-
tling with purpose and the 
reasons why what happens 
in life and would become 
disillusioned

We “regard lightly” the 
Lord’s discipline when we 
see it or consider it wrongly
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   e. To “regard lightly” God’s discipline is to be constantly frustrated by it treating it 
       as though it is more an ______________ to our real goals
   f. We treat His chastening with disregard when we fail to “zealously repent” - Rev. 3:19

  3. Discipline is the ___________ of the Lord in action in our lives - vs. 6
   a. “Agapaw, however, denotes the highest type of love, the love that is full of complex 
       understanding and of corresponding lofty purpose and not the shallow, weak, 
       grandfatherly love (seen in Eli) which lets sons go unchastised and uncorrected”  
   b. This is one of the most ongoing reminders and evidences that He does 
       love us - the alternative would be to leave us uncorrected and left to ourselves in 
       our ignorance and disillusionment  - we often resent the chastisement because we
       don’t think we ________ it (trusting our own instincts and perspectives too much)
    • Psalm 119:71 - It is good to be afflicted to learn “Thy statutes”
   c. If we fail to see what these various corrections of the Lord really are we are apt to
       miss the lesson, grow discouraged or become __________ against Him
  4. The “scourging” of the Lord comes to those He receives “as sons” - vs. 6
   a. It is important for us to remember He chastens us because we are “sons” not 
       because we are “sinners” - only His children get this special treatment
   b. Scourging will be harsh (not just seem harsh) and is intended to show that God 
       will often deal with us painfully in His correcting/directing us
   c. He does this to those whom He “receives” as sons (knows them to be such) - the 
       picture being a father taking a child to himself as His own - it denotes a close 
       family relationship - because of His great love He “whips” us, just as pictured in 
       Pr. 22:15, “Foolishness is bound in the heart of a child; the rod of discipline will 
       remove it far from him.” - the severity of the ___________ reveals the purpose of 
       the severity of the discipline - see also Lam. 3:19-38 (though He causes grief yet 
       will He have compassion in accordance with His “tender mercies”)
  5. We are purposed to endure because we know it is the “discipline of sons” - vs. 7-8
   a. Endurance is found in the understanding of what is actually happening - if it is 
       deemed as useless and to no profit we are apt to “faint” (give-up), but when the 
       value of it is seen we stay focused upon “staying under” the learning process
   b. He then appeals to a family illustration - where is there a legitimate son where the 
       Father does not discipline him? - It is presented as though it should be non-
       existent though our society does not reflect this very well
   c. On the flip-side, if any were not facing discipline (which all His children face) 
       then such a one would not be His child at all and left to themselves as those in   
       Romans 1 where God gives them over to their own desires

 
WhAt is the “DisCipline oF the lorD”?

    Correction (discipline) is essentially:
1. Course Correction - using a variety of means to change or “force” our direction a different way - this is 
    either directing us toward something or/and directing us away from something
2. Priority Correction - using various teachers and “teaching moments” to change how we rank the aspects 
    of our lives - it helps and enables us to better estimate the value of what is in our lives
3. Desire Correction - what I desire to have and why I desire it is fine-tuned by what God brings our way, 
    leads us to, allows and what He takes away - all with the purpose to change what we are attracted to
4. Attitude Correction - it is whatever means God uses to change to the right what I think about something
5. Attention Correction - often God brings “tools” into our lives to refocus our attention from distractions

If we reverence the Lord we 
will submit and always be 
ready to incorporate what 
God is teaching us

Lenski
Discipline involves time, 
attention and effort all of 
which are evidences of true 
love - a lack of care is seen in 
neglect because the one who 
should be disciplining is too 
focused on themselves

Most of what will prove 
to be reliable and precious 
to us in life will “cost” us 
something and that usually 
with pain (by what is re-
moved from us or by what 
is engrafted into us)

As with many of the diseases 
and cancers of our day, the 
severity of it demands an 
intrusive often very painful 
treatment performed in love, 
great care and precision

We do not endure in order to 
be His children, we endure 
because we are His children!

This is what parents do with 
their children... because they 
are their children and the care 
for them desiring their best

love

need

bitter
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   d. So, don’t “lose your head”; it is for the purpose of chastening (_______________
       learning) that we are to endure - the purpose of God’s discipline is never to cause us to 
       give-up; so our focus, no matter what, is to stay faithful
   e. All His children are chastened, “...all have become partakers...” and considering 
       the alternative, none would desire to be free or rid of it! - an illegitimate “son” is 
       one without an acknowledged father or treated as such by not being ___________ 
      (through consistent discipline) for life and their future responsibilities and inheritance
  6. The parallels and contrasts between our earthly father and our spiritual father - vs. 9-10
   a. We “had” an earthly father (lit. “fathers of our flesh”) to correct us and because of 
       their position (given to them by God to be our father) we respected/reverenced 
       them - their correcting of us was for a limited, short time and they disciplined us 
       as seemed good to them (either correctly or incorrectly)
   b. Even with their flaws and limited perspectives we respected them (at least this
       was to be the norm for a society) - we did not like it and often it was painful and 
       disappointing, but usually was seen to be of ________ as we grew older - this is a 
       significant part of maturing; we come to see the purpose for various disciplines 
       that used to only be seen as discouragements
   c. In contrast He (God our father) is the “Father of spirits” (all that lives is from 
        Him) and He created all things in His purposes, and from His limitless perspective 
       disciplines us for our good - our earthly fathers idea of “good” was limited and at 
       times flawed while His knowledge of what is truly for our good is without error
   d. So shouldn’t we much more be in subordination to God as our father and truly find 
       what it means to “live”? - much of the “living” that takes place is far from true 
       living - much of what is put forward as “real life” is full of ______, various forms 
       of death, and if it is not some form of  regression or digression it is at best stagnation
   e. True life is found in having what is “good” “happen to us” and this ultimate of 
      “goods” is our privilege to “share His holiness” - in modern speak we might say 
       we get to be made unique like He is unique and set apart from the typical blind 
       and vain living the world offers-up - His discipline of us is the outworking of our 
       being “______________ to the image of His son” - Rom. 8:29
  7. Facing the sorrow of the moment as investment for the future - vs. 11
   a. Chastening is supposed to hurt and be sorrowful (for if it does not hurt it would 
       only serve to irritate us and would not _________ our attention)
   b. We need to remember that in the moment it will not seem pleasant and we will 
       most likely be discouraged - but the sorrow is for the “moment” but we are not 
       those who live for the moment!
   c. Much of our Christian walk will have sadness and disappointments and there is 
       danger in buying into the commercialized Christianity that espouses an idealistic 
       notion that most of this earthly walk should be characterized with varying forms 
       of prosperity, ease and partying
   d. Our goal is one of contentment (“peaceful”) in righteousness being fostered in us - 
       this is made possible and is “worked-out” as we are trained in and by these times 
       of discipline - this is picturing an athlete being prepared for the event by means of 
       exercise, and exercise is intended to prepare us for the “_______” events; without this 
       exercise we are not prepared for the different terrains and challenges of the race
   e. The “fruit of righteousness” is described as “peaceful” in that as we grow in 
       Christ and we begin to see true righteousness developed in our thinking and 
       living, it brings a contentment with life and our relationship with God we could 
       not have any other way

We are to see our role is that 
of a submissive student fully 
confident in our instructor
Discipline is endure with a 
focus on its purpose and the 
future - immaturity lives for 
the “now” while maturity is 
characterized by preparing 
for the future

The purpose for their disci-
pline was to properly prepare 
us for life (teaching us the 
ways of life) for without 
it we would approach life 
with ignorance and incorrect 
presuppositions

As in Acts 14:19-23 part of 
the “encouragement” we 
receive as we grow is the 
awareness that our life’s path 
will be cluttered with “many 
tribulations” on route to the 
“kingdom of God”

Regression is going back to 
a “less developed state” and 
digression is going off topic 
or diverting from purpose

This is our being “partakers of 
the divine nature” in II Pet. 1:4

We are far too easily dis-
tracted and often are in need 
of startling reminders and 
focus-restorers to awaken us 
back to reality!

This, of course, does not 
mean we will not have times 
of joy and celebration but 
that they will not be sought 
after at all costs and are not 
likely to be the norm

“When a Christian comes to die, 
he does not feel that he has had 
one trial too many, or one which 
he did not deserve. He can then 
look back and see the effect of 
some early trial, so severe that 
he once thought he could hardly 
endure it, spreading a hallowed 
influence over his future years, 
and scattering its golden fruit 
all along the pathway of life.”  
Barnes
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   f. It is the “peaceable fruit of righteousness” because it is this type of “productive 
       living” that brings us true, satisfying peace - living fulfilled by fulfilling life!
   g. Much of the education of our day is focused on head knowledge, stressing only
       the knowing of facts and information missing the essential key ingredient to 
       learning, and that being _________________ - “If you don’t use it you lose it”

XXV. Having Done All to Run this Race, Keep Running - 12:12-24
 A. As Paul encouraged the Ephesians in Eph. 6:10-14, “...and having done everything to stand firm, 
     stand firm...” - There will most certainly be fatigue and discouragement in the race set before us, 
     but the answer will not lie in resting, but in “lifting up” (thus reinvigorating) the “hands” that are 
     drooping and the “knees” that are as paralysed (being too relaxed) - vs. 12-13
  1. The picture is of an athlete defeated in his spirit and his arms are hanging at his side and 
      his legs wobbling underneath him, moving so slow they are almost still - vs. 12
   a. A defeatist attitude has taken hold and full focus is on the fatigue and the seeming 
       rest that would come if he ___________ the grueling event
   b. This is a reference to the encouragement given to Israel just after the promise of 
       the wrath of God to come upon the nations of the world - Isa. 35:1-4
   c. This athlete is told to lift up his hands that are hanging down and, in a sense, to 
      “_________-_______ his feet” in his stride (versus dragging them with each step)
   d. One of the best counters to discouragement is business - the tendency is to 
       relinquish responsibility not realizing that being un-busy leads to despair 
      (depression) which leads to varying forms of bitterness - rest is not necessarily the 
       cessation of work (as many become more stressed when this happens) but is more 
       a state of mind (thinking) that is (at most) at rest while being productively busy
  2. Keep your “path” straight so that you’re not “put out of joint” - vs. 13
   a. This is an allusion to Pr. 4:25-27 and is picturing someone keeping their focus 
       straight (singularly focused) so as not to stray off the beaten path and stumble and 
       sprain an ankle or cause some other injury
   b. Our resolve must be to 1. Let your “eyes look directly ahead” keeping your focus
      (goals) towards progressing toward the finish line 2. Let your “gaze be fixed straight 
       in front of you” keeping your thoughts in-tune with what’s really happening and 
       where you are at all times (since day-dreaming can cause us to veer off) 3. “Watch 
       the path of your feet” keeping an eye out for obstacles placed there that could trip 
       you up so as to avoid them and then 4. “All your ways will be established” so 
       there will be no doubt as to the direction to be followed when the detractors place 
      “road signs” pointing towards ____________ paths (misdirection)
   c. The reason for such a necessary focus is to aid in the healing and strengthening of 
       that “limb” which is lame so it’s not “put out of joint” - this is a danger we must 
       be alert to when we are feeling tired in the race
   d. This verse should also prod us to seek to keep the path clear for those around us 
       who are weak or tired in their race so they might not be _________________
   e, Our goal is to encourage true healing and strengthening of any who are struggling
 B. Two key elements that need to be our daily pursuits - vs. 14
  1. First, “Pursue peace with all men” - the underlying word for “pursue” carries the idea of 
      zeal or with great, focused effort (it was a common word for persecuting)
   a. There will be ample opportunities to suffer for doing what is right or for our 
       association with the Lord, but there is no benefit if we suffer because we are 
       contentious because of our pride, or in the pursuit of our “rights”
   b. This pursuit (of which we are not guaranteed success) will be key in our support
        of fellow Christians who may also be suffering

The opposite being frustrated 
discouragement stemming 
from a lack of righteous pro-
ductivity - as one faces when 
lacking “exercise”

Many athletes can attest 
to the need for their 
bodies to be obedient to 
their brains (thoughts) 
to go beyond the pain 
and tiredness they feel at 
key times throughout an 
athletic event

Resting “in the Lord” is 
not evidenced by inactivity 
but is more seen as a calm 
resolve in the midst of even 
the storm

Distractions are anything 
that take our focus off of 
the proper path (the way we 
should go) and are the cause 
of many pains and sorrows

These are resolutions, commit-
ments and accountabilities  we 
setup to force ourselves to stay 
on the right path because we 
rightly anticipate our strug-
gling thoughts to come when 
the race gets difficult

We do not want to be partici-
pating in placing obstacles 
before others and contribut-
ing to their discouragement 
and later their bitterness

see I Pet. 4:15-16
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   c. Often, if we react to someone not being gracious to us (especially another believer) 
       we miss the realization that they are under chastening and are experiencing that 
       (during it) it is not pleasant - it is a pursuit because (as the underlying word 
       pictures) this peace seems to constantly trying to “___________ us”
   d. The opposite of this (as is so often seen) being the pursuit of “personal rights” 
       from all others, and pursuing after conflict by seeking out the errors, poor 
       character and inconsistencies of others as they ____________ us
   e. Our standard for this is seen in Col. 3:12-13 where this pursuit of peace is fostered 
       by developing a “heart” of compassion (old English “bowels of mercies” which is 
       pity, seeing others in light of their need and not in light of how they offend me), 
       kindness (being “____________” to others because we are gentle (approachable)), 
       humility (a humble (lowly) perspective of my self-worth and that literally “in my 
       mind” - what I really think of my self-importance), gentleness (controlled and not 
       explosive), and patience (able to “bear with” the faults of others a long time - longsuffering)
   f. We truly do not want to be those who add to the stress in the race for others, but to 
       be genuine encouragers to press on bearing, as possible, each others “burdens”
  2. Second, pursue “the holiness” (or sanctification) - vs. 14
   a. This counters any notion that the completed priestly work of Christ on our behalf 
       somehow translates into a life without disciplines and demonstrable righteousness
   b. In our pursuit of “peace with all men” we are to make sure we do not __________ 
       impurities as if they are needed to have peace with them though this is not the 
       main intent of this phrase - the focus is overall holiness/purity in living
   c. “The Greek verb does not denote the mere action of seeing, but the seer’s state of 
       mind to which the object is presented: so in Mt 5:8 they shall truly comprehend God”
   d. As in Rom. 6:16 we evidence who/what our master is by submitting ourselves to 
       one or the other (sin or righteousness)  
   e. We are to be those as characterized as in the pursuit of holiness motivated by the 
       coming reality of when our practical sanctification will meet our _____________!
   f. As vividly explained in I John 3:2-10, one looking forward to this time and has 
     “his hope fixed on Him, purifies himself, just as He is pure.” - sin does and and 
       never will characterize anyone who truly “abides in Him” and the one who 
      “practices sin” (it’s who they are (inwardly), it’s what they do (live outwardly) “is 
       of the devil” - literally, righteousness is what we “do” and sin is not what we “do” 
       since it is not who we are and what we do
    • This text does not teach “perfectionism” for in so doing, it would be in 
       direct contradiction to the first chapter - it teaches more the contrast of 
      ____________ (the unregenerate versus the regenerate (born of God))
   g. It is an irrefutable fact that without it (sanctification) no man will see the Lord - 
       many professors of the faith will not be possessors of the faith and it will be 
       evidenced in their “walk” of life (what they live for, pursue and long for in their 
       daily life) - true Christianity is seen in the pursuit to be more holy than I have 
       been, and not found in either excusing my lack of growth or in a redefining of the 
       terms to provide me with a false sense of holiness (which is of my own making)
   h. Without such holiness/sanctification no person will ever see God, for a life 
       characterized by the pursuit of sin ends up in Hell and not in the peaceful 
       relationship with and before God’s presence in Heaven
   i. It may also be applied and understood, that without holiness evidenced in our 
       lives, others around may not see the Lord - as is so often seen that impure living 
       in professing believers lends to the arguments against God in general (though this
       will not excuse them in the least)

As in Rom. 12:18 we pur-
sue the peace “as much as it 
concerns your part” and is 
not based on the other’s good 
response

The result, from this text, 
being a “bearing with” each 
other (expecting to) and for-
giving anyone with whom we 
believe we have a legitimate 
complaint just as done by our 
Lord Who forgave us

And this is doable with the 
“peace of Christ” guarding 
our hearts - Col. 3:15

As with the first pursuit, this 
one also is “hunted down” 
as if seeking something nor-
mally allusive to us

JFB

see I Thes. 5:23-24

This is summed-up well in 
I John 2:6, “The one who 
says he abides in Him ought 
himself to walk in the same 
manner as He walked”

“The child of God in this con-
flict receives indeed wounds 
daily, but never throws away 
his arms or makes peace with 
his deadly foe”  Luther

This goes back to dealing 
with the “identity crisis” of 
many believers - who we re-
ally are versus the confusion 
arising from the conflict with 
the old nature
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useful
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 C. Two key instructions to “see to it” - vs. 15-17
  1. The underlying word for “see to it” (or “looking diligently” in KJV) is a word used for 
      church oversight in I Peter 5:2 (directed at the church elders) - it carries with it the idea of 
      looking out for those around you or those given to your care and protection
   a. This word alone demonstrates our responsibility (in the “church”) to be protective 
       for each other regarding ____________ safety (mental and emotion are involved)
   b. It is the “take care brethren” of Heb. 3:12 and the  “Let us fear” motivation 
       of Heb. 4:1 - these and more intending to weight us with the obligation to be on 
       the lookout for each other (not leaving out the essential protective care for our 
       own thinking and beliefs) - doctors and soldiers must look to keep themselves fit 
       if they expect to fulfill their service to those they are given at any moment to protect
  2. The first item we are to look-out for is “that no one comes short of the grace of God” - vs. 15
   a. The underlying Greek word usterew is often, unfortunately, misinterpreted to 
       mean to “fall from grace” as if it was fully had - it is then taken to mean that one 
       can “lose their salvation” by their rejection of God’s grace - this is NOT the 
       meaning since the word clearly describes a coming-short or stopping short of 
       something - the warning is to be on the lookout for any that flirts with the idea of 
       quitting (as it were) the race out of fatigue or in pursuit of another (usually easier) way
   b. This is the “evil heart of ________” warned against in 3:12 - our motivation is not 
       just their soul (though that is certainly part of it) but is also the avoidance of the 
       root and then the fruit of bitterness that affects “the many”
   c. This verse describes those not availing themselves of the grace of God to continue 
       on (essentially by quitting/yielding to an alternative) - believing that things should 
       be easier and should feel more manageable, they fail to realize that the grace of 
       God is provided to get us ___________ the oppositions, difficulties, doubts, fears 
       and overall inabilities of our own - see the instruction of Heb. 3:13
   d. The result (not the cause) is bitterness (deep-seated anger, resentment) stemming 
       from an “I tried it out and found it to be false, ineffective and unreliable” attitude- these 
       resent the suffering and inconveniences already suffered and as these thoughts   
      “stew” they take root in their thinking - and such a root often watered and nurtured 
       with time and _______________ finally surface (spring-up)
   e. This root, when “springing-up” causes “trouble”, a word literally meaning to 
      “crowd-in” - it is as if, when such thinking and attitudes are left unchecked, that 
       they gang-up on us and look to dominate our focus, time and efforts - this is a 
       compounded problem because it comes from within ultimately affecting, in one 
       way or another, “the many” - many can be vulnerable because of the doubts they 
       are facing (it is easier to pull someone down than to lift them up) - this is one of 
       many good reasons we do not proclaim “to the masses” our doubts and struggles
   f. If these bitternesses are allowed to surface, the result is “contamination” (defiled) - 
       bitterness is infectious and is like a poison killing or making sick those to whom it 
       is spread or administered - “shallow compassion” is often the reason the bitter are 
       allowed to spew forth their poisons - true compassion stems from true love which 
       selflessly seeks the best for another (including those “others” potentially affected 
       by the one embittered) - bitterness comes from a reliance on ______ and a neglect 
       of the grace of God (the goodness of God fostered in my heart by His promises 
       and trust in them over the present and oncoming difficulties of life)
   g. Bitter people are those sincerely hurt that have not handled the hurts properly, 
       but have allowed them to become fostered offenses seen only in light of their 
       expectations and not in the true light of the enabling grace of God to endure them - 
       bitterness comes from a misdirected gaze set upon the pain over and above the purpose

Many dangers and struggles 
enter a group of believ-
ers, a church or a family 
because these dangers are 
seen as little, insignificant 
and trivial - they believe 
they can handle them by 
their sincere good intention 
(well-meaning)

If someone could lose their 
salvation (based upon this 
text) they could not get it 
back as was characteristic of 
Esau in the following verses

Doubts and fears, if 
unanswered often became 
contagious though they 
may be absurd!

Watch out to encourage those 
who may be thinking the 
Christian walk is too hard 
- they find faith in God’s 
promises pale in comparison 
to what they see and perceive

These are those truly “of-
fended” by the Gospel and the 
“Apostles’ Doctrine” and are 
apt to become, in a variety of 
ways, anti-Gospel or agnostic

These become, as it were, 
church “bullies” seeking to 
intimidate others with their 
threatening speculations, 
criticisms and overall nega-
tive experience

Genuine care for someone 
who is infected with a poi-
son will often result in what 
may be considered rather 
intrusive and aggressive 
responses (treatments)

The runner has lost sight of 
the finish line and the judge 
for whom he runs and in his 
pain justifies his criticisms 
of the race creator
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   h. Seeing their bitterness will spread and “defile” others, it is best to try to deal with 
       it in its formation stage, striving to direct attention to God’s goodness - it is this 
       goodness (recognized) that leads to “repentance” (a change in thinking) - Rom. 2:4
  3. The second thing to look out for is the “immoral, godless” person - vs. 16
   a. The emphasis is not as much on keeping the congregation pure (though this is 
       understood) as much as it is to keep each other (protectively) __________ such 
       characteristics and patterns of thoughts/actions
   b. We are on the alert for an “immoral” person - not just one in illicit relationships 
       with others, but those characterized by the pursuits of the physical (which is 
       exemplified in the example of Esau who elevated his temporal appetite over what
       should have been ______________ to him)
   c. We are watching for over-emphasis among us related to the pursuits of self-
       comfort, and self-exaltation, all of which set one up for trading what is precious for 
       what is fleeting and common - this is warned against in Eph. 5:1-21
   d. We also watch for the “godless” (or profane), a word picturing (literally) one 
       not worthy of crossing the threshold to a sacred place because of their “profanity” 
       of thinking, living and speaking - we might also call this “irreligious”
   e. In the setting of this epistle, it was not just a casting off “religion” and the faith 
       altogether, but was more one turning his/her back on the Gospel of Christ to 
       return to Judaism (or leave off faith totally) treating Christianity with __________
  4. The comparison is made to Esau as one who illustrates such an attitude - vs. 16
   a. One moment in his life distinguished his character and is used to demonstrate the 
       dangerous way of thinking we are to be looking to thwart
   b. He sold “his own birthright” for a meal - his birthright which included not just 
       headship in the family and a double portion of the inheritance, but participation in 
       the line of promise of the coming Messiah - such a right of birth was to be 
       honored (sacred) above all and he treated it with contempt by selling it for a single meal
   c. Living for the ____________, the immediate impulse, he gave up what was of the 
       greatest value in his life and his heritage - many have done this or have 
       contemplated giving up what is of eternal value for something that is not only 
       temporal, but is not even truly ________________
   d. So, in general, we are looking out amongst ourselves for the onset of profanity in 
       anything evidencing a devaluing of the faith and promises of God, mocking and 
       belittling what should be valued, or, as will most likely be seen often, those of us 
       forming an attitude of __________ and neglect for true spiritual growth (no hunger/
       interest to learn and be challenged)
   e. Realizing we have been “bought with a price” and that price being so high, for us 
       to live, as it were, striving for mediocrity and to count on being those described in
       I Cor. 3:15 as “saved yet so as by fire,” would be to treat what is holy as common
  5. Anticipate future regret now rather than going-on as though it may not happen - vs. 17
   a. Esau, when discovering in Gen. 27:30-41 that his blessing had been given to 
       Jacob, wept bitterly to have the blessing but it was too late - see Pr. 1:20-33
   b. When this verse states “he found no place for repentance” it is not contradicting 
       that he was sad, but his sadness was because of his loss not because of his ______
   c. Many will regret the results of their decisions but will not truly repent of their 
       wrong choices, grieving only the results
   d. Esau would have had it so that he could have received the blessings of his
       birthright while having despised it as he did - as many will desire the many facets 
       of the “peace of God” and His promises while belittling and even contradicting 
       the promises themselves and the Promise Giver Himself

Most often the pursuit of holi-
ness in others will not be as 
much “keeping up appearanc-
es” as it will be truly looking 
out for the welfare of others 
- tolerating sin in others (the 
brethren) to maintain peace is 
to not consider their future

The term “godless” is used 
because they live as though 
there is no God and that 
there is nothing truly sacred
It is also  the concept dealt 
with earlier where one treats 
what is holy as something 
common

It is the nature of “tempta-
tion to sin” to cloud and 
distract our values judg-
ment, seeking to motivate us 
to trade what is of endless 
worth for what is temporal 
and worthless in comparison

this account is in Gen. 25

God has designed us to need 
some purpose or cause and 
some will become frustrated 
when their expectations 
are let down and are apt to 
become actively set against 
their disappointment (Chris-
tianity) or switch loyalties to 
themselves and the defense 
of their self-rightness

We must not be those who 
underestimate the signifi-
cance of time, not just the 
time in which we live, but 
the significance of how we 
are spending the time at any 
moment, and that the mo-
ment may have lasting (even 
eternal ) results - so much of 
presumptuous sins have their 
root in the expectation of 
second chances!
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   e. It is important for us to try to realize what part of us is hurting when we feel sad 
       or grieved - with Esau, it was his regret in missing out on a rightful privilege he 
       despised - he wanted the ___________ but not the responsibility that came with it
   f.  He wanted the “blessing” which entailed more than just land and possessions, but 
       also being in the line of the Messiah (being part of ______________ the the entire 
       world (see Gen. 22:18)) - the consequences of his belittling what was important 
       were greater than he had or could have anticipated
 D. Mount Zion is a better place to be than Mount Sinai - vs. 18-24
  1. Following the example of Esau ,who valued immediate comfort over lasting value, a 
      comparison is made between the awe inspiring events at Mt. Sinai and the present reality 
      of Mt. Zion (the “dwelling place” of God or the “throne room” of God) - vs. 18-21
   a. The events of the giving of the Law at Mt. Sinai are described in Ex. 19-20 and 
       provide the context of which the writer is referencing
   b. The dialogue starts with the statement, “We have not come to a mountain that can 
       be touched...” - immediately preparing the contrast between the palpable (tan-
       gible) and the ________ (that which transcends this world and all its temporality)
   c. It is also interesting to consider that though it states “can be touched”, if it had 
       been touched the “toucher” would have died (including animals) - they were in a 
       dispensation in which the focus was on keeping the law versus the fulfilled Law in Christ 
   d. The visual description is one of a fear-invoking setting where God was enthroned 
       as, as it were, a dreadful judge giving out His law - terms such as “blazing fire”, 
     “darkness and gloom” and “whirlwind” (a tempest, storm) make it a place of more 
       fear than comfort - _______ would be seen later in the institution of the sacrifices
   e. It was a place where God would be heard and, in a sense seen, though He was 
       unapproachable unless His righteous demands were met
   f. They could not bear to hear Him commanding and giving out the Law directly - 
       the loudness of the “blast of trumpet” sounds and the “sound of words” all 
       referencing the sounds of God’s presence and His voice being heard giving the law
   g. Not only could the not bear how it was given, but even what was given (the Law) 
       and one in particular is referenced - “If even an animal touches the mountain...” - 
       even if an ignorant (seeming innocent) creature breaks the law, it would be stoned 
           to death or “speared through” (keeping the offender at a distance, not to be 
       touched by others) - oddly, though, many knowingly cannot bear the Law of God 
       and all that goes with it, but also, still, despise the grace of God - they, in their 
       self-made _______________, will not have it (God’s way) either way
   h. Even the mediator between Israel and God (Moses) was fearful - and yet what we 
       have in Christ is not the “spirit of fear” but of “power” (enablement), “love” (as 
       seen in His grace) and a “sound mind” (corrected, disciplined _______________)
   i. As Arthur Pink noted that being in Christ, “They were now as as secure in Him as 
       Noah was in the ark.  The fire of God’s wrath had spent itself on the person of 
       their Substitute.  God was now reconciled to them, and henceforth they had an 
       inalienable standing before Him - not as trembling criminals, but as accepted sons”
  2. Now, instead of Mt. Sinai, they have come to Mt. Zion - vs. 22-24
   a.  We now come, not to a holy place on earth marked by His presence, but to His 
      “dwelling”, the “city of the living God” - Sinai was “stand-offish” while Zion is 
        welcoming and glorious (majestic versus dreadful) - compare with Php. 3:17-21
   b. It is described as the “heavenly Jerusalem” in contrast to the aging, decaying 
       earthly and  (soon to be) war-torn Jerusalem they knew and what we know today
   c. Now the ambiance of coming before God is marked by “myriads of angels” 
       signifying again the “abiding realm” of God where angels also are

“Resolved that I will live 
so, as I shall wish I had 
done when I come to die.” 
Jonathan Edwards

The Ten Commandments 
were given to all the people 
as they heard it directly from 
God, but they could not 
bear it for fear and dread to 
the point that they begged 
Moses they not hear it for 
themselves anymore - they 
wanted a mediator between 
themselves and God - Christ 
Himself became this for us

Sadly, many would have 
Christianity become some-
thing like this again under 
the guise of “reverence” and 
“Biblical tradition” - neither 
of these is bad in themselves 
unless they be used to take 
away or lessen what we are 
and have in Christ, by Christ

Claiming ignorance of God’s 
law will not serve as an 
excuse from it’s judgements 
- Lev. 4-5 deal with such sins 
and dealing with their guilt

II Timothy 1:7

At Sinai it was more “don’t 
come near” and in Christ it 
is now “Come unto me”

No earthly institution or struc-
ture should be comparable!
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   d. We have come to the “city of God, the heavenly Jerusalem” - this is in direct 
       contrast to Sinai (a place to receive the Law which they ultimately would not nor 
       could not keep) in that now we have come to a “city” (a place to live and to “settle 
       down”) - it is a place to identify with in our ________________ and our “people”
   e. See Php. 3:17-4:1 for another text addressing this as our citizenship identifying us 
       not now by where we live, but ________ we are in Christ
   f. And, instead of being those assembled for the receiving of the Law, we are NOW 
       numbered with the “general assembly” (a term used for celebration and for 
       honoring) with those innumerable angels as well as all others who are the 
     “church of the firstborn who are enrolled in heaven” - we have come to, literally, 
       the assembly of those “called-out” who are characterized as the “firstborn”, thus 
       having all the ____________ and privileges associated with the firstborn (the 
       inherited blessing, position and possessions)
______________________________________________________________________________________
 As just a side note, it is intriguing to consider the word used for the Church in general - the Greek 
 word ekklesia literally means the “called-out ones” identifying those belonging to it as those 
 made so (called to be so) by God - this word which is so commonly used by believers should be an 
 ongoing reminder of our being what we are, more by the will of God than the will of ourselves______________________________________________________________________________________

   g. There does seem to be a distinction in the usage of the term “church of the first-
       born” in contrast to what might have been considered the “church” of Israel to 
       which these Hebrews were considering a return - the truest firstborn is the Son of God - 
       this continues the list of reasons they would not want to return and if these 
       distinctions are ________________ many are apt to return to all forms of Judaism
   h. In all this we have come to “God, the Judge of all” carrying at least two ideas - 
       first, we are now able to actually come to God, the Judge of all at Sinai (we can 
       come before Him being in Christ) and second we must remember that in all this, 
       we actually are coming before God, the Judge (sovereign ruler of all to Whom all 
       will give an account) - He is then in contrast to all other judges in that He judges 
       all righteously (as demonstrated by our Lord in I Pet. 2:23 and exemplifies how 
       we also can trust ourselves completely in His hands no matter what is happening to us)
   i. And, lest we limit our identity (fellowship) to the time in which we live, we have 
       also come (united with and on the “same team”) to those “spirits of the righteous” 
       already made “perfect” - all those who came before us (like those in Hebrews 11) 
       and all other believers in Christ we are now identified with - this is in stark 
       contrast to the constant lure to identify ourselves with those living and still flawed
   j. And finally, in contrast to the Old Covenant and the Judaistic system, we have 
       come to Jesus Who is the fulfiller, completer and final answer to the entirety of 
       God’s redemptive plan and purpose - He is the “substance” versus the “shadow”
   k. He (Jesus) is the “mediator of a new covenant” - He, being better than Moses with 
       the Old Covenant (Mosaic covenant) because He, Himself, became the “__________” 
       (guarantee) for it, something which Moses was unable to do
   l. Please note that it is essential for us today to know and recount these things 
       because if we don’t, we will be destined to leave off the benefits that have been
       won for us (somewhat like what happens to our nation when the cost and means of
       our liberty have been forgotten and we not only lose appreciation for what was 
       won and its costs, but we are apt to give up what was won for us)
   m. Would we seek our a mediation with our Creator through a systems of rituals and 
        works or would we not rather be able to approach the Throne of Grace boldly 
        because of Christ?

There could be no better 
place to be able to call our 
“hometown” than the place 
God “dwells”

also read Eph. 2:4-10

This accounting (documenta-
tion) is written in Heaven 
(the Book of Life) which 
carries the idea that our 
citizenship and ultimately our 
salvation is not dependent on 
any earthly documentation or 
records

Paul also makes the distinc-
tion of Christians as being 
the “Body of Christ” (I Cor. 
10:16, 12:27 and Eph. 4:12)  
which is never given to Israel
The Judaizers were an ongoing 
threat to the early church

Once we enjoy the idea of “we 
get to” come to Him, we must 
live in the reality that “we are” 
before Him - the excitement of 
privilege and the sobriety of 
responsibility

Sometimes, when feeling 
alone and needing to stand 
alone for what is right, we 
are encouraged to realize 
we stand in good company, 
not being truly alone but 
alongside those who have 
come before us and are 
now thoroughly complete 
before God

Heb. 10:1-10

This being a new covenant 
altogether, not a rework of 
the Mosaic nor a con-
tinuation of it - it is better 
because it is different and 
does all the Mosaic cov-
enant could never do nor 
was ever intended to do
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   n. Christ’s “sprinkled blood” speaks better than Abel - vs. 24 - there is much debate 
       whether this referenced Abel’s blood crying for vengeance or if it is referring to 
       the blood of the sacrifice he offered - either way, the point is still clear, Christ’s 
       blood is better because it covers permanently and totally (nor temporarily like an 
       animal sacrifice) and His blood cries for _______________, not for vengeance
   o. Abel’s sacrifice was “accepted” because it was the best he had (demonstrating 
       faith) while Christ’s sacrifice was THE best, requiring nothing further - these 
       Jewish people were in the conflict of what was good conflicting with what is now best
   p. So, as this point began (XXV), we keep on “running” doing all we can to run it 
       well and to the end and _______________ those around us along the way

XXVI. Do Not Refuse the “Unshakable Kingdom” for Anything That Can Be Shaken - 12:25-29
 A. “See to it” (discern) that you not “beg-off” what God has given - vs. 25-26
  1. The word “refuse” is to make ___________ why you will not heed Him who speaks - the 
      one who spoke then and the one who speaks now is God
   a. No doubt many came to believe, because of their difficult circumstances, that they 
       had an “excuse” to return to whatever they left
   b. Paul warned in II Timothy 4:4 that those who (actively) turn away their ears from 
       hearing the Truth that they would be (passively) ___________ over to “fables” 
      (myths or fiction) - we may choose to turn away from what God has said but we 
       cannot choose what we will be given over to in the process
   c. Part of the idea of “refuse” is the attempt at being polite in the process as in Luke 
       14:18-19 each began to “make excuse” why they could not (would not) attend the 
       dinner - it comes down to what our priorities really are - to know and follow 
       what is “real” or to pursue a self-made alteration of it in the pursuit of personal 
       comfort, safety or pride or just in the avoidance of _______________
   d. Excuse making can not only become habit forming, but can then be borrowed by 
       others who hear us and observe - what we might consider to be true “excuses” 
      (excusing us from responsibility) are dangerous in that they bring a false sense of 
       _____________ - we come to see our rightness in them and not the truth
  2. Learn from the past - if those that heard Him speaking on the earth (dreadfully at Mt. 
      Sinai) and rejected Him (after they had committed to do all He gave them), what makes 
      any of us think we would “escape”  if we “turn away” from Him who warns “from Heaven”?
   a. The condition of our salvation does not pivot on our circumstances (all which vary 
       throughout life and vary among all believers) but on what God said - thus the use 
       of the term “escape” (to run away from something successfully)
   b. As seen back in Heb. 2:1-4 there is no escaping the judgment of God when “so great a 
       salvation” is neglected, being treated lightly and carelessly - that is why chapter 2 
       started with the instruction to “pay much close attention to what we have heard”
   c. Then, at Sinai, His voice shook the earth and all those were in fear, but has 
       promised now that He will “shake not only the earth, but also the heaven” - this
       is taken from Haggai 2:6-7, “For thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘Once more in a 
       little while, I am going to shake the heavens and the earth, the sea also and the dry 
       land.  I will shake all the nations...”
 B. Realizing which kingdom we belong to, we serve with reverence and awe - vs. 27-29
  1. In explaining the results of what was promises in Hag. 2:6, we see what is coming
   a. “...the idea is, that there would be such agitations that everything which was not 
      fixed on a permanent and immovable basis would be thrown down as in an 
      earthquake. Everything which was temporary in human institutions; everything
      which was wrong in customs and morals; and everything in the ancient system of
      religion which was merely of a preparatory and typical character, would be removed.”  

We see the blood of the Mo-
saic Covenant ratified by the 
sprinkling on the people (and 
other items of the covenant) 
in Ex. 24:1-8 - Christ’s blood 
is better in its completeness, 
and quality and all this rati-
fying a better covenant

All of our reasons and 
reasonings, no matter how 
sensible they seem to us, 
if they are in opposition 
to the Truth will do us no 
good and will not alter 
reality

So, the initial warning is for 
us not to “turn-off” being 
attentive to God speaking 
- not only listen and pay at-
tention, but do so carefully

In the case of the Law, 
none would get away with 
despising the Law of God - 
Heb. 10:28-29

We live with the constant 
reminders that though our 
“kingdoms” on this earth 
seem great and as though 
they will last forever, they 
can be and often are shaken 
by earthquakes
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   b. In Haggai 2, encouragement was being given to continue, to the end, the 
       building of the temple again even though there was discouragement coming from 
       its “lesser glory” (it paled in comparison to what it used to be) and in their fear of 
       the nations surrounding them (that their work would be futile and would come to 
       naught) - as indicated in Hag. 2:9, the glory coming would be better than what 
       had been - as seen in the coming of Christ (Mt. 12:6) and beyond (see Hag. 2:22-23)
   c. So, this “shaking” will remove what is shakable (removable) to leave only what is
       unshakable (eternal, lasting) - we’ve seen mini versions of this in _____________
   d. It is interesting to note that in Gen. 1:2, God’s Spirit is said to be “moving” 
      (vibrating, shaking) over the surface of the waters as the creating (forming) 
       process was beginning, and then we have in our text a “shaking” which is now
      “un-forming” (disassembling to reveal the “realest real” - anything that is _________ 
       is not “the matter” for which we live!)
  2. Knowing this to be the case (the way it really is), we are driven by gratefulness - vs. 28
   a. Based on all this (therefore), since we receive (literally “are receiving” as it is 
       our inheritance now that soon we will see (present, active participle - “we who are 
       the receiving” - we, being who we are!))
   b. And since, we being who we are, are so privileged to be receiving what cannot 
       be shaken, should be obviously (outwardly/openly) thankful (more than all others)
   c. It should seem incredible and startling to think that ones so fortunate would be 
       unthankful - yet this is often the case when we disregard what we really have 
       because we fear losing what we cannot ultimately ____________
   d. In some versions it reads “have grace” though grace is often associated with God’s 
       favor of us - here it is in reference to our “favor” of God
  3. This gratitude leads us then to serve God properly with reverence and “awe” - vs. 28
   a. This presents, as it were, one of the key means to serving God correctly - the word 
       for “service” is a word in reference to official service which has been often mis-
       taken for just “religious” services and not all service for God
   b. We serve God out of gratitude - all other motivations will be lacking or of pride 
       _______________ us of an enduring source of strength to remain in His service
   c. Acceptable service is give two adjectives - “reverence” (modesty (not drawing 
       attention to self) before another we deem greater) and “awe” (taking great care, 
       recognizing the significance of what we have) - the opposite (often seen in 
       religious circles) would be service to God to draw ________________ to self and
       serving Him without careful consideration of what should be done versus what I 
       think/feel should be done
   d. Having been given the best that could be given, we must not allow anything else 
       of this world (the shakable) to compete or lessen the glory of what we have - we 
       must also be careful to not reconsider (negatively) what we have because others
      (religious and sceptics) _______________ its worth
  4. If the positive doesn’t “grab” us the negative should - “For our God is a consuming fire”
   a. Exodus 24:17 - “And to the eyes of the sons of Israel the appearance of the glory 
       of the Lord was like a consuming fire on the mountain top”
   b. This verse (Heb. 12:29) is taken from Deut. 4:24 just after Moses announced that 
       he would not be allowed into the Promised Land and then warns them not to 
       forget God and ___________ Him with their “graven images” (replacements) 
       realizing He is a “consuming fire”
   c. If we reject His provision then, as clarified so vividly before, “there remains no 
       other sacrifice for sins” (Heb. 10:26), thus, God’s wrath will be faced seeing His 
       position on sin has not nor ever will change

They were not to fear or be 
controlled by anything that 
could be shaken as the Lord 
indicates in His promise to 
shake the heavens, the earth 
and all the nations -we also 
are to be motivated by faith 
(in the promises of God) 
and not intimidated with the 
“shakable”!

It is truly a life wasted that 
lives only for what is tempo-
rary - Mt. 6:19-20

Our motivation to be 
unyieldingly faithful to God 
is not driven by fortitude as 
much as it is gratefulness

Though our “favoring” God 
is “merited”

We are to “hold fast” to 
gratefulness so as not to let 
it “slip”

This is also seen in Rom. 
11:33-12:2 - we “present” 
our bodies as a living sacri-
fice which is our “reasoning” 
service (same word) because 
of what He has done and 
what He is

True gratefulness to a benefac-
tor causes us to desire to do 
good for them and to seek out 
what they truly like

Knowing what we actually 
have causes us to truly “care 
less” what others think - we 
are not intimidated by the 
misinformed

The Gospel is truly good 
news because we know what 
we are saved from, but if we 
treat this good news with 
complacent attention and 
neglect it because of tem-
poral pressures we are truly 
playing with fire!
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XXVII.  Final Challenges in Relationships - 13:1-7
 A. As pressures from without would arise, doubts would be faced and some of their own would be 
     placed into prison, so it would be necessary that they not allow rifts in their relationships to form 
     and that their struggles be ______________ on each other
  1. Often, this occurs when our difficulties cause us either to “take out our frustrations” on 
      those closest to us (who would normally be a support for us to stay rightly focused and 
      would prod us to respond correctly), or because of these pressures we are distracted from 
      the pressures of others and _____________ to be a support to them ourselves
  2. Two of the upcoming instructions (in the first two verses) are, “love as a brother” and 
       make yourself not “forgetful” (neglectful) 
 B. “Let brotherly friendship remain where it is” - vs. 1
  1. The underlying word “filadelfia” is a compound word picturing not just a 
     “brotherhood” but one that is compassionately friendly - it’s not just brothers, but brothers 
      who get along and are a _____________ support for life because they are family
  2.“But still this precept is generally very needful, for nothing flows away so easily as love; 
      when everyone thinks of himself more than he ought, he will allow to others less than he  
      ought; and then many offenses happen daily which causes separations”  Calvin
   • And these separations often occur when when a unified “front” is most needed
  3. Rom 12:10 - showing literally friendly. family affection with friendly brotherly preference 
     (a word demonstrating a self-obligation to take the ____________ to do what is right first)
  4. Our “fraternity” (band of brothers) is such because of our relationship in Christ and we 
      recognize this bond usurping all others on the earth - this is why even the bond of earthly 
      families would sometimes be severed - see Mt. 10:34-39
   • As this proper affection grows our love of self lessens and we find more comfort 
     and satisfaction in the support of others than of ourselves
 C. “Do not neglect to show hospitality to strangers” - vs. 2
  1. In verse 1 we had the compound word for love of a brother  and now we have a 
      compound word for a “love of strangers”  “filoxeniaV”
   a. The intent was focused on many of those that were fleeing persecution because of 
       their faith and that had also lost their possessions (and about to lose their freedom)
   b. If ever there was a time to show preferential treatment it is to these types of 
       individuals who are _______________ to suffer for the truth (the faith)
  2. The command is to not overlook these people and their needs - we need to be looking for it
   a. We must be “approachable” by such folks in need who have been displaced either 
       literally or relationally by those they normally could have “leaned-on”
   b. In this text an illustration is referenced (most likely to Abraham and Lot) of those 
       who, when “entertaining strangers” did so to “angels” - Geneis 18-19
   c. The intent is not to cause us to do so so we can have “supernatural beings” in our 
       house as much as it was used to demonstrate opportunity, privilege and blessing
   d. These (sacrificing for the faith)  would be the types of people we would want in 
       our ____________ versus having unprincipled and “worldly” influences
 D. Make yourself remember (call to mind) to those imprisoned and ill-treated - vs. 3
  1. There is a specific clarification with this instruction - we are to “put ourselves with them”
   a. And we are to strive for such empathy realizing we are “in the same body” and it 
       makes sense that one member of the body hurts the whole “body” feels along with it”
   b. These prisoners and all others among them that were being “disgracefully treated” 
       (tormented literally because there are others who “have evil” against them)
   c. As in 10:34, they were and needed to continue to show sympathy to the prisoners 
       even when it costs them more (since some had already suffered the “seizure of 
       property” because they willingly were “sharers” with them)

middle voice same word is used in 13:2 and 13:16

see also I Thes. 4:9, 
I Pet. 3:8, I Jn. 4:21

compare to Lu. 12:49-53

One of the most 
significant sources 
of our unity is “the 
faith” yet there is an 
ever-growing drive to 
seek out unity around 
something else

As discussed in chapter 10, 
many were in desperate 
situations because of their 
association with Christ

We must not lose 
sight of what 
makes us “broth-
ers” (all that went 
into it lest we value 
other relationships 
above it)

The initial response to such 
instruction would be to 
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10:35-36 for them not to 
“throw away” their confi-
dence in the building and 
sustaining of endurance
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  2. Paul gives a foundational concept to this in I Cor. 12:14-26 - more than just the sharing 
      of suffering, he also covers the reality of the necessity of all the parts, whether they are 
     “honorable” or even “less presentable” (uncomely)  - each is needed for its ____________ 
      (which God determines and not the other members)
  3. These imprisoned and those treated contemptuously  need to be “remembered” by meeting 
      the needs each of us would desire to have met if it was us (visits, fellowship, standing with 
      them, basic needs, notes of encouragement, efforts to ____________ pressures and pains)
  4. Often, these are neglected because we “fear” them or fear the results of identifying with 
      them - thus the exhortation to put yourself, as it were, in their place to determine how 
      they might like to be treated - true empathy overcomes the fear of the oppressors
 E. The marriage relationship and institution is to be held in honor by all for all - vs. 4
  1. Many in Judaism (as seen in Mt. 19) and many more in other sects, were belittling 
      marriage in a variety of ways and this imperative is to counter them
   a. Some were allowing (advocating even) divorce in a variety of ______________ 
       circumstances (e.g. burnt meals, or just a dislike of a wife)
   b. Others would forbid it altogether, as though marriage (especially the physical 
       union) was considered filthy or polluted in some way
   c. And then, as we see today, many just did not marry and would cater to their desires 
       however they saw fit outside the jurisdiction of marriage - we are now seeing one 
       of the results of this God-given institution being belittled with the very idea of 
      “marriage” being redefined to include those of the same sex, and no doubt, to go 
       beyond to other ________________
   d. It is easy to forget how many relationships are ultimately affected when marriage 
       is not honored  - it may be honored “morally” but may be dishonored by our 
       outward witness of its “drawbacks” or by our disrespect openly of our mate - note Titus 2:5
  2. It is to be held “in honor among all” - literally, valuable, in high reputation by everyone
   a. Not just the institution, but even the “marriage bed” is to be deemed “undefiled” - 
       literally indicating the idea of “not soiled” thus “pure”
   b. Marriage can be dishonored before and after - before, fornication, when those 
       decide to engage in the physical union outside of the marriage covenant, and by 
       those who dishonor it while being married by committing adultery
  3. It is of such high importance, that both groups dishonoring marriage will be judged by 
      God (the word for “judge” (krinei from krinw) clearly indicating He will ____________ 
      them) - these are listed in a select group of condemning sins - Eph. 5:5; Rev. 22:15)
 F. The need of contentment, being free from the love of money - vs. 5-6
  1. It does not take much to remember or recognize strained or severed relationships brought 
      on by the love of money (living to “________” which is driven by discontent)
   a. Having around them so many that had lost their possessions and with the ongoing 
       threats of losing more, it would have been instinctive to live selfishly
   b. The language used here is simple; “without loving money, let your deportment be 
       content with what is at hand” - greed is often seen when the focus of contentment 
       is on what could be be “at hand” - true wealth is had by those who can enjoy what 
       they have and are not ______________ to continue to get more
   c. Paul deals with this in I Tim. 6:3-12 - Godliness with contentment is “great gain” 
       yet many lose their priorities (not remembering the “fight of faith” and to “take 
       hold of eternal life” which out-value all that could be had on this earth)
  2. The motive and means to keep us from such is the promise given to us as it was in Jos. 
      1:5, I Chron. 28:20, Deut. 31:6,8, Psa. 37:8 and more  
   a. The significance must be understood to see how profoundly this outshines all 
       aspirations or even doubts (fears) we may find that cause us to live to accumulate

Some allowed it for those 
that were “common” but the 
elite (especially in religious 
leadership) were to abstain 
so as not to be defiled by it

Not only are those practic-
ing such are hurt, but often 
children are brought into 
these situations  - Paul indi-
cated that such immorality 
is even worse because it af-
fects more than just the one 
person - see I Thes. 4:3-8

In every other setting the 
physical union of a man 
and a woman is “dirty” 
except in marriage where it 
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Selfishness is often justified 
(wrongly) by us when our 
resources are low
There is nothing funda-
mentally wrong with a 
capitalistic system but we 
as Christians must not be 
drive to get for ourselves but 
must always be on-guard to 
see what we have and get as 
always at God’s disposal to 
meet the needs of others
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   b. In answer to not living discontentedly, “He Himself” (the Lord, creator of Heaven 
       and Earth, sovereign controller of the universe) has promised, “I will never desert 
       you, nor will I ever forsake you.”
   c. The double-negative οὐ μή  carrying the idea of “no, not ever” or “no, not at all” 
       to stress the absolute, without ________ assurance of His presence with us always
   d. Discontent is a form of ___________ (that somehow we have something lacking) 
       but if we are aware of Who we have with us it casts an incomparable realization 
       of the privilege we have over against anything the world can offer
    • Much of covetousness is rooted in the fear of lacking (want) and our desires
       to not be _____________ for our basic necessities - yet our Lord countered 
      this thinking in Mt. 6:19-34 - we should not be driven by anxiety
   e. We (in Christ) will never be left alone (deserted) and left on our own (forsaken)! - 
       there are no intermittent times of true loneliness nor should we ever worry that we
       will be utterly left to fend for ourselves - Paul knew this in Php. 4:10-14 (it was 
       his “secret” that he had learned coming to know “I can do all things through 
       Christ who strengthens me” realizing “He” being right there all the time)
  3. All of this being known enables us to realize, it is the Lord Who is our helper - vs. 6
   a. Since it is the Lord Himself Who is the one from Whom we seek “aid”, we can 
       boldly declare it and not be afraid - this then, is dealing with one of the biggest fears 
       of all, “man” - in light of our standing we can say, again, with boldness, “What 
       will man do to me?” (what can he do over against God’s “___________”?)
   b. He, being who He is, cannot lie or fail, so we must live with the full assurance of 
       this as we face any trial or potential trial - many are crippled even with potential 
       circumstances (what may be) and become fearful and discontent by means of their 
       own _______________ - see Isa. 26:3-4 (benefit of a “fixed imagination”)
   c. It is true that the fear of man is a “snare” (Pr. 29:25) in that it binds and controls its’ 
       possessor and is countered only with the trust in the Lord (which literally “sets 
       him (the psalmist) on high” - this being a position of courage and not of timidity)
   d. So, anything of “man” (governments, organizations, fraternities, orders and so on) 
       will be moot in comparison of the Lord being “for us” (with us in all challenges) - 
       this is quoted from Psa. 118:6 and the context is clear on this point (Psa. 118:5-14) 
       even making it possible to “look on those (with _______________) that hate me”
   e. We MUST be able to rightly answer (with full confidence) the question given in 
       our verse, “What can man do to me?” - If we fear, “man may take my possessions 
       or family”, we remember that they are not ours anyway nor do we love them more 
       than Him: or we may answer, “man may take my freedoms or my rights” yet we 
       must remember we are __________ to our Lord and have no rights but what He
       grants us, and those granted perfect in measure and in timing
 G. Remember (don’t lose sight of) those who led you and taught you - vs. 7
  1. This is not necessarily referencing those leading them at the time, but more likely those 
      who had been used of God to lead them, and teach them Scripture
   a. It references those God used to teach them and lead them in their spiritual life/
       growth and who have already died (this being “the end” or “result of their conduct”)
   b. These would be those whose lives testified of “the faith” and of the endurance of 
       trusting in God and knowing/living for Him (to the end of life)
   c. Having provided the chief comfort (the continual presence of our Lord) he now 
       provides another train of thought that should be a continuing encouragement to 
       stay focused - those who had been their spiritual guides (leaders going before 
       them) are to be remembered, especially in light of their faithfulness having taught
       them the Word and having lived in light of it themselves to the end

As demonstrated at the 
beginning, fellowship with 
God was lost and is the 
highest prize won for us at 
the Cross of Christ

Though, the less we know of 
God and about Him the less 
impressive this may seem 
and the more appealing all 
else will be - and since all 
else leads to dissatisfaction, 
discontent follows

True contentment is based in 
reality and not on circumstanc-
es - false and fleeting “content-
ment” must have its practical 
“demands” met

“Remember that complain-
ing never relieves a single 
woe or lightens a single 
burden; it is therefore most 
irrational”  Pink

Some don’t even need real 
scenarios to become discontent 
and embittered against God
“It is, moreover, much better 
to trust in God, as far as the 
result is concerned; for in 
many cases the human object 
of our trust fails from want of 
ability, from want of generos-
ity, from want of affection, 
or from want of memory; but 
the Lord, so far from falling, 
does for us exceeding abun-
dantly above all that we ask 
or even think.” TOD

If we fear what man can do, 
we will come to serve, revere 
and worship man over and 
before God - fear is a control-
ler and must be scrutinized 
carefully

see also Psa. 46:1-3 and Psa 23

There can be a danger of 
setting those still alive in 
this position since they, in 
time, still seem “subject 
to change” though Paul 
seemed to encourage 
following Him as he fol-
lowed Christ - I Cor. 11:1
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   d. These “rulers” (leaders) are qualified specifically as those who “spoke the Word of 
       God to you” - remember them, what they taught, how they lived out the faith and 
       how they ultimately died in and/or for the faith
   e. “... for the function of their office is not legislative, but _________________.... To
       speak God’s Word is the grand duty of the Christian teacher - not to indulge in 
       philosophical or theological speculation, nor to tickle the ears of men with 
       sensational topics of the day.”  Pink
  2. Remember them, considering the end of their lives (“the result of their conduct”) - vs. 7
   a. But it does not say that we should “imitate them” but to “imitate their faith” - as 
       discussed in Hebrews 11, stay focused on what they were focused upon; look to 
       where they looked! - this outranks looking to their “great works” or dynamic personas
   b. Influences such as Stephen and James (Acts 12:2) died for their faith and many 
       more after, but they also lived it out (their lives not being the object of faith but 
       the ___________ of the faith) and so we should also not try to mimic the people but 
       imitate their faith - there were and would be those coming among them to cause 
       divisions, teaching a different “faith” - see Rom. 16:17-18
   c. Mimicking the faith of a spiritual influence is the best __________ we can show 
       them - this is far, far better than a statue or a building in their name!

XXVIII. Keep a Consistent Focus, Not Exchanging the Best for the Comfortable - 13:8-16
 A. The significance of the immutability of “the” Christ - vs. 8
  1. “Immutability” is a doctrinal term used to describe the unchangeableness of Christ
   a. There is often an instinct to immediately use this verse to define and defend the 
       externality of Christ (which is true), but the intent is to demonstrate that “the 
       Christ” as defined, predicted (planned) and described in the Old Testament is the 
       same as Christ Who had come and _____________ all that was spoken of Him
   b. Because many of the ideas of the Christ (Messiah) had been untaught or 
       mishandled, there was difficulty with some to see their promised Messiah come as 
       a “suffering servant” and One who would be humbled and sacrificed
  2. There is great comfort and confidence knowing His immutability - He will not, nor cannot 
      change, no matter the ever-changing circumstances around us
   a. He is the core of that “anchor of the soul” referenced in Heb. 6:17-20 which is our 
      “hope” in the unchangeableness of God - all else is “_____________” (shakeable) 
   b. This is comforting also when faced with my inconsistencies - my hope is not fixed 
       on myself but “myself” is fixed on the hope (expectation constructed on His promises)
   c. So, part of their motive for persevering and staying focused was based upon His 
       immutability - He does not change therefore we should not also (change (away) 
       from what was taught/revealed to them) or change in our attitudes and outlook 
       on life - He cannot change because He is perfect (complete in all aspects lacking 
       nothing) so, for Him to change would be to indicate a former lack of perfection 
       or the beginning of imperfection
   d. Many of the “diverse” and “strange” teachings to be referenced in the next verses 
       stem from an ideology that Christ (and God) to some degree, change - God is often 
       viewed more as the responder than as the sovereign controller and initiator He is
 B. The dangerous distraction of an unfounded faith and a divided focus - vs. 9
  1. Don’t let yourself (present middle imperative) be carried (transported, taken and 
      controlled) by a variety of “teachings” and those being “foreign” (strange) to the truth
   a. This was part of Paul’s motive in I Cor. 1:10 where he instructed and challenged 
       the Corinthians not to be divided but to but to agree to be unified in what should
       be thought (mind) and what should then be done (judgement)

This was significant to Paul 
in II Tim. 4:7 just before he 
died he told Timothy, “...I 
have kept the faith”

There is danger in failure 
to be alert to the actual-
ity of false teachers and 
“hindrances contrary to 
the teaching which your 
learned” - we should not 
expect, either, that there will 
be a large number of ex-
amples that can be imitated

Texts such as John 8:58 and 
Rev. 1:4 do well to clarify 
that Christ always was

But discomfort with the truth 
should not be considered 
reasonable grounds to break 
with it or disbelieve it

How we “end” will be im-
portant also, thus we strive 
to end well - and since we 
don’t know our end, we must 
consider each day, potentially 
our last

He, being Who He is cannot 
change - the outworkings of 
the revelation of Who He 
is varied but only furthered 
the revelation and did not 
and must not be used to 
demonstrate “change”

Some would desire Him to 
change (as in changing with 
the times to become more 
“relevant”) which would 
make our hope anchored to 
what will most likely change 
and become unpredictable 
and inconsistent

administrative

result

honor

fulfilled
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   b. The “varied” (ποικίλαις) carries the idea of many “colors”  and versions of what 
       they had been taught, and “strange” (xenaiV) the idea of what is totally foreign to 
       the Christian faith - it is interesting that in verse 2 they were just instructed to be 
       open to strangers (same word) but they are not to be open to strange ___________
   c. One interesting distinction (through the ages) between “The Faith” and all others is 
       in the plurality - when false teachings are referenced they are in plurals (Mt. 15:9; 
       Col. 2:22; I Tim. 4:1-3) appealing to those driven by variety and novelty - there is
      “one faith” just, as mentioned in verse 8, there is one Lord (unvarying) - see Jude 3
   d. This was of great concern to John (most likely the last living apostle when he 
       wrote this) in I John 4:1-6 - in addition to “testing the spirits” he concluded in 4:6
       that one evidence was whether or not those teaching “listen to us” (the Apostles) 
       and by this “we know the spirit of truth and the spirit of error” - also, there were 
       those claiming Christ did not come in the flesh, claiming that all that is flesh is 
       evil - they essentially discounted what was written and taught by the Apostles, 
       reasoning from a different, seemingly more “________” angle with an underlying 
       self-serving motive (to “justify” their sin by reasonings)
  2. In contrast, the “heart” is to be established (settle/stabilized) by grace - vs. 9
   a. Our innermost being (the seat of our thoughts, ambitions, loves, fears) needs to 
       find its strength and stability in times of challenge and of ease in grace, versus the 
       pseudo-security of “law-knowledge” - the term “foods” (or “meats”) is most 
       likely in reference to the ceremonial and dietary laws that drew them distinction 
       in the past and were an outward sign of their “righteousness”
   b. This is in strong contrast to grace which is essentially God giving us his favor 
       without us deserving it in the least - a little “deservedness” makes it not grace
   c. The “doctrine of grace” is the most stabilizing concept for our “hearts” since most 
       fears and other intimidations find their source in our daily reminders of our faults 
       and inconsistencies - this doctrine is also key in thwarting the vanity of pride, 
       keeping ever before us that we are what we are only by His ______________ and 
       nothing of ourselves - see I Cor. 15:10
  3. Those practicing obsolete traditions and laws are not benefitted by them
   a. Even though these dietary laws were given of God, they now had no bearing on 
       them as being “in Christ” and they had seen their usage (in making them distinctly 
       the people of God) come to an __________ (all aspects fulfilled in Christ)
   b. Even when these were to be practiced, they were not the most significant of the 
       laws and were not the key to the “benefit of their souls”
 C. There is no reason to be envious of those still observing these “shadow” rituals - vs. 10-11
  1. Our “altar” versus that of those who had come before is one of which those seeking to be 
      deserving are _________________ to “eat at” - vs. 10
   a. There are two key ideas to be understood - first, there was a common practice for 
       the priests to partake of the meat of sacrifices offered and now, those that were 
       still looking to such sacrifices, rituals, traditions or works had no right to benefit 
       from the sacrifice of Christ (the “right” with its privileges was given by God)
   b. The second picture/idea is easy to miss but cleverly implied - the one sacrifice that 
       could not be eaten was that offered on the Day of Atonement (the “blood brought 
       into the Holy Place”) - this is another demonstration of Christ being the true 
       fulfillment of the Day of Atonement sacrifice (being the “anti-type” - the 
       fulfillment of what the type was established to picture/demonstrate)
   c. It is only the “undeserving” that have the “right” to benefit from this “altar” - this 
       is the “strengthening of grace” for the heart and the danger of the “religious” who
       strive for their “rights” and “deserving” before God of their own effort and merits

With ulterior motives and 
others in well-intended 
ignorance many “flavors” 
of Christianity have been 
presented over the centu-
ries bringing confusion and 
“niche Christianities” carry-
ing wrong distinctions sepa-
rating believers unnecessar-
ily while infecting believers 
with unbalanced priorities, 
misinformation regarding 
foundations of the Faith

Ironically, this is characteristic 
of many false teachers - they 
are looking for religious justi-
fications for their sins or their 
vanity: “... for he who holds 
not to Christ knows nothing 
but mere vanity, though he 
may comprehend heaven and 
earth”  Calvin

Many false teachings will be 
alluring because they provide 
seemingly doable works to 
righteousness or because they 
are very visible and easy to 
compare with others

To this day there are still 
many seeking to find com-
fort in their own righteous-
ness (by works) in seeking 
to follow many of the Old 
Covenant laws (though 
never all of them!)

This is not in any way 
referring to the Lord’s Table 
since that is never compared 
to an “altar”

see Lev. 16:27

see Acts 20:25-32 where 
Paul “commended” (handed 
them over to as it were) to 
God and to “the word of His 
grace” for their protection 
from the “wolves” who will 
“come in among you”
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   d. “Christians had none of the visible apparatus which in those days was habitually 
       associated with religion and worship—no sacred buildings, no altars, no sacrific-
       ing priests. Their pagan neighbors thought they had no God, and called them 
       atheists; their Jewish neighbors too might criticize them for having no visible 
       means of spiritual support.”  F.F. Bruce
  2. The “typical” sacrifice (for sin) had to have the bodies burned outside the camp - vs.11
   a. As mentioned on the previous page, this is seen in Lev. 16:27 regarding the 
       sacrifices for sin - the picture of them being taken outside the camp is what is 
       being stressed (not only were these sacrifices taken and burned here, but criminals 
       were also taken outside the camp to face their punishment (stoning, Lev. 24:23; 
       Num. 15:36; Jos. 7:24 - a few examples)
   b. Jesus, being the perfect sacrifice for sins, was also taken “outside the gate” - “He, 
       Who knew no sin, was made sin for us” (II Cor. 5:21) - so it is not a place of 
       __________ we are seeking, or a place still within, as it were, Israel’s system (the 
       camp) but the final answer, the final sacrifice is outside the camp and we need not 
       enter back in as if we needed another sacrifice (for our sins)
 D. Leaving the “camp” knowing we have a “lasting city” - vs. 12-14
  1. So, based on the ultimate fulfilling of the type (“Therefore”), Jesus suffered outside the 
      camp, and this was done to “sanctify the people through His own blood”
   a. He, being the true tabernacle, the true sacrifice and true High Priest, went outside 
       the “camp” (where all sin was typically dealt with) and suffered - with this final 
       act, He finished all  that the tabernacle/temple system pictured leaving no reason 
       to _____________ to the tabernacle/temple
   b. It would be with His own blood He would go to the place of sin and shame 
       (rejection and disgrace from self-righteous society) and would “win-out”! - those 
       still looking for righteousness in an earth-honored place will find only facades of 
       seemingly spectacular answers and solutions to sins and their results, and in them 
       all failing to deal with the true issue of __________ itself
  2. We are, by Him, set apart to God (sanctified) so we should most certainly “go out to Him, 
      outside the camp” - the “camp” would have been to these readers the sacrificial system 
      for sins and all the other “shadows” (types) that were intended to point to Christ
   a. This association is now our identifying ourselves with Christ (His __________) as 
       Moses was said to do also in Heb. 11:26 (choosing the “stigma” as Christ did 
       greater than riches and other treasures)
   b. So, realizing what was done for us by Christ, “outside the camp” (not in a place
       the self-righteous would deem acceptable), we should gladly see ourselves as 
       joining Him there as well, gladly “bearing His reproach” - popular society and 
       popular religious systems will not want to identify with the “Jesus” Who suffered 
       outside the camp - their “solutions” will always reside in “the camp” that has 
       tenants that allow them to retain some glory and self-____________ versus being
       dependent on another (actual faith)
   c. Embarrassment of Christ can only happen when we fail to realize what was done 
       for us - being “outside the camp” is the place we prefer to be!
  3. This world is not our home, since we seek (live for) what is coming (lasting) - vs. 14
   a. We are to be characterized as those who live in constant awareness that we have 
       no place on earth to live forever, but instead we diligently “search for” (crave, 
       desire) one yet to come
   b. It is most probable, that Jerusalem fell a few years (possibly 6-7 years) after this 
       epistle was written - all they would normally rely on religiously, culturally and 
       historically was about to go away and, to this day, is still mostly gone

We now have no true symbols 
seeing we have the promised 
sacrifice fulfilled and we look, 
in remembrance, on this at the 
Lord’s Table

see also Lev. 4: 1-21

As stressed earlier in He-
brews, the sacrificial system 
needed to be repetitive since 
no sacrifice could cover and 
atone for all sins - ironi-
cally, now the answer is not 
to return to the camp but to 
stay outside of it since all has 
been finished and fulfilled

This sanctification was 
much more than a temporal 
expiation, but was a com-
plete work of setting apart 
all its recipients (the people) 
- there is no other sanctifica-
tion nor sanctifying process

All other religious systems treat 
the symptoms of sin, masking 
them, deadening sensitivity to 
them (deadening the conscience) 
leaving the “patient” worse-off

Part of the actual (practical) 
effects of our sanctification 
is our openly and consis-
tently identifying with the 
Answer over the never-
ending solutions the world 
will popularize and promote 
(while mocking all standing 
against it)

Often we will find tempta-
tion to be embarrassed of 
Christ, not in the world, but 
within religious settings

This constant realization 
helps us face the constant 
disappointments (let-downs) 
of life here

prestige

Other sacrifices we still prac-
tice are about to be discussed 
in verse 15

return

sin
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   c. This affects us, in how we live and what we live for, as in II Pet. 10-14
   d. We are looking for a “city” - a place of security (cities were typically walled for 
       protection), a place of family (cities were where family and friends live), and with 
       Abraham, we seek a city whose architect and builder is God - Heb. 11:10
   e. God has built in us a desire to finally have something lasting, and it does us good 
       to realize it ____________ be found here - this keeps us looking ahead!
 E. The Christian’s sacrifice of praise and “good works” - vs. 15-16
  1. It is easy to spend so much emphasis on our being saved by grace (versus works) that we 
      come to disavow “good works” altogether
   a. Yet, as indicated by James in James 2, good works are the result of genuine faith - 
       salvation brings with it the outworking of thanksgiving and “_______________”
   b. Sacrifice will be an ongoing part of the believer’s life but for different reasons
   c. None of our sacrifices must be seen as propitiatory, but as gratulatory (expressing 
       joy for and toward someone or something)
  2. The “credentials” of a sacrifice of praise to God - vs. 15
   a. As with sacrifices under the old covenant, so our “sacrifices” must go through a
       priest and, as so well proven in Hebrews, Christ is our High Priest
   b. We must never forget that we have no _______ to God on our own but through Christ
   c. This is to be continual (not once a week or just in religious situations) - the core 
       idea being “through all time” - lifelong, always - He is praised and thanked with 
       our ever-present awareness of our fortunate position to be in Christ - if this praise  
       (acknowledgment) is neglected or just ritualistic, it leaves room to fill the ever-
       present void of significance and value (which there will always be competing 
       counterfeits waiting in line to fill) with something “________” this world
   d. Our praise to God is to be the “fruit of our lips” (literally what the lips produce) 
       stemming from the heart (see Mt. 12:33-37) - it is to be a result of the heart and 
       not a backward attempt at uttering words to affect the heart (in speech or in song -
       music (in worship) is to be an overflowing of the heart not a means to fill it - Col. 3:15-17)
   e. The specific “fruit” of the lips used in this verse is the “fruit of the lips that give 
       thanks to His name” - the underlying word for “giving thanks” is omologew 
      (translated “____________” in I Jn. 1:9) - here it pictures acknowledging (openly 
       declaring and agreeing with) Him and all His name represents (power, character)
  3. The “credentials” of sacrifices which please God - vs. 16
   a. Part of the importance in these verses is seen in the word “sacrifices” - no longer 
       are these animal sacrifices to deal with sin, but neither are they of little to no cost - 
       the word automatically carries with it the idea of some type of cost to the giver
   b. In this verse, the costs involve “doing good” (making ourselves useful) to those 
       around us (especially those of the church) and that by means of _______________
   c. Both aspects of this “sacrificing” are pleasing to God and there is a warning to not 
       neglect this by forgetting to do it (or “be doing” it) - often, these are forgotten 
       because they are not a priority, because they have costs, or because we have not 
       ________________ our lives to include these as priorities
   d. It is easy to forget that working together with each other, with differences of 
       personalities and situations, will often require sacrifice (it’s not supposed to be easy)
   e. As stressed in Heb.10:25, the “assembling of yourselves” must not be forsaken - 
       we cannot “do good” and fellowship/partner with each other if there is no regular 
       contact of some type - as in chapter 12, we are in this “race” of life together and, 
       in our desire to please God in what we do, we must do good and support His own
    • The opposite of this either being absence of fellowship or neglecting the 
      pursuit of being useful to each other in the “race”

The consideration of our 
true “home” (country) is 
important for staying on 
focus so we don’t ever 
consider looking to return 
(or stay) - Heb. 11:13-16

It is important for us to 
remember than in the Old 
Testament, sacrifices of 
praise and of good works 
were pleasing to God also - 
see Psalm 50

John 14:6
Our being in Christ defines 
purpose and ownership, 
keeps pride in-check, main-
tains a proper estimate before 
our minds of the endless 
resource of God’s love/grace 
at our disposal to be “spent” 
(invested) in others - without 
this awareness, we see self 
as self-owned or become 
enslaved to something else, 
become unrealistically proud 
and become stingy with 
whatever we have of value 
(and those values become 
wrongly defined)

similar idea in Pr. 3:6

The word for “sharing” is 
from the word koinwnia 
meaning “communicate” or 
being in partnership with 
someone

As in Heb. 11:6, God is 
pleased with these sacrifices 
because they require faith in 
the doing of them

It has become common 
for believers to see their 
“assembling” only in it 
being for their benefit and 
neglecting being beneficial 
themselves
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   f. For “with such sacrifices as these” God is well-pleased (very) - this is one of the 
       underlying reasons for sacrifices (to please) and there is none higher or more 
       significant that we can aspire to please than God, the creator of the universe
   g. There are some exegetes that hold to the idea that “sharing” mainly indicates the 
        idea of meeting the needs of fellow believers - this, of course, would be sacrifices 
        pleasing to God - _________ is quite often seen in generous, timely need-meeting
   h. And when looking to sacrifice, we should be driven to give and pursue what is 
       best not driven by the pursuit of self-comfort to seek only the “good” (as in “OK”)

XXIX. Closing Instructions and Prayer - 13:17-25
 A. Placing ourselves under spiritual authority - vs. 17
  1. There is to be a submissive posture under God-ordained authority in the church
   a. There has been a trend to discount spiritual leadership in the church for varying 
       reasons - many take into account the numerous flaws that have been apparent or, 
       because of a pursuit of “liberty,” the idea of self-governance sounds more 
       agreeable (even more responsible), thus casting off any church authorities
   b. We do have laid out for us in the Old Testament and the New structures of 
       spiritual leadership - Paul presented several times the need to have established (and 
       qualified) “elders” in the churches or “______________” as in I Timothy 3
   c. In 13:7 we were told to remember and mimic guides that God had used before and 
       now the instruction is to obey and submit to those that are still here (those 
       _______________ to such a purpose)
  2. Be “convinced” by them (be persuaded and believe) - the word for “obey” (Πείθεσθε) is 
      translated elsewhere several times in the New Testament as “trust” or “persuaded”
   a. This verb is a present middle imperative communicating the ongoing effort that 
       they must have in being persuaded (seeking/allowing it) - much of how we come
       at Scripture is this way - we come to be taught with the ___________ to follow
   b. With this also comes the need to trust these “leaders” - this needs to be one of the 
       criteria that is sought when seeking out a church - as with a husband and wife, the 
       pastors/elders are not told to make those “under” them to submit, but those under 
       them are instructed to be seeking to do this - pursue instruction!
  3. The second part of this command is to “submit” (ὑπείκετε) to these leaders
   a. The first dealt with a focus on being persuaded (taught and believing) while here it 
       indicates a voluntary ______________ under someone - see also  I Cor. 16:15-18
   b. This will often be the needed response when there are disagreements or 
       unanswered questions - this is pre-planned to keep us in line in the future - in light 
       of the next phrase, “Any of the members that are inclined to leave Christ are now 
       to give up this notion and thus obey their faithful leaders”  Lenski
  4. This is needed for two reason; protection and for “profit”
   a. These leaders “keep watch over your souls” (or should be) - the picture being one 
       who stays awake to be on the alert to protect from destructive and enslaving attacks
   b. The ones on-guard seek to watch for danger and are responsible to sound alarms
   c. They are, in this case, on-guard “for your souls” - this word is often translated 
      “mind” or heart” (their focus is to protect thinking) - this is key, realizing the worst 
       of enemies and attacks are the ones that get “in our ___________”
   d. These leaders must “give an account” to God for their responsibilities - their focus 
       is to be in pleasing Him and following His instructions since they will answer to 
       him and not to those they lead - we do not want leaders looking to follow our “lead”
   e. This is directed at church leaders, but other spiritual leaders (such as parents) need
       to sense this responsibility as well to protect the hearts/minds of their children

There is a pleasing of God 
also in what we avoid (II Tim. 
2:4) - some distractions lend 
to neglecting the “doing good” 
and “partnering” and encour-
aging each other

As seen in Romans 13 also, 
we must not calculate that 
since we have seen some 
misuse their position that the 
position itself is wrong (if 
established by God)

Churches ordain men 
as pastors/elders not 
just to send them off 
to a church, but to add 
credibility to their spiri-
tual authority - see Titus 
1:5-16

It is a submission but not a 
blind submission - the posture 
is to follow but looking to fol-
low with clear direction
A scrutinizing approach can 
be helpful but can be overdone 
- one who more than not ques-
tions their leader will not ever 
follow and certainly not follow 
with confidence

The overall purpose for the 
submission is two-fold - first 
it is for order the second is for 
protection (there will always 
be “religious” competitors) 
competing for our persuasion

“When an appointed watch-
man proves a dumb dog, 
calamity results”  Lenski

Those “following” will be 
comforted if they sense this 
awareness in their leaders - 
pastors/teachers/elders need 
to be aware and indicate this 
awareness to those they lead

Often the “best” will not be 
seen as best or appreciated - 
but we do this to please Him 
not them
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   f. F. F. Bruce, in his commentary on Hebrews stressed, in regards to this verse, that 
       there will be those coming with “purveying new and esoteric doctrines to be
       regarded as much more attractive” who will outshine those pastors who 
       consistently stay with the truth of Scripture - he stressed that typically it 
       would be these local leaders who would  have a “real ____________ for the 
       welfare of the church and a sense of their accountability to God...”
   g. Let them lead under this weight of accountability and let it (their leading) be with 
      “joy” (gladly) and not with “grief” (groaning, murmuring, complaining)
   h. The opposite will not be “profitable” - as many of those who oppose often get a 
       spiritual leader they desire but not the one they ___________ (who challenges 
       rather than coddles and flatters them not preparing them to face the Lord)
   i. Notice Paul’s “attitude” (outlook) with the Church at Thessaolonica in I Thes. 
      2:17-20 - he longed to see them, was frustrated at the hindrances, and called them 
      his “hope or joy or crown of exultation” and this “in the presence of our Lord 
      Jesus at His coming” - as a friend or parent would beam with “pride” and over-
      whelming excitement when introducing for the first time other friends - it will be 
      the fruition of all he worked for when their faith is made ____________!
 B. The request for their prayers for them and his return - vs. 18-19
  1. The first phrase is simple and is directed at his desire to return to them - vs. 18
   a. The idea appears to be that he desired that they (regularly) bring them up in their 
       prayers (literally bringing their wishes/desires before God) concerning them being 
       able to come back (Προσεύχεσθε) and that it would be (presumably) for their good
   b. And, the request is made discriminately, and appeals to their genuineness - it 
       appears from the wording of this verse that he and his “team” had had accusations 
       directed at them (most likely _______________ God in the accusation)
  2. The confidence in a “good conscience” - vs. 18
   a. One of the greatest “strength-givers” and confidence-builders that any of us can 
       have in life is a good conscience before God
   b. The conscience is literally that part of us that “sees along with” God - the part of 
       all of us that knows we are _______________ to Him
   c. The appeal in this prayer request is that they should be prayed for because they 
       have been honest and right (accountable) in their dealings and teaching of this 
       group of believers, even though some of what was written was harsh and direct
   d. They were driven (literally willful) to be honorable in all their conduct - this was a 
       description of integrity (open honesty for the good of others avoiding pretense)
  3. He stressed (urged) them to do this so that his coming to them would be “sooner” - vs. 19
   a, It is believed that there was a rumor that had been started that he did not want to 
       see them again in light of some of the strong challenges he had given
   b. As with any genuine concern, though, there will always be an urgency to be with 
       those whom God has given us to lead and influence - in line with what had just been 
       stated about their leaders, this urgency is often motivated by the desire to protect, 
       in person, against the ever-circling evil influences ready to “_____________-in”
 C. The prayer for these Hebrew Christians to be  “fully equipped” in doing God’s will - vs. 20-21
  1. These two verses pivot on the verb for “equip” but he first makes it clear who must do this
   a. There is strong emphasis on the giver of the ability and how He ultimately 
       implements this “power” ability - it works out to be an equipping to do His will 
       and at the same time His “working within” to bring it about
   b. It is interesting the first description of God that is used here in this prayer/wish - it 
       is literally, “Now the God of the peace...” - the definite article is present in the 
       Greek before peace so it is not just any “peace” but a unique one

The New International 
Commentary on the New 
Testament - The Epistle to 
the Hebrews (1964) - F. F. 
Bruce - see pg. 408

It may be that some pastors/
elders are grieved over their 
lost “power” but in the case 
of those truly aware of their 
accounting, it becomes a 
type of worry and stress over 
the innumerable spiritual and 
mental dangers they (their 
people) will come across

see also what Paul stressed 
in Php. 2:16

It is as though he was say-
ing, pray for us to God for 
He above all else knows 
whether or not we are “real”

The underlying word for 
“we are sure” is a pres-
ent passive - we are being 
made sure of this (ongo-
ing), not “I once was and 
will “ride-out” life on it)!

Compare this with 
Romans 1:10-12

see Php. 4:7

This is another example 
of the motive for why we 
should do what we do - we 
desire a good conscience 
before God

concern

need

sight

invoking

accountable

swoop
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   c. It is “the peace” in that it is the one planned and purchased by God Himself - it’s 
       not just “a peace” with God, but THE one that He brought about - we, as 
         mentioned in Rom. 5:1, have peace with God because of what He did, not because of us
  2. The One to equip them (and us) certainly is able, seeing it is He who has power over death
   a. He “brought up from the dead” - as in Romans 6, this concept is crucial in our 
       understanding of the reality of “walking in newness of life” by being “in Him” (as 
       pictured in our being baptized into Him) - we were “raised with Him” to walk 
      (live) this new life now (not just in eternity) - He gives life and equips us for it
   b. The idea behind “equip” in verse 21 is to be totally “fitted” for something by 
       means of supply, preparation, training and repair - it is fully equipping
   c. He raised, for us, the “great Shepherd of the sheep” - the Lord our shepherd, we 
       the sheep - He will guide, protect and feed us - there will be false shepherds 
       coming to mislead the flock seeking to _____________ them and bring harm
  3. He (God) did this “by the blood of the covenant” - this seems confusing at first glance, 
      but the idea is clear in light of the entire context of Hebrews - Christ, being the perfect 
      sacrifice became the sacrifice for sin - sin, having then been defeated by His High Priestly 
      work now makes the New Covenant active (and this being eternal - set from eternity past, 
      ________________ through eternity future!)
  4. So, the prayer is for their/our being fully prepared to do His will (in every good thing)
   a. This is not done through our determined effort, but is worked “IN US” by God 
       Himself (this is the heart of the prayer, for if it is not God working in us what 
       pleases Him, we will not be pleasing to Him)
   b. As so vividly seen throughout Hebrews, this was God’s plan all along - It was His 
       plan to do the redeeming, atoning and fulfilling of all His plan and requirements, 
       so we would see that even after being “saved” from sin we are “saved” _______ 
       righteousness (sanctified)  to do His will by His power by His grace!
  5. Having spent the bulk of this epistle making clear the supremacy of Christ over all who 
      had come before, without hesitation and with all confidence he declares of Christ, “to 
      whom be the glory for ever and ever”
   a. No other person or instrument of God’s working must be seen as outshining Christ
   b. All the great people that God had used to bring us to this point were for a purpose 
       to magnify Christ before us and fulfill the prayer of our Lord in John 17:5
 D. One last command - “bear with this...” - vs. 22-25
  1. Knowing that what had been written was difficult to believe and understand as well as 
      difficult to submit to and believe, he commands (present. middle imperative), “put up 
      with” this exhortation - stay with it, endure with it and don’t forsake it!
  2. All that was written was “brief” compared to what more could have been said - the 
      magnitude of what was dealt with could easily have merited more
  3. With this, he now expresses the desire and plan to come see tem now that Timothy may 
     “fill-in” for him (Timothy most likely having been released from prison or some other 
      responsibility) - the writer had a desire to be with them in their struggles
  4. Greetings are given and passed on and all is ended with the precious phrase, “Grace be 
      with you all” - God’s goodness, empowerment and favor should be always be, as it were, 
      with you, in front of your daily life focus so as not to lose sight of what is most precious 
      in this ever-distracted world of disillusionment and despair (without God)

It is to make us thoroughly 
ready for something - as 
Paul clarified to Timothy, it 
is God’s word that He uses 
in fully equipping us for 
“every good work” (II Tim. 
3:16-17

see John 10:1-18

We must never lose sight 
that the pleasing of God 
is always accomplished 
“through Him” (Christ) - all 
else is self-righteous futility

Again, it is what is “pleas-
ing in His sight” (not ours 
and not others) that is the 
determining factor

Compared to all other 
“peaces”, this is the one 
above all - living in light of 
it, we live in peace

exploit

effective

to

Followed by an “amen” 
meaning a full agreement 
of “let it be so”


